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liULES
OF THE

INSTITUTE OF METALS
As Approved and Adopted by a General Meeting of Members

HELD AT Birmingham on November 11, 1908

I

1. The Society shall be called "The Institute of Metals."
2. The objects of the Institute shall be :

—

(a) To afford a means of communication between members
of the non-ferrous metal trades upon matters bearing upon
their respective manufactures, excluding all questions con-

nected with wages, management of works, and trades' regula-

tions.

{b) To arrange periodical meetings for the purpose of dis-

cussing practical and scientific subjects bearing upon the

manufacture, working, and use of the non-ferrous metals and
their alloys.

(c) To advance the knowledge of metals and alloys, e.g. by
the publication of a journal containing both original papers

and abstracts of publications relating to these subjects, and in

any other way.

Section I.—Constitution.

3. The Institute shall consist of iriembers and students.

Memliers shall be more than twenty-three years of age, and shall be

persons occupying responsible positions. They shall be either :
—

(a) persons engaged in the manufacture, working, or use of

metixls and alloys ; or,

{li) persons of scientific, technical, or literary attainments

contiected with or interested in the metal trades, or with the

application of metals and alloys.

Stwientfi shall be more than seventeen years of age, and shall not

remain after they are twenty-five years of age, and sliall be either :

—

{(i) students of metallurgy ; or,

(//) pupils or assistants engaged in works of which the

principals are entitled to membership.
vli
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Honorary Members.—It shall be within the province of the Council
to elect not more than twelve honorary members, who shall be
persons of distinction interested in or connected with the objects

of the Institute.

Section II.

—

Election of Members and Students.

4. A recommendation for admission according to Forin A in the

Appendix shall be forwarded to the Secretary, and by him be laid

before the Council. The recommendation shall be signed by not

fewer than three members.

5. This year (1908) members and students shall be elected by the

Interim Council.

6. After the present year (1908) the procedure shall be as follows :

—

Such applications for admission as are approved by the Council

shall be inserted on a voting list. This voting list will constitute the

ballot paper and will specify the name, occupation, address, and pro-

posers of each candidate. It shall be forwarded to the members for

return to the Hon. Secretaries at a fixed date, and four-fifths of the

votes recorded shall be necessary for the election of any person.

7. When a candidate is elected, the Secretary shall give him notice

thereof, according to Form B, but his name shall not be added to the

list of members or students of the Institute until he shall have paid

his first annual subscription, and signed the Form C in the Appendix.

8. In the case of non-election, no mention thereof shall be made in

the minutes, nor any notice given to the unsuccessful candidate.

Section III—Officers and Mode of Election.

9. The officers of the Institute for the management of its affairs

shall consist of one President, six Vice-Presidents, fifteen Members
of Council, a Secretary or Secretaries, and a Treasurer. All members
who have filled the office of President of the Institute shall be
ex-officio additional members of the Council, under the title of Past-
Presidents.

10. The President shall be elected annually, and shall be eligible

for re-election at the end of the first year, but not for a longer period
until after an interval of at least two years.

11. Two Vice-Presidents and five Members of the Council, in
rotation, shall retire annually, but shall be eligible for re-election,

unless disqualified by non-attendance during the previous year. In
addition, those Vice-Presidents and Members of Council shall retire

who have not attended any meeting of the Council or Institute
during the previous year, unless such non-attendance has been
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caused by special circumstances, which shall have been duly notified

to and been accepted by the Council as sufficient explanation of

absence.

12. Candidates shall be put in nomination at the ordinary general

meeting preceding the annual meeting, when the Council shall

present a list of the members specifying which are not eligible for

re-election. Any ten members may also nominate a candi<late

other than those nominated by the Council, the names to be sent

t<o the Secretary at least one month previous to the annual meeting.

The list of the proposed names shall be forwarded to the members
and must be returned to the Secretary previous to the election,

not later than a date fixed by the Council.

13. Each member may erase any name or names from the lists,

and insert other names, but the number of names on the list, after

such erasure, must not exceed or be less than the number to be
elected to the respective offices as before enumerated. The lists

which do not accord with these directions shall be rejected by the

Scrutineers. The votes for any member who may not be elected

as President or Vice-President shall count for him as Vice-President

or other member of the Council. The voting is to be conducted in

the manner specified in Section. II.

14. The Council shall have power to fill up any vacancies that

iiKiy occur duiing their year of office.

Section IV.

—

Duties of Officers.

15. The President .shall be Chairman at all meetings at which
ho shall be present, and in his absence one of the Vice-Presidents.

In the absence of a Vice-President, the members shall elect a

Chairman for that meeting.

16. The Treasurer shall hold in trust the uninvested funds of

the Institute, which shall be deposited in the name of the Institute

at a bank approved by the Council ; he shall receive all moneys, and
shall pay all accounts that are properly certified as correct by the

Council ; and shall present, from time to time, a statement of the

Institute's accounts.

17. The Secretary shall attend all meetings, sh;dl take minutes

of the proceedings, shall be responsible for the safe custody of all

papers, books, and other })roperty of the Institute, and, under the

direction of the Council, shall conduct the general business of the

Institute. He shall also be responsible for editing the Journal of

the Institute.

Section V.

—

Meetings.

18. There shall be at least two general meetings in each year,

one of which shall be held in London in January, and the other
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at such time and in such locality as the Council may direct. The
meeting in London shall be the annual meeting for the election of

officers.

19. The Council may convene a general meeting for any special

purpose whenever they consider it to be necessary. The Council

shall convene a general meeting for a special purpose, upon a requi-

sition to that effect signed by not less than twenty members. The
business of such a meeting shall be confined to the special subjects

named in the notice convening the same. No member whose sub-

scription is in arrear shall be entitled to debate or to vote at any
general meeting.

20. All members and students shall have notice of and shall be

entitled to attend each general meeting of the Institute, and
to receive copies of the Institute's Transactions or Journal

gratuitously.

21. No alteration of the Rules or Bye-laws shall be made except

at the annual meeting, and >a notice of any proposed alterations

shall be given at the general meeting preceding the annual meeting
in London.

Section VI.—Subscriptions.

22. The subscription of each member shall be two guineas per

annum, and of each student one guinea per annum. Members
elected after July 1, 1909, shall pay an entrance fee of two guineas

each, and students elected after July 1, 1909, one guinea each.

23. The subscription shall be payable in advance on July 1 in

each year. Any member or student whose subscriptions shall be
twelve months in arrear shall forfeit temporarily all the privileges of

the Institute. Due notice in the Form D in the Appendix shall be

given to such members and students, and if the arrears of subscrip-

tions remain unpaid after this notice the Council shall be empowered
to remove such name from the lists of the Institute.

Section VII.^—Journal.

24. The Journal of the Institute may include one or more of the

following :
—

(a) Communications made by members, students, or others.

(Jj)
Abstracts of papers appearing elsewhere.

(c) Original papers appearing elsewhere.

(d) Advertisements approved by the Council.

Section VIII.

—

Communications.

25. All communications shall be submitted to the Council, and
those approved may be brought before the general meetings. This
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approval by the Council shall not be taken as expressing an opinion

on the statements made or the arguments used in such communica-

tions.

26. All communications so made shall be the property of the

Institute, and shall be published only in the Journal of the Insti-

tute or by the authority of the Council.

Section IX.—Property of the Institute.

27. All the property of the Institute, other than funds in the hands

of the Treasurer, shall be held by three Trustees, in trust for the

Institute. The Trustees shall be appointed by the members in

general meeting assembled ; and in case any vacancy in the Trustees

occurs, the same shall be filled by election at the next general

meeting—the Chairman, in all cases, having a second or casting vote.

28. All books, drawings, communications, models, and the like,

shall be accessible to members and students according to the 13ye-laws.

The Council shall have power to deposit the same in such place or

places as they may consider most convenient for the members.

29. Every person desirous of bequeathing to the Institute any

personal property is requested to make use of the following form in

his will :
" I give and bequeath to the Trustees of the Institute of

Metals in [here mention the property or sum of money
intended to be bequeathed free of legacy duty] for the use of the

Institute."

Section X.—Consulting OflBcers.

30. The Council shall have power to appoint such consulting officers

as may be thought desirable from time to time, and may vote them
suitable i-emuneration.

Section XI.—Prizes and Grants.

31. The Institute may offer annually a s\im or sums to be appro-

priated in Pri^;es or Medals, for llesoarcli, for inventions of a specified

character, or for improvements in the production or manufacture of

the non-ferrous metals and their alloys.

32. Tlie Institute may expend annually a sum or sums of money
on Research or Researches, or in such other way as may extend the

knowledge of metals and their alloys.

Section XII.—Dissolution.

33. The Institute shall not be broken up unless upon the vote of

two-thirds of the members present at any general meeting, convened
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for the purpose of considering the dissolution ; and after confirmation

by a similar vote, at a subsequent meeting, to be held not less than

three, or more than six, months after the first ; and notice of this

last meeting shall be duly advertised as the Council or a general

meeting may advise.

APPENDIX

FOKM A.

To the Secretary,

—

Mr. A. B. (address in full), being of the required age, and
desirous of becoming a (

)* of the Institute of Metals,

we, the undersigned, fi-om our personal knowledge, do hereby
recommend him for election.

Business or Profession

His qualifications are

Witness our hands this day of 19

Names of
Three

Members.

FORM B.

Sir,—I beg to inform you that on the you were
elected a ( )* of the Institute of Metals, but, in con-

formity with the Rules, your election cannot be confirmed until

the accompanying form be returned with your signature, and
until your entrance fee (no entrance fee in 1908) and first annual
subscription

( ) be paid to me. If the first subscription

is not received within two months of this date your election will

become void.

I am, Sir, your obedient Servant,

Hon. Treasurer.

Insert Member or Student.
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FORM C.

I, the undersigned, being elected a ( )* of the
Institute of Metals, do hereby agree that I will be governed by the
regulations of the said Institute, as they are now formed, or as
they may be hereafter altered ; that I will advance the interests of

the Institute as far as may be in my power
;
provided that, when-

ever I shall signify in writing to the Secretary that I am desirous

of withdrawing my name therefrom, I shall (after the payment of

any arrears which may be due by me at that periofl) be free from
this obligation.

Witness my hand this day of 19

FORM D.

Sir,—I am directed to inform you that your subscription to the

Institute of Metals, amounting to , is in arrear, and that

if the same be not paid to me on or before the day
of 19 , your name will be removed from the

lists of the Institute.

I am. Sir, your obedient Servant,
Secretary.

* Insert Member or Student.
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THE INSTITUTE OE METALS

MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS

BIRMINGHAM MEETING

The First Autumn Meeting of the Institute of Metals
was held in the Examination Hall of the Municipal Technical

School, Suffolk Street, Birmingham, on Wednesday and
Thursday, November 11 and 12, 1908—Sir William H.

White, K.C.B., F.R.S., in the chair.

RECEPTION OF THE INSTITUTE

The. Right Honourable the Lord Mayor of BiRiMingham

(Alderman G. H. Kenrick), addressing Sir William White and

the members of the Institute, said that he was there that

morning to oft'er to them an exceedingly hearty welcome to

the city of Birmingham. It seemed to him singularly appro-

priate to the occasion that they had been able to meet in that

room, which had been associated in Birmingham to a very

considerable extent with those metals in which the members
were chietly interested. It was also a building in which he

himself happened to have taken a considerable part, as he

was Chairman of the Committee which had to do with its

erection, and he had remained on the Committee of the

Technical School ever since. Therefore, he was particularly

delighted to find them meeting here at this, which might be

said to be, and was in fact, the first general meeting of

niend)ers, so that he thought that they might claim for

the city of Birmingham, without detracting in any way
from the claims of other cities, that it was the birthplace

A
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of this new Institute. It was not the first time that Bir-

mingham had been the birthplace of small societies which

have grown to be very great ones. He thought they might look

back a considerable distance to the Institution of Mechanical

Engineers, which was founded and started in Birmingham, and

under the auspices of the city, and nourished by it, grew to

such an extent that it became too big for Birmingham and so

had to remove to London. He hoped that the Midland city

might also prove to be equally nourishing to the Institute of

Metals, so that the Institute, in due course, along Avith all the

other great societies, would find its headquarters in very sub-

stantial premises in London. They were not anxious for them

to go there too soon ; they would be glad to retain their con-

nection with the new Institute as long as they possibly could,

and he thought that they had in Birmingham some claim to

be considered a city in which the interests of the members

very largely lay. Of course, they had given up their interest

in iron and steel. That had gone farther afield, and had been

taken charge of by another very powerful institute. But they

still had an interest in other metals lying outside the scope of

that institution. Among the precious metals there was silver,

which had always been a great industry in Birmingham. They
did not claim pre-eminence in that respect, because silver was

found almost everywhere. They also had a claim to gold,

although, like other places in regard to that noble metal,

they never seemed to have quite enough of it. But they

were very glad to have the little share which came their way.

Regarding other metals they felt more at home. Copper had
long been connected Avith Birmingham, and was associated

with old names, such as those of the Boltons, Gibbinses, and

others, and always had formed a very important part of the

manufactures of the citj^. Then, again, in the two metals of

nickel and cobalt associated so honourably with the name
of Wiggin, they seemed to have almost, in this country

at any rate, a monopoly ; whilst with other rarer metals still,

the city had some kind of historical connection. Therefore, he

hoped that the city would always continue to be associated

with the Institute of Metals. He (the Lord Mayor) desired

to say how much he welcomed the formation of such an
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institute, as being one of the best means of promoting the

welfare of the trade. When lie looked back and saw what the

Iron and Steel Institute had done for the iron and steel trades,

he could not help feeling that there was an enormous future

before the Institute of Metals. The iron and steel manufac-

turers and users recognised very early the immense importance

of science to their industry. He did not mean to say that his

hearers had not also done that already. He knew that many
firms had for many years taken the greatest possible interest

in the scientific aspects of their occupation, but he thought

that the formation of a society of that kind, backed up, as he

thought it would be, by what he might call professors in the

art of metallurgy, was likely to be of the greatest advantage.

He was particularly pleased to find that they had Professor

Turner there that morning. He had taken a prominent part,

and no doubt would continue to take a prominent part, in the

development of this Institute. They had also a leading pro-

fessor from Manchester. They would find that all that they

had been able to do as private concerns would be as nothing

to what they would be able to do as an Institute of Metals.

He was also particularly pleased to find that they had suc-

ceeded in persuading Sir William White to be President of

their Institute. He (the Lord Mayor) congratulated them

upon that, because Sir William White represented a very

large and powerful interest, and had a very intimate know-

ledge of the applications of those metals in which they were

interested. He was (piite sure that the knowledge whit;h

he would bring to that association, and the great weight

whi(;h his name carried, would help forward the Institute very

nuich in the future. He (the Lord Mayor) was not going to

waste their time and interfere with the course of their business,

so he would content himself with once again giving them a

very hearty welcome to the city of Birmingham.

The President (Sir William White, K.C.B., F.R.S.), address-

ing the Ijord Mayor and nunibcr.s, said: On behalf of the

Institute of Metals he desired to thank the Lord Mayor for

attending that day, in the midst of his many duties—which

must be particularly heavy at the beginning of his otiicial
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year—and for his hearty welcome to Birmingham. As the

representative of the Corporation of Birmingham, they desired

to thank him for the courtesy which had been shown in

placing that hall at their disposal, and helping them in many
ways. Beyond that, he wished to thank the Lord Mayor

for his very sympathetic and suggestive speech. The Lord

Mayor had completely represented the purpose which the

founders of that Institute of Metals had in view in attempting

to fill what they believed to be a need in the technical institu-

tions and literature of this country. They had been governed

by the considerations to which the Lord Mayor had alluded,

and believed that the union of science and practical experience

must always be productive of the best results. In the pursuit

of these objects, collective action must be powerful and suc-

cessful. The Lord Mayor had alluded to the fact that

Birmingham was, if not the most appropriate place, at least

one of the most appropriate places, in which that first general

meeting of the Institute of Metals could take place. They

quite agreed, but they did more than recognise the fact. They

recognised that to the Lord Mayor and to Birmingham men
was due the invitation which had brought them there. They
could not have come unasked, but Birmingham did not wait

even for a suggestion of the desirability of an invitation.

Spontaneously there came from that city the invitation which

had been gratefully and readily accepted. Among the

many presidencies which he (the speaker) had been called

upon to occupy was that of the Institution of Mechanical

Engineers. When their new house in London was opened,

during his presidency a brief history of the Institution was

prepared. In that history prominence was given to the fact

which had been mentioned by the Lord Mayor, that in Bir-

mingham, many years ago, the Institution of Mechanical

Engineers was formed. That was a good precedent. They
hoped that the forecast of the Lord Mayor might be realised,

and that the Institute of Metals might grow up to a position

similar to that now occupied by the Institution of Mechanical

Engineers. Whatever their fate might be, his Lordship and

the Corporation of Birmingham might be assured that they

would never forget the kindness shown in receiving them.
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He desired also to refer to the liibours of the local Com-
mittee on their behalf. At the proper time they would

[)lace on record in their Journal an official acknowledgment

of their obligations to all their hosts in Birmingham, but he

would take that opportunity of referring by name to a few

gentlemen who had served as the Executive of the local

Committee and to whom they owed much. The Chairman,

Mr. Boeddicker ; the Honorary Secretary, Mr. G. G. Poppleton,

and the other members (including Mr. J. W. Earle, Mr. Grice,

Mr. A. H. Hiorns, Mr. Joseph Hughes, Mr, T. G. Locker, Sir G.

A. Muntz, and Professor Turner) deserved the heartfelt thanks

of the members. He desired also to thank many firms who
had given invitations to visit their works, and members
would not fail to avail themselves of that special, and, he

might say, almost unrivalled opportunity. The generosity

which had Itcen shown to them by every one in Birmingham
would long be remembered. He had not referred directly to

the university— they were to go there that afternoon, and

perhaps an opportunity might then occur of doing so—but he

would not like to leave out an institution of which Bir-

mingham was justly proud, and which was flourishing under

the guidance of his friend, Sir Oliver Lodge. If he left the

university without further reference, they knew the reason.

To every one in Birmingham—even if he failed to mention

their names in order to abridge those preliminary proceedings,

and not for want of gratitude—on l)ehalf of the Institute of

Metals, he desired to tender grateful thanks. Addressing the

Lord Mayor, Sir William said ho knew the Lord Mayor had

many other duties to fulfil, and had come to that meeting in

an interval between two other important meetings. They

would rejjret his leavinij, i>ut knew that he must fulfil his

official duties ; and without further words would again most

heartily thank the Lord Mayor for his great courtesy and

kindness in coming to greet them that day.

The Lord ^[ayor then took his leave, and the President

delivered his inaugural address, at the conclusion of which

Mr. G. A. Boeddicker desired to move that the best thanks of

the members be given to their President, Sir William White,
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for the highly mteresting address he had given them. It was

a great pleasure to him, and a great honour, to move that

resolution, for he felt that he was taking part in an act of

historical importance. They must all be proud to feel that

by being present there that day they were helping to make
history. Indeed, after hearing Sir William's eloquent words,

there could be no doubt that the Institute of Metals had come
to stay, and had a brilliant future before it. The address was

a masterpiece. It was clear, concise, comprehensive, and full

of lofty thought. Sir William put aside everything that Avas

small, and narrow, and selfish. He had inspired the youngest

of all institutes with a vitality which placed it at once on a

level with the great institutes of the kind throughout the

country. When trying to get new members, they were often

met with the question, " Will it do me any good ? " The

speaker maintained that, after Sir William White's address

had been circulated, and read, as it should be, such a question

could never be asked again. It was a question appealing to

a narrow view, now quickly disappearing. If the Institute

followed the path marked out for it by their President, it

could not help fostering a feeling of solidarity between pro-

ducers and consumers of non-ferrous metals and alloys, and

could not but be ultimately of inestimable value to very im-

portant industries. He would like to ask some gentleman in

the body of the hall to second the resolution, which was,

" That the best thanks of the members be given to Sir William

White for his highly interesting address."

Mr. W, Mills said that he had very great pleasure in

seconding the vote of thanks to Sir William White. He had

known Sir William for a long time. He knew him as Presi-

dent of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers and other

societies. Their society was really to be congratulated u23on

having such a gentleman as its first President, and he heartily

endorsed everything that had been said by the mover of the

resolution. If he might criticise one little part of his speech,

he would say that he was sorry that they had accepted invita-

tions to any works except where they were thrown open to the

entire body of members. He thought that in this matter they
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should carry out the rule which obtained in other societies.

It might be a contentious question, but he hoped that it would

be put before the Council and that they might have their

views upon it in the future. He understood Sir William to

say that he hoped there would be no difficulty with regard to

that matter in the future. He had very great pleasure in

seconding the vote of thanks.

The resolution put by Mr. Boeddicker was carried with

acclamation.

The President said that he was much obliged for the vote

of thanks. He had offended against the time-table, and would

only say, " Thank you." He might briefly indicate the in-

tended programme for that day. The meeting must be

adjourned at one o'clock. Certain necessary business in

regard to the constitution of the society had to be completed,

but would probably only occupy a few minutes. They had to

read, and, as far as they could, discuss certain papers. The

papers to be taken that day were : Mr. Milton's, that by Mr.

Bengough and Mr. Hudson, and that by Mr. Echevarri. The

first business, however, was that he (Sir William), as President,

should move a resolution, namely, that the Rules of the

Institute of Metals, which had been prepared with great

deliberation and care by the Interim Council, and had been

circulated to the members, be approved and adopted by the

members. He begged to move that resolution, and would ask

some one in the body of the hall to kindly second it.

Mr, Joseph Adamsox desired to second that resolution. In

doing so he said that he had had very considerable personal

ex])erience in the drafting of rules. For instance, in connec-

tion with the Institution of Mechanical Engineers. Ho knew

the difficulty they had there in getting through the rules; he

fully realised the task the Council had to perform. In reading

those proposals, they appeared to him to be everything that

could be desired at tlie start for such an institution. As the

President had said, it would be necessary, no doubt, as time

went on, to modify them, but for the present it appeared to
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hiin that they could not do better than take them as they

were.

Sir William White said the Treasurer had asked him to

mention one point which the Council had recently decided.

On page 5 of the Rules it was provided that original members
should enter without an entrance fee. The date after which

an entrance fee should be paid Avas originally fixed as the 1st

of January 1909. It had been decided subsequently that the

financial year of the Institute should end on the 30th June.

It Avould be clearly unfair to ask any one to pay a year's sub-

scription and an entrance fee as well if he could only be a

member for six months. Therefore, the Interim Council

proposed to alter the date at which an entrance fee should

become payable from the 1st of January 1909 to the 1st of

July 1909. He felt sure all members would endorse that

chanofe of date. It had been moved and seconded " That those

Rules (with the correction indicated) be adopted by the Insti-

tute." The resolution was carried unanimously.

In accordance with the Rules, the Institute had for the time

an Interim Council. It was the duty of that Interim Council

to prepare and circulate among the members voting papers

containing the names of members proposed for President, Vice-

Presidents, and Members of the Council, Honorary Secretaries,

and Treasurer for the coming year. He therefore asked the

Secretary to read that list of nominations made by the Interim

Council. These names would be inserted on voting papers,

which would be sent to members in due course, to be returned

at a given date ; so that the results might be declared at the

London meeting on January 19, 1909.

Council for 1909.

The Secretary stated that Sir Wilham White, K.C.B.,

F.R.S., had been nominated as President, and the followins:

gentlemen had been nominated as Vice-Presidents of the

Institute : Mr. J, D. Bonner, Mr. N. Cookson, Professor Gow-
land, F.R.S., Sir Gerard Muntz, Bart., Vice-Admiral Oram,
and Sir Henry Wiggin, Bart. The following gentlemen were
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declared by the Chairman to constitute the nominees for the

Council of the Institute: Mr. G. A. Boeddicker, Mr. T. A.

Bayliss, Mr. J. Corfield, Dr. F. Elgar, F.R.S., Mr. R. Kaye Gray,

Mr. J. T. Milton, Mr. P]. Mills, Professor A. K. Huntington,

Mr. G. W. Nisbett, Mr. K. Pearce, Mr. E. Ristori, Mr. A. E.

Seaton, Mr. C. H. Wilson, Professor T. Turner (Hon. Trea-

surer), Dr. H. C. H. Carpenter (Hon. Secretary), Mr. W. H.

Johnson (Hon. Secretary).

The President said that in framing the list of names just

read the Interim Council had endeavoured to secure represen-

tatives of the great branches of the metal trades, of users of

metals, and of scientific investigators who were dealing with

non-ferrous metals. He thou<;ht that members would a<;ree

that this desire had been accomplished as far as the list ex-

tended and the number of the Council would permit. Dis-

tricts in which non-ferrous metal trades had their most

important centres had all been represented. There were two

letters which the Secretary would read, and he would then ask

Mr. Miltcjn to read his paper.

Letter from American Brassfounders' A.ssociation.

The Secretary stated that the Secretary of the American

Bras.sfoundurs' Association had sent the following letter :

—

Amkrican Brasskounukrs' A.S.S(»CIATI0N,

Office of Skckktaky, Detroit. Mich., U.S.A..

Ociohtr 5, 1908.

Dear Sir,— I wish to extend tlic },'roetin^'.s of our As.sociation to

the Iii.stitute of Metal.s at this your first General Meeting. We
sincerely hope tliat your etl'orts have proven suceessful, ami that the

response to your rail for members lias been hotli generous and hearty.

Our As.sociation .stands ready and willing to help in any way that

is in its ])ower, anil shall be glad to render service, as an organi.sation

or as individuals, whenever the opportunity presents itself.

Wishing you every success,

1 am, with kiml regards, yours very truly,

W. M. (-'oR.SE, Serretari/.

Mr. William II. Johnson,
Hon. Skckktarv, Institute of JIetals,

Manchester, Englanu.
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To this Mr. Johnson had replied as follows :

—

Institute op Metals,
October 17, 1908.

Dear Sir,—I beg to thank you on behalf of the Institute for your
kind letter of greetings from the American Brassfounders' Association

to the Institute of Metals at their first General Meeting, and also

thank you for your readiness to render us any help in your power.
You Avill be pleased to hear that we have arranged for the first

General Meeting of members to be held in Birmingham, which, you
are doubtless aware, is perhaps more than any other city the centre

of the general brass industry of Great Britain. The meeting will

occupy two days, Wednesday and Thursday, the 11th and 12th of

November. A variety of papers will be read, and I trust that, short

as the notice is, we may have some American representatives present.

I think your suggestion as to the compilation of standard methods for

the analysis of brass is an excellent one, and Dr. Carpenter, my co-

Honorary Secretary, and our Treasurer, Professor Turner, will give

their attention to it.

With best thanks for your brotherly greetings, which will be read
before the Birmingham meeting,

Believe me, yours truly, x

W. H. Johnson,
Hon. Secretary, Institute of Metals.

W. M. Corse, Esq.,

American Brassfounders' Association,
Detroit, Mich., U.S.A.

The President then called upon Mr. G. A. Boeddicker, who
had certain announcements to make as Chairman of the Local

Committee.

Mr. Boeddicker said that he had arransred for a collection

of " Diseased and Injured Metals " at the Grand Hotel that

night. Unfortunately, the time had been too short to admit

of any classification of the exhibits.

Mr. Joseph P. Bedson ventured to suQc^est that the amount
of the expenses incurred by the Emergency Committee up to

that time be named at that meeting, so that they might wipe
it off during the meeting, in order that the Institute might
start free from debt.

The President thereupon asked the Treasurer to make a

statement upon the subject, from which it appeared that actual

i^'

i
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initial expenses were small—not more than £100 ; but they

would also have to provide for the furnishing of their offices.

His (the Treasiu-er's) impression was that if they could raise

£200 that would put them in a very good position.

Mr. Bedson then offered to double his subscription for the

year to start the new fund.

Papers by Mr. J. T. Milton, Member of Council (London),

by Messrs. Bengough (Liverpool) and Hudson (Birmingham),

and by Mr. P]chevarri (London), were read and discussed (the

discussion in each case being adjourned to London), hearty

votes of thanks being accorded in each instance, on the motion

of the President, to the respective authors.

The President, in reply to Mr. Vaughan Hughes' question

regarding the time allowed for discussion, said that the rule

stated on the programme was made in view of the large

number of papers presented. It was recognised that the

discussions must be adjourned to the London meeting, and

speakers were limited to five minutes each except by consent

of the meeting. His own feeling was that it would be wiser

in general to make the time ten minutes instead of five. That

was a reasonable time to give to an individual speaker, unless

he had something of unusual interest to say, and the meeting

expressed a desire to hear him longer. In regard to Mr.

Echevarri's paper, speaking from personal experience in those

alloys, he was still hojieful that a stronger material than pure

aluminium would be placed at the disposal of shipbuilders,

and would be capable of resisting the action of sea-water when

properly protected and carefully treated. Whether that ex-

pectation would be realised or not he could not say ; but it the

only material available was to have the physical properties and

the strength of pure aluminium, its use nuist be very much
restricted for structural purposes. He hoped that when the

papers which had been already read were discussed in London,

speakers would be well prepared, as they would have had ample

opportunity for thinking over the subjects to be discu.sscd.

The meeting then adjourned until half-past ten on Thursday

morning, November 12, 1908.
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SECOND DAY^S PROCEEDINGS

Thursday, November 12, 190H

The Second Session of the General Meeting was held in the

Examination Hall of the Technical School on the morning

of Thursday, November 12, Sir William H. White, President,

again occupying the Chair. Papers by Mr. A. Philip

(Portsmouth), Dr. C. Desch (Glasgow), Mr. W. Rosenhain

(Teddington), and Mr. W. H. A. Robertson (Bedford) were

read and discussed (the discussion in each case being

adjourned to London), hearty votes of thanks being accorded

in each instance to the respective authors, on the motion of

the Chairman.

CONCLUDING BUSINESS

The President said that they had come to the end of what

they might, without any exaggeration, describe as a very

successful meeting. In relation to the total membership of

that Society, he thought they would agree that the attendances

had been beyond what might have been expected. No doubt

they owed much to having held the meeting in Birmingham,

not merely because so large a proportion of their members
belonged to that neighbourhood, but also because of the

kindly help which they had received in carrying out their first

meeting. In connection with that statement he desired, as

President, to move, and would request some one in the body of

the hall to second, the following resolutions :

—

Resolved that the best thanks of the Institute be given to

the following gentlemen, public bodies, and firms whose kindness
has contributed greatly to the success of the first General
Meeting of the Institute :

—
(1) The Right Hon. Lord Mayor of Birmingham, for his cordial

welcome to the city, and his generous hospitality.

(2) The Principal of the University of Birmingham and the
authorities thereof for their reception of the members,
and the opportunity afforded for the inspection of the

University buildings and educational equipments, and
the valuable assistance given to the work of the Institute

—on the initiative of the Treasurer, Professor Turner

—

during the earlier period of its organisation.
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(3) To the committee and staff of the Municipal Technical
School for their kindness in placing this hall ami com-
mittee rooms at the disposal of the Institute for the
purposes of this meeting, and for granting so many other
facilities.

(4) To the firms of the Birmingham district who have granted
permission to members of the Institute to visit their

works, namely :

—

Messrs. The Birmingham Aluminium Casting (1903)
Company, Ltd. ; The Birmingham 8mall Arms
Company, Ltd. ; James Cartland !si Hon, LUl.

(brassfounders) ; Earle, Bourne & Co., Ltd. (metal

rollers); Elkington ^ Co., Ltd. (electroplaters)
;

Joseph Cillott it Sons (pen makers) ; Muntz ^letal

Company, Ltd. (metal rollers) ; Ily. Wiggin k C(j.,

Ltd. (nickel rollers, &c.); Wolseley Tool and Motor
Car Company, Ltd.

(5) To the Chairman (Mr. Boeddicker), the Hon. Secretary

(Mr. Poppleton), and the members of the Local Reception
Committee, to whom the Institute is indebted for the

well considered and completely successful arrangements
made for the visit to Birmingham.

They thanked the foregoing firms heartily for tlieir kind-

ness, and the proceedings that afternoon, when members of

the Institute scattered in visits to works, would be amoni'st

the most useful and interesting parts of their proceedings.

Mr. W. Rosen H.viN said he had very much pleasure in

secondinsj: those resolutions. As a visitor from London, ho

particularly appreciated the hospitality they had received

there.

The President requested that Mr. Johnson, one of their

honorary secretaries, would support those resolutions.

Mr. W. H. Johnson said that he would like first to thank

them for the very kind words in which they had acknow-

ledged any assistance he might have given in the foundation

of that Institute. Any work he had done had been done

with the very greatest pleasure, because he felt that that

Institute was likely to be of the very greatest service in I he

promotion not only of scientific research in that interesting

study of metallurgy, but also in the advancement of im-
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provements in manufacture, which all Englishmen, and

especially English manufacturers, so earnestly desired. It

had often been said that Englishmen went too much by rule

of thumb. He thought that that was not the case. And he

was sure that the large gathering there that day, and the

interest which was shown, the practical interest of manufac-

turers of metals of all kinds, was a proof that that was not

the case. A very great debt was owing by all members of

the Society to those in Birmingham who had assisted them

so kindly in that their first meeting. The success of that

meeting had been ensured by their labours, and would do

much to carry them on to still greater usefulness in the

future. He had very great pleasure in supporting the re-

solution.

The resolutions were carried by acclamation.

The Pkesident said that although no formal vote of thanks

had been given to the representatives of the Press, the

Institute was infinitely obliged to them. They had assisted

in many ways ; and in starting an Institute such as theirs,

publicity and the circulation of statements explaining the

objects they had in view in founding the Institute, were of

the first importance. To the gentlemen of the Press present,

he begged to convey their most sincere thanks.

The President as his final word made reference to a matter

of great importance, and to a practical suggestion which had
been made by one of their members on the previous day.

In his Address it had been stated that their success would

be greatly aided if a special subscription list could be formed

to defray preliminary expenses in connection with the found-

ing of that Institute, so that its non-recurring expenses might

be wiped out, and the revenue at once applied to the purposes

for which in ordinary circumstances it would be available.

A member at once rose in the meeting and said that he was

prepared to double his subscription for the current year,

in order to start a fund to meet preliminary expenses. In

future, as they were aware, members joining the Institute

would have to pay an entrance fee; but original members
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paid no such entrance fee. He left the matter in their hands.

A subscription list had been started, on which the first name
was that of Mr. Bedson, Avho showed the way. He was sure

ho need not say any more. He was not a very good beggar,

but he commended the scheme to their favourable notice.

They had come to saying " good-bye " to one another at

tliat meeting, with the prospect of meeting in London on

January 19. Then they would rcconunence proceedings with

full information of the contents of the papers to be discussed,

and probably with their minds made up as to the remarks to

be ottered thereon. He trusted that in the interval their

nnmbers would grow, and that members would resolve that

that London meeting should, if possible, be even a greater

success than that which they had held in Birmingham.

Professor Turner said that he had a proposition to make,

with which he was sure they would all most heartily agree.

That was, " That our best thanks be accorded to our President,

Sir William White, for his conduct in the chair."

Mr. G. A. BoEDDiCKER said he had great pleasure in second-

ing the vote of thanks moved by Professor Turner. If they

wanted to make a meeting a success, they must have a good

Secretary, but having got a good Secretary, it was still more

important to have a good President, and they had got him.

lie bogged to second the motion.

The vote of thanks was carried by acclamation.

The President briefly acknowledged the vote, and the

proceedings terminated.
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VISITS AND EXCURSIONS AT THE
BIRMINGHAM MEETING

The arrangements in connection with the Birmingham Meeting
were in the hands of a committee representing the Midland members
of the Institute. This committee, to members of which the Institute,

as a whole, owes a great debt of gratitude, consisted of the following

gentlemen :

—

Chairman—G. A, Boeddicker.
John W. Earle. Thomas G. Locker.
Edwin Grice. Sir Gerard A. Muntz, Bart.

A. H. HioRNS. Professor T. Turner.
Joseph Hughes.

Secretary—G. Shaw Scott.

Local Honorary Secretary—G. G. Poppleton, J. P.

The Secretary's office was temporarily established for the con-

venience of members at Queen's College, Paradise Street, Birmingham,
a couple of minutes' walk from the Municipal Technical School, where
the meetings were held. The morning of Wednesday, November 11,

was devoted to the reading of papers, and in the afternoon members
journeyed to Selly Oak, where they were received at the new
buildings of the University of Birmingham by Principal Sir Oliver

Lodge, F.R.S. Leaving the Great Hall, where the reception had
taken place, the members, numbering about 150, proceeded to the

main entrance, where a group photograph was taken, after which
small parties were formed and conducted over the buildings by
students. The afternoon's proceedings terminated with tea, which
was served in the University refectory.

The following is a short description of the University of Birming-
ham which was prepared by Professor Turner, M.Sc, and circulated

in pamphlet form to the members of the Institute who visited the

University :

—

The University of Birmingham, which received its Royal Charter
in 1900, is the first of the group of modern Universities founded
in England during the past eight years, and is the immediate
successor of the Mason University College. This College, which
owed its inception and foundation to the late Sir Josiah Mason, was
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opened in the year 1880, ;ind afVonled means for the scientific and
literary training of the youth of the Midlands for a period of twenty
years. The College had at first only four Professors, having charge
respectively of the teaching in Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, and
Biology, but other departments in Science and Literature were added
at a very early date, and in 1892 the work of the College became still

further extended by tlio incorporation of the Medical Faculty of

Queen's College. The success which had attended the work of the

Mason College, together with the awakening throughout England
of an interest in an Higher Education, aroused the desire to obtain

for the Mason College the fuller life and the position of greater

influence of a University. The proposal to establish a University

in Birmingham met with so great a success that when the Royal
Charter was granted in 1900 a sum of considerably over .£300,000

had already been subscribed as an initial endowment. The success

of the appeal for support was in greatest measure due to the

President of the Mason College, the Right Hon. Joseph Chamberlain,

who became also the first Chancellor of the University. The original

buildings of the Ma.son College, in which the greater part of the

teaching work of the University is still carried on, are situated

in Edmund Street. Adjoining and connected with the main buildings

are the departments for the training of teachers.

Soon after the Charter of a University had been granted, it was
felt that the accommodation of the Mason College was too restricte<l,

and it was accordingly decided to erect new buildings, in which, first

of all, the departments of Applied and Pure Science, but ultimately

all the teaching departments, should be housed. This decision was
assisted by the gift of Lord Calthorpe to the University of a site

of 25 acres at Bournbrook, distant about three miles from the centre

of Birmingham. In 1907 Lord Calthorpe gave an additional 19

acres, wliich is now being laid out for College games. The architects

of the new buildings are Sir Aston Webb and Mr. Ingress Bell,

and the accompanying plan (Fig. 1) shows the scheme for the whole

of the buildings to be erected on tlie site, and also for the laying out

of the grounds.

As will be seen from the sketch, the buildings extend radially

from a semicircular front, the diameter of which is constituted

by the row of buildings extending along University Road. In the

main group of buildings only four blocks have so far been erected,

viz, iilock 3, for Mining and Metallurgy ; lilock 4, containing

the (ireat llall, underneath which are a refectory, rooms for the

students and the stall', and a kitchen ; Block 5, for Civil ami
Electrical Engineering; Block 0, for Mechanical Engineering. The
T-shai)ed blocks are 100 feet long and 50 feet wide, with transepts

90 feet long and 15 feet wide. The (ireat llall has a total length

of 150 feet, a span of 75 feet, and a height of about GO feet. In

the semicircular front are continued tlie lecture rooms, the Secre-

tary's ollices, and other administrative buildings.

At the south-west corner of the site, and removed about 200 yards

B
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from the main buildinf^s, stands the Power Station, from which
electricity, both for power and for light, steam for heating, ami Mend
gas, are supplied to the departments of Engineering, Mining, and
Metallurgy. Near this there are also a foundry, a forge, and a
building for large furnaces and experimental plant in connection
with the department of Metallurgy. Under the gi-ound, at the
south-east corner of the site, is an experimental mine, which covers

an area of about one acre.

In adilition to the buildings just described, which were erected

and equipped at a cost exceeding £350,000, Blocks 2, 7, and 8 are
now in course of erection. These will accommodate the departments
of Physics and of Chemistry, and a Library which will form a

memorial to the late Mr. Charles Harding. A Tower (9), rising

to a height of 325 feet, is also in course of erection, and the cost

of these additions will [)robably exceed <£ 100,000.

Both Men's and Women's Hostels exist in connection with the

University. The former is situated in the city at Queen's College,

while the latter will in future be conducted in the large and
beautifully situated new building, erected close to the University

site at Edgbaston (No. 1 on plan).

The Metallurgical Depautment.

The Chair of INIetallurgy in the University was founded in 1902,

anil was the natural development of the Metallurgical Lectureship,

founded in Mason College in 1885. Professor Turner, who was the

first holder of the ^letallurgical Lectureship, was appointed to be the

first Professor of Metallurgy, and the new JNletallurgical department,

which has now been in working order for upwards of three years, was
designetl and equipped under his superintendence. The main portion

of the department is all situated on one floor, one of the large blocks

being allocated to Metallurgy and Alining. The lower half of this

block is devoted to JSlining, and the upper half to Metallurgy. The
Metallurgical department is approached by a central corridor, as

shown in Fig. 2 and in the sketch plan, and this corridor, which is

lighted from above, gives access to all the rooms and laboi'atories, and
also to the teaching museum. Leaving the lecture room, at north end
of the corridor, and passing down the corridor there will be found on

the left hand a pyrometric room, dark rooms, photomicrographic room,
stt)re rooms, and research laboratory; while on the right hand are the

departmental library, electro-metallurgical room, the professor's office,

the V)alance room, and the lecturers' room. At the end of the corridor

is the main laboratory, capable of accommodating about fifty students

working at one time. At one end of this laboratory is a large room
with wind furnaces and gas and coke mutUes, while at the other end
are two rooms, one devoted to the mechanical preparation and testing

of metals, and the other to the sampling and crusiiing of ores. On an
upper floor (Fig. 2) is a teaching museum, whirli is arranged in the

order of Professor Tvu-ner's lectures, and which already contains several
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thousand samples. The Engineering department supplies, from the

power station, direct and three-phase electric current and Mond gas,

for use in the Metallurgical laboratories.

The Smelting laboratories are situated near to the power station

(Fig. 1), and close to the gas plant, the foundry, and the forge.

There are two large rooms, each 50 feet square by 27 feet high, and
two smaller rooms, each about 25 feet square. One of the large rooms
is devoted to the production of open-hearth steel, and contains a

Fig. 2.—Central Corridor and Museum.

2-ton Siemens furnace, with the necessary electric hoist, crane, boiler,

ladle, and moulds, and the stores for metal, ore, and furnace materials.

The other large room is devoted to the non-ferrous metals, and contains
a water-jacketted blast-furnace, capable of smelting about 2 tons
of ore per day ; a roasting furnace, cupellation fuinace, Bruckner
calciner, weighing machine, and a Roots blower. There is also a'

cyaniding plant, a filter press, and a chlorination barrel for the
treatment of gold and silver ores. The smaller rooms are used
specially for research work at present, and are fitted up—the one
as a brass foundry, and the other with an electric furnace. Provision
is also made for pyrometric work in connection Avith extensometer
investigations. The smelting section is supplied with dust flues ; a
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separate stack 90 feet high ; anil ample outside space for storing fuel,

slags, and fluxes.

Mroadly speaking, instruction is given in the main building during
term time, while the Smelting laboratories are used for vacation

courses. The Smelting section is, however, generally in use for

testing purposes, for researcii, or for teaching; antl a certain amount
of work is done in the main lalioratories during vacation courses.

In the evening a reception was held l)y the Right Honourable the
Lord Mayor of Birmingham (AMerman (i. H. Kenrick) at the (Jran<l
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Hotel, which was largely attended by members of the Institute and
ladies accompanying them. An enjoyable musical programme had
been arranged, also a unique exhibition of "Diseased and Injured

Metals." The latter had been planned and carried out entirely by

the Chairman of the Reception Committee, Mr. G. A. Boeddicker, with

the object of demonstrating to those members of the Institute who
were manufacturers of metals and metallic alloys, how a free inter-

change of experiences could be of general benefit to all ; and at the

same time he wanted to draw the attention of the research chemists

and physicists to those points where research would be of the greatest

scientific value, and at the same time of immediate benefit to the

practical man.
Unfortunately many of the specimens arrived so late that it was

impossible to attempt any classification, or even to correct the cata-

logue which had been prepared.

It appeared that very few manufacturers collected specimens of

bad metals, and most of them were only too glad to put them out of

sight as speedily as possible. It is to be hoped that in future all

members of the Institute who have the opportunity will preserve and
present to the Institute interesting specimens which come to their

notice, so that at some future time the Institute may have the unique

distinction of having the first Pathological ^Museum of Metals in the

world.

The exhibits included specimens of copper, yellow and red brass,

Muntz's metal, German-silver, different bronzes, aluminium, lead,

nickel, and silver; and the "diseases and injuries" comprised—error

iu mixing, faults in casting, annealing and rolling, effects of impuri-

ties, effects of over and under carbonisation, chemical and electrolytic

corrosion, fire, water, and age cracks, &c. In most cases the cause of

the fault was given, but a scientific explanation was seldom attempted,

and no doubt in the present state of science was often impossible of

explanation.

The following members and firms contributed to the collection :

—

British Insulated and Helsby Cables, Ltd.—A variety of speci-

mens of brass, phosphor-bronze, gun-metal, copper and aluminium
alloys, showing error in mixing and faulty casting and rolling.

Cammel, Laird ik, Co., Ltd.—Manganese bronze propeller-blades,

showing wearing away of the metal to the depth of 1 inch, caused

by the pressure of the water owing to the high speed. Corroded
condenser ferrules ; electrolytic action.

Charles Clifford & Son, Ltd.—Brass, showing effects of impuri-^

ties and galvanic corrosion.

Earle, Bourne & Co., Ltd.—Brass and German-silver ; faults

showing improper mixing, casting, and annealing.

Midland Railway Company.—Corrosion of brass, owing to chemical

action. Specimens of age-cracks in bi'ass and lead.

William M'Phail & Sons.—Specimens of aluminium bronze show-

ing presence of alumina.
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DuciAKD Bkotiikks.— Biiiss, bad casting.

Genkual ELKCTiac CoMrAXY.— Brittle brass; cause unknown.
Piiosimiok-Bkonzk Company, Ltd.—A very curious specimen of

phosphor-bronze, blistered in the annealing.

MuNTz's Mktal Company, Ltd.—Highly interesting collection of

Muntz's metal, copper, and manganese brass, showing effect of

corrosion and faulty mechanical and heat treatment, with excellent
notes explaining the causes of the faults. •

E. L. ItiiEAD.—^A fine collection from the Municipal School of

Technology, Manchester. Mostly samples of lead showing corrosion.

The Sheffield Smelting Company, Ltd.—Samples of silver show-
ing effect of impurities, namely, bismuth, lead, tellurium, and iridium.

Henry Wiggin & Co., Ltd.— A representative collection of

German-silver showing the effects of faulty mixing, casting, rolling,

and annealing
; also the effects of sulphur, lead, arsenic, and antimony.

Anonymous.—A very fine collection of specimens of corroded con-
denser tubes, rods, c^-c.

The morning of the next day—Thursday, November 1 2—was devoted
to the reading and di.scussion of papers ; and in the afternoon visits

were paid to the works of the companies enumerated below.

VISITS TO WORKS
November 12, 1908.

The l)niMiN(;iiAM Ali.minum Casting (1903) Company, Ltd.

Those members who availed themselves of the opportunity of

visiting the works of the Birmingham Aluminium Casting (1903)

Company, Ltd., on November 1 2, were more than repaid for the time

and trouble spent, as the foundries were certainly well worth a visit.

These are situated in a peculiarly central position, and it seems

strange that there should be foundries of this size within two minutes'

walk of the Birminghiun Town Hall and five minutes' walk from

New Street and Snow Hill Stations. The works comprise four

foiinilries, the main one being a fine lofty shop lit with arc lamps,

and liaving the latest foundry appliances. The second foundry is

also a big moulding shop containing seven furnaces, ami the other

two shops are used for the small ei- work and for machine moulding.

Tliere are also the usual dressing, polishing, pattern-making, and

machining departments. Tiie visitors, who had the opportunity of

seeing all the processes of the manufacture of intricate aluminium
castings, were impressed with the care that was taken to ensure the
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best results, both as regards material and workmanship. Great care

is taken in the alloying of the aluminium, as this firm guarantees to

make their aluminium castings from new metals without the admix-

ture of scrap. Frequent mechanical and physical tests are made
to ensure absolute consistency. It is essential to the satisfactory

working of this metal that it should be kept perfectly distinct from

other metals, and for anybody to get the best results they should V)e

specialists in aluminiuln, and have devoted long and careful attention

to the alloying and working of the metal.

This firm, in the course of twelve months, handles hundreds of tons

of aluminium, the greater bulk of which is for the automobile trade
;

but the consumers of aluminium appear to be daily increasing in

other directions, notably in the general engineering and electrical

industries.

As a testimony to the importance that aluminium has assumed of

late years, it is interesting to record that the Birmingham Aluminium
Casting Company, Ltd., had the largest number of visitors from those

members of the Institute of Metals who availed themselves of the

opportunity of visiting works in this city on the occasion of the first

meeting of the Institute.

The Birmingham Small Arms Company, Ltd.,

Small Heath.

The party of members visiting the works of the Birmingham Small

Arms Company was conveyed to Small Heath by a fleet of motor-

cars kindly provided by the company.
This factory was originally planned in 1861 for the weekly produc-

tion by machinery of 500 to 600 muzzle-loading guns. Previous to

that date the guns were chiefly made by hand. The works at the

present time can readily produce 2000 of the latest Government
pattern magazine Lee-Enfield short rifles per week. In 1894 the

company commenced the manufacture of cycle components known as

the " B. S. A." These components are made in the same manner as

rifle components on the " interchangeable system," and for some time

they have been turned out at the rate of 2000 complete sets of com-

ponents per week.
The Small Heath Works visited by the members of the Institute

last November has a floor space covered by workshops and ofiices of

11^ acres. The more modern portion of the workshops are one-storey

buildings, with roofs of the serrated or weaving-shed type (one slope

glass).

The smithy contains a number of ordinary steam stamping ham-
mers and Ryder forging hammers for the production of accurate

forgings for rifle, cycle, and motor-car components.
The hai'dening shops are furnished with a large number of ovens

heated by " Dowson " gas. The same plant also supplies gas for the

gas-engines used for driving part of the machinery and six " West-
inghouse " gas-engines for generating electricity for driving the

I
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miicliinery of ii large part (jf the factory, and capable of developing,

when all are woikiiig, 1090 kilowatts.

For the smithy, driving part of the machinery, and shop warming,
steam-power is piovided of al)oiit IfiOO horse-power.

There is a large malleable iron foundry for castings of cycle, motor,

and other components.

One of the most important departments is that for making and
storing the numerous cutting tools, machine fixings, and working
gauges necessary for the accurate production of a vast number of

components on the interchangeable system. When it is considered

that in many instances the deviation allowed above or l)elow the

exact dimension is not more than 0*001 of an inch, and more devia-

tion either way will cause the rejection of the component by the

inspector, the necessity of extremely accurate working tools antl

gauges will be appreciated.

The tool department, therefore, is very fully equipped with machine
tools of precision by the best makers, and they are operated by
highly skilled workmen.
The workshops contain over 5000 machines, the bulk of which are

self-feeding and semi-automatic ; whilst both cycle and gun depart-

ments have their own sets of automatic machines for screw-making
and small components.

Inspectors ap})ointed by the War Office are continuously gauging
and inspecting the rifle components on completion of or in process of

manufacture, to ensure good work and interchangeability.

The company's inspectors are similarly engaged in regard to cycle

and motor components.
The aim of the company is to proiluce the best quality of work

only ; all other, although peihaps only slightly inaccurate, is at once

destroyed. The same apjtlies to the productions of their Sparkbrook
Mot<«' and Engineers" Small Tool Works and of their Redditch Works
(late Eadie Manufacturing Company).
The number of hands employed at the three works when working

at full pressure is about 4500.

James Cartland it Son, Ltd.

Another of the works visited by the members of the Institute of

Metals during their meeting at liirmingham were those o{ Messrs.

James Cartland it Son, Ltd., one of the oldest established lirms of

this very old industry.

The works are situated on Constitution Hill, T^irmingham. and
employ upwards of 500 hands.

Electricity is the motive-power used over almost the whole of the

works, which are thoroughly equipped with all modern appliances

and machinery for the most up-to-date methods of production.

Every attention has also been given to tlie comfoit of the work-

people ; especially in the casting and polishing shops, where the

system of ventilation employed is very effective. Many represen-
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tatives of various authorities, and factory inspectors, both English

and foi'eign, have visited the works to inspect methods whicli have
ah-eady been accorded universal approval.

The important departments embracing designing, modelling, and
pattern-making received special attention. Here new designs are

constantly being produced to meet the changing fashions in .styles

and decorations, and where exclusive work from architects' own
designs is also carried out.

In the lacquering department, which is a spacious hall lighted from
the roof, the most scientific system is arranged for obtaining the best

re.sults and greate.st expedition. The process of coating the finished

work with a sjtecial preparation called zapon, protects the articles so

treated against the atmospheric influence of any climate.

In the metallurgical chemists' department a great variety of beau-

tiful bronzes and finishes are produced.

In the showrooms an endless variety of articles are exhibited,

suitable for all purposes for builders, cabinetmakers, and ships' brass

fittings ; also an important branch of art metal and furnishing goods

for household decorative purposes, such as kerb suites, fire-screens,

clocks, gongs, inkstands, mirrors, &c., many of which are of an elabo-

rate design and high-class finish, varying in price to suit all tastes.

In works of this size it is impossible to enumerate the various

articles manufactured ; but if it is mentioned that Messrs. Cartland

issue a large catalogue of some 700 pages, fully illustrated, it will

convey some idea of the variety of the business.

Earle, Bourxe it CoMPAXY, Ltd.

The firm of Earle, Bourne & Co., Ltd., Heath Street South,

Spring Hill, Birmingham, was founded in 1874, and had works in

New Summer Street. In 1879 larger works were taken in Hooper
Street, and in 1888 a portion of the present works was purchased.

Since then other purchases have been made, and at present they
cover upwards of 3 acres, and give employment to 600 workpeople.
The motive-power is steam and electricity, the latter being purchased
from the Birmingham Corporation. Originally established for the
manufacture of certain kinds of bedstead tubes, they have gradually
added a variety of manufactures to meet the demand for other goods
as they have arisen, and they now number among their manufacture
the casting, rolling, and drawing of copper, brass, German-silver,
phosphor-bronze, &c., and these various metals in a wide range of

qualities and kinds in sheet, tube, and wire. Some of the principal

trades they cater for are the engineering, electrical, cartridge, German-
silver, stamping, piercing, bedstead, brassfoundry, motor, shopfitting,

and chandelier. The various shapes and sizes in shaped metals and
tubes run into thousands, and probably they hold in this a unique
position. Special attention has been given to high-class qualities.

They are manufacturers of cased tubing (of which they are the lai-gest

producers), and also make a variety of tubes in steel.

i,

i
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The members of tlie Institute who visited the works of Earle,

Bourne ct Co., Jjtd., in November were first sliown tlie njetiil ware-

house, where are stored various grades of copper, zinc, ic. The
next department visited was that of casting, where the various pro-

cesses of tube and strip casting were seen and exphiined ; in tliis botli

the ordinary square furnaces, and also two kinds of tilting furnaces of

a capacity of 500 lbs. each are employed. They were next conducted

to the rolling-mills, where the various processes of rolling from strips

as received from the casting-shop were seen. The work in progress

was very varied, being from 2 inches to 54 inches in width, and in

brass, copper, German-silver, and other qualities. Seamless tube-

mills were next visited, where brass and copper tubes as received

from the casting department were shown in the various .stages of

V)reaking down, seconding, finishing, testing, &c. The next depart-

ment visited was the brass tube-mills, which proved of considerable

interest from the numerous sizes, shapes, and ])atterns which were
exhibited. Tu})es of decorative design in particular were much
admired. A brief inspection of other departments terminated the

visit.

Elkingtox & Company, Ltd.

The manufactory of Messrs. Elkington k Co., Ltd., is situated

in Newhall Street, Birmingham, just on the fringe of the district

known as the Jewellers' quarter.

The showroom, which was first seen by the visitors, is probably

the lai-gest in the country devoted to the display of silver and electro-

plate. Silver goods from thimbles to centrepieces, weighing thousands

of ounces, are on view. Elkington plate for all purposes, and jewel-

lery, clocks, and bronzes in profusion are arranged in the many cases

of this modern treasure-house.

Leaving the showroom the visitors were conducted to the artists'

room, where they saw a small army of designers at work with pencil

and modelling clay, creating the designs and models which were soon

to take form in metal. It is by constant attention to this section of

their business that Messrs. Elkington maintain their lung-held repu-

tation for artistic excellence.

Fron\ the artists' room the tour of the workshops is made. The
silver room is large, airy, well lighted, and arranged according to the

best known principle of silversmiths' practice. Here sheet-silver,

crude castings and wire strips are handed to the workmen, who deftly

work these materials into the required shapes, and then hand them

on to the chasers, embossers, and engravers, who decorate them.

The shops where German-silver is made up as the basis for electro-

plate are similar to the one described above, but are naturally not so

interesting.

The plating and gilding department is visited, and an excellent

view of the processes is obtaine<l from the galleries arranged round

the walls of this interesting room. A special engine drives three
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dynamos, used exclusivelj' in generating the electric cnirent needed

to supply the many vats for depositing the silver, and to drive the

lathes bearing the wiie brushes which remove from the newly plated

articles the "frost" or "bloom" with which it is covered when it is

taken from the vats.

Nearly one hundred women are employed in burnishing or harden-

ing the silver-coated surfaces of electroplated articles, and the final

process is a polishing with soft revolving mops.

Casting and stamping are other processes carried on within the

manufactory, but these need no description, being generally familiar.

Few records like that of the firm of Elkington are to be found.

Established in 1830, its progress has never been checked. By the

introduction of electroplating the firm benefited the country by
founding a new industry, and by its constant encouragement of all

that is best in Art, it has stimulated the artistic growth of the nation

through a period in which Art has been waging an uphill warfare

against the ascendancy of commercialism.

Joseph Gillott & Soxs.

The Victoria Works, Graham Street, of the above firm were visited

by members of the Institute of Metals. Here the manufacturing of

steel pens was seen in all its different stages, commencing with the

sheet steel, which is rolled preparatory to the cutting out of the

" blanks." The blanks from the stamping machines are taken to the

piercing room, where the little holes about the nib are cut out. Next
there is a visit to the annealing room, where the pens are heated

in a reverberatory furnace to a dull red-heat. Subsequent processes

followed in detail by members included the marking, bending,

hardening, tempering, and slitting of the pens ; the whole of the

processes being highly interesting. Messrs. Gillott is one of the

representative British firms of steel pen manufacturers, and one of

the oldest in the trade, having been established in 1827.

MuNTz's Metal Company, Ltd.

These works, which were visited by members, were established at

French Walls, near Birmingham, in 1842, and were part of the

original Soho Foundry, where James Watt developed and perfected

his first steam-engine. Visiting the drawing department, membeis
saw the 25-inch draw-bench, capable of dealing with tubes up to

9 inches in diameter. The rod-drawing mill was inspected ; also

various large hydraulic draw-benches, and rolling-mills for rods. The
shearing and pickling department in the sheet-mills was visited,

as also were the plate-mills and the annealing furnaces. In the

aluminium foundry there were seen many castings in course of pre-

paration, these including motor-car crank-cases, gear-boxes, and back-

axle covers.

i
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JIexiiy Wiggix it Company, J.td., Wiggin Stueet Wokks.

The firm Henry Wiggin it Co., Ltd., Birmingham, vva.s e.stab-

lished in 1835 for the lefining of cobalt oxide and nickel. To this

was successively added the rolling of ( ierman-silver sheets; drawing
of German-silver and resistance wires ; making of spo<jn and fork

blanks ; manufacture of cobalt preparations and .salts, such as sili-

cate, })hosphate, chloride, sulphate, and nitrate of cobalt ; and the

dilferent preparations of nickel, such as sulphate, chloride, caibonate,

ttc. ; manufacture of red-lead for glass-making, of tin oxide, itc.

The Wiggin Street Works were visiteil by twenty-five members
of the Institute of Metals, and the following departments were
inspected :

—

1. The smelting of nickel and cobalt ores, nickel and cobalt spei.ss,

and nickel matte in reverlieratory furnaces, some of which are heated

by co;il, while others are erected on the regeneratory principle and
heated by gas by Wilson gas-producers.

2. Grinding of the material under heavy edge-runners of 3 ton

weight.

3. Calcining fiu'uaces for the calcination of col)alt spei.ss and nickel

mattes.

4. I)e]>artments for the refining, grinding, and washing of nickel

oxide, and the preparation of the oxide to the shape required for the

reiluction into metal.

5. Furnaces for the reduction of nickel oxide into metal, heatetl

hy ga.s.

6. Department for the manufacture of nickel salts ; namely, sulphate

of nickel and sulphate of nickel and ammonia for the nickel-plating

industries. 'J'his department has at present a capacity of 3 tons per

week of nickel salts.

7. German silver and nickel casting sliops ; there are forty ordinary

types of crucible furnaces at work, and there is also one Rou.sseau

tilting furnace for 4U0-lb. crucibles.

H. The rolling-mill, which was erected in 1905. This is divided

into three bays, the centre bay being the power-house, having a

rolling-mill at each side. The power-house contains two heavy com-

pouml horizontal engines, each of which drives one rolling niill ; and it

also contains one Belliss iV Morcom engine, coupled with a Siemens

electric generator of 300 kilowatts, the cunent being three-pliase

alternating. The generator drives the rolling-mill for wire bars and

the slab-mill, which are in separate buildings, the former being driven

by a 150 horse-power motor and the other by a 200 horse-power

motor, ropedrive being adopted in both cases. All three rolling-

mills are fitted with travelling cranes, and a special feature are the

annealing muiHes, built by Me.s.srs. Gibbons Jiros., Lttl., Dudley

(patent No. 13G14, ll»05). Three of these are closed muffles, while

one is an in-llame furnace. They are all worked by gas m.ide from

coke in a producer attached to each annealing furnace. Some ad-
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vantages of these muffles are that they only require a very small

chimney, about 12 feet to 15 feet high, and therefore can be placed

anywhere regardless of the position of the chimney-stack, and that

they are absolutely smokeless. The temperature of these muffles

never varies ; the fuel consumption is low, and the repairs are very

insignificant.

9. The wire-mill built in 1907 and started in 1908. It is driven

by fifteen separate motors ; has a Bates & Peard water-sealed anneal-

ing muffle, and is worked on the most modern principle of wire

drawing. The wii-e-mill covers two floors of 100 feet by 60 feet

which are connected by an electric lift.

10. The laboratories are fitted specially with a view to the assaying

of metals ; nickel, 'cobalt, and copper being always estimated electro-

lytically. All resistance wires are tested for resistance, a Wheat-
stone bridge by Siemens having been laid down both for high and
low resistances.

Owing to the want of time it was impossible to inspect the other

works ; namely, at George Street, wheie the manufacture of blanks is

carried on, and the Smethwick Works, where there are several rever-

beratory furnaces and cupolas for ore smelting, and where the works
for the manufacture of glass-makers' red-lead and for tin oxide are

situated.

The Wolseley Tool and Motor Car Company, Ltd.

A large number of members journeyed to Adderley Park by
train to visit the works of the Wolseley Tool and Motor Car
Company, Ltd.—the Automobile Branch Works of Messrs. Vickers,

Sons tk Maxim, Ltd.—which are situated at Adderley Park,
Birmingham, covering a large area, and comprising departments
sufficient to be able to turn out a finished automobile, complete
with but few exceptions. The various departments in the West
Works include drawing offices ("Standard," "Special," and "Jig"),
pattern shop, foundry (iron, brass, aluminium, and alloys), a very
large machine shop (with the necessary machines for the machining
of all parts used), view-rooms (for the inspection of each part after

each operation), drawing stores, jig and tool stores, rough stores

(where the raw material, &c., is received), finished stores (into which
go all parts to await issue, in sets, to the erectors), erecting

departments (where components are erected complete, i.e. engines,
change-speed gear-l)Oxes, front axles, back axles, steering gear, car-

burettors, &c.), coppersmiths, tinsmiths, case-hardening, and brass-

and nickel-plating shops, experimental department and engine-test
room, the boiler-house and engine-room, and the general offices,

purchasing department, sales department, and cost office.

The East Works, situated on the other side of the road, include
chassis erecting shop, chas.sis test shop (where the chassis have a
severe test, in addition to the separate tests of the car's components),
paint shop, and body shop, upholstering department, and finishing

J
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shop. The cars receive, approxiniiitely, twenty coats of paint, which

are in turn pumice-stoned off, an<l then several coats of varnish, all

at constant temperature, winter ami summer. The cjirs leave these

shops complete with all fixtures, and go to the finished car-testinj^

depiirtment before being put into the stock-ioom, where they are

fitted with tool kits, lamps, horns, itc, to specification, and then

despatched to clients. There is, in addition, the blacksmith's shop,

power-house, and repair shop.

There are about 1000 machines in the machine shop, and about

2 100 employees at the Birmingham Works, including the night-shift.

The normal steady output is 30 cars (of various types) per week, but

during .June and July 1908 298 cars were delivered, which con-

stituted a record.

The works are being greatly extended by the addition of the .shops

anpiired from Messrs. Brown, Marshall vK: Co. (railway carriage and
wjiggon works) in order to make arrangements for the removal of the

Cravford Works to Birminsham.
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

The Annual General Meeting of the Institute of Metals was

held at the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Storey's Gate,

Westminster, S.W., on Tuesday and Wednesday, January 19

and 20, 1909—Sir William H. White, K.C.B., F.R.S., in

the chair.

The Secretary read the Minutes of the previous meeting

held in Birmingham, Wednesday and Thursday, November
11 and 12, 1908, which were found to be a correct record,

and were signed by the Chairman.

The Honorary Treasurer then read the following Report

and Balance Sheet, which Avas adopted :

—

In presenting this First Annual Report which covers the first

half-year's work, it is very satisfactory to be able to state that, as

will be seen by the accompanying audited account of Receipts and
Payments, the funds of the Institute are in a thoroughly healthy

condition.

The total receipts since the formation of the Institute in June
1908 amounts to £665 2s. 4d., while the payments have been
£234 12s. 3d., leaving a balance in hand of £430 10s. Id. Sub-
scriptions have been paid by 273 ordinary members and 5 student

members, while the contributions to the Special Fund to defray

the preliminary expenses in connection with the formation of the

Institute amount to £82 5s. 6d., which is sufficient to repay the

whole of the cost of printing, advertising, and clerical assistance

incurred by the Honorary Secretiiries in connection with the formation
of the Institute.

It is hoped that other coutribution.s will be received so as to cover
the co,st of furnishing the new offices and to allow the whole of the

current subscriptions to be used for the more direct prosecution of

the aims of the Institute.

On January 1 there were still 76 ordinary members' subsciiptions

outstanding, and the amoucit to be derived from this source should
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be added to the balance in hand in order to ascertain the available

funds at the disposal of the Council. On the othei' side, about £200
will be required for office and secretarial expenses during the half-

year ending June 30, 1909. The remaining sum will be available

for such purposes as the Council may determine, and particularly for

the publication and distribution of the Journal of the Institute.

The form which this Journal shall take has yet to be determined,

but it is evident that if the Institute is to accomplish its proper

functions much care and expense will be necessary in order to pro-

duce a publication which shall present to members not only the

papers read at the meetings, and the discussion which ensues, but

also to supply abstracts of the most important publications which
appear from time to time both in this and other countries.

The possession of the publications of the Institute will no doubt

be one of the principal advantages of membership of the Institute,

especially to those who reside at a distance from London, and it will

presumably be one of the first cares of the Council to provide a

Journal which shall be worthy of the importance of those branches

of metallurgy which the Institute has been founded to develop. It

will be necessary to considerably increase the annual income, if the

objects of the Institute are to be adequately met.

THOMAS TURNEK.
January 14, 1909.

Ballot for Council for 1909.

The President said his first duty was to inform the

members of the result of the ballot that had taken place for

the election of Officers and Members of Council for the coming

year. That result was as follows :

—

President.

8ir W. H. White, K.C.B., LL.D., Sc.D., F.R.S.

Vice-PvesidenU.

Mr. J. D. BoxNER ..... London.
Mr. N. C. CooKsoN ..... Newcastle.
Professor Gowlaxd, F.R.S. . . . London.
Sir Gerard Muntz, Bart..... Birmingham.
Engineer Vice-Admiral H. J. Oram, C.B. London.
Sii- Henry A. Wiggin, Bart. . , . Birmingham.

Memhers of Council.

Mr. T. A. Bayliss Birmingham.
Mr. G. A. Boeddicker .... Birmingham.
Mr. J. CoRFiELD ..... Swansea.
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Dr. F. Elgar, LL.D., F.R.S.

Ml'. K. Kaye Gray .

Professor A. K. Huntington
Mr. E. Milks .

Mr. J. T. Milton
Mr. G. H. Kisbett .

Mr. E. EiSTORi

Mr. A. E. Seaton
Mr. C. H. Wilson .

Professor T. Turner, M.Sc, Hon. Ti

Dr. H. C. H. Carpenter, M.A.,
Hon. Secretary .

Mr. W. H. Johnson, B.Sc, Hon. Sec

eastirer

Ph.D..

•etary

London.
London.
London.
Swjinsea.

London.
Prescot.

London.
London.
Sheffield.

lUrminghcim.

Manchester.
Manchester.

He had to state that the voting papers sent in had been

very numerous in proportion to membership, and that the

voting was practically unanimous. It was most satisfactory to

the Interim Council to find that the list put forward after

great consideration had obtained unanimous approval from

members of the Institute scattered throughout the country.

The endeavour in framing that list had been to represent as

far as possible all branches of the metal trade and all classes

of membcr.ship.

There was one sad item to mention. Since the last date at

which voting papers could be received, and when, therefore, the

election was completed, his old fellow-student and lifelong

friend. Dr. Elgar, whose continued membership of the Institute

and the Council would have been of enormous value, had died

suddenly.

Under the Rules a vacancy had been created on the

Council, which vacancy the newly elected Council would

deal with at their Hrst meeting on the following day. It

would also be the duty of the Council to set up the machinery

for the conduct of the business of the Institute, which had

noAV passed through its preliminary stages, and had come to a

stage when its work in an ordered fashion would begin.

The Treasurer, in his Report, had given the mam facts of

the situation clearly and concisely; and he was sure all

members would agree that the Institute was under no small

debt of obligation to its Treasurer for the work which had

been done up to date.
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One point in that Report was of the greatest importance
;

namely, the present position of the fund for meeting pre-

liminary expenses, furnishing the new office, and clearing off

non-recurrent expenditure. At the meeting in Birmingham

the President had alluded to the great importance of creating

a special fund, and a member had immediately made a simple

but effective suggestion for putting the Institute in possession

of the money required. No entrance fee was to be charged

to original members up to July next ; but if members Avho

joined before that date would impose upon themselves an

entrance fee such as those who entered after July would have

to pay, the whole amount required would be raised. The fund

had been started at Birmingham ; but unfortunately, either

through forgetfulness or inadvertence, the appeal had been

disregarded by no small proportion of the original members,

and the money required had not yet been obtained. He
therefore ventured again to call attention to the subject, and

to suggest that full effect should be given to the idea, so that

the career of the Institute might be started satisfactorily on

the financial side. The money now standing to the credit of

the Institute, as the Treasurer had pointed out, looked a

handsome sum ; but it was necessary to proceed immediately

with the preparation and publication of a journal, and that

would involve considerable expenditure. The new Council

would have to appoint a Publication Committee, and before

long he hoped that the first of a series of volumes would be

available, which would show that the Institute had already

done work of great importance to the metal trades and to the

progress of metallurgical science.

Before concluding his remarks it seemed desirable to

mention a few names of those who would have been present

but for causes beyond their control. Sir Gerard Muntz, whose

paper would be read that evening, was absent on account of

the recent death of his father. The Institute was under the

greatest obligation to Sir Gerard Muntz, because under those

sad circumstances he had fulfilled a promise and had con-

tributed a short but important paper bearing on the work and

possible usefulness of the Institute. He hoped it would lead

to a very valuable discussion, and Sir Gerard Avould have the
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right to reply in writing. Mr. Hurry Riches, President of the

Institution of Mechanical Engineers, by whose courtesy the

members were meeting in that hall, was unfortunately pre-

vented at the last moment from coming froin Cardiff, as he

had hoped to do. Sir Henry Wiggin was also prevented by

unavoidable business from being present, but had sent an

expression of good Avishes.

Ho welcomed, in the name of the Institute, their first

lionorary member, Mr. George Matthey, F.R.S. Mr. Matthey

might not be left long in solitary grandeur as an honorary

member ; but the Interim Council felt it to be most appro-

priate that Mr. Matthey, in view of his wonderful record in

the science of metallurgy, should be the first honorary member
on the list. Mr. Matthey could look back on work which was

both extensive and unique; he had added triumph to triumph

in the application of science to metallurgy in its more recon-

dite branches. The Institute had done itself honour in

electing Mr. Matthey, and Mr. Matthey had conferred honour

on the Institute by accepting the position.

In the absence of the author, the Secretary then read a

paper by Sir Gerard Muntz, Bart. (Birmingham), which was

discussed, a hearty vote of thanks to Sir Gerard being accorded

on the motion of the Chairman. The adjourned discussion on

the various papers read at Birmingham followed.

The President said that, as there had been no immediate

response to his invitation to discuss Mr. Robertson's paper, he

would suggest to the author to give the Secretary the names
of members of the Institute who would be likely to favour

them with written comuumications. Those gentlemen would

then be communicated with, and any remarks made would bo

communicated to Mr. Robertson.

Before the meeting ended, certain oflScial statements nnist

be made. The vacancy on the Council caused by the death

of Dr. Elgar had been filled that day by the Council, acting in

accordance with the powers given to them by Rule 14 ; Dr.

Hutton, of Sheffield, who represented a firm eminent in electro-

plate work, had been nominated to fill the vacancy, and would

well represent both that branch of the industry and the

locality in which he resided. The Council had also authorised
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him, on behalf of themselves and of the Institute, to com-

municate the expression of their sympathy and regret to Mrs.

Elgar, and he was sure that would meet with the warm
support of the members.

He was sure it would be their pleasure to formally record

their thanks to the Institution of Mechanical Engineers for

the use of their rooms during those meetings, and for the

uniform assistance and courtesy shown towards the Institute

of Metals since its foundation. He moved that resolution.

Mr. A. E. Seaton seconded the motion, which was carried

unanimously.

The President, in closini? the meeting, thoupfht all who
had attended and taken part in the proceedings would agree

that excellent use had been made of the time at their disposal.

Mr. Law had well said that the high character and great

interest of the discussions had demonstrated the advantasres

resulting from reading the papers in Birmingham and leaving

them to be discussed in London. Materials had been pro-

vided for what he believed would be an excellent first volume
of the proceedings of the Institute. The Council and Publi-

cation Committee still had to decide upon the form which

that volume should take, as the commencement of a long and

useful series ; to endeavour to get the volume published and

in the hands of the members at the earliest possible date ; and

in that way to give proof to the world of the fact that the

Institute of Metals had really made what its members believed

to be a fair start.
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THE INSTITUTE OF METAES : ITS

ORIGIN AND OBJECTS

PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS

By Sir WILLIAM WHITE, K.C.B., LL.D., Sc.D., F.R.S.

At the first general meeting of this society it appears desir-

able to place on record the reasons which have led to its

establishment, the steps by which the present position has

been reached, and the principal objects which the Institute

of Metals is intended to fulfil. In so doing it may be

hoped that the addition of another technical association to

the long list already existing may be justified, and that

the expectation of its founders that the Institute will assist

the progress of metallurgical science and the industrial

prosperity of the British Empire will be shown to rest on

a solid basis.

For some time past there has been a widespread feeling

that there was a need for a specialised society which should

deal with the metallurgy and manufacture of noii-frrrouft

metals and their alloys, on lines parallel to those which have

yielded remarkable results in regard to iron and its alloys

since the Iron and Steel Institute was founded in 1860.

This feeling has been deepened and strengthened by the

experimental researches into the properties of non-ferrous

metals carried out at the National Physical Laboratory and

elsewhere in recent years at the suggestion, and with the

financial assistance, of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers,

Dr. Carpenter (now Professor of Metallurgy in the University

of Manchester) was in charge of the recent investigation of

the alloys of aluminium and copper, under the Director of

the Laboratory, Dr. Glazcbrook, and the report, for which he
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was mainly responsible, led to a most valuable discussion

when it was presented. The high appreciation of its value

and importance expressed on that occasion encouraged the

Council of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers to pro-

mote further investigation into the properties of alloys of

aluminium with other metals. That investigation is now in

progress at the National Physical Laboratory, and Mr. Rosen-

hain, who has succeeded Dr. Carpenter, is in charge of the

work. The results are not yet published, but they cannot

fail to be of great value to both manufacturers and users of

non-ferrous metals. Every one interested in these metals

must acknowledge their indebtedness to the Institution of

Mechanical Engineers for promoting, and to the National

Physical Laboratory for conducting, these researches. No
doubt much work of a similar kind had been previously done

by other competent experimentalists. This fact was illustrated

in the discussion on Dr. Carpenter's report. On the other

hand, it is generally recognised that most of this earlier work

has been done in connection with manufacturing firms and

for special and private purposes, so that the results are not

generally available. Having occupied the position of Chair-

man of the Alloys Research Committee of the Institution of

Mechanical Engineers for many years, it would be out of

place to say more in praise of what has been done by that

body. It may be permitted, however, to express the opinion

that one result of their efforts—perhaps unintended—has

been to hasten the establishment of the Institute of Metals.

The Institution of Mechanical Engineers is, therefore, to some
extent, a progenitor of the new societ}^ whose first meeting

is now taking place. On your behalf I desire to publicly

express the gratitude which the founders of the Institute

of Metals feel towards the Council of the Institution of

Mechanical Engineers for the generous and friendly attitude

assumed by them towards the new society ; whose work will

traverse a field, in the exploration of which the older Institu-

tion has been one of the pioneers. We have been hospitably

entertained in the house of the Institution of Mechanical

Engineers, and granted facilities for holding meetings of the

Council and of members of the Institute. The President
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of that Institution has done us the honour of accepting a

seat on our interim Council, and in Mr. Hurry Riches we

lind a colleague whose wide experience and great professional

ability will be of immense value in the organisation of our

society. On many grounds it is important that this friendly

feeling shall continue and grow, especially in the interests of

the Institute of Metals.

Another important technical association whose work must

always be closely allied to ours has shown an equally friendly

interest in the birth of our society. The Institute of Mining

and Metallurgy is of comparatively recent date, but it has

already obtained a distinguished position, and exercises great

influence in metallurgical matters. It is most satisfactory,

therefore, to find its leading members welcoming the estab-

lishment of the Institute of Metals, and to have as one of our

first members of Council Professor Gowland, a Past-President

of the Institute of Mining and Metallurgy, and a leading

authority on the metallurgy of copper. To him we may look

with confidence for valuable assistance during the period of

organisation and development through which we are passing.

Amongst the active promoters of the Institute of Metals are

to be found eminent representatives of the users of metals in

many branches of engineering and manufacture, and many
distinguished members of other technical associations. In

short, it may be claimed that there is a consensus of opinion

in regard to the need for the new Institute, and that its

advent will be welcomed by existing societies as aflbrding

the means for dealing adequately with a special cla.ss of pro-

blems, not previously dealt with in a satisfactory or exhaustive

fashion.

This fact is a sufficient answer to possible criticism of the

action taken in founding this Institute ; but there are other

and more general considerations which justify its establish-

ment. In present circumstances, with vast and rapidly

increasing accumulations of experimental information and

constant additions to human knowledge and scientific dis-

coveries, specialisation becomes inevitable in work undertaken

by individuals and by societies. This is true of pure science,

as well as of applications of science in all directions. The
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Royal Society has been supplemented by other scientific

associations dealing with particular departments of natural

knowledge, and the process of ramification is still in progress.

Similar considerations hold good in regard to societies estab-

lished to deal with applied science. The Institution of Civil

Engineers, for example, is surrounded and supplemented by

many special technical institutions, each vigorous and grow-

ing in numbers and usefulness. The establishment of the

Institute of Metals is only another step in the direction

of inevitable specialisation. Its founders are confident that

its existence will be justified by its work, and that its

operations will not interfere Avith the continued success

of its predecessors, but will rather have a beneficial effect

thereon.

The time was ripe for the creation of this association, but

in all movements of the kind nothing is done until some man
is found to give voice and form to a widespread feeling. I am
informed that a letter from Mr. W. H. Robertson, of Bedford,

published in Engineering in January 1908, gave the first

impetus to the movement which we are met to consummate
to-day. In this letter it was proposed to found a " Copper

and Brass" Institute on the lines of the Iron and Steel

Institute. A few Manchester men met with some friends

from other places, and discussed the subject in the following

month. At this preliminary meeting twelve persons were

present, including Mr. Robertson of Bedford, Mr. Poppleton of

Birmingham, with Mr. Johnson and Dr. Carpenter, who have

since rendered valuable service as Honorary Secretaries. It

was then decided to hold a meeting in Manchester, and to

obtain the opinions of leading manufacturers and users of

non-ferrous metals and scientific men who were likely to be

interested in the new Institution. A further meeting was
held at the Midland Hotel, in Manchester, on March 10.

It was attended by about fifty representatives from London,

Birmingham, Sheffield, and Manchester. Letters were read

approving the establishment of the proposed Institute from

many gentlemen engaged in the metal trade, or connected

with technical and scientific institutions interested in metal-

lurgy.
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After full discussion, the following resolution was passed

unanimously :

—

" While this meeting is favourable to the formation of

an Institute, it is considered desirable before entering

upon the definite constitution of such an Institute, that

manufacturers, large users, consulting engineers, and

scientists should be further approached, and that a later

meeting should be called in London on June 10, for a

final decision as to the feasibility of forming such an

Institute,"

A representative committee was then appointed to make
arrangements for the June meeting, Mr. W. H. Johnson and

Professor Carpenter giving their valuable services as joint

Honorary Secretaries. Before that meeting took place a large

number of names was obtained of gentlemen who approved

the objects of the new society and were disposed to become
members. By the courtesy of the Council this inaugural

meeting was held in the great hall of the Institution of

Mechanical Engineers. The attendance was both numerous
and representative, and the following resolutions were unani-

mously adopted :

—

(1) That in view of the widely recognised need for a

medium of communication, and for the advancement

of knowledge in connection with the production, manu-
facture, and use of non-ferrous metals and their alloys, a

society to be called the Institute of Metals shall be and

is hereby constituted.

(2) That Sir "William White bo appointed the first

President.

(3) That an interim Council be appointed (whose

names appear in the publications of the Institute), with

Dr. Carpenter and Mr. W. H. Johnson as Honorary

Secretaries ; and that this Council be empowered

(a) to appoint a Treasurer and Secretary

;

(/') to draw up and submit the constitution of the

Institute
;

(f) to take all such other steps as may be necessary

for the formation of the Institute.
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These instructions have been obeyed by the interim Council.

They have been so fortunate as to secure the services of

Professor Turner as Honorary Treasurer, and to him we owe

much for the arrangements made in connection with the

present meeting. Mr, Poppleton, who has taken an active

interest in the promotion of the movement from its com-

mencement, has consented to act as Honorary Auditor. The

choice of a permanent Secretary was one involving much care

and discretion on the part of the Council. About 160 persons

made application in response to our advertisement, and

amongst these were many excellent candidates. The final

unanimous selection fell upon Mr. G. Shaw Scott (M.Sc. in the

University of Birmingham), whose past career and training

furnish exceptional promise for the success which we anticipate

he will achieve in this important ofiice. Upon the adequate

fulfilment of the secretarial duties, the future of the Institute

must largely depend. Mr. Shaw Scott has distinguished him-

self in metallurgical studies, has given proof of organising and

literary qualities, and has had other experience of a character

which increases the confidence of the Council in their choice.

The constitution of the new society has been carefully con-

sidered by the Council, and will be submitted for the approval

of the members at this general meeting in the form of rules

and bye-laws. In drafting these rules, regard has been had

both to the special requirements of the Institute of Metals

and to experience gained in the working of other technical

societies. The Council recognise the possibility of changes

being made in the constitution as experience is gained ; and

have provided a procedure by which modifications may be

introduced when found necessary.

Throughout the period of preliminary work and organisa-

tion, which has been briefly described, the heaviest burden

has fallen upon the Honorary Secretaries. From the inception

of the movement they have been unwearied and energetic.

The Institute will always gladly recognise the great debt of

gratitude we owe to them. In consequence of illness Dr.

Carpenter for a time had to relax his efforts ; and during this

period Mr. Johnson undertook the task single-handed and

performed it indefatigably. In the name of the Institute, it is

I
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my pleasant duty to convey to both of these gentlemen, and

to Mr. Johnson in particular, our warmest thanks for all they

have accomplished on our behalf. Whatever success the

Institute may attain hereafter, these gentlemen will justly be

able to claim a conspicuous share of credit due to the pre-

liminary work in which they have taken a leading part.

The objects of the Institute are defined in the rules as

follows :—
(«) To afford a means of communication between members

of tliQ non-ferrous metal trades upon matters bearing

upon their respective manufactures, excluding all

questions connected with wages, management of works,

and trades' regulations.

(/;) To arrange periodical meetings for the purpose of dis-

cussing practical and scientific subjects bearing uj)on

the manufacture, working, and use of the non-ferrous

metals and their alloys.

(c) To advance the knowledge of metals and alloys, e.g. by

the publication of a journal containing both original

papers and abstracts of publications relating to these

subjects, and in any other way.

These definitions were an'ived at after consultation with

representatives of all classes, whose support it is hoped to

gain. The terms are clear ; the scope of the work to be

done is indicated broadly. It is a comprehensive scheme

:

its development will require time and combined effort on

the part of all the members. Certain points of importance

have been discussed in the course of the preliminary delibera-

tions ; and, although verbal statements have been made in

regard to all of them, it may be proper on this occasion to

make further direct reference thereto, in order to prevent any

possibility of misunderstanding in future.

Many firms engaged in the metal trades attach great im-

]>ortanc'e to the preservation of secrecy in respect of processes

of manufacture. They are not prepared to disclose these

processes or to permit such inspections of their works as

might result in the acquisition of information likely to ])rovc

of value to potential rivals in business. At the meeting in
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London in June last this matter was mentioned by several

speakers. It was then explicitly laid down that any gentle-

man who became a member of the institution would retain

complete freedom of action in granting or refusing permission

to the Institute to visit his works, or in fixing the limits to

Avhich such visits should extend when permission was volun-

tarily given. Moreover, the rules provide that all questions

connected with wages, management of works, and trade

reijulations shall be excluded from the consideration of the

institution and from its papers and discussions. My personal

opinion is that the course which has been taken in this

matter is both wise and proper in existing circumstances.

I anticipate confidently, however, that, as time passes and

experience is gained, members of this Institute who have con-

trol of works and the direction of processes of manufacture

will voluntarily assume a more generous attitude. All associa-

tions which deal with applications of science to manufacture

or to various branches of engineering, pass through this phase

of development as their operations extend. In the case of

the Institution of Naval Architects, founded nearly fifty years

ago, a reference to the earlier volumes of the transactions

will show a marked disposition on the part of naval architects

to treat information as regards- the forms and qualities of

ships in a secret and exclusive fashion. Advance in scientific

methods and accumulated experience have been accompanied

by greater liberality in publishing valuable data, and in this

wa}^ substantial advantages have been conferred on the ship-

building and marine engineering trades. Similarly in the

case of the Iron and Steel Institute, broader and more liberal

methods have found favour as the society has grown older

;

and old traditions of secrecy, which played an important part

in the earlier days of steel manufacture, have been to a great

extent abandoned. I feel confident that as the Institute of

Metals increases in membership and in importance a similar

development will take place ; but it must result from volun-

tary action of members. No doubt it will remain true that

manufacturers will and should " still keep something to

themselves " ; the Institute may not immediately acquire

information in regard to the most recent improvements made
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in processes of manufacture, in modes of treating materials,

or in the composition of alloys. The time and extent of

disclosure of such valuable information nmst always be left

for the decision of individuals ; but when the hopes of the

founders of this Institute are realised, and scientific research

into the properties and treatment of non-ferrous metals and

their alloys has been carried out on a considerable scale, the

inevitable consequence must be the attachment of less relative

importance to secret processes and a freer interchange of

information.

Although the first clause in the rules defining the objects

of the institution refers only to the promotion of community
of interest and information between members of the non-

ferrous metal trades ; the second clause alludes specifically—
although not as impressively as one could wish—to the fact

that the Institute is intended also to promote free com-

numication between the metal trade and v^cth of non-ferrous

metals. As representing the latter class, I venture to assert

that no less importance attaches to the interchange of in-

formation between manufacturers and users, than attaches

to the interchange of information between manufacturers.

Unless he is furnished with full information as to results

of experience in the actual use of metals, a manufacturer

must work more or loss in the dark. In the course of his

work the user makes discoveries—not always of a pleasant

character—which reveal unsuspected qualities and properties

in the metals placed at his disposal. Manufacturers are

sometimes so intent on increasing strength or ductility that

they overlook other requirements which are really paramount

in some practical applications of their products. Materials

which are excellent in many respects may prove altogether

unsuitable for particular imrposes, or may fail under special

conditions of treatment and use. In my own experience

alloys possessing admirable qualities of strength and ductility

have had chemical compositions which made them unsuited

lor long-continued exposure to the action of sea-water. Con-

spicuous instances of this general statement have occurred

with alloys of aluminium used for tlio construction of racing

yachts, torpedo-boats, and other light vessels. Sheathing for
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ships' bottoms, and special alloys devised for screw-propeller

blades, have furnished other examples of the general principle

which I am endeavouring to illustrate, viz. that makers and

users of metals should be closely associated, and should

interchange information freely if the best results are to* be

obtained. The user may gain valuable information from the

manufacturer in regard to precautions to be taken in carrying

out necessary operations of the factory or the shipyard.

Many such cases have occurred, and some of these have led

to the abandonment of the use of metals which possessed

great promise, because of failures due to treatment of the

material ; in not a few instances it is probable that had there

been closer intercourse between the two classes a modified

treatment would have prevented this abandonment, or such

modifications of the alloys would have been made as to

insure future success. Recent researches have added greatly

to our knowledge in regard to the influence of heat-treatment

on metals, their critical temperatures, and other matters

having a direct bearing on their use.

No one can doubt that frank conference and discussion,

such as this Institute will encourage, may lead to a recon-

sideration of many conclusions regarded hitherto as definite

and final. At present many difficulties and failures which

occur in the use of metals arise from causes that remain

obscure and demand thorough investigation. In some cases

the relative attitude of the parties concerned has been marked

by an assertion of personal opinions or individual rights,

rather than by that scientific spirit which would put into

the first place the pursuit of truth and its declaration at

all costs. It will not be supposed that I ignore business

interests, or think that they should be or can always be

subordinated to scientific research. On the other hand, it

Avill be admitted that the " reservation of all rights " in con-

ducting negotiations, may, and often does, prevent the solu-

tion of problems that could be solved with great ultimate

advantage to both parties to a dispute. I am sanguine

enough to believe that the establishment of this Institute

will promote the growth of the scientific spirit ; and, in the

end, will lead to better conditions, to freer and more cordial
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intercourse, to united efforts for improvement on the part

of makers and users, and to the universal conviction that

all classes must be benefited by an encouragement of re-

search and the freest pu1)lication of the results obtained

which circumstances may permit. If we are to succeed in

this endeavour, the proceedings of the Institute of Metals

Huist embrace contributions from users as well as makers

of non-ferrous metals and their alloys; and there must be

free and friendly discussion between the two classes when
difficulties have to be faced or doubts removed.

The cordial collaboration of members of the Institute whose

interest in metals is chiefly of a scientific character is one of

the most important guarantees of our success. From the first

wo have enjoyed the advantage of active assistance from many
eminent metallurgists, and we welcome the appearance on our

first list of members of many others. Upon their efforts the

Institute must depend largely for the conduct of research

work, out of which will come suggestions for further improve-

ment and the solution of problems which have long remained

obscure. Of course, research work will not and should not be

limited to the laboratories of scientific investigators. Much
has been done already, and more will be done in laboratories

attached to works and intimately concerned with their daily

operations. For reasons previously stated, however, it is

reasonable to anticipate that the Institute will receive fuller

information from the former than from the latter mode of

investigation. Tlie Institute will welcome information from

all sources, and must be prepared to aid research as far as its

available resources permit. It will also desire, I feel confident,

to maintain a close association with the National Thysical

Laboratory. Experience proves that general research work

in metallurgy can 1)0 carried out at that Institution efficiently

and economically. Results so obtained may, with propriety,

bo made public property and generally utilised by those con-

cerned, without (juestions arising in regard to precedence or

property. We look to the Director, Dr. Glazebrook, and his

staff for valuable help in this direction, and arc already assured

of their cordial sympathy.

The range and variety of possible researches into the pro-

D
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perties of non-ferrous metals and their alloys are so great that

there is full scope for all classes of investigators, and the

Institute will gladly receive contributions from all sources.

Members who are engaged in special departments of metal-

lurgical work, and find themselves confronted by difficulties,

or discover promising avenues for further advance which they

cannot themselves penetrate, will do good service by making

these known, in order that the problems consequent thereon

may be attacked by men having the ability and opportunity

for research work. Users of metals also should contribute

to the programme of investigations to be made. In short,

our difficulty will not consist in finding subjects for research,

but in discovering the means for carrying out work of which

the importance is universally recognised.

Brief allusion may be permitted on this occasion to the

financial position and prospects of the Institute. Finance

and membership are, of course, closely connected and inter-

dependent. The annual subscription has been fixed at two

guineas for members and one guinea for students, and is

consequently moderate in amount in comparison with corre-

sponding subscriptions for many other technical institutions.

This settlement Avas made, after discussion, at the inaugural

meeting, and the opinion was practically unanimous that it

was preferable to secure the necessary income by increase

in numbers rather than by larger annual subscriptions ; but

much larger numbers than have yet been obtained are neces-

sary to successful working even on the most initial scale

that is contemplated. At the same time, there is no reason

for dissatisfaction in regard to progress made hitherto. The
total numbers at present stand at nearly 260 members and

students. This total is encouraging, when it is considered

that only five months have elapsed since the inaugural meet-

ing took place ; and when it is stated that at the end of its

first year the Iron and Steel Institute possessed 336 members,

and in 1870 about 400. Now, the Iron and Steel Institute

has attained a total membership of 225 0, and its example

of successful development from moderate beginnings should

stimulate us in our endeavours to increase the membership
of the Institute of Metals. We have a large field to work

I
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upon, and, like our predecessor, we have an ambition to make
the Institute of Metals cosmopolitan in character. The latter

feature is already apparent in the existing list, and ought to

be greatly developed. Success can only be obtained, how-

ever, by united and energetic efforts on the part of all the

members, who should realise the fact that the extent and

character of the work which can be accomplished must largely

depend upon financial resources.

This statement applies especially to two important depart-

ments : (1) the character of our journal; (2) the encourage-

ment given to research. The journal is intended to embrace

both original papers and abstracts of publications at home
and abroad, dealing with subjects germane to the work of the

Institute as defined in its rules. It is essential that a high

standard of excellence should be maintained, and success in

realising this ideal will furnish one of the chief justifications

for the existence of the Institute, as well as an aid to its

development in numbers and usefulness. Experience with

older technical societies, and especially with the Iron and

Steel Institute, supports this view, and as the field of our

operations is so wide and varied in character, offering in many
directions virgin soil for cultivation, there should be no diffi-

culty in making our journal exceptionally interesting and

valuable, provided the necessary expenditure can be met.

It must be considerable, and is relatively diminished as the

membership becomes greater ; a fact which furnishes a fresh

argument for energetic action in obtainmg new members
without delay.

In the establishment of a new society certain preliminary

expenses, which are non-recurrent, necessarily have to bo

incurred. The interim Council has endeavoured to minimise

these initial expenses, and to keep the cost of management
at the lowest possible figure, but they are convinced tliat

the successful development of the Institute would be greatly

assisted if these expenses could be met by means of special

donations rather than be allowed to become a charge upon

ordinary income arising from the subscriptions of members.

The Council, therefore, desire to impress upon those who are

interested in the welfare of the Institute that assistance in
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defraying preliminary expenses and personal effort to increase

the membership and the regular income of the society

are matters deserving of the most serious consideration of

members.

The Council venture to hope that the attainment of these

desirable objects will be greatly facilitated by the selection of

Birmingham as the place for holding the first general meeting

of the Institute. In this locality the metal trades find one of

their chief centres, and gentlemen connected with the district

have taken a leading part in the establishment of the society.

This meeting will furnish an object-lesson on the possibilities

of usefulness lying before the Institute if it is enabled to

pursue the career which has been marked out by its founders,

and to take advantage of opportunities which are certain to

arise. Hitherto our appeal for assistance and sympathy has

necessarily been based, for the most part, upon a statement

of hopes and intentions. By this meeting further grounds for

that appeal will be provided ; the papers to be read, and the

discussions that will follow, should enable many persons who
have not fully understood our programme to obtain better

knowledge of what is contemplated, and so to sympathise with

and aid the movement. Naturally the first meeting of a new
society is, in some respects, non-representative of what will be

obtained ultimately. With an organisation in its infancy the

best results cannot be expected, and imperfections will be

excused. On the other hand, the great lines of the work

contemplated for the Institute will be illustrated by the pro-

ceedings at this meeting, and I trust they will attract many
interested in non-ferrous metals and their alloys to join us as

members.

It is my privilege and pleasure on behalf of the Institute of

Metals to express to the Lord Mayor of Birmingham, to the

authorities of the University, to the local committees, and

to all others who will contribute to our hospitable reception

and entertainment in this city, our most grateful thanks. In

giving the Institute this welcome at the commencement of its

public career, they have taken us somewhat on trust, although

there can be no doubt that they have been influenced by the

fact that some of their neighbours and fellow-citizens occupy
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prominent places in our ranks, and so furnish guarantees of

our good intentions and general character. Whatever motives

may have inHuenccd our hosts in receiving the Institute so

lieartily, we are grateful for their kindness and encouraged by
their support. The approval of our scheme by an industrial

centre such as Birmingham is evidenced by this reception, and
will always be remembered and valued.

Turning to the rules in which the constitution of the

Institute has been embodied by the interim Council, a few

explanatory remarks may be permitted. The rules themselves

are submitted for approval by the members. Similar prin-

ciples have governed the selection of names appearing in the

ballot list for the election of members of Council, which will

be presented to this general meeting for approval or amend-
ment in accordance with Section 3 of the rules. It will be

observed that the rules provide for additions to the Council

ballot list in cases where a certain number of members desire

to nominate other candidates. Further, it is provided that

before sending in his ballot list (as a voting paper) a member
may erase any names and substitute others, but he must
return the exact number of names provided for in the original

list. The interim Council, in framing the rules now sub-

mitted, have been guided by experience gained in the working

of other technical societies, and have desired that the actual

government of the Institute of Metals should always continue

to be regulated by the members, who will have full power of

control over the election of the Council, in whose hands the

administrative work will be placed. Provision has been made
in the rules for a procedure by which they can be amended in

future, as enlarged experience may show to be desirable ; but

the interim Council are of opinion that as they stand the

rules will furnish all that is required at present for the

regulation of our affairs.

The list of papers presented to this first general meeting of

the Institute of Metals includes valuable contributions from

each of the classes of members whose co-operation is essential

to our success. That list also furnishes practical proof of

the sympathy and support of important bodies such as the

Admiralty and Lloyds' Register of British and Foreign Ship-
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ping, whose representatives make interesting and valuable

contributions based on large experience. For many years the

Admiralty has undertaken its own experiments on the alloys

of non-ferrous metals, and from the investigations results

of great practical value have been obtained. The paper to

be read by Mr. Philip, the Admiralty chemist, summarises

Admiralty experience Avith phosphor-bronze, and will, I trust,

be followed by many contributions of a like nature. Mr.

Milton, chief engineer surveyor to Lloyds' Register, has done

much to assist the establishment of the Institute of Metals,

and adds to our indebtedness by contributing a paper repre-

senting experience gained by the great society which he serves

so well. In considering his statements and conclusions, it

should not be overlooked that to remarkable ability and

experience as a marine engineer, Mr. Milton adds knowledge

gained from years of application to the study of the micro-

structure of metals. Mr. Rosenhain, who has distinguished

himself greatly in metallurgical research, and is now in charge

of the department at the National Physical Laboratory, makes

the first of what we may hope will be a series of communi-

cations based on the work done there. Dr. Desch makes

a valuable contribution " On the Nature of Intermctallic

Compounds."

The manufacturing side of the work of the Institute is

represented on this occasion by an important paper dealing

with the present position of the aluminium industry in this

country, contributed by Mr. Echevarri. Mr. Robertson's paper

on " Plant used in the Manufacture of Tubes " is of great

interest, and that by Messrs. Hudson and Bengough, on " The
Mechanism of the Annealing Process for certain Copper

Alloys," gives information on an important subject.

The thanks of the Institute are due to the authors for

their contributions, many of which have been prepared

under circumstances of difficulty arising from severe pressure

of professional work.

One of the most important features of this meeting is un-

doubtedly to be found in the generous permission for visits to

Works which has been given by manj^ of the leading firms of

the district. For that permission, on behalf of the Institute,
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I desire to express our sincerest gratitude ; not merely on
account of the interest and advantage which we shall per-

sonally derive, but because it sets an example which cannot

fail to have great influence in future, when meetings of the

Institute are held in other industrial centres. In a preceding

part of this address—which was written before I was aware

of the arrangements in this respect made by Birmingham
firms—I expressed my confident anticipation that, as ex-

perience was gained in the working of this Institute and its

real objects, so greater facilities would be afforded for visits

to Works ; but I did not venture to anticipate so speedy and
notable a realisation of our hopes. It is a matter for hearty

congratulation that so large a list of Works to which members
may be admitted appear on the programme of our first general

meeting.

Acting on the authority given by the rule relating to

honorary members, the interim Council have nominated Mr.

George ]\Iatthey, F.R.S., F.C.S., as the first honorary member
of the Institute. Every one familiar with metallurgy, and

particularly with that of the rarer precious metals, will

endorse this selection, for there is no other man who can

be better described as " a person of distinction interested in

and connected with the objects of the Institute."

In concluding this address, I desire to express full apprecia-

tion of the honour that has been done me by the Institute of

Metals by my election as the first President. In view of the

fact that 1 have previously served as President of many
technical societies, my personal desire was that some other

person, more closely connected with metallurgy, should have

occupied the post. It was stated, however, by those most

concerned in the movement, that my acceptance of oflfice

would facilitate the organisation of the Institute, and be a

means of overcoming certain difliculties. On the.se grounds

I have consented to act for a year, and the members may
bo assured that everything in my power will be done during

that period to advance the interests and promote the well-

being of the Institute. My interest in metallurgical subjects

commenced more than forty years ago, and was awakened by

the lectures of Dr. Percy. Ever since that time, so far as
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other work has permitted, I have continued to be a student

of those subjects, although necessarily an amateur student as

compared with the great majority of the members. I may
claim, however, with better reason a place amongst repre-

sentatives of the users of metals, recognised in the con-

stitution. In whatever capacity you may regard me, my
earnest desire is that you shall recognise the fact that the

Institute of Metals can ahvays count on my assistance and good

wishes for its future usefulness and prosperity.
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SOME POINTS OF INTEREST CONCEKNING
COPPER AND COPPER ALLOYS

Ry J. T. MILTON, Member of Council.

I HAVE been asked by our President to prepare a paper

treating upon some points in connection with the use of

non-ferrous metals, upon which it is hoped that the knowledge

and experience of our metallurgical members will be able

to assist the marine engineer and naval architect to overcome

or prevent some of the unexpected and serious troubles which

sometimes occur through these materials behaving in an

altogether different manner to what is expected of them.

Particulars of some of these cases will be given in detail,

but when opinions are given m some instances as to the

probable cause, &c., it should be stated at the outset that

these are only put forward with some diffidence, in the hope,

partly of eliciting by criticism the wider experience of those

whose business it is to make the metals, &c., referred to, and

partly to suggest lines along which research can be directed

in cases where the causes are really obscure.

First, we will deal with copper, which is used principally by

the marine engineer for steam and other pipes. The choice

of this metal for the purpose for which it is used is due

to its being thought to possess in a high degree the two

qualities of ductility, enabling it to withstand repeated changes

of form without failure, and of resistance to corrosion when

exposed to ordinary atmospheric influences or to prolonged

immersion in either fresh or sea water
;
yet, in many cases,

these very qualities are found to be altogether wanting.

Cases have been met with where seamless tubes of ordinary

size, say, from 2^ inches to 3 inches diameter, and in which,

therefore, there should be no doubt that a considerable

amount of " work " has been put on the material, have been

found to be so brittle when delivered from the works as not

to be able to withstand the slightest bending. In two such
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cases, made in different works, in which very opposite ideas

were entertained as to the best composition of the material

and as to the proper methods to be adopted for anneahng

during manufacture, attempts were made to discover the

cause of the extreme brittleness, but without success, the

only thing discovered being that in both cases, after proper

annealing, the metal became possessed of all the normal

properties. In another case of precisely similar brittle copper,

on the pipe being returned to the makers it was promptly put

into the melting furnace, so that no investigation was possible.

In the first two mentioned cases analyses were made and were

said to be quite normal. It was noted, however, that the

copper in one case contained \ per cent, of arsenic, and that

in the other it was free from that element, but in neither was

there found anything which is not to be met with every day

in good commercial samples of copper. The cases, however,

which most frequently perplex engineers are those in which

the copper fails when in use, either by erratic corrosion in the

cases of water-pipes, suggestive of want of homogeneity in

the metal, or of fractures in steam and other pipes apparently

through fatigue, or else through a local deficiency of ductility.

These latter failures are generally at the parts adjoining the

flanges, suggesting that possibly the heating of the metal

during the brazing one of the Hanges may in some way have

altered its qualities, but cases of fracture at flanges have

occurred where methods of jointing have been adopted not

involving the use of brazing. In many of the cases micro-

scopic examination of the brazing has sho^vn that neither

too high a temperature, nor too prolonged heating during the

brazing operation, had been employed.

In a recent case of a burst steam-pipe, at the Board of

Trade inquiry which was held, it was found that test-pieces

from near one end of the pipe, but away from the flange,

gave markedly inferior results to those obtamed from similar

pieces taken from the other end, yet both ends of this seam-

less pipe had been subjected to precisely similar treatment

in use. No explanation of this was forthcoming. We want
information on the following points :

—

1. It is well known what a srreat influence " work " has
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on the quality of steel forgings and rolled material. It should

also be known what is the effect of similar work, either " hot

"

or " cold," on copper, and what is the minimum amount of

work which should be put on the material either by hot or

by cold rolling or drawing in order to convert the unreliable

" casting " into reliable plates, sheets, or tubes. The sugges-

tion is ventured that the effect of " cold " work is very much
greater than that of "hot" Avork in reducing the coarse

crystalline structure of a casting to that condition which gives

a silky or porcelainic fracture, and it is also suggested that

some at least of the troublesome cases which have occurred

have been due to too little work having been put on the

copper in the course of manufacture.

2. What is the proper way to effect " annealing " ? and

what is the result of this operation ? Regarding the first

of these questions of annealing, which should be capable of

exact determination, there are considerable differences in

practice in different works. In all cases apparently, it is

considered that precisely the same heat-treatment is required

in the various annealings necessary between the different

stages of " cold " work as in the final annealing of the finished

article. This may be so, but it is not necessarily the case

that the treatment best suited to the initial casting or ingot

is also the best to apply to a finished ])ipe. It is remarkable

what differences prevail in the methods of annealing as

practised in different works, not only in the temperatures

whicsh are thought to be appropriate, these varying from faintly

visible red to a very bright red, approaching yellow, but also

in the time during which the pieces are retained at the

annealing temperature. In some cases quenching immediately

follows the attainment of the desired temperature, while in

others this temperature is maintained for ten or fifteen

minutes. Further, in some cases care is taken that the

annealing furnace has always an oxidising atmosphere, whilst

in others no attention is paid to this point.

It has been stated, and is most probably true, that the

composition of copper very materially modifies the annealing

effect of any particular temperature, pure copper becoming

annealed at a much lower temperature, and in shorter time,
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than the ordinary commercial copper. Precise information

on these points is much to be desired, as also is the actual

effect of each of the constituents found in ordinary copper

upon the mechanical properties of the metal. From the pub-

lished results of the Research Committee of the Institution

of Mechanical Engineers, we know that bismuth is extremely

prejudicial to copper for all purposes, and that arsenic, even

in comparatively large proportions, does not injuriously affect

copper for firebox plates. We have a somewhat vague idea

that arsenic might even be a desirable constituent of copper

for pipes, but it would be extremely useful if a comprehensive

set of experiments could be made showing the effect of each

of the ordinary impurities or constituents on the qualities

of copper, viz., on the tensile strength, ductility, resistance

to fatigue, as well as on its capacity for hardening under

mechanical stress and annealing by subsequent rise of tem-

perature. It is desirable that the mechanical tests should

be made both at the ordinary temperature and at the high

temperature necessary with ordinary steam pressures. The
necessity for the latter was clearly demonstrated by the

Mechanical Engineers' Research Committee in treating of the

efl^ects of bismuth, which are much more pronounced at high

temperatures than when the metal is cold. With regard to

the suggested fatigue experiments, it is desirable that at least

the preliminary tests should be made under two sets of con-

ditions, one in which a very small deformation is given at

each application of stress, and the other in which there is

a measurable permanent set produced.

Then again, when we consider the question of corrosion we
want to know the effect of each of the constituents, and especi-

ally whether any of them retards corrosion. The impression

prevails that pure copper is not so durable as impure copper,

yet it is probable that some of the impurities often present in

copper might have a prejudicial instead of a beneficial effect,

especially if it is found that some of them do not homogen-
eously diffuse themselves throughout the copper. It is ex-

tremely probable that a similar segregation of some of the

elements takes place in the cooling of copper ingots, as is so

well known to occur in the case of steel ingots, and the con-
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sequent want of uniformity might, by setting up galvanic

action, be the cause of some of the apparently erratic corro-

sion so often met with.

We will now consider copper-zinc alloys, which we use in

the form of the so-called " bronze " propellers and large ship

castings, brass condenser tubes, tube plates and condenser

shell plates, brass bolts, pump rods, valve spindles, turbine

blades and packings, sometimes for screw-shafts, Muntz metal

sheathing for ships' bottoms, and for wharf piles, &c. The
use of these alloys for such a multiplicity of purposes is due

to their possessing in general great strength and ductility, some
of them rivalling steel in these qualities, and at the same time

being able to resist the corrosive action of sea-water. We,
however, frequently jncet with cases in which those alloys are

far from durable or reliable. Muntz metal sheathing becomes

rotten, pump rods, studs, &c., also decay in a peculiar manner,

the decay commencing at the surface and gradually proceed-

ing inwards, whilst the metal preserves its usual metallic

appearance until fracture occurs. When filed it appears to

be bright, but when broken it shows a dull brown fracture.

Samples of some cases of this kind of decay are exhibited.

Other cases of trouble are sometimes met with in brass

bolts used to secure the planking of composite vessels. In

two such cases which have occurred comparatively recently, so

many of the bolts broke at the screw-threads that the whole of

the bolts in both ships had to be renewed. Each set was made
by a different firm, and each Avas supposed to be far superior

in strength to ordinary yellow metal bolts. In neither case

was there any decay such as has just been referred to, the

vessels being comparatively new. The bolts in each case were

forged from bars, i.e. the heads were formed by upsetting, but

the fractures all took place at parts not affected by the forg-

ing. The size of the bars used (j; inch) precludes the idea

that there was insufficient work of rolHng put on the metal in

one case. In the other case the bars were not rolled, but

were made- by the " extrusion " process.

In each case two analyses were made of the material. They
were as follows :

—
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Ship A.

—

Bolts made from Rolled Bars.

No. 1.

Copper
Zinc .

Manganese
Iron .

Tin \
Lead /

Per Cent.
51-45
46-06
1-51

100

traces

No. 2.

Per Cent.
52-09

44-80
1-55

1-50

traces

Ship B.—Bolts made from Extruded Bars.

No. 1. No. 2.

Per Cent.
55-69

41-87

not looked for

1-25

0-74
0-62

Copper
Zinc
Manganese . . . . .

Iron .

Tin
Lead . . . . .

Per Cent.
54-89
41-35
1-00

1-50

0-87
0-50

In both cases a high tensile strength was claimed for the

metal, but the opinion is ventured that more copper and less

zinc would have given much better bolts for actual use, even

if they showed a somewhat lower tensile strength. Before any

untried material is employed for such important purposes as

bolts, either for shipbuilding or for engineering use, it is essen-

tial that it should be severely tested not only for ordinary

static strength, but also for resistance to fatigue. The same
remarks apply to known material produced in a new manner.

For instance, as in one of these cases, the use of extruded

instead of rolled bar should not be sanctioned without exhaus-

tive tests being made as to the mechanical properties of the

material.

Whilst dealing with rods, bolts, &c., made from copper-zinc

alloys, it is desirable that we should know more than we do

about the necessity or otherwise of annealing the rods after

rolling, and also as to the proper methods and temperatures

to be used for annealing purposes. Quite recently some

tests were made of some rolled bars of special alloy. They
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were all made from the same composition, but the results

varied as here given :

—

Diameter of Bar.

4

Tensile Strength.
Tons per Sq. In.

Extension
per Cent, in 2 Ins. <

28-53
1

41

:^i 28 -Bi) 42
2T 31 •')« 35
•> 34 08 29 1

1.'. 33 30
1 37-1 20

From a forging 9 inches in diameter, made from the same
alloy, the following results were obtained :

—

Lengthways

Crossways

Tensile Strength.
Ti ns per

Sq. In.

25) -5

290

E.\tension

per Cent,
in 4 Ins.

32-2

33-5

The differences were evidently due to the fact that the

small bars were finished rolling at a low temperature, which

was not possible with the larger bars. The excess of strength

imparted by the cold rolling would probably be lost by anneal-

ing, and judging by analogy with other materials the hard-

strong cold-rolled bars would not be so safe for use with

varying loads as the softer bars finished at a rod heat. It is,

of course, also possible that in the case of these particular

largo bars, if made from small ingots, that more work put on

the material would have been an improvement.

The peculiar structure of copper-zinc alloys is well known
;

it has been treated of by several metallurgists. When the

proportions of copper and zinc are about those of the atomic

weights of cop[)er and zinc the alloy is homogeneous, consist-

ing of the chemical compound CiiZn. any slight excess of

cop[)cr or zinc which might be present being in solution in

the C'nZn. Similarly, if the proportions are about those of the

(•iiemical com[H)und Cu.jZn the metal is again homogeneous.
If the copper exceeds this proportion the metal appears also to

1)0 homogeneous, being then apparently a solid solution of Cu
(or possibly of Cu^Zug) in Cu^Zn, but in the cases of metals
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intermediate in composition between CugZn and CuZn, the

metal, under ordinary conditions of heat-treatment, possesses

a duplex structure, consisting of intermingled portions of

CuoZn and CuZn, the latter of which, when a polished surface

is etched, has under direct illumination a darker appearance

than the Cu^Zn, which, at any rate with light etching, retains

its mirror-like polish. Tertiary or other alloys, in which the

main constituents are copper and zinc of about the same rela-

tive proportions as the above, such, for instance, as some of

the so-called " bronzes," possess the same general duplex or

complex structure.

There is no doubt that it is largely due to this duplex

structure that Muntz metal and some other similar alloys

sometimes corrode or decay so rapidly through galvanic action,

one of the constituents only being attacked, and losing its zinc,

while the other retains its normal composition.

It is not generally recognised what a great influence heat-

treatment has on the structure of these alloys. At a bright

red heat the two constituents mutually dissolve into one

another, and the duplex structure disappears, the metal

becoming apparently homogeneous. When quenched out

from this temperature the metal appears to consist of crystals,

each with its own peculiar orientation, but each being homo-

geneous.

If the metal is allowed to cool just a little below a certain

critical .point, and is then quenched, it is seen that a separation

of the CuoZn has commenced along the boundaries between

adjacent crystals. Quenching at a little later stage shows the

separation of the same substance proceeding in each crystal

from the boundaries inwards. At a later stage the separation

becomes apparently complete, and the structure is duplex

throughout, the actual form of the structure, as seen, being

fairly regular in each crystal, but varying from crystal to

crystal, and evidently dependent upon the orientation of the

crystal. After the structure has once become duplex, if the

temperature is maintained for a short time at a red heat,

below that at which the mutual solution of the constituents

takes place, further changes occur, inasmuch as although the

general character of the structure remains constant, it becomes
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much coarser, the fine particles of the CuoZn apparently segre-

gating together. While, however, the metal at first sight

appears to be iiiiich coarser, it will be found that the indi-

vidual crystals have not much altered in size, and they can in

general be traced partly by what may be called the pattern or

orientation of the duplex structure, and partly by their boun-

daries being clearly traceable.

We have seen the influence of heat-treatment on the struc-

ture of some of the copper-zinc alloys, both as to the size of

crystals and also the minute structure. It is desirable to

know what influence similar treatments have on copper-tin

alloys. Some time ago an eminent manufacturer, whose gun-

metal work has a reputation wherever steamers float, made
some experimental castings of 90 Cu 10 Sn composition.

One was cast in chill, one in sand, whilst some of the same

metal was allowed to cool out extremely slowly in the furnace.

The differences in structure were enormous, the crystals in the

last case having linear dimensions at least ten times as great

as those in the chilled casting. In this foundry it has been

found that with gun-metal castings the temperature of pour-

ing has a great influence on the quality of the castings. From
the experiment cited, and seeing that however hot the metal

is when poured, it must pass through the same freezing tem-

perature, just above which it was liquid and just below which

it was solid, the opinion is ventured that the real cause of

dift'erenccs of quality is the difl'erent speeds of cooling or rather

of freezing. In the case of the pouring at high temperature,

just before freezing commences the mould surface has become

very highly heated, so that it does not extract heat from the

freezing metal so rapidly as is the case in the similar moulds

where the metal is not so highly heated before pouring, and

where freezing consequently takes place quicker. If this

reasoning is correct, it would appear that in order to obtain

the same quality in the finished article the metal for large and

thick castings should not be so much heated as that used for

thinner work.

With gun-metal, as with other metals, the effect of slow

freezing is to increase the size of the crystals, and in large

castings, whicih necessarily freeze slowly, the crystals frequently

E
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reach exceptional dimensions. By a crystal is meant a portion

of the metal in which all the parts have the same orientation.

The freezing out of ordinary gun-metal, say, of about 90 Cu
10 Sn composition, is peculiar. The first portions to solidify

are richer in copper than the average. These separate out m
skeleton form, the skeleton portions in the space ultimately

forming one crystal, arranging themselves with a certain degree

of parallelism ; that is to say, with the same orientation. These

skeleton forms are nuclei on which more solid separates out,

containing rather less Cu than before, and therefore rather

more Sn, but still richer in Cu than the average of the metal.

On these, in turn, a further deposition of metal still poorer in

Cu and richer in Sn takes place. The skeleton forms mean-

while becoming gradually thicker and thicker, with less inter-

vening spaces between them. The metal remaining liquid

becomes gradually more and more rich in Sn, until at last, if

there is sufficient tin in the crystal, a kind of eutectic, much
richer in tin than the average of the metal, fills up all the

interspaces.

When gun-metal is broken at a red heat this structure is

revealed, but it can also be seen when the metal is polished

and suitably etched. This structure also becomes visible in

tensile test-pieces. It is also shown well in Fig. 1 6 in the paper

on " Decay of Metals " read before the Institution of Civil

Engineers in April 1903, where the portion rich in tin has

commenced to decay.

It has been shown in the case of copper-zinc alloys pos-

sessing a duplex structure that at a particular temperature the

tAvo constituents mutually dissolve one another, and that, when
this has occurred, if the metal is quenched we obtain an alloy

which is practically homogeneous. It is a matter well worthy

of research whether a similar result would not obtain in the

case of gun-metal, viz., that instead of a comparatively strong

skeleton of crystals filled up with a weaker alloy, we could not

obtain by suitable heat-treatment, an alloy truly homogeneous,

with possibly improved mechanical properties.

With regard to gun-metal castings generally we want

reliable data as to the effect on the strength and ductility of

different temperatures, at least up to the highest temperature
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at which they are likely to be used for boiler mountings, and
we also require to know the effect at these various tempera-

tures of such impurities as are often found in so-called " gun-

metals." An erroneous idea appears to prevail amongst some
founders that a little lead is an improvement to the quality,

permitting the castings to be made more sound. One eft'ect

of lead, however, is to very materially reduce the tensile

strength and the ductility when cold. In some tests made a

few years ago, a casting thought to be of excellent quality only

had a tensile strength of ^\ tons per square inch instead of

14, the falling ott" being entirely due to the lead present in

the metal. It is exceedingly probable that lead is still more
fatal in the cases of castings which have to be used at a high
temperature.

White metals for lining bearings offer a very wide field for

research. There are numerous brands submitted for use, for

each of which special qualities are claimed. It cannot be ex-

pected that any one composition is at the same time the most
suitable for use in bearings running with a light load and in

others with a heavy load with oil lubrication, and also for

bearings like propeller-shaft bearings running in sea-water

without oil. Also it is very probable that bearings such as

those of railway-carriage axles, in Avhich the load is constant,

and in which, therefore, when rotation ceases, the lubricant

may be squeezed out from between bearing and journal at the

points of highest pressure, require a diflcrent metal to prevent
seizing under these conditions, to ordinary engine bearinors, in

which the working load becomes partly removed when rotation

ceases.

A case has recently occurred where a metal was used for

stern-shaft liners which had given good results for main
bearings of a marine engine. It was one of the brands con-

taining a large percentage of lead. The result was such cor-

rosion of the metal before the vessel reached her destination

that both shaft and bearings had to be renewed. Engineers
want information as to what metals will and what will not crive

satisfactory results in sea-water.

Another very interesting case occurred with some main
bearings in which a metal of the coppor-tin-antimony typo
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(so-called Babbitt's metal) was used. It was reported that this

metal was wearing off in flakes like sheets of paper, and that

these flakes stopped up the oil-ways. A careful examination

of the metal and of the flakes showed that what really occurred

was the following : The metal contained a definite quantity of

lead, which had been purposely added to give it a desired

amount of yielding under heavy load. In these metals the

whole of the copper combines with a definite amount of tin,

forming crystals of a hard and brittle compound. The anti-

mony also combines with about an equal weight of tin, forming

cubical crystals of SbSn. When freezing takes place, these

two sets of crystals separate out, leaving the remainder of the

tin and the lead, both liquid, mutually dissolved in one

another. As the cooling of an alloy of lead and tin rich in

tin proceeds, as was shown by the late Sir W. Roberts-Austen,

part of the tin is the first to solidify, leaving at last the inter-

spaces filled up with the lead-tin eutectic. Such alloys,

therefore, will always soften at the temperature at which

the lead-tin eutectic (tinman's solder) melts, viz., at 356° F.,

whereas if no lead is present the softening point is the melting-

pomt of tin, 448° F.

What had happened in this case was that some parts of the

bearing had been allowed to attain a temperature somewhat
exceeding 356° F. ; the lead-tin eutectic had melted at these

parts and had squeezed out in the form of minute tears, which,

being carried round into the colder part of the bearing, had

formed the thin laminae which were thought to be parts of

the metal becoming exfoliated. Analyses of the metal of

the flakes clearly demonstrated the accuracy of the above

explanation.

In the case of white metals, as with other metals, the rate

of cooling has an enormous effect upon the crystallisation and

structure of the metals, and this ought to be realised by the

users of these metals. As was suggested in the case of gun-

metal castings, the rate of cooling is considerably aff'ected by

the temperature of pouring, and the temperature of the bearing

into which the metal is poured. Yet, sufiicient attention is

not given to this, the matter being left to the ordinary work-

man, who is never a skilled metallurgfist. More than one case
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of bad results obtained with a metal known to be of suitable

composition can be attributed to this cause.

The opinion prevails amongst some engineers who make
their own white metal that the quality is influenced by the

order in which the various metals arc melted and combined.

The author made some experiments on this point on a metal

of the tin-copper-antimony type by making a metal of definite

composition by three separate sets of steps, all different from

the orthodox method. All resulted in metals which, when

fused, possessed the same chemical proportions, and when the

resultinof metals were cooled out under identical conditions as

to rates of cooling, the microscopic structures were in each case

identical with that of the metal mixed in the orthodox manner.

These results indicate that as regards white metals, shop secrets,

or mysteries of mixing, have only a fancy value, and that

although some particular methods may have value as regards

conveniences, or even as to accuracy of the final product, they

are not essential as regards the quality of the bearing metal.

The views set forth in this paper are those of an engineer,

not of a metallurgist. Engineers generally, as users of metals,

assume too readily that metallurgists know all their require-

ments and can satisfactorily meet them, and they often know

nothinsf about the methods and difficulties of metallurgical

work. On the other hand, metallurgists too often consider

their business to be only the furnishing of something which

ihcy imagine will meet the requirements of the order, often

without knowing anything about the special uses to which the

material is to be put. When unexpected failures occur, each

is inclined to think the fault lies with the other, and so, beyond

replacement, nothing is generally dune towards determining or

even investigating causes of failure. It is hoped that one result

of the formation of this Institution will be the bringing together

of engineers and metallurgists, so that by their interchange of

ideas and experiences umtual benefit and progress will result.
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DISCUSSION

The President thought that they would agree that his forecast of

the merits and interest of the paper had been fully justified, and
Avould unite in thanking Mr. Milton for the preparation of the paper.

Now was an opportunity for makers of metals to say a word or two.

Those who used metals could say a good deal.

Mr. F. JoHXSOX (Birmingham) said that with regard to one of the

first points, the weakness mentioned in a copper pipe that would not

withstand the slightest bending, and the subsequent treatment of

that pipe in the annealing restoring its original properties, that

proved, he thought, without a doubt, that too much cold work had
been put upon the metal. With regard to the fracture of pipes at

the flanges, it was doubtless due to the reducing natixre of the atmos-

phere in which the brazing operations were carried out, upsetting the

pitch of the copper—that was to say, altering the equilibrium-propor-

tion of the oxygen, which was a critical quantity, for any particular

furnace charge. It might be that the same explanation underlay the

varying results obtained in the case of the burst steam-pipe, with

this difference, that the atmosphere and temperature of the annealing

muffle may have lacked uniformity. With respect to the proper way
to effect annealing, there could be little doubt that methods, tem-
peratures, and durations of times for annealing were sorely in need
of standardisation. He knew a number of cases in point, namely,

where the mechanical testing of copper tubes was being carried out.

One piece of a tube was cut off and was subjected to a soaking

annealing. Another piece was annealed in the manner followed in

everyday works practice, i.e. it had a short time in the furnace.

The tensile strength of the former was 14" 24 tons to the square inch,

and that of the latter 15*12—a very important difference. Micro-

scopic investigation revealed the fact that the normally annealed tube

was of a fine, homogeneous, close structure, while the over-annealed

tube showed the effect of the treatment it had received in a very

coarse open structure. The tube was an arsenical locomotive tube.

There were many difficulties to be overcome in gauging the effect of

impurities in copper on an experimental scale. With regard to the

bolts, he thought the explanation of the failure of the particular bolts

was rather obscure. He could only hazard the suggestion that in

the one case where the copper contents were 51 or 52 per cent, the

alloy contained the y constituent. With regard to the bolts con-

taining 55 per cent, of copper, insufficient work or the presence of

tin and lead together in such quantities might have had a deterio-

rating effect, but in this case the composition of the alloy and its

method of manufacture necessarily go hand in hand.

Mr. E. L. Rhead (Manchester) said that the paper which Mr.
Milton had read was bristling with points of interest, and he thought
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that it would be difficult to find a paper that was more comprehensive
in its scope. He had no intention of dealing with all the points

that had cropped up, but there was one about which he might perhaps
offer some little explanation. With regard to the copper pipes that

were referred to in the beginning of the paper, there was a remark
about one being recovered by suitable annealing, and the other being
put into the melting furnace without any investigation having been
made. It might be within the knowledge of many of them, though
it did not appear in the paper, that copper heated in a reducing
atmosphere for a considerable length of time assumed a condition

described as " gassed," in which practically all its ductility is lost,

and on forging it breaks and crushes in a most unsatisfactory manner.
He happened to observe this—it might have been known before—in

connection with the heating of some soldering irons in gas-fired

stoves, enclosed with a cover over the top of the irons. It was found,

on sending these into the woi'kshop, that they broke in the attempt
to draw them out, and when a microscopic examination was made, it

showed that the whole structure had been entirely destroyed. The
alteration did not take place when an oxidising atmosphere was
used, and that while it was impossble to restore the " gassed " copper,

it was possible to restore copper which had been subjected to any
ordinary method of treatment. With regard to some other points

—for instance, considerations with regard to arsenic—he would, if

possible, have something to say on another occasion, but he was not
then prepared to enter into those questions.

J)r. C. H. Descu (Cillasgow) thought that most cases of failure of

copper-zinc alloys were due to wrong heat-treatment, but he would also

mention the effect of excessive cold rolling. Excessive cold work put
upon the metal very often led to disintegration. The effect of cold

rolling was sometimes confined to a mere skin on the outer surface.

He came acro-ss it in some rods of a copper-zinc alloy which had been
used as spindles for stirring purposes in chemical ttxnks, where they
were employed instead of steel because the liquor was corrosive.

These spindles were working in liquor at a temperature approaching
to boiling-point, and they stood perfectly well ; but bars of the same
consignment of metal exposed to the air rapidly fell to pieces,

although under examination there was no cori'osion evident. He
found on microscopical examination that there was nothing whatever
wrong with the composition of the metal, and that the heat-treatment
was (juite correct. But the surface of the metal was in a state of

extreme strain, due to excessive cold rolling. The siuface was in

such a state of strain that it rapidly cracked, and the cracks spread

through the metal and the rods fell to pieces. The fact that it did

not fall to pieces in the hot liquor he attributed to the strain being
gradually relieved by a process of slow annealing at a temperature
below 1U0°C That was a case that had probably occurred more
frequently in practice than had been recorded.
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The President adjourned further discussion until the London

meeting, at which gathering he said that before passing to the dis-

cussion of the paper, which had been read at Birmingham, he would

ask Mr. INIilton to make any statement or explanation he might wish

in regard to the main objects he had in view in writing the paper.

Mr. J. T. Milton did not think he had anything to say beyond

what had been said in the paper. He had brought up a large number
of samples referred to in the paper, and should be glad to show them

to any member interested. He should be very thankful indeed if the

result of the paper led to the advancement of knowledge on some

of the points on which he had pointed out knowledge was re-

quired.

Mr. A. E. Seaton, Member of Council, said he had read the

paper at the outset with very great pleasure, and had re-read it

lately with equal satisfaction. He found this paper, as he had

always found Mr. Milton's communications to the scientific institu-

tions, highly instructive, very interesting, and, perhaps, what was

very much more important, thoroughly reliable. He had had the

pleasure of knowing Mr. Milton since their student days ; he was

aware of what he had been doing in what he supposed he called

his " spare time," of which he had not very much—that he had been

carrying out research work into the small hours of the moi-ning and

sometimes into the large hours too, with the result that he had pro-

duced the paper before the Institute. That paper was so carefully

compiled, and so trustworthy generally, that it was very difficult to

discuss it critically, for there were not many holes that could be

picked in it. It was always the easiest thing, when discussing a

paper, to find holes in it ; but he was not able to do that easily in

Mr. Milton's paper, though there were one or two little points on

which he thought he differed from the author. To begin with, how-

ever, he would corroborate some of the facts given. He remembered
some solid-drawn pipes standing in the stores at Hull for a number
of years, having been taken over from the company's predecessors in

1871. Solid-drawn copper pipes in those days were looked upon as a

bit of a luxury, and therefore these were not used for ordinary com-

mercial purposes. One day, however, he thought it was time they

were used ; on taking them to the coppersmith for use they were
found brittle, so much so as to be of no service whatever. How
they had become so brittle he did not know ; they could not have

been in that state when they were manufactured, because they would

not have passed the draw-bench unless fairly tough and good. They
had arrived, somehow, at a stage at which they were absolutely use-

less. He also remembered a French ship being wrecked, a composite

ship in which the inner planking was attached to the frames of the

ship by what had been Muntz metal bolts. The outer thickness of

plating was connected to the inner by copper bolts. When that ship

was broken up the copper bolts were right enough—there was nothing
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wrong witli them ; but the Muntz metal bolts were in the state

described by Mr. Milton : they appeared with quite a brazen look on
the outside, but they broke easily under the action of a small hand-

hammer, and the fracture had that ruddy, curious appearance, just

like red chalk.

In all operations with orby alloys he thought time would have to

be looked to more than it had been in the past ; at any rate, time
must be taken as a factor. It was well known that very large

changes went on in otlier metals, more particularly in iron, if only

the elements were given sufficient time to act. For instance, it was
well known that a steel tube might be put into an acid bath for

galvanising purposes and taken out in almost as good a state as it was
put in, i.e. it had the same physical qualities. A similar and equally

good tube, however, might be put into a weak bath, and require to be

left there for a longer time to scale and clean, which, when struck with

a hand-hammer, may now break into pieces like a clay-pipe. The
explanation was that the steel in the latter case had had time to

occlude hydrogen, while in the former case it had not. Also, it was
well known that in tlie operation of making malleable iron castings time
was a very important element. The baking of such iron castings in

the presence of hicmatite, or iron oxide, removed the carbon from
tliem, required a considerable time. An attempt might be made to

bring them almost to the melting-point in order to expedite matters,

but no success would attend the operation ; these elements had to be
given time to pass through the necessary changes in order that the

result might be a good, tough casting, such as the engineer required.

In the old cementation process of making steel, a process that was
still followed in tlie country for producing the best qualities of tool

steels, pieces of practically pure iron were baked in the presence of

carbon ; here, again, time was an element, and a most important one.

He could go further, and say that it was a common experience with
every houseliolder to find that in course of time, where he used brass

chains or even copper wire for hanging pictures, &c., some of the

heavier ones in time would fall down through the chain or wire
becoming brittle in some way, and losing its tensile strength. While
on that subject he might throw out the suggestion that tlie very high

(juality of the bronzes—for they must have been of very high (piality

—used by the ancient Peruvians, by the Egyptians, and even by the

old (Ireeks, was tlue to the fact that people ilid not live in such a

hurry in those days, tliat slowness of operation was no t)l)jection to

it; moreover, they had not such hot furnaces to work with as we
have. A good (piality of metal was what was desired, and whether
it took a week, or a month, or a year, was all the same to them, so

long as they got the good material from which to make those won-
derful tools used in cutting such hard stulV as eyanite. Examples
could be seen in any museum in Eui-ojje.

He could not help thinking that some of the mysterious changes in

copper were due to the introduction into them of something which
was hardly yet graspable by the scientists or by the research man,
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something of which he could not at present even get what the chemist

called "traces." He was himself inclined to think it would be found,

if the research were deep enough, that many of the failures were due
to other causes than those at first appearing. In dealing with copper

and copper alloys, the modern manufacturer did not use charcoal as

it was used in the old days ; they used a fuel that even in its best

and purest form contained a considerable amount of sulphur, and it

was well known that sulphur rendered copper cold-short. Copper
containing sulphur might be dealt with by the coppersmith in his

fire successfully without bad results, but afterwards that same copper,

when cold, might have acquired somehow a very different physical

nature altogether. Then, again, it was quite possible that pipes,

exposed as they were in hot boiler-rooms, might absorb—it was not

known what, but they might absorb and occlude, just as steel absorbed

and occluded hydrogen—-something or other that affected it in the

way that copper wire was affected by foul atmosphere in a house

lighted by gas. Therefore he was inclined to think that one of the

directions in which research men would have to go would be to hunt
after that minute thing, the thing of which they could barely get a

trace in chemical analysis.

Something had been said about bismuth. It was well known that

less than two parts in a thousand of bismuth was absolutely ruinous

to the best copper. With two samples of copper, one pure and the

other containing so small an amount of bismuth as two parts in a

thousand, it was astonishing to find that while one was tough and
capable of being bent over as a piece of lead, the other was absolutely

brittle ; it likewise strongly resists the passage of electricity and of

heat. Under the microscope the explanation was obvious. The fact

was that bismuth would no more alloy with copper than the cement
in concrete alloys with the portions of brick or stone used for the

purpose of making it. It existed between the crystals of copper,

quite distinct from it. This state of things may be possible with
other things besides bismuth. He did not know of his own know-
ledge how minute a quantity of bismuth would seriously affect copper,

but he took it that if 0-2 per cent, would make it so utterly bad,

0*1 per cent, would make it in some degree bad. It was also inter-

esting to notice how in some alloys the presence of a third metal
affected the other two. Iia common practice it was well known that

tin-bronzes were not improved by the presence of aluminium, whereas
the zinc-bronzes were all improved by the addition of quite a little

aluminium. The question was, What part did the aluminium play in

that alloy with respect to the copper to change its physical qualities

so greatly, in one case to improve, and in the other to spoil %

Mr. ]\Iilton's paper dealt with alloys, and therefore he would not
trouble to go into any question of mechanical mixture ; but one part

of the paper had been taken up with what might be called the
mixture of alloys, where two metals existed, as in Muntz metal, in

two different forms, and reacted on one another, sometimes bene-
ficially, but often the revex'se. Mr. Milton had also spoken about
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the crystallisation, a very important matter. In the case of a large

brass casting, such as a propeller blade, where the root end of the

blade might be as much as 7 inches or 1 1 inches thick, he had been
astonished, on seeing them broken, to find how very large the faces of

the crystals were, and he had wondered how such a casting could have
such a comparatively large amount of tensile strength. Mr. Milton
had also alluded to the effect of lead on bronzes. A good many
years ago he (Mr. Seaton) made a large number of experiments with
the view to discover what might be called the strongest form of

bronze for the least money—in other words, what amount of tensile

strength he could get for a pound sterling per ton of different alloys.

He found that in every case the slightest intermixture of lead reduced
the strength ; but he had found since then, not in Birmingham but
elsewhere, that lead was often put in not so much for cheapening as

to improve the machining qualities of the bronze. With the admixture
of a little lead, bronze cut very much better, and ahso possessed a

very much better colour ; it was what was termed a richer bronze
colour than the ordinary mixture. He thought people were very
much given to expecting more for what was called " work " on metals
than they were entitled to obtain. Taking any of the zinc-bronzes, a
sound, good piece of casting was very little below in strength, if any,

the same material when forged. It was only when such things were
drawn out into rods—and they were cold drawn, generally speaking, and
unannealed—that the tensile strength began to get very much higher
than that of the casting. The .same thing applied to steel. He did

not lay too much .stress on steel requiring so much work to be put
into it to improve it, because a piece cut from the best steel casting,

that had never had an ounce of work put into it, had a good ultimate
resistance with a large amount of stretch. In the early days when
dealing with big ship castings it was po.ssible to get from test-pieces

cut from them 25 to 30 tons with about 25 per cent, of stretch ; no
forging at that time gave anything better. Even if the same material

was taken and forged and rolled, it was not very matei'ially improveil.

He could not help thinking that a little too much importance was
attached to it, and that people were apt to use it as an excuse for

inferior material which does reijuire working.
lie (juito agreed with Mr. Milton that on the annealing question

manufacturers had been wrong in the past. In the first place they

had l)iu'n generally content to anneal both copper and other met;ils

at too low a temperature. Thei'e was no doubt, too, that while it was
necx'ssary to get the temperature as high as j)ossible, it must be done
gradually, and no attempt made at any (juenching until the whole
mass was uniformly heated. Then it was necessary to cool the whole
mass not only as rapidly as j)ossil)le but as evenly as possible. Rapi<lity

of cooling made fineness of crystal, he agreed ; but he thought the

process shoidd be done by stages rather than in the I'ough, crude way
that was at present observed. For example, to obtain the best results

from annealing of heavy forgings or castings, it was necessjiry to

plunge them into oil at, say, 500° F. to begin with ; when the whole
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mass was down to that, then let the castings down from that quickly

into water at, say, 120° F. He would not put a casting into cold

oil, but into warnij oil ; the temperature to which the first reduction

was carried might be 400° to 500°, perhaps, and then it might be

dropped down to coldness through hot water or by cooling in the

oil.

With regard to corrosion of copper, he did not wish to say much
about it, except that it was very capricious and not easily understood.

IVIechanical action, generally speaking, accompanied all cases where
the results had been capricious, but it did not account for everything.

The question was studied in the old days by the aid of the copper-

bottom ships, about which the President knew more than any other

member. He had no doubt the President had observed the capricious

nature, and the wasting power, of the copper sheathing of old naval

ships.

With regard to white metal, a great deal had been said since the

Institute was formed about what might be called trade secrets, and
Mr. Milton had contributed his share to the discussion by saying that

there was not such a thing as a trade secret in mixing white metal.

He could not agree with him. Where the melting-point of metals

composing an alloy was very different, the mixing of them was a

matter of art. In one case, he tried some years ago to copy a well-

known white metal, he only succeeded by being most careful in the

methods of mixing and what might be generally called the heat-

treatment. In order to produce a white metal with that fine, silky

fracture such as was to be seen in a piece of tool steel took long to

discover, but when it was at last hit upon it could be repeated over

and over again. Until the exact method of mixing was found out,

however, it could not be obtained.

He had necessarily gone through the paper somewhat discursively,

but hoped to be excused. In conclusion, he would only say that while

he thought the Institute was under a debt of gratitude to Mr. Milton
for having given it such a good paper for the start, he would hope
it would be taken as an example by others and that plenty would
follow him in discussing it, and perhaps be more critical than he
had been able to be.

Mr. F. ToMLiNSON (Manchester) said that towards the end of the
paper Mr. Milton drew attention to the fact that the views set forth

were those of an engineer and not of a metallurgist. On reading
that statement he at once thought how interesting and useful it

would be if some metallurgist conversant with the manufacture of

copper and its alloys in various forms would also give his views as a

metallurgist on the engineering side of the various questions and
problems raised in the paper, providing he had been previously

favoured with the opportunities for inquiring into the different causes

of failure which must of necessity fall to the lot of Mr. Milton in the

course of his important duties. He made that suggestion because he
had often realised how hopeless in many cases it was for the metal-
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lurgist to give some direct ;in<l complete explanation of failures that

had occurred after a material had been introduced into some structure

designed, built, and worked un<ler the control solely of engineers.

The failures might be in the form of a fractured steam-{)ipe, flange, or

bolt, corroded coppei' or ))rass pipe, a phosphor-bronze or white metal

bearing that had lapidly worn or fractured, a set of condenser tubes

that had commenced to corrode before being in use more than a few
months, and perhaps the ferrules of the same set broke off quite

short when touched with a tool ; and he might quote many other

similar forms of failures familiar to engineers who used copper and
brass alloys. When those failures occurred, and should such failures

cause a stoppage of machinery, the first, and probably the only

thought, of the engineer in charge was to get things moving again.

Then, later on, as some practical evidence to his superior as to the

cause of stoppage, a piece is cut out of the particular object which led

to the delay, and eventually a small piece of corroded pipe, tube, or

fractured rod, bolt, or sheet, as the case might be, reaches the hands
of the metallurgist with perhaps no more information then the most
obvious fact that it had failed in use. On that meagre evidence the

metallurgist was called upon to give a complete report on the reason

of the failure. In fact, he believed there was, in many cases, a

tendency to suppress information which might bring the failure home
to some cause pei-taining, possibly, to some fault in engineering

design, or to bad or careless usage. Referring again to the author's

views being those of an engineer, he was sure that all metallurgists

concerned in the manufacture of copper and its alloys must be very

grateful to Mr. Milton for the way in which he had for some years

past made such great endeavours to get at the true explanation of

failures of materials that had come under his notice, and he looked

forward to the time when all engineers would approach the subject

in a similar spirit, because at present there was need for greater con-

fidence between the engineer and the metallurgist or the manu-
facturer. By such co-operation many instances of failure would be
satisfactorily cleared up, and practical experience gained tending to

prevent the repetition of similar failures.

The paper contained subject-matter enough for a very extended
discussion, covering, as it tlid, such a variety of products ; but he
would confine his further remarks simply to one branch, the corrosion

of copper. The use of copper in such positions where exposed to the

action of various saline solutions were inniunei'able, positions where
iron and steel and other metals would rapidly corrode ; but cases

were met where copper corroded in the most alarming manner, and
brought the manufacturer face to face with the question as to whether
the corrosion was due to some peculiarity or defect in the particular

copper used, or whether the metal had been exposed to some detri-

ment4il influences which even copper could not resist. Again, the

corrosive action might leave the affected surface fairly even, or leave

it pitted or honeycombed, generally leaving it in the latter state.

If the presence of impurities in copper caused copper to corrode, the
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remedy would be easy to find, namely, use pure electrolytic copper

;

but such copper while not possessing certain mechanical advantages
was found in practice to corrode when subjected to adverse conditions

in a manner similar to tough copper containing the desired amount
of arsenic and the usual constituents found in good commercial
copper. Only the previous week a piece of copper had come before

him which had corroded in a large patch on the interior surface of the

tube. It was quite honeycombed, in the manner shown by some of

Mr. Milton's samples. In some places that pitting had penetrated^

through the wall of the tube. A careful chemical analysis showed
the tube to be of pure copper, and apparently made from electrolytic

copper. In such a case there was no room for any theory as to

impurities in the metal having led to such erratic form of corrosion,

and it also eliminated all idea of suggestions made by Mr. Seaton in

regard to the question of sulphur, because there was not a trace of

sulphur to be found in this electiolytic copper tube. He used the

word " erratic " because the corrosion apparently appeared to be con-

fined to a local patch of several inches in area, and to his mind, and
he thought, also, to the mind of the author of the paper, that class of

corrosion was the one which was the most difiicult to explain, because

all the other adjacent parts of the pipes were probably quite free

from pitting and other usual signs of corrosion.

The President asked whether the pitting was caused at the bent or

the straight part of the pipe.

Mr. ToMLixsox said he was not at the moment considering possible

mechanical causes, but was confining himself more particularly to cor-

rosion due to chemical or galvanic action.

The President said that from the point of view of Mr. Milton's

paper the position was very important.

Mr. ToMLiNSON said in some cases the pitting took place at the
back of the bend, and then, of course, the damage might partly be
caused by erosion.

The President agreed.

Mr. ToMLiNSON said it was therefore necessary to look elsewhere
for some feasible explanation of such cases. In instances where he
had not been able to come to any positive explanation as to what had
happened, he had, in several cases, adopted the theory that the local

corrosion was due to some difference of the surface condition of

the copper where exposed to the corrosive action. For example, he
would give a very simple illustration, and many others might occur

to the members. One could imagine a copper pipe, for instance,

being put into use, and, early in its life, becoming coated internally

with some lime salts, as in the instance where it was conveying sea-
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water. That coating of scale would, more or less, protect that metal
pipe from any corrosive fluid which might suh)sequently pass through
it ; but if, by some means, the tube at a particular spot received a
blow from the outside wliich detached or loosened the scale on the
interior, then, subsequently, if the tube was subjected to some
element acting in a corrosive manner, all the action would be con-
centrated on that one particular spot where the scale had been
removed ; and once the corrosion was set up the products of the cor-

rosive action, he believed, reacted themselves on the copper, and thus
intensified the damage. In order to investigate a further theory, he
was at present conducting a small experiment on a plate that he
had exposed to corrosive action. The plate, 3 to 4 feet in area, was
placed in a large electrolytic vat. The plate had been rendered of

different degrees of hardness in places by hammering, whilst other
portions of the same plate were left dead soft, or in the annealed
condition, the ol)ject being to see if the action was greater, or tended
to concentrate itself at any local spot due to the difference in the
hardness of the metal. It was one of a series of experiments on
copper in various physical conditions that he hoped to carry out, and
should the results be of any positive interest, he was sure his firm

would be pleased to place them at the disposiil of the Institute.

Before concluding, he wished to express his thanks to Mr. Milton
for the manner in which he had, on that and other occasions, placed

before people interested in the subject his views and findings, thus
materially adding to the general metallurgical knowdedge of the cause
of failure in material manufactured fi-om copper and its alloys.

Professor W. Gowland, F.R.S., Vice-President, said that with regard
to tlie failure of solid-drawn copper tubes when they had been sent

from the works to be bent, he had had several returned as brittle, and on
examination it was found that the brittleness had been caused by the an-

nealing process to which they had been subjected. It was not so well

known as it ought to be that when ordinary refined copper is annealed
in a smoky atmosphere extreme brittleness is always produced, the

reason V>eing that all ordinary commercial copper contains oxide of

copper, Cu.,0, the atmosphere in an annealing furnace with a smoky
flame reduces the oxide, and if the copper is examined afterwards it

will be seen to be entirely changed in molecular structure. Further,

with regard to annealing, there was no doubt whatever that there

was a definite temperature at which copper could be best annealed.

But the duration of the annealing was also a very importjint element,
and he had found it was not necessary merely to heat the metal
up to the proper temperature, but it should be kept at that tempera-
ture for a greater or less length of time, according to the size of the
object being annealed.

With regard to Mr. Milton's suggestion that arsenic would be a
valuable addition to the copper for solid-drawn tubes, he quite agreed
with him. As was well known, it was almost in universal use in

firebox plates for locomotives, and if a percentage of arsenic not
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exceeding 0"4 was added to the copper for solid-drawn tubes, better

resvilts would be obtained from them.

With legard to Mr. Seaton's allusion to bismuth, he might say

that in some experiments he had made with regard to the effect of

bismuth in copper, 0"02 produced di.stinct brittleness when the metal

was forged hot. With regard to Mr. Seaton's remarks in connection

with ancient bronzes, he was afraid he could not agree with him.

He had made analyses of a considerable number, and in many cases

it would be difficult to find more impure metal. There was not a

single ancient bronze that did not contain a considerable amount of

impurities, lead, iron, sulphur, and, in fact, everything found in very

impure copper.

Mr. Seaton said he did not say they did not contain those things.

What he had said was that it was by the heat-treatment they

obtained the qualities they possessed.

Professor Gowland said with regai'd to the heat-treatment to

which they were subjected, he had also made experiments which

showed that the hardness was not due to heat-treatment, but to

careful hammering ; and to-day," equal hardness could be produced

in bronzes by following the same method. Coming to the copper-tin

alloys, he did not think that lead should be added to a copper-tin

bronze, certainly he would not add lead if he wished the metal to

have its maximum strength. The addition of lead to a copper-tin

bronze diminished the tenacity, the tenacity decreasing with each

increase of the lead. In Japan, lead was largely added to bronzes,

but merely to those which were intended for works of art, and the

sole intention of adding lead was to increase the fusibility and
fluidity of the alloy, and to enable it to receive a patinas of definite

tints.

With regard to electrotype copper, it had been said by one speaker

in the discussion that it did not contain sulphur. Of course it ought

not to contain sulphur, but in some experiments which had been
made in his laboratory with electrotype copper by melting down
cathodes unsound castings due to sulphur dioxide were obtained.

The cathodes were formed in a solution of copper sulphate, and con-

tained a number of minute cavities which retained some of the

solution. When the copper was melted in a crucible with charcoal,

the copper sulphate was decomposed and sulphur dioxide was given
off during the solidification of the casting. He did not say that this

occurred in all electrotype copper, but that was the case in the two
or three cathodes he had experimented with recently.

He wished to make one addition to Mr. Milton's paper in connec-

tion with an interesting case of corrosion of locomotive tubes. In
locomotive tubes the products of combustion pass through the tube,

and in these tubes the coirosion was not on the water side but on
the fire side. On analysing the incrustation on the pitted parts it

was found to be copper chloride. On inquiring into the kind of fuel
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wliich had been used, he ascertained that at one part of the line the

coal was taken fruui heaps wliicli were liable to be wetted with spray

from the sea—thus the coal contained chloride of sodium, which was
volatilised and condensed on the interior of the tubes, and gave rise

to the formation of copper chloride, hence the corrosion.

Mr. 11. Peauok (Ilayle) said he had listened to the discus.sion on the

changes which the alloys underwent under certain conditions, and

thought that in a great many cases the explanation was not so much
impurity that might exist in the materials which made up the alloy,

as ignorance and imperfect knowledge in regard to the use generally

of the metal. As an illustration, he would go back forty years,

when he was engaged in Swansea with a firm who were large manu-
facturers of Muntz metal, the firm of William Foster & Company.
At that time they made a very large quantity of Muntz metal sheath-

ing which was sold in a regular way to shipowners and shipbuilders,

and it was his duty, as advisory chemist to the business, to investi-

gate some trouble which occurred. A complaint had been made of

some sheathing that had been sold to a certain firm, the sheathing

having only lasted a few months when it ought to have lasted a

consideraVdy longer time. Unfortunately, he was speaking entirely

from memory, having no other data with him, as he had no idea that

the matter would be discussed that afternoon. He examined the

metal very carefully, and found it was so brittle that it could be

bioken almost like a bit of gingerbread. It was almost red, no doubt

due to the presence of dioxide of copper; and he came to the con-

clusion that something was wrong in the way the sheathing was put

on the ship. The ship was lying in Bristol, and he went there to

examine into the whole matter. He foun<l that the disturbance,

molecular disturbance, or whatever it might be called, was more
intense where the nail was used to attach the metal to the side of

the ship underneath the felt. After very careful examination, he

thought that mu.st have some bearing on the point, and he found

that the nails which had been employed for attaching the metal to

the side of the ship were made of zinc, although he believed it was
then one of the conditions of the firm that all metal which was used

for nu'tjiUising ships must be put on by their own nails, which were

manufactured generally from an impure copper-tin. Tinny ores

were purchased from CornwiiU, and used for that purpose, with

copper ores which contained tin, and that alloy was used for the

metal for making nails for ships. He returned to Swansea and made
some investigations. He made a small model of the side of a ship

and immersed it in solutions of salt with just a little sulphuric acid,

and he was astonished to find that after only a few days an intense

action started, and the sheath was in a measure disturbed, and that

disturbing action incx'eased with time. He took a little section of

the injured brass, or alloy, or Muntz metjxl, and after drying it

thoroughly, and cleaning it, and putting it into the atmosphere of

hydrogen, and reducing it with hydrogen gas, a certain quantity of

F
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water was produced, and the metal resumed its original colour. It

was not so malleable as before, but it cei'tainly changed from a
reddish colour to a yellow colour. He merely referred to that as

showing that the troubles did not always arise from impurities that

might be in the metals themselves used in the form of an alloy, but
were rather due to the ignoiance which prevailed in not knowing
exactly how to apply them.

Mr. W. E.OSENHAIN (National Physical Laboratory) said that he
had read the paper with very great interest, especially as he had had
the piivilege, through Mr. Milton's kindness, of examining several

pieces of the specimens and seeing for himself what appeared at first

sight almost incredible, the manner in which corrosion had removed
the zinc from some of the brass objects. Since then, a number of

similar examples, where exactly the same kind of action had taken
place, had come under his notice from other sources. There was just

one point on the question of corrosion of brass, and particularly of

brass tubes, he desired to mention. No doubt there were many
theories to account for mysterious cases of corrosion, and probably

there were many real causes ; but there was one cause which he had
certainly seen at work, namely, that sometimes in the manufacture of

the tubes a foreign body was driven into the inside of the wall of the

tube, apparently in the process of drawing. It might be a foreign

body, a particle of another metal, or it might be simply a tui'iiing or

filing of the material of the tube itself
;
possibly a little roughness

left by a previous operation on the inside of the tube was caught in

the die in some way, torn up, and pressed into the wall of the tube
a little farther on. The point was that the effect of the presence of

such a piece of material which had been much more severely strained

and deformed than the rest of the material of the tube led to local

corrosion and pitting. That was a case which, of course, could be
avoided, but it was possibly one of which manufacturers of brass

tubing might not be aware, and thei'efore they might not pay as much
attention as they should to the avoidance of occurrences of that kind.

It had been proved experimentally that seriously deformed metal and
relatively undeformed metal (annealed metal) were capable of producing
an electric current between them ; they produced galvanic action, and
therefore set up corrosion. With regai'd to Mr. Seaton's reference
to the importance of time as affecting metals, that was a thing that
had yet to be proved. The instances which Mr. Seaton quoted were
absolutely well known and clear, but the general inference that time
alone could exert an influence, or that all metals left to themselves
would undergo changes in the course of time, was a matter that had
yet to be proved ; and with the exception of metals in a really strained

condition, such as cold-drawn tubing or rods, he thought the evidence,
so far, was altogether against it. In other words, that as a piece of

metal left the hands of the metallurgist and engineer who had handled
it, so it would remain unless it was heated, or unless the treatment
it received had been so severe as to leave it in a condition of instability
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from which it naturally reverted.* The whole question, however, was
very important, and was particularly so in connection with the use of

hard-drawn materials. The use of materials in a hardened state was
dependent upon the strength conferred upon them by the hard-drawing

process. Even if no actual cracks developed soon after the process

was finished, the question still remained whether the material would
or would not deteriorate, and that was a question which experiment
and expei-ience would decide. With regard to ancient bronzes, there

was just one further thing to be said, namely, that taking plenty of

time for making them, and cooling them very slowly, would lead to

making them relatively weak and brittle as compared with more rapidly

cooled metals.

Mr. A. E. Seaton said the important point was that the manu-
facturers of bronzes in the old days took a much longer time to melt

them and did not get them overheated. They had not the means of

getting the intense heat of the present day, and of doing the thing

very quickly. He merely threw out the hint, and did not refer so

much to the cooling processes. He was quite aware that it was
necessary to quench quickly if a fine grain was desired.

Mr. W. RosENHAiN said that particularly applied to bronze, but
with regard to the other mateiial he was not able to judge. With
regard to the failure of copper picture-wire mentioned by Mr. Seaton,

it would be interesting to know if he was quite certain that it was
not atmospheric corrosion, because ordinary picture-wire did suffer

particularly in cities by the corrosive effect of the atmosphere. He
wished again to express his thanks to Mr. Milton for his paper, and
to say how interested he had been in it.

The PuEsiDENT announced that there were several written com-
munications on the paper which would be embodied in the Pro-

ceedings, and to which Mr. Milton would in due course write a reply.

Mr. J. T. Milton, in reply, diil not think there had been any adverse
criticism which needed any remarks on his part. There had been one
or two little misunderstandings, perhaps, on some small points in the

paper. Ho had to thank the members very much for the way in

which the paper had ]»een received. Professor Ciowland had spoken
of two cases of copper seandess pipes that were absolutely brittle, and
Mr. Seaton had spoken on the sul)ject of time having an effect upon
copper pipes. In the two cases of pipes which he investigateil and
never got to the bottom of, the pipes were new ; they had only recently

been delivered into the engineering works from two separate copper
works ; and in the next place they were not gassed, as Professor

Gowland imagined they might have been. He knew perfectly well

• This stntomenl is made in rcferonco to spontaneous changes in the less fusible metals
at the (irdinary tenipeiature and is m.t intended to cover the effects of eitlier pent'ral or
It-cal deformation.
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the influence of gassing upon copper, and he had mentioned particularly

that the only thing discovered was that in both cases after proper
annealing the metal became possessed of all normal properties

;

whereas once a pipe was gassed it could not be restored by annealing
as Professor Gowland had said. The mystery of the decay of Muntz
metal bolts in wooden ships was a very serious one, and had never
been solved. It was very well known that in some wooden ships

Muntz metal bolts lasted out the ships quite as well as copper bolts

would ; but in the cases under discussion they became absolutely

rotten in a very short time. He had some very interesting specimens
for any one to see after the meeting. Mr. Pearce had suggested that

the decay of Muntz metal sheathing might be due to the nails. If

the nails were made of zinc it was imaginable that the nails would
have come away, and the sheathing would have dropped off, but not
that the sheathing would have given way. The nails were never
quite of the same composition as the sheathing, but very often ships'

sheathing, copper sheathing, was put on with brass nails, and the

copper sheathing sometimes lasted well, while at other times it wasted
into holes. It was the same thing with Muntz metal sheathing ; in

many cases the sheathing became absolutely brittle. Not very long
ago he had some samples sent from one of the experienced surveyors

to Lloyd's Register, who pointed out how very important it was in

certain parts of the ship to put on thicker Muntz metal than in other

parts, because the wear was more ; but in other cases it did not matter
what thickness was put on, because the metal failed in a very short

time, not through wear but through decay. Mr. Seaton had said

something about the crystallisation of brass due to the large section,

and said he did not think the forged bronzes were very much improved
by forging. He thought himself that the effect of forging steel and
brasses was to make the crystallisation smaller. He failed to see

any other reason for the improvement which did take place, but
certainly engineers generally did not think that any metal with very
large crystals was so reliable as the same kind of metal with small

crystals. On the other hand, he had to admit that very many of the

large brass castings, and phosphor-bronze castings, had immense
crystals in them, | inch in size, and yet the castings answered perfectly

well, and the test-pieces showed a very great deal of ductility. He
was pleased to see that Professor Gowland had condemned the use

of lead in gun-metals, and he hoped the views expressed by him and
others would be listened to by brassfounders generally. As an
engineer, he could say that brassfounders who supplied gun-metal
castings to engineers were very prone to put lead in the gun-metal

;

they said it made a sounder casting, and no doubt they were honest
in that belief ; the brassfinishers in a shop preferred to have a little

lead because the work of turning and finishing was done so much
|

easier. The very fact of the metal being so much easier turned andi

bored was proof that the metal had not the full amount of resistance

in it for wear and tear when used for cocks and valves. When used

for valve castings, and especially for boiler mountings, subject to high
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temperatures, lead ou<(ht absolutely to be prohibiteil ; and engineers
ought to know how objectionable it was. Not very long ago he was
discussing with a very eminent marine engineer questions of linings

for a screw-shaft, and that engineer told him he always thought 5
per cent, of lead put into the gun-metal for his lining was a great
improvement, and enabled him to get a sounder lining. It was this

sort of thing, the unwritten tradition, that had come along through so

many years, and he hoped at any rate that one of the results of the
formation of the Institute would be that where such traditions were
not founded on fact they would be absolutely destroyed.

COMMUNICATIONS

Mr. Leonard Sumner (Prestwich) wrote that Mr. Milton, in the

second paragraph of his interesting paper, said that copper was used

because it was tho2o;iht to possess the two qualities of ductility and i-e-

sistance to corrosion. He did not think that there was any need to use

the wor<l tlwuijht, because there was no doubt that a good copper did

possess those qualities in a marked degree. In the two cases named,
although chemical analysis .showed the composition of those coppers to

be good, yet it was very evident that the tubes had been spoilt, and
so failed, by improper annealing. With reference to the burst steam-

pipe, sufficient particulars were not given to enable an explanation of

the cause of fracture to be given. That lack of full information was,

he regretted to say, a common state of affairs. A pipe failed. The
manufacturer was at once accused of supplying inferior material. He
was never given the opportunity to make a proper investigation, and
the data supplied as to the condition of things at the time of failure

were mo.st meagie ; and in many instances none at all could be given.

Thus did copper get unjustly blamed and sometimes condemned.
There was no doubt that "work" was of great importance, but

whilst "cold" work was j)Ossil)ly of more importance than "hot"
work, yet he did not think that there was the great difference

suggested. The " silky fracture" could be obtained from a well-hot-

rolled copper as well as from a cold-drawn copper.

He thought that it was a fact, as Mr. Milton stated, that the

temperature at which copper could be annealed varied with the com-

position of the copper. At the same time, if a manufacturer annealed
good commercial copper at a temperature approaching " yellow,"

there was no doubt that manufacturer was laying up for himself

a good deal of trouble. No good copper should be annealed at any-

thing like so high a temperature.

The length of time the annealing temperature should be maintained
before quenching shoidd, he thought, be regulated by the thickness of

the object that was being annealed. It should be long enough to

enable all pax*ts of the object to be raised to the required temperature.

No good purpose was served by maint^iining the temperature beyond
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that time—in fact it was dangerous to maintain it longer owing to

risk of overheating ; and, moreover, it was a waste of time.

He held that the days were long past when it was only a "vague
idea" that the presence of ai'senic in copper was desirable. Nowa-
days it was almost universally recognised that the presence of arsenic

in copper for mechanical use was eminently desirable. That was the

outcome of practical experience both of users and manufacturers,

which was the best form of evidence that could be submitted.

He quite agreed that it would be most useful if a set of experiments
could be made showing the influence of impurities on copper in the

manner Mr. Milton suggested. His firm—the Broughton Copper
Company, Ltd.—would be very pleased, by supplying materials or in

any other way it could, to give assistance to enable those experiments
to be carried out.

Corrosion was a verj' troublesome matter, and the causes of it most
difficult to ascertain, especially as in most cases accurate information

as to working conditions, &c., could not be given. He had seen many
cases of very rapid corrosion in electrolytic copper, the corrosion

taking the form of local patches. As there were no impurities

present, there could be no segregation, so he submitted that the theory

that segregation of impurities caused corrosion, could not hold good

in all cases.

Mr. T. Vaughan Hughes (Birmingham) wrote that he concurred

with Mr. Milton, in so far as his actual experience was concerned, that

a method of heat-treatment was adopted in one works for a given alloy

which was condemned in another manufactory as being entirely vm-

satisfactory. The tendency at that time was to '
' turn out " materials

as quickly and as cheaply as possible without any regard to the lasting

qualities of the products.

The writer was of opinion that nothing was more disastrous to the

lasting qualities of many of the zinc-copper alloys than the rapid

methods of annealing adopted in some woi'ks. To make matters

worse, very often in the early stages of the "breaking down"
processes, furnace temperatures were employed which were far too

high for the particular alloy. A sort of compromise was attempted
by annealing at more suitable temperatures in the later stages of

m.anufacture. It, therefore, behoved users not only to define com-
positions within practical limits of variations but also to specify the

heat-treatment. All research work having for its object the definition

of the heat-treatment for all the alloys in the copper-zinc series

ought to be welcome to every user and maker. The writer was fully

aware that many firms of repute had conducted very extensive and
costly investigations into the heat-tieatment of 70 : 30 brass, especially

cartridge manufacturers. The information contained in the papers

presented at the Birmingham meeting had only touched the fringe of

the subject. It sufficed to say that, to recommend a certain heat-

treatment on the result of tensile tests only was scarcely compatible
with what had been discovered in that connection in the case of steel
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and its application to the purposes of motor-car construction. Shock
tests and vibratory tests were of as much, if not greater, moment than
the usual tensile tests. There was no difficulty in considerably

increasing the normal tensile tests of a 70 : 30 brass by abnormal work
and heat-treatment. Such physical properties were obtained at the
expense of durability and capability to withstand shock or vibratory

stresses. Makers of the copper-zinc alloys ought to welcome specified

heat-treatment, otherwise they would find at a very early date, other

and newer alloys and metals would take the place of the copper-zinc

alloys unless greater attention were paid to heat-treatment. Not
only was the composition, proper casting temperature, and also pi'oper

rate of annealing of the newer alloys receiving full attention, but also

the heat-treatment was most carefully conducted. Further than that,

the atmosphere of the annealing chambers was also under review, an
aspect of heat-treatment which had been left entirely in the hands of

the workmen until (juite recently.

Mr. H. J. H. Druky (Swansea) wrote that the frequent failure of

copper steam-pipes was, he believed, in many instances due to the

copper being burnt whilst being worked into shape ; the burning not

being always caused by the brazing, but by overheating and irregular

heating. The burning was generally local, and consequently test-

pieces from the same pipe gave different results.

Heating copper in stoves and furnaces of improper construction

was the cause of the burning and failure of much good copper.

llt'liable and definite information as to the amount of work that

should be put on copper and the proper way to effect annealing could

only })e obtained by experimenting separately on rods, wire, sheets,

plates, ko,.., keeping in view

—

(1) The (juality of the material under operation
;

(2) The purpose for which tlu' material was required
;

(;}) The tensile strength and elongation recpiired
;

(4) The dimensions of the piece under operation.

It was essential that those should all be known to obtain good

results, and as copper was in use for so many purposes it would be

difficult to obtain the desired and valuable information without

exhaustive experiment.

jNlr. F. Hawden (Liverpool) wrote that in investigating cases of failure

in steam-pipes, etc., there was always the difficulty of ascertaining

whether the cause was inherent in the material as supplied by the

manufacturer or was induced in course of after-treatment, possibly

through the use of defective methods of heating. It occurred to him,

however, tha.t in cases of fracture near the flange, what took place was
analogous to the "grooving" which frequently occiu-red in steam-

boilers in the flange attaching the tube to the end plate, the alternate

expansion and contraction taking greater effect at that point where
the material was rigidly held and, if the copper had at all suffered in

brazing on the flange, the effect would be all the more rapid.
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The questions raised as to the annealing of copper were of great

importance, and his experience confirmed the statement that pure

copper required a lower temperature for annealing than arsenical

copper.

On the question of cold rolling, he had little faith in that as com-

municating any permanently useful quality to the material, unless

hardness simply were required and the material were not subject to

the effect of heat in use. It seemed to him that the effect of cold

rolling must necessarily be more or less superficial, and that in

cold-rolled material there might be a difference of structure between

the central and exterior portions, and it was questionable if even after

annealing that difference were not retained to some extent.

He desired to emphasise the point named by Mr. Milton that all

new alloys should be tested exhaustively before being put into use.

A case occurred to him where an alloy was considered specially suit-

able for locomotive firebox use. With a high tensile strain it

possessed great ductility, and—the most remarkable feature of all

—the tensile strength was almost entirely retained at the working

temperature of the boiler. One fatal defect, however, neutralised

these valuable qualities, namely, the rapid wasting of the material

in use, apparently through the separating out of one of the metals

under continued heat.

Mr. Milton, in reply, wrote that Mr. Drury truly stated that

exhaustive experiment was required as to the qualities of copper.

Mr. Hughes, whilst stating that makers could answer some of the

questions raised in the paper, admitted that the influence of heat-

treatment was not so well known as it should be, both as regarded

copper and also as regarded brass.

Mr. Bawden also confirmed this. He, however, did not appear to

have realised exactly what the author meant by " cold working " in

contradistinction to "hot working." The author fully realised that

cold working in the finishing operation gave what might be called an

artificial strength to the material, which, however, entirely disappeared

on annealing. What he desired to know was whether the amount of

work, or, in other words, the reduction of sectional area, put upon

copper in hot rolling or drawing had an equally beneficial effect in

improving the quality as a similar amount of work put upon it by

successive cold workings and annealings. Mr. Sumner evidently con-

sidered that it had.

The author could not agree with the conclusions of Mr. Sumner
that in the two cases of defective pipes mentioned in the paper the

cause was improper annealing. In both cases annealing restored the

quality of the copper, but in both cases the makers of the pipes

entirely failed to produce a similar condition of brittleness in other

pipes although they made many attempts to do so.

Mr. Sumner had made a generous offer to supply material and to

give assistance in carrying out tests, and the (author would be very

pleased to co-operate with him in this matter.
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THE MECHANISM OF ANNEALING IN THE
CASE OF CERTAIN COPPER ALLOYS

By G. D. BENGOUGH, M.A., and O. V. HUDSON, M.Sc.

The present paper is an attempt to lay before this Institute

a summary of the knowledge that has been acquired up to the

present time of the rationale of the annealing process, incor-

porating with it an account of our own work on the subject,

some of which has been already published elsewhere Q).

Perhaps no branch of metallurgy has made greater relative

progress during the last ten years than that devoted to the

heat-treatment of metals and alloys. Before the last decade,

however, comparatively little attention appears to have been

paid to this subject either by theoretical or practical metallur-

gists, and precise data for its control were lacking.

Just as iron and steel metallurgists were the first to define

clearly the conditions for successful smelting in the blast-

furnace, after an exhaustive series of studies of sla<r formation,

blast pressures and temperatures, and gas and metal analyses,

and for the elimination of impurities from molten metal by
means of a blast of air blown through it—as in the Bes.semer

process—and for the use of gaseous fuel for high temperature

production and regulation—as in the open-hearth furnace

—

.so they were the first to study the reason, methods, and best

conditions for the annealing process.

Yet, as recently as 1899, Sauveur("), in a valuable paper

read before the Iron and Steel Institute, makes the following

statement :
" There seems to be considerable difference of

opinion with regard to the meaning of the term ' annealing,'

and still more concerning the proper temperature to which
the metal should be heated, and the conditions which should

prevail during the operation. To the mind of some steel

workers, annealing conveys the idea of a mere heating to a

temperature sometimes considerably below, and sometimes
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considerably above W. For others it implies a prolonged

heating at a temperature varying from a barely red to a very

bright red, or even yellow heat. Some workers cool their

steel very slowly in the annealing furnace ; some very rapidly

in the air ; others still quenched the metal after reheating to

a red dull heat. Finally, the metal is heated in boxes or

pipes, with or without packing material, or it is heated in the

open furnace without any protection. In short, it is seen that

any reheating, followed or not by slow cooling—whose aim is

to soften the metal and increase its ductility—might quite

properly be called annealing.

" The changes in the physical condition of the metal which

we desire to bring about by annealing are several in number,

and, of course, are dependent on the treatment to which the

metal has been previously subjected. I believe that they

may be summed up as follows :

—

" 1. Softening of the metal (decrease of its mineralogical

hardness) by obliterating the increase of hardness conferred

by previous hardening or by cold working.
" 2. Increase of ductility by obliterating the brittleness

caused by previous hardening or cold working, and also by

cooling stresses (which always occur during the cooling of

large castings or forgings from a high temperature).

" 3. Obliteration of coarse crystallisation caused by a

previous undisturbed cooling from a temperature higher than

W, and of structural distortion produced by cold working,

imparting to the metal the finest possible structure which it

is capable of assuming.
" In short, in annealing steel, our purpose is to render the

metal as soft, tough, and ductile as possible, and to do so by

decreasing the elastic limit and tensile strength only of such,

so to speak, abnormal increments as were acquired through

hardeninj? or cold working."

The author quoted then proceeds to discuss the thermal

treatment necessary to produce the characteristic properties of

annealed metal as set forth above. Reference to the paper

and discussion will show, however, that even at that date the

best conditions for obtaining these properties were by no

means a matter of general agreement.
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Le Chatelier gives the following useful definitions :

—

(a) The elastic limit of a perfectly annealed metal should

be zero.

In other words, any force, however small, should

produce permanent deformation ; such a perfectly plastic

metal may perhaps be likened to treacle.

Q)) The perfectly brittle metal is one in which the elastic

limit is identical with the maximum stress.

In this case no permanent elongation could take place

before fracture, and consequently the metal would be

perfectly elastic.

Le Chatelier found by experiments on wire drawing that

pure metals, when at their maximum degree of brittleness,

have a maximum stress approximately double that of the

annealed metal.

The work of Arnold, Campion, Stead, and Roberts-Austen,

to mention only a few of the English workers, and Charpy (^),

Le Chatelier, and Osmond on the Continent, has elucidated to

a great extent the conditions of time and temperature neces-

sary for annealing steel, but comparatively few workers have

attacked the matter in the case of the non-ferrous metals.

Charpy (^), in 189G, investigated, from an industrial point of

view, the effect of heat-treatment on certain copper-zinc alloys,

and his results were important. He was, however, unable to

clear the matter up finally, principally because the constitution

of this series of alloys had not been elucidated at that date.

To anticipate a little, it may here be stated that in general a

complete understanding and a rational application of the

annealing process as applied to alloys can only be arrived at

after the chemical constitution of the particular scries dealt

with has been determined.* Till then the process can only

bo an empirical one based on past experience. It is true that

practice founded on such a basis can be brought to a state of

great efiicicncy, as has been abundantly proved in many
branches of metallurgy ; still, it is certain that such a method

* Guillet (•) lias shown liow Ihc malleability of any alloy m.iy be di'duced from the

equilibrium diagram of its series, thus affording a valuable guide to practical

metallurgists.
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is a wasteful one, and not immediately adaptable to new-

conditions. It must surely give way more and more rapidly

to practice founded on knowledge of a fuller kind.

In considering the annealing process, it is first necessary to

consider whether it is to be applied to cast, worked, or chilled

metals or alloys, and its effect may be very different in the

several cases. It is little used for non-ferrous cast metals

or alloys, although it is of great importance in the case of

cast steel, which may be improved in ductility, and even in

maximum stress by careful annealing. This arises from the

fact that at a certain temperature (about 790° C.) reheated

steel undergoes a complete internal rean-angement, and if

the time and temperature of annealing are kept within certain

limits, the cellular structure characteristic of the cast material

may be replaced by a different and better one (^), with the

consequent improvement in mechanical properties. Re-

crystallisation may also take place in the case of certain

non-ferrous cast alloys, such as bronze with 85 per cent,

of copper, but in the case of most alloys of industrial import-

ance without any attendant advantages.

It is when we come to worked metal that the process

becomes of interest. The simplest case presents itself when
we are dealing with a pure metal or alloy which consists

of only one micrographic constituent. Examples of the

annealing of pure metals may be found in the manufacture

of tubes of copper, zinc, and aluminium by cold drawing

under great pressure. P. Breuil (®) states that the French

Metallurgical Company are engaged in manufacturing such

tubes of zinc to replace lead at a saving in cost of 25 to 45

per cent, for equal bursting strengths of the tube. He carried

out interesting experiments on the annealing of the cold-

drawn tubes of all three metals. He found that pieces cut

lengthways and tested in the tensile machine, after annealing

at various temperatures between 100° to 350° C, showed an

increase in the elongation as the annealing temperature was

raised, and that this increase became very rapid indeed

between 200° and 300' C. in the case of copper and

aluminium. In the case of zinc the percentage elongation

decreased as the annealing temperature became higher. This
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appears to be a very interesting case of a metal " burning " at

a very low temperature. The question of burning will be

again referred to later.

Yellow brass containing 70 per cent, copper and 30 per

cent, zinc is another comparatively simple case, since the

alloy consists of only one micrographic constituent.

It is frequently submitted to severe cold drawing, whereby

it is hardened, strengthened, and embrittled. Continued cold

work would finally render it so hard and brittle that it would

fracture, and this would take place long before it had been

reduced sufficiently for the purpose in hand— r.y. before a

flat disc some 14 inches in diameter and 0*6 inch thick had

been converted into a cartridge case 41 inches long, 6 inches

in diameter, and proportionately thin. Hence annealing

alternates with the several drawing processes, and the anneal-

ing must be carried out at very definite temperatures. These

temperatures are now fairly well known (' ^), and vary between

the temperatures 600° and 650° C.

The question immediately arises : What is the cause of

the hardening of the metal and alloys under work ? Several

investigators have worked at the subject, notably Beilby(^),

Rosenhain (^''), and Turner and Levy ("). •

Beilby considers that a definite amorphous phase and inter-

mediate mobile modification is formed by the action of work

on metals and alloys, and that this new jihase has perfectly

distinctive mechanical properties— hardness, strength, and

brittleness. It is formed only in thin layers on the surfaces

or gliding planes of crystals, where the latter have been forced

by work to slide over one another. This new amorphous

phase—called the A phase by Beilby—may be converted

back to the ordinary crystalline or C phase by the action of

heat, and this change takes place most readily at a perfectly

definite temperature. Beilby also considers that an inter-

mediate mobile or M pha.se is temporarily formed during the

transition from C to A.

Rosenhain has put the above theory to certain experi-

mental tests, and has elaborated a modification of it. He
considers that mild deformation in metals is accompanied

by the formation of a thin layer of disturbed and temporarily
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mobile molecules. These layers, however, do not permanently

retain an amorphous condition, but become reabsorbed in

the crystalline system from which they had sprung. When
deformation has been severe there is good reason to believe

that the disturbed layers become too thick to be rearranged

in the crystalline system in the short time of temporary

mobility, so that the layers of material in the altered con-

dition persist until the application of heat restores sufficient

mobility to allow of the return of the crystalline arrange-

ment.

The hardening effect of mild deformation, according to

Rosenhain, is due to two causes: (1) The occurrence of

slip upon a certain comparatively small number of planes

implies that those surfaces are in some way favourably

circumstanced to permit of slip. Now it is almost certain

that any disturbance of the molecular arrangement of such

a slip plane or surface by the temporary formation of a

mobile layer will result in the destruction of its special con-

ditions which favour slip.* Such a surface will, therefore,

after deformation have lost its tendency to easy slip. The

metal will therefore be hardened. (2) Slip planes will occur

in a crystal in varying directions at varying angles to one

another ; consequently, further slipping on the original surface

of easy slip must come to an end as soon as slip in other

planes has occurred. Hence, on further deformation, slip is

forced on surfaces not initially favourably situated for it, so

that increased force is required to bring it about.

In his last paper Beilby (^^) states that in annealing by

heat no important softening of the metal or reduction of

the mechanical stability occurs until the recrystallisation tem-

perature is reached, but at that point a sharp drop in the

stability curve takes place, which drop continues as the

temperature of annealing is raised over a range of about

50° C. Over this range there is a corresponding growth of

the crystalline grains. (See Fig. 1.)

In this connection reference should be made to a paper

by A. Le Chatelier Q^) in which he shows that all impurities

* The work of Ewing and Rosenhain [}-) is so well known that no detailed explanation

of " slip bands " is necessary.

M
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cause a raising of" the temperature, at which the annealing

effect becomes perceptible.

Beilby also considers that the secular change in hardened

metal is limited to a gradual relief of strains similar in kind

to the contraction strains brought about l)y sudden quenching.

This relief of strains differs in kind from the molecular

change which takes place when the crystallising temperature

is reached. The first state is unstable even at ordinary

temperatures ; the second stable up to the lower limit of the

crystallisation range. In the first state relief of strains is

not accompanied by any change in the microstructure ; in
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Fig. 1.—Mechanical Stability of Copper (Beilby).

the second very obvious changes occur. He believes that

hardening of metals by chilling from high temperatures is

in certain cases due to the development of contraction strains

which will produce the amorphous phase equally readily

with hammering or other work. An explanation is then

put forward for the fact that ductile metals— r.//. copper and

gold—are not hardened when chilled from a high tempera-

ture. In the case of gold, for example, rocrystallisation can

occur over the whole range, from the solidification point

down to the minimum crystallising temperature of 220° C.

It is clear, therefore, that the contraction strains which

occur at any point over this range will immediately be

relieve<l by recrystallisation. In cooling below 220° C. the
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contraction is probably too small to give rise to strains of

sufficient magnitude to deform the crystals and produce

hardened material.

In this connection it is interesting to compare the inde-

pendent observation made on hot-rolled and cold-rolled Muntz
metal by the present authors Q), who explained the difference in

mechanical properties as being due in one case and not in the

other to recrystallisation and simultaneous annealing.

From the above considerations it will be seen that the

object of the annealing process is to convert the A phase to

the C phase, and it will be effective only provided that every

part of the metallic mass is brought to the conversion

temperature, and kept at or above it for a sufficient length of

time for the change to take place. Hence the time required

for the process depends mainly upon the size of the bar or

ingot to be annealed, since every part of it must be brought

to the required temperature, though, when once the bar has

reached that temperature throughout its mass, less time will

be required to effect the change at higher than at lower

temperatures, owing to the increased rate of all chemical

action as the temperature is raised. A somewhat similar

change from a crystalline material to an amorphous one might

also occur in the case of alloys, such as the brass already

mentioned.

It has been thought that the very essence of the annealing

process on this theory is that it must take place at a certain

minimum temperature, beneath which it must be absolutely

ineffective. Bearing this in mind, Turner and Levy investi-

gated the question of annealing temperatures for pure metallic

copper in the form of hard rolled rod. They found, however,

that the annealing effect as measured by dilatation was a

function of the temperature

—

i.e. that there was no such

minimum temperature necessary for the process.

On the other hand, the work of Breuil already referred to

shows that between 200° and 300° C. a very rapid rise in

ductility, with rising temperature occurs, and this seems to

fit in with the views of Beilby and Rosenhain. It must also

be pointed out that the fact that no very abrupt changes in

physical properties occur when metals such as copper are
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annealed does not necessarily disprove these views. The

thermally unstable A phase will begin the change to the

thermally stable C phase even with very low annealing

temperature, and that this rate of change will increase with

the temperature, and will be a function of it. There will be a

maximum rate at a certain temperature, and Breuil's work

seems to huve ascertained it approximately in the case of

copper and aluminium. With regard to Turner and Levy's

experiments, the A phase being present in very small amount

would not be at all likely to have much eficct on the total

elongation of the rod, but that small amount being situated

on the gliding planes of the crystals is very well situated to

affect seriously the ductility and maximum stress.

As far as the annealing of cartridge brass is concerned, the

following practical precepts seem to be of general applica-

tion :

—

1. The annealing temperature should be between 000° and

050° C, but may be between 550° and 730°. Below 550°

the process is too sIoav to be convenient in practice; above

7130° there is serious danger of " burning " the brass.

2. The temperature within the above limits should be

proportional to the amount of the work that has been put

upon the metal; the more work the higher the temperature

if rapid annealing is required.

3. Care must be taken that every part of the metallic mass

reaches the temperature chosen, otherwi.sc parts of the interior

of the mass will be left in a condition of .strain which has not

been relieved by the annealing process. The metal is there-

fore non-homogeneous, and will be liable to crack in use—

a

not uncommon occurrence with certain kinds of brass.

4. In the case of cold-drawn cartridge bra.ss, the cases,

which weigh about 14 lbs., are usually left in the furnace from

twenty minutes to half-an-hour.

5. The metal nmst not be heated above 730° to 740° C,

or there will be danger of burning.

0. Speed of cooling after annealing may vary within wide

limits, since the alloy has no transition point. Only severe

contraction strains due to very rapid cooling have to be

avoided.

G
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With regard to the cracking of brass mentioned above, the

work of C. Diegel Q^) should be mentioned. He states that

:

(1) Only hot rolled bars of copper alloys did not suffer from

age cracks. (2) That cold-drawn bars, although they have a

greater elastic limit than the rolled bars, suffered from age

cracks. (3) That the formation of cracks is the consequence

of the density of the material not being uniform throughout

the cross section. (4) That the limit of elasticity decreased

rapidly from the periphery to the centre of the bars. (5) That

the density varied in the inverse proportion of cross section,

the larger diameters being more liable to crack. (6) The
extreme variations in density from periphery to centre have

greater influence on the liability to crack than the elasticity

of the metal and the average density of the whole cross

section. (7) The formation of longitudinal or cross cracks

depended on methods used for drawing bars.

The study of " burnt brass " should prove interesting, and

deserves further investigation. This the authors have now in

hand, but have not yet obtained sufficient data to en.able them
to deal fully with the matter at this meeting, though they

hope to do so on a future occasion. Briefly, the matter at

present appears to stand thus : Annealing should improve

elongation and reduce maximum stress, but as the annealing

temperature is raised to the " burning " limit the elongation

as well as the maximum stress begins to fall off. Between

the two we get over-annealed metal. This is associated with

unduly coarse crystalline structure and very low maximum
stress. Burnt metal, besides exhibiting a coarse structure,

exhibits a pitted appearance. Possibly the burning limit may
be the transition temperature as given by Shepherd.

While on the subject of crystalline structure, we may
mention that the microscope affords a very ready means of

controlling the annealing process, and has been adopted for

that purpose in several large works. After every stage of

the process samples are taken, rapidly polished, etched, and
examined under the microscope. From the size of the

crystals it is easy to determine whether the alloy has been
insufficiently, correctly, or over annealed.

The case of single-phase alloys hitherto dealt with is com-
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paratively simple. More complicated phenomena may be met
with when the cooling range includes a transition or critical

temperature, that is, when at some definite temperature a

change takes place in the phase relationships of the several

metals present in the alloy. Such changes may be: (1) The
appearance of an entirely new phase, such as the a phase

appearing in Muntz metal at 720° C. (see Fig. 2). (2) The
disappearance of a phase hitherto present, such as the dis-

appearance of the a phase at the same temperature when
Muntz metal is reheated. (3) An alteration in the relative

proportions of two constituents already present. Annealing

Fig. 2.— Kciuilibrium Diagram of Copper-zinc Alloys (Shepherd).

followed by rapid cooling may thus aflect the mechanical

properties of an alloy (especially if the physical properties

of the several phases differ from one another) by bringing

about a complete structural rearrangement in the interior

of the alloy.

The authors have examined in detail from this point of

view the eft'ect of annealing on ^Funtz metal in which all of the

above-mentioned changes may take place as the alloy is heated

or cooled.

The method of investigation consisted in annealing, at

different temperatures and varying lengths of time, test speci-

mens cut from the same bar of hard-rolled IMuntz metal, and
then examining the mechanical and micrographic properties of
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the treated bars. The influence of rate of cooling was deter-

mined by quenching certain of the bars after annealing, and

the comparative effect of annealing cold-rolled and hard-rolled

bars was considered.

The results are embodied in the accompanying turves and

tables (Figs. 3, 4, and 5):

—
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The general conclusions reached were that: (1) The metal

was in its most ductile state after annealing at 550° to 600° C,

as regards annealing for seven hours. For a shorter annealing

the temperature for greatest ductility is proportionately higher

(for the half-hour annealing at about 750° C). (2) With
rates of cooling which occur ordinarily in works practice the

proportion of the two constituents are very nearly independent

of time and temperature of annealing. This fundamentally

important fact has since been confirmed by further tests.

Consequently, the mechanical properties of the cold alloy

will mainly depend on the coarseness and type of structure.

The accompanying table (Fig. 6) sums up the temperature

limits for each of the four types defined by us, with the

mechanical properties that may be expected.
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Bar No.

Time and Temperature
of Annealing.

Hours. Degrees C.

Maximum
Stress.

Tons per
Sq. Inch.

Elongation
per Cent.

on 2 Inches.

Percentage
of o.

A As rolled 30-2 37-7

A17 \ 475 28-0 44-4

A25 X (i50 25 1 48
A28 1 820 24 1 520
A27 4 410 26-7 49-7

A9 4 725 25-8 5(!-6

A2 4 750 24 1 4()-2

A4 4 810 241 55-7

A15 7 410 27-4 480
A24 7 4(1.5 24-3 48
A14 7 570 23-8 52-5

A2f! 7 795 23-4 44
Cast 231 201

EG As rolled 21) -81 37
E7 7 450 2(J-5 48
E3 7 575 25-7 60-5 ()7-0

E2 7 (105 24-8 57-3 (i7-5

EG 7 680 23 (J .53-3

El 7 6!»5 24 1 55 (;3

E4 1 810 23-3 50-5 (57 1

CO .As rolled 27-5 47
CI 7 540 23-5 52-5 89-0

C3 7 540 21-2 r.5-0 89-2

C2 7 ()40 20-9 55 82
C4 7 840 l!)-95 72 79 1

Fig. 5. —Mechanical Tests of Muntz Metal.

App 'oxiniate

Type Tern pel aiurc

of
I

Limits for

Structure. .Annealed
Allov.

Maximum Stress.

Tons per Sq. Inch.

Elongation per Cent,
on 2 Inches.

Illustrated

in

l-'ig. No.

Rolled . . 500" C. 31 27-5 Hard rolled, 37-50
Soft rolled. 47-65

10

Island . . 500-575° C. Hard rolled, 2(;-24

Soft rolled. 26-21
Hard rolled, 52 (U)

Soft n lied. 55 t>5

11

Network . 575 790' C. Hard rolled, 2:V5-
22-5

Soft rolled (?|

H.ud rolled, .tO-.">7 '

S ft rolled, (J5-72

12

Cast . . 790 895" C. Hard rolled, 23-5-

22-5

Soft rolled. 21-20

Hard rolled. 17-44

Soft rolled. (?)-72

13

Fig. (5.
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It should be particularly noted that any considerable depar-

ture from the normal rates of cooling will affect the relative

proportions of the two constituents, and consequently modify

the mechanical properties.

Several facts that were met with are still under investi-

gation. Perhaps one of the most interesting was the fact that

annealing for seven hours at 840° C. will confer on a bar of

soft-rolled Muntz metal an elongation of 72 per cent, on

2 inches, and a maximum stress of 20 tons. In fact, the

mechanical properties resemble those of an annealed 70:30
brass. It was not found possible to confer anything like such

ductility on hard-rolled bars for similar conditions of annealing.

The former of these bars had a maximum stress and type of

microstructure closely corresponding to a cast bar, but a very

much coarser structure and a higher percentage of the ductile

contituent a.

Turning now to the alloys of copper and aluminium

(aluminium bronzes), this series of alloys has received con-

siderable attention both in this country and the U.S.A. The
most recent and complete equilibrium diagram is that published

by Curry (^^). In conjunction with Woods, the same investi-

gator determined the maximum stress and elongation of the

alloys of the two ends of the series. Tests were made on the

alloys as cast, and also after annealing for two days at 500° C,
or for half-an-hour at temperatures well above the transition

temperature 565° C, folloAved by quenching at a temperature

of about 750° C. The reason for selecting these particular

treatments was to ascertain what, if any, difference in mechani-

cal properties would be exhibited by alloys consisting of a and

7 (the alloys annealed at 500° C.) and those consisting of a and

^ (those annealed above 750° C. and quenched). The alloys

as cast were, of course, metastable products consisting of a, ^,

and 7, all occurring together. Their results are given in the

curves shown, and may be summed up concisely as follows :

—

1. Annealing appears to have little effect on either maximum
stress or ductility of cast aluminium bronzes containing more
than 92 per cent. Cu. This would be expected from the

equilibrium diagram, since these alloys have no critical points,

and being cast have no mechanical strains to be relieved.
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The only possible crt'ect of annealing is therefore lliut due

to changes in crystal size, and the possible obliteration of

liquation effects.

2. In the case of the important alloys containing from 89

to 9 1 per cent. Cu, annealing above the critical temperature

5G5° C, followed by quenching, gives increased .strength but

very low ductility.

3. Alloys with less than 9 (J per cent. Cu are brittle and

likely to be unreliable with any treatment whatever.

4. Air-cooling bronzes of 90 to 91 per cent, copper give un

increased ductility with slightly reduced strength.

5. The ductility of cast bronzes decreases very rapidly at the

91 per cent, copper content, and falls from about 5"» per cent,

for the 92 per cent, alloy to about 7 per cent, for the 90 per

cent, alloy.

6. Annealing below 565° C. considerably reduces the

strength of the 90 per cent, alloy.

7. Small amounts of the /3 phase in contact with a causes

a marked decrease in ductility and a marked increase in

strength.

An exceedingly full and important research on this series

of alloys has been carried out by Carpenter and Edwards (^'').

Their paper is too long and detailed to be given here even in

abstract, but three of their conclusions as regards heat-treat-

ment may perhaps be usefully cited.

(1) Alloys containing to 7i per cent, of aluminium are

not very sensitive to heat-treatment, but are much improved

by mechanical work.

(2) Alloys containing from 8 to 10 per cent, of aluminium

are very sensitive to heat-treatment, but one of them, the

10 per cent, alloy, is remarkably indifferent to hot rolling.

(3) For bars of the same composition, but rolled to different

sizes of section, the smaller bars will have lower ductility, but

higher yield-point and ultimate stress.

It should here be noted that the equilibrium diagrams, such

as have been described, supply only one kintl of information.

It must be remembered that size of a specimen, whether in

the cast or rolled state, will greatly influence the constitutional

and structural, and consequently the mechanical properties of
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the alloy. This follows because of the varying rates of cooling

in the several parts of the specimen.

The true bronzes or alloys consisting only of copper and

tin are another series of alloys of great industrial importance,

and their mechanical properties have been studied recently by

Shepherd and Upton (^^), whose results, however, refer only to

cast bronzes. Their plan of investigation was as follows :

—

1. To chill cast the alloys to get a uniform test-piece with

minimum crystal size, since it is generally supposed that the

smaller the crystal size the higher the strength.

2. To test as cast, and also after prolonged heating at the

various temperatures in order to get the crystallisation and

structure normal to those temperatures; the heating being

followed by fixation of properties by control of cooling rate.

Three series of tests were made :

—

(«) Tested as cast.

(&) Heated for a week at 540° C. and chilled.

(c) Heated for a week at 400° C, and furnace cooled to get

the properties of slowly cooled bronzes.

{(T) Some bars were heated to full red (about 760° C.) and

quenched.

The results show that on alloys containing from 0"13 per

cent, of tin heat-treatment has but little eifect. This was

to be expected from the equilibrium diagram, Fig. 7, which

shows that the bronzes in this range of composition consist

of homogeneous a crystals, i.e. the a solid solution. Differ-

ences in mechanical properties would be due to differences

in crystal size and possible strains. From 87 per cent,

upwards marked differences in mechanical properties result

from the four heat-treatments. Alloys heated at 540° C.

(curve D) consist of a and /3 ; those heated at 400° C. were

held below the transition temperature of 500° C. and consist

of a and (5. They are weaker than the preceding series. The
bronzes as cast are between the above tAvo. This was to be

expected, because the cooling Avas slow enough to alloAv some
,;8 to pass to h (cause of weakening), but not all, hence they

are stronger than series D, in Avhich the transformation is

complete.
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The curves show that bronzes consisting of the two con-
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stitueuts a ami /3 arc stronger than those consisting of a

* Curry, Jour. I'liys. Clieiii., vol. xi. pp. 425-4:56.
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alone or /ii alone. The results of Robcrts-Aiisten, Charpy,

and Thurston show that similar phenomena also occur in

the brass series of alloys, in Avhich the strongest alloy con-

tains 56 per cent. Cii and 44 ])er cent, of Zn, and consists

of « and f^. The inithors have shown that the same

phenomenon presents itself in the case of one member of

the series, namely, Muntz metal, which alloy can be heat-

treated to give cither one or two constituents. Quenched

bars consisting practically of pure fi are less strong than

slowly cooled bars containing a and ft.

In the case of brass alloys the greatest ductility is obtained

with about 30 per cent, of Zn, and this corresponds very

closely with the maximum concentration of the crystals.

For this brass, as already pointed out, annealing at suc-

cessively higher temperatures will only have the effect of

causing crystalline growth. In the case of many metals

and alloys increase of crystal size seems to lower the maxi-

mum stress, but increase the ductility, the latter effect being

due possibly to the greater extent to which slip could take

[)lace in large crystals when plastic deformation occurs.*

The curves showing the influence of composition and heat-

treatment of the bronzes are very interesting. The greatest

ductility occurs with the 88 per cent, bronze that has been

heated to 540° C. for a week. The case is strictly analogous

to the 70:30 brass. We have reached the limiting concen-

tration of the a solution, and have allowed ample time for

crystalline growth, and the result is maxinunn ductility.

The very great influence of coarse crystallisation is further

emphasised by an experiment of the authors, in which a Muntz

metal bar heated for seven hours at 840° C. gave the rather

astonishing result of 72 per cent, elongation on 2 inches,

greater than is often met with in 70 : 30 brass. There may
be here a possibility of replacing the latter alloy for certain

purposes by the cheaper Muntz metal, which contains 10 per

cent, less copper; whether or not this is commercially practi-

cable can only be shown by a works test.

* It ni:iy here he rem;iiked that many <>f the i Ider investigaticns <n the stength if

alli ys, incliuling s mo of Tlmrsti n's numbsrs, are valueless, since insufficient data are

available as to the past hist' ry and treatment, such as rate <f cooling.
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To sum up in a general manner the effect of the various

pliases on the mechanical properties of copper alloys, re-

membering that the presence or absence of any phase is

largely dependent on the heat-treatment, we may say that

those alloys only arc ductile or susceptible of rolling or

hammering which consist of

—

(1) Only the solid solution termed a, or

(2) Two solid solutions, one of which is a ; this class of

alloys is usually rolled hot.

If the alloys, as normally cooled, do not consist of either

of these types of structure, they must be so heat-treated as to

bring them, if possible, within one of these classes.

Another useful generalisation is: (3) Beware of y phases,

even in small quantities, and of /3 phases when present in

large excess.

The authors hope that they have demonstrated that, even

with the limited knowledge at our disposal, equilibrium

diagrams are worthy of close study by practical metallurgists,

and may be expected to shorten and lighten the experimental

work necessary for the discovery of the best" method of con-

ferring definite mechanical properties upon any given alloy.

They should also be useful for narrowing the search for alloys

of industrial importance.
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DISCUSSION

The PuKSlDENT said he was sure, though they had not mastei-e<l,

nor could they possibly have mastered, the iletails of tlii.s paper wliich

required very careful study, they must all feel, in some degree, it

answered questions put by Mr. Milton a short time previously, and
also illustrated some points which he (the President) did not venture
to touch upon in his address. While it was desirable that the

Institute should be associated with the National Physical Laboratory,

it was equally desirable that it sliould be as closely associated with

laboratories connected with universities (like that of Birmingham)
which devoted themselves largely to metallurgical questions. He
could not do better than ask Professor Turner to open the discussion,

and then it would stand adjourned to London.

Profe.ssor T. Tuknek, Member of Council, said he was very pleased

to have an oppoitunity of saying a word or two in reference to that

])aper because, as mo.st of those pre.sent knew, Mr. Hudson was
associatetl with himself in the Univer.sity of Birmingham ; and Mr.
Bengough, as was also well known, was a member of theii- staff before

he accepted the appointment of Lecturer on Chemistry and Metal-

lury in Liverpool. He (Professor Turner) remembered that .some

five or six years ago he had prepared a course of lectures on " Brass "

which were delivered in the university, and which were largely

attended by brass-workers in the district. In these lectures he had

given, as far as he could, the best of the availaV)le knowledge on the

compounds of copper and zinc which enter into the composition of

l)rass. Very shortly afterwards there appeared an abstract of Shep-

iierd's paper in the Joni-iud of the Sorirti/ of Cheviii'dl Induxtnj,

and he (the speaker) then discussed the matter with Mr. Hudson,
and tlie question aiose, "Was Shepherd right, or was he wrong?"

—

because if Shejdierd were rigiit, then certainly much that had l)een

taught before was untloulitedly wrong. Shepherd's statement was so

bald, and the evidence in favour of it at first sight was so slight,

that INlr. Hudson thought it advi.sable to commence a .series of t-xpeii-

nients to test whether or not the etpiilibriuin curve given by Shepherd
was trustworthy.

In one of the first of his papers, Mr. Hudson showed that all his

experiments went to prove that they could depend upon the results

of Sheplierd's work. Other investigatoi'S had followe<l on similar

lines, aiul, with .some slight modifications intioduced into the diagram,

it was now generally recognisetl that Slu'pherd's curve might be

accept(^d as the basis of our study of the zinc and copper alloys, and
particulaily, of course in the present instance, of Muntz's metal.

They had hearil that day, therefore, a di.scu.ssion of the heat-treat-

ment of Muntz's metal in a language with which many of the audience

H
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were probably unacquainted, and which did not exist five or six years

ago. This only showed the importance of their keeping themselves

reasonably abreast with the times, and with modern methods of

viewing alloys. If a manufacturer was at the present time to under-

stand anything about the heat-treatment either of zinc-copper alloys

or of tin-copper alloys, he must, in the first place, know the equili-

brium diagram. He must know whether he was dealing with a

material that was perfectly homogeneous, and practically a metal,

like " alpha," Avhich was, for many purposes, as much a metal as

copper itself ; or whether he was dealing with a mixture of materials

which could separate out at certain ciitical temperatures or which
could be retained by rapid cooling. He was sure that the paper was
very full of most valuable information, which would be more im-

portant as they had time to digest it more fully ; and he could only

again say how pleased he was that the work had been done by men
with whom he had had the pleasure of being on friendly terms during

the past few years.

The discussion having been adjourned to London :

Dr. H. 0. H. Carpenter, Member of Council, said that he thought the

Institute was very much indebted to the authors for their extremely in-

teresting paper. The first part was largely a resume of recent scientific

work on the subject, and was admirable in its form and conclusions.

Then the authors went on to describe briefly certain experiments

which they had made with regard to the annealing of Muntz metal,

bringing that into relation with the equilibrium diagram. The table

on p. 101, in which they connected the mechanical properties with the

type of structure, was, he thought, very important. All investigators

would be very glad to have more of that type of table, which was
important from the pi'actical standpoint. The author.s indicated that

they still had experiments in progress, and perhaps it would be well

not to say anything further with regard to them at the present

stage, but he was sure the members would be interested to get the

complete research, in which the various facts that were still under
investigation to which the authors I'eferred were fully elucidated.

He hoped the complete paper woiild be read at the Institute.

So far the authors had dealt with the alloys of copper and zinc.

They then turned to the alloys of copper and aluminium, and he
wished to refer a little more in detail to that part of the paper, as he
was more familiar with tliose alloys. They started by saying that the

most recent and complete equilibrium diagram was that published by
Curry, and they then went on to give an abstract of the chief mechanical
tests which he carried out. After that they referred to the paper by
Mr. Edwards and himself, .and went on to say that the paper was too

long and too detailed to be given even in abstract. That was,

he thought, a little hard on their long and eailier paper, and with
the pei-mission of the members he would like briefly just to indicate

II
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the main conclu.sions at which tliey arrived. In the first phice, the
range of alloys of which there appeared to be any commercial future
was very .small. Alloys which contained anything between about
88 per cent, and 8 per cent, of copper did not appear to have any
commercial or industrial future. There was at each end of the series

w comparatively narrow range of alloys which, at any rate at the
rich copper end, were extremely good. Certainly between 1 and 10
per cent, of aluminium there was a very useful range ; and at the
other end, to a less extent, perhaps, from U'5 to about 5 or 6 per cent.

of copper. Mr. Edwards and he examined those alloys in very great
dt't;iil, viz. in the form of sand ca.stings, chilled castings, bars hot- and
cold-rolled to various diameters, bars heated and treated in various

ways, (fee. The alloys at the rich copper end divided themselves into

two series, by their properties, the division coming at about 7i per
cent, of aluminium. 8o far as the tensile tests were concerned, the
best alloys undoubtedly were those between 9 and 10 per cent. There
a tenacity was obtained accompanied by very satisfactory ductility,

which was superior to anything that he knew of in other non-ferrous

alloys, certainly superior to copper-zinc and copper-tin alloys or any
mixtures of them. For instance, the 10 per cent, rolled alloy had an
idtimate stress of from 38 to 40 tons, with an elongation of 29 per
cent, on 2 inches, and a reduction of area of more than 30 per cent.

With legard to the impact tests and alternating stress tests, which were
now regarded, and rightly so, as so important. Professor Arnold found
that the alloy with 1\ per cent, of aluminium was better than any
steel or any other material that he had ever tested. A very in-

teresting point was the extraordinary similai ity of properties between
the alloy with 10 per cent, of aluminium and Swedish Bessemer steel

containing about 35 per cent, of carbon. It was found that the

tenacities, ductilities, resistances to alternating stress and impact,

and the capacities to harden were extremely similar. That com-
parison was pursued through a variety of te.sts, and so far as he

remembered in most cases if there was a diiference it was in favour

of the copper-aluminium alloy, most certainly in regard to the

alternating .stress tests. Their results agreed very well, so far as

tiMiiicities were coiu-eriRMJ, with Cuiry's, except that they did not <ind

tliat alloys contiiining from 8 to 10 per cent, of aluminium were
indilVerent to annealing. .\t the foot of p. 102, under the heading

(1), iMr. Curry said that " Annealing appears to have little elTect on
either maximum stre.ss or ductility of cast aluminium bronzes con-

taining more than 92 per cent. Cu. This would be expected from
the equilibrium diagram, since these alloys have no critical points.''

That led him to ant)tlu'r point, namely, the equilibrium diagram.

The authors said in their paper that the most recent and complete

diagram was Mr. Curry's. Almost exactly two years ago to the day
Mr. Kidwards' and his own t^quilibrium diagram was published and
laid before the nuunbers of the Institution of Mechanii-al Engineers.

In the following June Mr. Curry's paper appeared, and he (Mr. Curry)

was careful to s,iv that he had hnished his e,\|>t'rimental work liefore
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their paper reached his hands, and that therefore the two investiga-

tions might l)e regarded as independent. It was very interesting to

compare the two diagrams. They were in all essentials remarkably
similar, but there were certain points of difference, both as to fact

and to interpretation, but the similarity was interesting because it

showed that the methods of determining equilibrium diagrams were
on the whole fairly trustworthy. He desired to add, however, that

although their results were in very good agreement, nobody who read

]\[r. Curry's paper could possibly form an opinion as to whether it was
right or not, because no evidence, either in the form of curves or

photomicrographs, which were the two chief data used in preparing

equilibrium diagrams, was given. On the other hand, in their paper

the fullest information on both those points was published, and any-

body could test the diagram by those data. Then, coming to the end

of the paper, the authors gave an interesting summary in which they

said that the commercial alloys of copper and zinc, and copper and tin

consisted of a solid solution either of a or a mixture of a with some
other constituent, and in particular that the y phases were to be

avoided. They might have included the copper-aluminium alloys in

that category. Mr. Edwards' and his results fully confirmed that

conclusion, and he would like to' give one or two figures in support

of it. Taking the 10 per cent, alloy, to which he had ali'eady re-

ferred, the rolled bar had an ultimate stress of 38 tons, with an elon-

gation on 2 inches of 29 per cent., and a reduction of area of 30 per

cent. If that material was heated for an hour at 400° C. it was
practically ruined. The ultimate .stress dropped to 32 ; the elongation

to 2"5, and the reduction of area to 2"8. A brittle material was
obtained. What was the explanation of that? It was not clear

at the time their Report was published, but from some work that

Mr. Edwards and he had been doing since it was now perfectly clear,

and he would endeavour to make it as clear to the members as it was
to them. A 10 per cent, alloy consisted of two structural constituents,

which were present in about equal parts. One of them, which he
would call a, contained about 7"3 per cent, of aluminium ; another,

which he would call ^, contained about 12 per cent. a was a stable

body, and /3 by itself was stable up to about 550° 0. ; but in presence of

a, which was one of the products of its decomposition, it began to break

down at a lower temperature, viz. at 400° C It was found that it

passed into a mixture of a, with about 7 "3 per cent, of aluminium, and

y with about 16 per cent. It was not accompanied, so far as they

could see, by any .structural change that could be detected under the

microscope, even at a magnification of 1000 diameters. But it was
now perfectly clear that that inversion, as it was called, of the ^ into

a mixture containing the a and y constituents was the cause of the

brittleness of the material. So that, unfortunately, the usefulness of

that otherwise very excellent alloy was limited to a range of tem-
perature not above 400° C. That, he thought, was a very interesting

confirmation of the general contention of the authors that they had to

beware of y phases.

\
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Mr. Wai.teu Rosexiiain (Xational Physical Laboratory) said he

had read the paper witli very much interest and appreciation more
than once. It was a paper which contained a very great deal of

information put in a very clear way, and in a manner which was
intelligible to those who worked with metals, and as such it was
extremely valuable. Even from the point of view of those who were
not practical users of the metals, but who were interested in their

investigation, it presented a number of exceedingly interesting points,

with one or two of which he wished to deal very shortly. The
question of the mechanism of annealing was necessarily bound up
very intimately with the (juestion of the mechanism of tiie opposite

process—the process of hardening by mechanical work. They were
all acquainted with the fact tliat hardening occurred, but exactly why
it occurred was a matter of some considei-aljle difficulty. Piobably

the best explanation of the phenomenon, at any rate a partial ex-

planation of it, was that advanced by Mr. Eeilby and referred to in

tlie pai)er. But all the theories of hardening, including Mr. BeilV)y's

original theory, and what was referred to in the paper as his (Mr.
Hosenhain's) modification of that view, met with a very serious

difficulty, which was perhaps greater in some metals than in others.

Tlieir experimental knowledge did not go far enough to enable them
to see exactly how great it was in the particular alloys with which
the authors dealt, l)ut it was certainly present there also. Tliat

difficulty was that the hardening was not isotro{)ic, i.r. the hardening
produced by tension was hardening against further tension, but in a
certain sense, at all events, softening against compression. Suppos-

ing a piece of metal which had a yield point of, say, 1;") tons to the

square inch were strained until it was bearing a stress of 20 tons to

tlie .scpiare inch, it woidd extend by a certain percentage, and would
after a time hold that load without further extension, or with only

very gradual further extension. If that load were taken off, and if

the metal were given a little time, or if it were put in boiling water
so as to recover its elasticity, and compression tests were then made
with it and its yiehl point in compression determined, it would be
found that whereas the yield point in compression of the metal in its

original condition would have been somewhere about 11 to l(i tons

(something of the same order as its original yield point in tension),

its.yield point in compression after sustained strain in tension would
be decidedly lower than it was before. In other words, the range of

elasticity was fairly constant, and it was a property of the material

which tlid not seem to be altereil very much by any process of

mechanical work that was put upon it. That had been proved pretty

well in the cases of iron and steel. If that were so, how could any
of those theories of hardening account for that fact satisfactorily ^

If the hardening process consisted in the formation of an amorphous
phase, as Mr. lleilby suggested it tlid, then that amorphous phase

shoidil be harder ami more resistant to deformation in any direction

than the crystalline phase from which it was produced, and the facts

which had been quoted did not appear to accord with that view. If
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the modification of Mr. Beilby's theory which he (Mr. Rosenhain) had
suggested were taken, namely, that if the deformation was not

excessive (and in the case of tensile stress to which he had just

referred one could hardly expect an excessive deformation)—in that

case the hard amorphous phase which was formed was only temporarily

formed. It disappeared again in that short period of time during
which the disturbed molecules retained the mobility which had been
conferred upon them by the stress. If that was so it was difficult to

account for the fact, not that the metal should be softer in compres-
.sion than it was before, but that it should be harder in tension. The
authors quoted the alternative cause of hardening which he had
suggested, which he would show by a diagram on the board.

Suppose ABC to be a crystalline grain inside a mass of metal,

having in it a number of cleavage planes or gliding planes, such as

those indicated by the lines ah, cd, ef, &c. As a matter of fact there

were three sets at least of gliding planes, in some cases more. When
the crystal deformed it did so by a process of slip which occurred

upon the surfaces represented by the lines, and a cleavage plane,

which in its original position was indicated by a straight line such

:as j^ry, after the crystal had been deformed would assume a position

like p$, tu, vir, xi/, 7.(1 . That was to say, the part from t to v had
slippeil the distance d, and the part vie had slipped the distance uo.

Obviously, if before that slip occuri-ed a stress had been put on which
tended to give a slip in the direction py, a slip would have occurred

in what was then the plane pi- But it was now displaced into a

stepped surface, and consequently a slip upon it could not again take

place, at any rate, on the old plane, and if that slip was forced to

take place it must break a path for itself along some new plane in the

crystal which was not originally one of the planes of easy slip. Con-
sequently, once the slip had begun, each successive slip was harder
and harder as time went on and as the deformation progressed. But
if the stress was reversed (and this was where the novel point which
he was trying to suggest came in), then there seemed no reason why
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there should be any difficulty in reversing the process of slip, and that

process of stepping which had rendered further deformation harder
in the original sense might actually have facilitated and assisted the

process of slipi)ing in the reverse direction. It was a sort of ratchet

action, an<l it was easier backwards than forwards. It was a little

difficult to show it on the board, l)ut by means of models it would be
easy to make it plain.

He wished to ask one or two questions, the answers to which would,

he thought, be of interest to the members. He was not quite sure

that the authors could answer them, because he doubted whether the

points in question had been investigated by them or anybody else,

but if they had not, or they were not able to answer them, he hoped
they would consider them in their future work. In the heat-treat-

ment of steel the importance of the critical point was well recognised.

It was well known that, if a piece of steel was heated to a high

temperature and it was ke])t there for any length of time, a coarse

crystallisation was produced ; the metal became overheated. It had
been shown that such a coarse structure could be removed by sub-

sequent heating to just above one of the critical points, followed by
ra[)id cooling ; in other words, the whole structure of the steel could

be refined by causing it to pass rapidly through a transition tempera-
ture. In the case of the brasses, if reference wei-e made to p. 99
of the paper it wouhl be seen that in the case of an alloy like Muntz
metal, i.e. 40 : 60 brass at somewhere about 730° C, according to the
diagram, the metal passed through one of the lines on the equilibrium

diagram, i.e. it passed through a temperature at which a change
occurred in its constitution. He had no doubt that that constitu-

tional change undergone l)y the brasses at that point was not quite

so searcliing as, for instance, the separation of peaidite in a steel, but
nevertheless it was a critical change. The que.stion he wished to ask
was, first of all, if Muntz metal were heated for a very long time at

a temperature just under 7l'0° C, he thought he was right in assum-
ing tliat the structure would become coarse. Supposing that was
followed by raising the temperature just above that critical point,

kee[)ing it there long enough to ensure the completion of the change,

and then cooling com[iaratively rapidly, would that result in a refining

of the structure or would it not? Tiiat must be a point of con-

siderable practical importance, and decide the question whether over-

lieated brass of that kind could or could not be cured by subsequent

lieat-treatmcnt. The next point referred to the nucrostructure of

.did vs. In the last two photomicrographs a very familiar feature was
to be seen, namely, tlu^ curious straight-banded outlines of wliat were
known as twin-crystals, which were very common in rolled annealed
brass. Tlie similarity between the copper-zinc, the copper-tin, and
the copper-aluminium series of alloys, at any rate in so far as they

were « solutions, was very great in many respects. In the copper-

aluminium alloys, so far as he could gather from the work of Dr.

Carpenter and Mr. Edwards, and from liis own observations on those

alloys and similar ones there was no tendency whatever for the
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formation in annealed rolled metal of twin-crystals.* The question

he wished to ask incidentally was, whether th« authors, or any other

member of the Institute, had ever observed the formation of twin-

crystals in copper-tin alloys. He rather thought they did not occur

there at all. It was a very interesting question indeed, because they

occurred in pure copper very freely. It was most typical of lolled

annealed co})per, the very structure which was illustrated in the

paper, but in copper-aluminium at all events he had never seen

them, and he did not think he had ever observed it in copper-tins.

He should be glad to know whether the twin-crystals had been
obsei'ved by the authors.

Finally, he wished to ask one other question. The authors said

that if those brasses were over annealed a structure was obtained

which they described as a cast structure. Did that mean that the

twin-crystals were obliterated by the prolonged annealing, or was it

that they were rendered so coarse that the size of the structure was
comparable with that of cast metal % Another point which was
of consideraVjle interest from a purely scientific aspect was whether
the twin-crystals were formed by annealing castings, i.e. whether
annealing could produce them, or whether they wei'e only produced
by mechanical work followed by annealing or not, as the case might
be. If the authors could throw some fuither light on those points

it woulil add to the importance of what was already a most interest-

ing and important contribution.

Mr. J. T. MiLTOx, Member of Council, desired to say with regard to

twin-crystals, the last point Mr. Rosenhain had mentioned, that he
found some five years ago, as he mentioned in the paper that he read
at the Institution of Civil Engineers in conjunction with another
gentleman, that cast 70 : 30 brass when annealed for a long time
showed the twin-crystals very clearl3\ There were photomicrographs
in the paper showing that feature. "j"

Profes.sor Turner inquired whether that was without any work
being done on them.

Mr. Milton said that was so. Some experiments were carried out
for him by Mr. Tomlin.son, of the Broughton Copper Company, on
diffusion. He (Mr. Milton) dealt with several pieces of metal, and

* Mr. Rosenhain wishes to state that the observations referred to were made on
copper-aluminium alloys (about 9-5 per cent, aluminium) in which the /3 as well as the a
phase was present. Further observations made on alloys of lower aluminium content
(as a consequence of this discussion) completely confirm the views of other speakers
that twin-crystals occur freely in the a range of alloys of copper with both aluminium
and tin.

t The photomicrographs referred to are shown in Plate VII. vol. cliv. of the Minutes of
the Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers. Fig. 18 shows the structure of the
alloy as cast, and Figs. 20 and 20(2 show the same alloy at the same magnification after
prolonged annealing. These samples were merely sawn out of the casting and then
polished. That shown in Fig. IS had quite as much mechanical work put upon it as
the sample shown in the other figures.
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amongst others were some 70 : 30 cast brass, in wliicli after ninety

liours in an annealing furnace the ci'ystallisation was practically the

same as in the rolled metal, only extremely large and coarse. They
showed the parallel lines of twin-crystals througliout.

Professor Tuknek inquired whether Mr. Milton tested the same
piece of brass before annealing.

Mr. MiLTox replied in the allirmative. The pieces were from a

cast made by the l^roughton Copper Company for him. The pieces

were cut iij) and maiked for identification ; each was wrapped up in

a piece of asbestos paper, and put in a crucible all packed in together

with sand, luted down, and put into one of the copper-tube annealing

furnaces in the Broughton Copper Company Works for the time
mentioned.

Professor Tluxek .said that was not the answer he required.

What he meant was, Was one of them tested befoi-e and found to

contain no twin-crystals^

Mr. Milton replied in the affirmative.

Mr. E. F. Law (London) thought the members were greatly indebted

to the authors for their interesting paper, and that the Institute

was singularly fortunate in receiving a paper from them. He hoped
the authors would contribute many more. There were one or two
})oints on which he was specially looking foiward to hear the authors'

reply. The question of burnt brass was an exceedingly interesting

one. He supposed they were not allowed to go into the question of

burnt steel at the Institute, but if the authors would extend their

experiments to other alloys and metals, and deal generally with the

subject of buiiit metals, it would be of extreme interest. He thought
the (juestion of copper-aluminium alloys had been rather overdone in

the discussion. fSo far as twin-crystals were concerned, he should

like to .say that they did fretpiently occur in ct)pper-aluminium alloys.

Mr. O. F. Hudson, in reply, first of all thanked Professor Car-

penter for his interesting rem;irks on the paper, especially as he

seemed to think that the authors had not given due consideration

to his and Mr. Edwards' work on copper-aluminium. Messi's.

Carpenter and Edwards' paper was a very long one, and contained

.so much important work, that it was not really doing it justice to

attempt to deal with it at all fully in the present paper, and he was
sure the members were very glad to have had that evening Professor

Carpenter's abstract of it. With regard to Mr. Rosenhains (pies-

tions, the first one had reference t« the change occurring at 720° C.

in Muntz metal. Heating for a long time below that point, .us Mr.
Kosenhain said, resulted in a coarse crystallisation. Annealing for

a sufficient time above that temperature, and then moderately rapid
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cooling, resulted in an entire re-crystallisation, and that gave rise

to what were called the cast structures, i.e. that alloy as it cooled

then went through the same changes as it did when it was originally

cast. So that an alloy was then obtained which had roughly the

pi-operties of the cast material. Re-crystallisation was obtained, but

there did not seem to be that refining of the structure that took

place in the case of steels. He was afraid Mr. Kosenhain had rather

misread the paper so far as it referred to cast structure
;
perhaps it

was not quite clear. The cast structure that the authors mentioned
in this paper referred only to Muntz metal, and not to 70 : 30 or any
of the other brasses. A question had been asked with regard to

twin-crystals in copper-tin alloys. The only twin-crystals in copper-

tin alloys that he remembered seeing were those in a cold-rolled

phosphor-bronze bar, which contained a comparatively small percent-

age of tin and only an exceedingly small percentage of phosphorus.

In that case the twin-crystals were very well mai'ked. While on
the subject of twin-crystals, he might point out that it was the a

constituent of the copper-zinc alloys which had the property of twin-

ning so readily. The /S constituent, the other constituent in Muntz
metal, as far as he knew did not twin at all, and never showed any
signs of twinning however much it might have been deformed.

With regard to twinning due. to annealing alone. He did not re-

member having seen twin-crystals in such material, but the a con-

stituent of the copper-zinc alloys, the material of which 70 : 30 brass

was composed, was one that very easily twinned. The mere fact of

cutting a piece of such brass with a saw gave sufficient deformation

to lead to the production of twins readily seen on annealing, and
that might account for the twin-crystals Mr, Milton found in the

pieces of brass that he referred to. He understood that they were
pieces cut off a casting. In the cutting the piece was probably
gripped in a vice, and squeezed enough to give a deformation
sufficient to produce twinning.

Mr. Milton, interposing, said the pieces were cut off side by side.

Those that were not annealed showed no twinning ; they showed the
ordinary polygonal section which was seen in a casting. Similar

pieces that were cut after annealing showed very marked twinning.
They were annealed, as he said, for forty-eight hours. He saw from
the paper that the longest time mentioned was seven hours. The
result might be due to the question of time. They were not twinned
by the cutting only.

Mr. Hudson said he thought that the suggestion he put forward
might offer an explanation of the results observed.

Professor Turner said it required annealing after cutting,

Mr, Hudson thought the deformation due to the cutting might
have been sufficient to give the twinning, and it was not easy to see
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that twinning before annealing. But in every case of 70 : 30 brasses

he had examined, wherever it was anything more than the sliglitest

S(|ueeze there was always some sign of deformation. He sliould like

to ask Mr. Milton whether the twinning occurred right through the

piece or only at the surface.

Mr. Milton replied that it occurred right through.

The PuESiDENT was sure all the members would echo the wish
expressed by Mr. Law, that the present would be only the first of a

series of papers which the Institute would have from the authors of

the interesting contribution which had been discussed.

COMMUNICATK )NS

])r. Cecil H. Dkscii ((llasgow) wrote that one change which might
have some importance did not seem to have been mentioned. An
a solid solution was generally, in the cast metal, far from homo-
geneous, owing to the time during crystallisation being insufficient for

successive layers of crj'stals to readjust their composition by diffusion,

as would be necessary for stable ecpiilibrium. Hence such solutions

almost always showed "cores" when examined microscopically. Dur-
ing prolonged annealing, those cores disappeared, owing to diffusion

in the solid state. He did not know if Messrs. lienfjouifli and Hudson
had examined an a solution, such as a 70 : 30 brass, from this point

of view. The ecjualisatiou of composition of the crystal grains must,
one would have thought, have had some influence on the mechauicttl

properties.

Mr. T. Vauciian Huciiks (Hirnungham) wrote that l)ofore any
very definite pi-onouncement could l)e made on the remarkable and
interesting results recorded by the authors in their paper, it would
be desirable that the authors should give complete analyses of the
materials subjected to the various heat-treatments. The full com-
position before and particularly after heat-treatment might elucidate

a few points.

In using tlie term " burning " it was presumed that the authors

were aware that zinc could l)e alloyed with, for instance, iron at a
temperature of below lOU" (J. (/.c. much below its melting-point).

That copper could be alloyed with iron at a temperature con.siderably

below the uudting-point of either metal.

In investigating the mechanism of any annealing process npitlicable

to Cu-Zu alloys, those facts would appeiir to have some bearing.

The authors had not given the nature of the atmosphere or the

class of furnace in which their annealings were conducted, and it

would bo interesting to know whether the pyrometers employed were
of the recording type, or otherwise.
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In reply to Dr. Desch, Mr. Hudson wrote that the mechanical
properties of some of the cast alloys would be found on reference to

the authorities quoted, and that the authors had in progress some
work on the effect of annealing in the case of 70 : 30 brass. It might
be pointed out that in most cases alloys consisting of a solid solution,

such as 70 : 30 brass, were subjected to repeated i-olling or other

"work " and annealing before use, and that such treatment favoured

rapid equalisation of composition, the crystals usually being quite

homogeneous after the first rolling and annealing.

The details of the annealing experiments carried out by the authors,

which Mr. Vaughan Hughes required, were to be found in the papers

to which reference had been made.
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ALUMINIUM AND SOME OF ITS I SES

By J. T. W. IXHEVARRI.

Aluminium, although discovered as far back as 1827 by the

German chemist Woehler, was not used to any extent till the

electrolytic method of extraction, invented simultaneously by

H<'rault in Europe and Hall in America, enabled it to be

produced on a commercial scale, and at a price comparable

with the other common metals. Since then improved methods

of manufacture have enabled the price to be still further

reduced, till to-day aluminium is, bulk for bulk, one of the

cheapest of the common metals. The following table shows

the steady fall in price during the last twenty years :

—

Price of Aluminium per Ton.

188!)

18111

1892

18!)(!

1901

1905

1907

1908

£
325(i

812

495

ira

130

130-170

L'OO IOC,

lOO c,.-)

On its Krst appearance the new metal was hailed as a

panacea for all the ills the metallurgist is heir to, and its use

was proposed for every imaginable purpose from armour-plate

to chemical chambers, and it was this very exaggerated idea

of its scope of usefulness which in the end mitigated against

its employnicnt for those purposes for which it is most suited,

for its failure to stand up under obviously unsuitable con-

ditions led to a general distrust in the new metal, which it

has taken years to live down. As long as its price remained

relatively high in comparison with its rivals, its use was more

or less restricted to those cases where its obvious advantages

more than outweighed the increased outlay; but now that the

price has been reduced to a figure which can show a con-
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siderable saving over its chief rivals, it is slowly but surely

supplanting other metals in all branches of industry.

The enormous demand and consequent high price of

aluminium during the copper boom of 1906 to 1907 also

seriously affected its developnjent ; as many of those who

would have been glad to use the metal were forced by its

rising price to give up their projects, or to turn their activities

in other directions. This large demand, however, induced

the manufacturers to lay down increased plant to turn out

the metal in large quantities, the benefit of which we are

to-day reaping in the very low price at which the metal now

stands.

Manufacture.—Aluminium is now obtained electrolytically

from bauxite, a clay containing a high percentage of aluminium

oxide, cryolite being used as a flux. The chief improvements

that have been effected since this method Avas first employed

lie in the exclusion of the impurities contained in the raw

material, for whereas formerly commercial aluminium rarely

contained more than 98 per cent, cf aluminium, most of that

turned out by the British Ahmiinium Company, Ltd., to-day

carries close upon 99i per cent, of aluminium, Avhilst metal

with as little as 0-4 to 0'3 per cent, of impurities is obtainable

for special purposes. For ordinary requirements, however,

such high degree of impurity is unnecessary, and does not

repay the extra cost of manufacture.

Impurities.—The impurities commonly met with in alu-

minium are iron, silicon, and sodium. Silicon renders

aluminium very brittle if present in large quantities, and

this drawback does not appear to be offset by any corre-

sponding advantage. Silicon also impairs the resistance to

corrosion peculiar to pure aluminium, promoting the decom-

position of the metal. In this connection it is interesting

to note that the thin yellow coating Avhich forms on the

inside of cooking utensils is largely composed of silicon. In

high-grade aluminium the percentage of silicon should in

no case exceed 0*4 to O'o per cent., although the metal as

used in iron and steel works may contain double this amount

with impunity.

Iron occurs in hieh-sfrade aluminium to the extent of about
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0-2 to 0'3 per cent,, and whilst somewhat impairing the ductility

of aluminium in the same way as silicon, the tensile strength

is somewhat improved by its presence in small quantities.

The presence of iron does not appear to affect the electric

conductivity of aluminium to the same extent as silicon, but

has a bad influence on its non-corroding properties. Sodium

is the most injurious impurity to be found in aluminium, as

the resistance to corrosion is seriously lowered by even small

quantities of this metal. Improved methods of manufacture

have, however, eliminated all but the minutest traces of this

element, till to-day more than 0*006 per cent, of sodium is

rarely found, half this amount being the more usual figure.

J'hydcnl PnqKrties.—The pure aluminium of commerce is

a silver white metal, with a melting-point of 657° C. and a

specific gravity ranging from 2*56 to 2 72, according to its

method of treatment. Copper having a specific gravity of

about 8-8, zinc about 6'9, and tin about 7"3, it follows that

aluminium is about o':\ times as light as copper, 2'.") times as

liofht as zinc, and 2*7 times as lijjht as tin.

The heat conductivity of aluminium is high, being second

only to copper among the common metals in this respect. Its

electrical conductivity is also high, being from 60 to 62 per cent,

of that of pure electrolytic copper : it having, like copper, a

somewhat lower resistance when soft than when hard drawn.

Mechanical J'ropertics.—The strength of pure aluminium

d(!pends to a large extent on its method of treatment, but the

following talilc gives average figures for the metal in various

forms in tons ])o.r s(\\iAvr inch : —

-

Ultimate
Tonsilo
Strength.

Yiold-

piiint.

l".lonjjatii>n

l)er Cent.

Modulus of

ICIasticity.

S mil I ,islmi;s r>o 'J
"."> 25

Chill castings rr'25 -."> 35
koU.-d Lars". 7 Of) Ho
Rollod sheet ;)•(> s-5 6
Drawn sections . .S-7i-) 8-5 20
Hard (hawn wire ino i:m) 25 ll.iioii.OdO

.Soft (Ir.iwn wire . 7() 4 3(1 lO.OOO.IKXt

C/iciiiical Proper/ irs.—Pure aluminium is practically un-
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affected by ordinary pure air, the oxygen of which forms a

resisting skin of oxide on the surface of the metal, which

effectually protects it from further oxidation. Sulphuretted

hydrogen is also without action on aluminium, in which respect

it is superior to copper or silver, which are rapidly blackened

by this gas.

Aluminium is acted upon but slowly by most of the

common acids, with the exception of hydrochloric acid, which

attacks it rapidly, Avhile nitric acid remains practically without

action. 0. Guttmann, the explosive expert, has found that

the mixed acids used in nitrating do not attack aluminium.

The vveaker organic acids remain practically without action on

the metal, but alkalies readily dissolve it.

Methods of Working.—Aluminium may be melted in ordinary

plumbago crucibles over a coke fire, but where quantities are

to be melted a reverberatory coal furnace is generally used.

The metal should not be heated above 725° C, to avoid
" burning," as at this temperature aluminium readily oxidises

with the oxygen in the air. Scrap can be re-melted by sub-

merging in the molten metal, the loss being only from 2 to 3

per cent., which is much lower than in the case of brass and

similar metals.

Aluminium can be cast in either sand or chill moulds, the

latter method being generally employed where a good finish is

required on small plain castings. Aluminium cast in polished

steel moulds has a finish equal to the best machined surface.

For rolling it is cast mto large slabs or blocks which are after-

wards broken down hot, the intermediate and finishing stages

being done cold, the amount of annealing being governed by

the temper and finish required. Where an extra good finish

is required, as for photographic and lithographic work, very

great care is necessary in preparing the finished plate. Where
a dead or roughened surface is required on the finished sheets,

as for painting, decorating, and varnishing, they are dipped in

a 10 per cent, solution of caustic soda for a few minutes, and

afterwards washed in clean running water. To obtain a satin

finish, as required for printing upon, &c., the sheets are passed

under a rapidly revolving scratch-brush.

Aluminium can be easily drawn into sections, tubes, and
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wires, more or less the same methods being employed as for

copper. The billet is first rolled down hot to a convenient

size, and afterwards reduced to the correct section on the

draw-bench, cold fat being used as a lubricant. For drawing

down to the finer gauges in the wire-drawing machines, paraffin

is employed as a lubricant. The amount of annealing during

the process depends upon the temper required. Wires from

\ inch down to 0*0 18 inch in diameter can be drawn in this

manner, these being used for practically all purposes where
copper, brass, or German-silver wire is used.

Sections, rods, and tubes in aluminium can also be made
by forcing the solid metal, at a temperature of about 80° C,

by means of hydraulic pressure through suitable dies, this

method being economical only where a great number of lengths

of the same section are required, owing to the cost of the plant

necessary.

Soft aluminium sheets can be spun, stamped, or pressed

into various shapes, cocoanut oil or other lubricant being

used.

For turning, a sharp-edged tool with a good clearance

should be used, and the work run at a very high speed

combined with a slow traverse, plenty of lubricant in the

shape of soap and water or paraffin being used. For drilling

holes a diamond or nose drill with ample clearance should

be used, a twist drill being liable to seize. Screw-threads

can be cut with an ordinary tap, using a little light oil as a

lubricant.

Aluminium can bo soldered by means of the various special

solders now on the market, but as such soldered joints are all

more or less subject to electrolj-tic action in the presence of

moisture, tlioy are only suitable when protected from djimp

air. Welded joints, being entirely of aluminium, do not surter

under these conditions, and this method is being more
e.Ktensivcly used now that satisfactory welded joints can be

made by means of portable oxy-acetylene blowpipe equip-

ments.

It had long been recognised that this was the most hope-

ful direction in which to experiment, because such joints,

containing as they do nothing but aluminium, would be as

I
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free from electrolytic action as the metal itself, but the

difficulty met with was in getting rid of the film of oxide,

which prevented the tAvo surfaces uniting properly. In the

case of the butt Avelding of small rods and wires, this difiiculty

can be easily overcome by applying end pressure at the

moment of fusion to drive out the film of oxide, but in the

case of sheets and plates this method is not practicable, and

recourse had to be made to some other method. Lately

several fluxes have been put on the market capable of dis-

solving the film of oxide and permitting the metal to flow

together with perfect ease.

Another method of welding aluminium sheeting which

shows promise of success, and which would repay further

investigation, is the electric system of welding, by means of

so-called spot welders ; this method being extensively used

for copper and iron sheet.

The electric welders as used for copper and iron wire are

also suitable for aluminium wire with certain modifications.

Applications.

Iron and Steel Works.—Aluminium is used in iron and steel

works, for removing the oxygen from the oxides of iron, and

many other substances, with which it comes in contact, the

heat generated by this reaction being so great that it may
be also of service in raising the temperature of large bodies

of iron.

The efficacy of small quantities of aluminium in preventing
" porosity " is also very marked. Porosity is due to the

partial disengagement of gases absorbed during melting, which

are imprisoned as the metal cools. Aluminium appears to

have the property of combining chemically with these gases

and producing an innocuous slag.

It frequently arises in small works that a casting requires

two " blows " of the cupola. In this case the difficulty of

keeping the first tapping hot while the second charge is

running down may be readily overcome by adding from time

to time small quantities of aluminium to the metal in the
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ladle. The rise in temperature obtained effectually prevents

the metal from excessive cooling.

For the purpose described, the metal may be employed

in various forms. An alloy known as ferro-aluminium, con-

sisting of about 90 per cent, of iron and 10 per cent, of

aluminium, is used by many iron and steel founders, this

material being so brittle that it is a simple matter for the

user to break off' the right amount to suit his own require-

ments. The use of ferro-aluminium has, however, been largely

superseded by that of the pure metal, which is generally

supplied in the form of notched bars and half-round bars,

easily cut up into small pieces for use.

Some steel-makers use aluminium in a form known as

" granulated." This consists of a powder which may vary

in coarseness from that of rice down to that of sifted sugar.

Where the heating effect of the burning metal is alone

required granulated aluminium may be profitably used, and

is generally mixed with sufficient smith-scale to provide the

oxygen necessary for its combustion.

The makers also supply iron and steel founders with

aluminium in small uniform pieces weighing exactly
J and

I
oz. each respectively, so that the user is saved all trouble

of weighing, and can add any predetermined percentage of

aluminium to his iron or steel with a minimum of delay and

inconvenience.

A further application of this principle has been made in

the Thermit welding process invented by Dr. Goldschmidt,

where the heat of combustion of aluminium and oxygen is

made use of to raise the temperature of iron and steel castings,

&c., to the welding point.

Aluminium and iron oxide are intimately mixed in a finely

divided state and ignited by means of a fuse, the reaction

yielding such a surplus of heat that the iron is obtained in

a highly superheated iluid condition. It is usual to allow

the reaction to take place in a funnel-shaped crucible, from

which the resulting fluid metal is run into a suitably shaped

mould formed round the area of the joint to be made, which
is best pre-heatcd by means of a blow-lamp to avoid chilling

of the first lot of metal comini,' through.
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For welding tramway rails and the like, the two parts to

be joined, after being carefully cleaned, are brought together

and firmly fixed, leaving about | inch between them. A sand

mould is then formed round the joint, of such a form that

the section at the joint after the molten metal has been run

in would be somewhat larger than the normal section of the

rail. This mould is then heated up by means of a powerful

blow-lamp, and as soon as it reaches a dull red heat the

molten iron produced by the Thermit reaction is run in

from the funnel-shaped crucible in which the reaction is

allowed to take place. After the joint has cooled down
the mould is removed and the joint cleaned. Joints made
in this manner have been subjected to both tensile and

bending tests, and are found to be fully equal to the rest of

the rail.

Aluminium Castings, &c.—Aluminium is used for many pur-

poses in the building of motor-cars, where stiffness combined

with lightness is desired. Among these may be mentioned

crank-cases, gear-boxes, carburettors, radiators, and dashboards,

besides many small details such as control levers, lubricators,

&c., and it is, besides, finding a large and increasing outlet

with engineers, brassfounders, and others for a variety of

general castings.

For castings, it is found of advantage to alloy the metal

with copper, zinc, or nickel, which increases the strength and

makes it easier to work, without materially increasing the

weight.

In the cycle industry aluminium has not been used to any

large extent for structural parts on account of the difficulty of

brazing or soldering it, but in the Humber aluminium light

roadster, where mechanical lugs are used, this difficulty

seems to have been overcome, and a very high-grade cycle

produced.

Cycle rims made of aluminium alloys have now stood the

test of time, and are being used in increasing quantities, their

non-rusting qualities being of great advantage where rim

brakes are used, also being lighter and stronger than steel.

Aluminium rims are being adopted on most of the high-grade

cycles for next season, and there is every reason to expect a
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general adoption of the metal for this purpose in the future.

Alum initi III rims, unlike steel, have no deteriorating effect upon

the rubber cover, and the metal will no doubt also be adopted

for motor-car rims very shortly.

The British Aluminium Company, Ltd., have for many
years past supplied standard light alloys with the following

characteristics :

—

Alloy No.

4

(')

CA

Specific

Gravity.

Tensile
Strength.
Tf ns per

Sq. In.

Elongation
per Cent.

5 to 10

2 to 5

2 to 4

Remarks. ,

2-7

2!)

31

7 to 9

9 toll

1! to 13

This alloy makes castings which will

afterwards rivet or take a set, so
that it is an admirable substitute

for soft brass. Being of a soft and
tough nature, it can be easily forged,

stamped, or drawn, such working
increasing its tensile strength up to

as much as 18 to 20 tons per square
inch, according to the amount of

work put upon it.

This alloy is designed to give specially

clean castings, which arc easily

machined, and which take and
retain a very high polish.

i

This is also a casting alloy, but con-
siderably harder than the foregoing,

and makes a very rigid and strong
casting which will take and hold a
set pin. It is a splendid metal for

machining, and takes and retains a
very fine linish. The yield-point

under compression is also very high,

being about equal to its ultimate
breaking strength in tension.

In view of the fact that these alloys arc now to be obtained

in quantities at from £00 to £70 per ton, it will be seen that

they are equal to brass ingots costing from £2o to £27 per

ton, thus showing a very considerable margin in price in favour

of aluminium alloy for equal bulk.

/SVtcei Aluminium.—When rolled into sheet, the uses of

aluminium are too numerous to mention, as the light metal is

every day finding its way into new channels in competition

with older metals. The reason for this will be easily seen

when it is remembered that at to-day's prices a rolled sheet
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6 feet by 3 feet by ^^ inch thick, having an area of 18 square

feet in

—

Aluminium . weighs 16 lbs. and at Is. Id. per lb. costs 16s. Od.

Biass . . ,, 49^ ,, ,, Os. 0;\d 26s. lOd.

Copper . . ,, 52 ,, ,, Os. i\a. ,, „ 33s. 7d.

German-silver ,, 50 ,, ,, Is. 2d. ,, ,, 58s. 4d.

Pure tin . ,, 42| ,, ,, Is. 5d 59s. lOd.

Other thicknesses of sheets, tubes, rods, headings, mouldings,

angles, channels, and other sections will, of course, be in similar

proportion.

Aluminium being, next to gold, the most malleable of all

the metals, can be spun, stamped, pressed, or worked up under

the hammer into every imaginable shape, and its uses in con-

nection with the manufacture of articles of everyday use are,

therefore, unlimited. Another point in favour of aluminium is

the fact that the metal takes and retains a very high polish,

as a result of which it has for some years past been used

almost exclusively in place of silvered copper for parabolic

reflectors in motor head-lights and similar lamps.

Wall " paper " and ceiling panels made of very thin em-

bossed sheet is a refinement of modern art, the use of which

is likely to become more general now that the price of the

metal has been reduced, as such a covering is not only fire-

proof, but can be washed and is much more durable than

ordinary wall-paper.

Stamped or hammered trays, finger - plates, and similar

articles look very well in aluminium, and retain their polish

much longer than when made in German-silver, lacquered or

plated brass or copper, besides being very much cheaper.

Aluminium sheets of special finish have for many years

been largely used for lithographic purposes, and are gradually

but surely replacing lithographic stones and zinc plates.

Aluminium sheets are also very largely used for the panels

of car and carriage bodies, as well as for tram-cars and electric

trains. The saving in dead weight is of considerable im-

portance, especially in the case of electrically driven trains,

subject to frequent stops and starts as the poAver required for

acceleration is in direct proportion to the weight to be moved.

The use of aluminium in this direction has been taken

advantage of by the District Railway, the London, Brighton
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and South Coast Railway, Central London Railway, Lancashire

and Yorkshire Railway, »&:c., by the extensive use of aluminium

panels and mouldings in the construction of their carriage

bodies. No doubt railway companies now using steam traction

will in duo time grasp the advantage to bo obtained by using

aluminium in a similar direction, thus lightening their train

loads and economising generally in their running expenses.

Of late years their train loads have been increasing, to con-

tend with which the locomotive engineer has been called

upon to build more powerful locomotives, whereas it would

seem that they have already at hand a light metal, which

can with advantage and economy be largely used in place of

brass and wood.

In the early days of aluminium, sheets composed of copper

alloys were used to some extent in connection with ship-

building. It has, however, since been demonstrated that for

all such work only pure aluminium of the best quality should

be used, and there is little doubt that naval constructors will

find pure aluminium sheets, channels, mouldings, rivets, «&;c.,

of great assistance in partitions, ceilings, deck and chart

houses, and similar portions of large ships above the water

line, where reduction of top weight is of importance in con-

nection with the stability of the vessel. In 11)01 a quantity

of large aluminium plates were used in the chart-house of the

steamship Cdtic, and the owners report that the condition of

the material is satisfactory.

A further use of aluminium is in the making of name-

shields and name-plates for motor-cars, where the non-

tarnishing qualities of the metal are taken advantage of.

For number-plates frosted sheeting may be used, the back-

ground being painted out with black enamel, leaving the

silvery-white letters standing out in bold relief.

Cookiny Utensils.—The advantages of aluminium for culinary

purposes are too well known to need elaboration here, its

durability and absolutely non-poisonous qualities being among
its chief recommendations. The relatively high cost of the

metal has in the past militated against its universal adoption

for this purpose, but now that the price has dropped to a

fii^ure which brings it within the roach of all, it is confidently
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expected that aluminium will in the near future entirely

replace not only the more expensive and dangerous copper

vessels, but also the cheaper and still more dangerous

enamelled iron and steel utensils. Although these latter

are a little cheaper in the first place, even the best qualities

soon get chipped and more or less useless, whereas a good

aluminium utensil will outlast such goods many times over.

Where the vessels are subjected to a great amount of wear,

such as in hotels, restaurants, ships' kitchens, &c., light cast

utensils will be found more suitable, the increased life amply

repaying the extra cost ; but for ordinary domestic use, vessels

made of sheet metal spun or stamped to the required shape

will be found perfectly satisfactory.

The unreliability of soldered joints in aluminium has in

the past increased the difficulty of successfully making com-

plicated articles out of sheet metal, but some of the new
welding methods already referred to bid fair to overcome

this trouble. Red-lead should on no account be used for

making the joints tight, as it invariably leads sooner or later to

local electrolytic action, forming pin-holes in the metal.

The non-corroding and acid-resisting qualities of aluminium

are nowhere seen to better advantage than in the case of

cooking utensils, these recommendations having introduced

the metal into the large food and jam factories in connection

with their boiling pans, heating coils, distilling apparatus, &c.

Now that large cylinders and drums can be successfully made
of sheet metal welded or riveted at the joint, the demand in

this direction is likely to largely increase in the near future.

Not only is aluminium practically unaffected by all ordinary

foods and beverages, but it has the further advantage that

any salts formed are absolutely harmless, whereas copper is

attacked by most acids, forming highly poisonous compounds.

For making cooking utensils only the purest aluminium
should be used if it is desired that they should wear well, the

addition of any hardening metal being always at the expense

of immmiity from corrosion.

Soda, being a solvent of aluminium, should not be used to

scour saucepans and the like, ordinary soap and water being

in most cases sufficient, but where still further polish is desired,
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Brooks' soap or fine silver sand may be used, or any of the

aluminium polishes sold for the purpose.

The variety of fancy and useful articles which are now

made in aluminium are too numerous to mention here, the

non-tarnishing qualities of the metal making it particularly

advantageous for this class of work, while the ease with which

it can be stamped makes it eminently suitable for many of

the numberless articles known as " Birmingham ware." Whilst

being lighter and better finished, such goods are also more

substantial and durable when made in aluminium, besides

being considerably cheaper.

In many of the Continental armies a large part of the

soldiers' equipment is now made of aluminium, where saving

in weight is of the greatest advantage, and no doubt the

British War Office will in due course appreciate the advantage

to be obtained by the larger and more general adoption of

aluminium for such purposes.

Mountain climbers' equipments are also made almost en-

tirely of aluminium, some such equipments being models of

lightness and compactness.

]*owdi'r for Paint, tix.—Aluminium powder is being used to

an increasing extent in the manufacture of metallic paints and

varnishes, its non-tarnishing qualities making it particularly

suitable for these purposes. Aluminium paint is being used

extensively for protecting iron and woodwork, rendering the

latter to a certain extent fireproof if a good thick coating be

applied. For printing purposes aluminium paint and leaf is also

supplanting silver, as it is found to adhere better to the paper.

Thin aluminium foil is also used largely for packing pur-

poses in place of lead and tin, its non-poisonous properties

making it particularly suitable for this purpose, while it has

the advantage over tin in point of price.

Some ditficulty was at first met with in rolling such thin

sheets free from holes, the trouble apparently lying in the

hardening which aluminium undergoes when subjected to

roUinjjf, and to the stickin<r toirether of the sheets, causing

difficulty in opening up the packs in which they are rolled.

But this trouble has now been overcome, as large quantities

of the foil are now being produced and used on the Continent.
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There is, of course, a very large outlet for this material for

the wrappings of chocolate and other sweets, preserved meats,

tobacco, soap, &c. Besides the fact of aluminium being

absolutely non-poisonous and innocuous from a hygienic stand-

point, there is a considerable saving in cost to be secured, as

the following figures will show.

Tin, having a specific gravity of 7*3 against 2*7 for alu-

minium, for equal weight 2| times the bulk of aluminium

foil of the same thickness would be obtained as compared

with tin. Taking tin foil at Is. 6d. per lb., the equivalent

price of aluminium foil of the same thickness would be 4s. Id.

per lb. Taking 7d. per lb. as the present price of ingot

aluminium, we see that there remains no less than 3s. 6d. per lb.

for rolling, so that even if a somewhat greater thickness is

allowed for aluminium, there is still a large margin of

profit.

Aluminium Tuhes.—Large quantities of specially pure alu-

minium tubes are being used for various purposes in connec-

tion with acid work, under which condition the pure metal

remains practically unaffected.

Aluminium tubes, sheets, and castings are also used in

large quantities by rubber manufacturers for moulds in their

vulcanising processes, it being apparently the only metal which

will satisfactorily withstand the severe conditions met with

here. For similar reasons aluminium eyelets are now being

used for rubber shoes, &c.

In order to demonstrate the usefulness of aluminium tubes

for steam coils, &c., some tests were made at Milton Works
some time ago with the following results :

—

Length
of Tube.
Inches.

Gauge.
Outside

Diameter.
Inches.

Tested to

Lbs. per
Sq. In.

Remarks.

12

12
12
12

12

10

12
14
14

19

n

Ig

14

1200

1200
1200
1200

1200

Expanded to 5^5 inch in middle, but
returned to original size en release

of pressure. '

Ditto (barely -^ inch).

As above, with rather less expansion.
Perfect. Would probably stand con-

siderably more. 1

Ditto.
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All the above were afterwards tested at a pressure of 100 lbs.

per square inch for half-an-hour, with the exception of the second

on the list, which was under the steam test for 1 2 hours without

apparent injury. This tube was, after the steam test, subjected

to a second test of 1200 lbs. hydraulic pressure without show-

ing any signs whatever of fracture. The sample piece of

tubing exhibited has been cut from a 12-foot length which was

coupled up to an iron steam supply system, and taken down
during alterations at Milton Works. The aluminium pipe

was simply coupled up to the iron pipes by means of iron

clamps, and after being in use for some five or six years showed
no signs of deterioration.

In connection with textile machinery there is also a large

field of application for aluminium in the making of moving
parts, such as rollers, bobbins, &c., for, besides the large saving

in cost at the present low price of the metal, there is also a

large saving in weight, resulting in considerable economy in

driving power.

For small boxes, bottle stoppers, screw caps, jam-pot lids,

&c., aluminium is finding a steadily increasing outlet, owing

to its non-rusting and non-poisonous qualities, and the fact

that it is unaffected by the majority of acids which attack tin-

plate, zinc, &c. Screw caj)s and boxes made of these latter

metals have nothing like such a smart appearance when first

made as compared with aluminium, and, of course, will not

retain their freshness like the latter metal. Our American
friends are fully alive to the advantages of having a nicely

finished aluminium box or screw cap to assist in the sale of

shaving soap, toilet cream, tabloids, and similar products, their

consumption of thin aluminium sheets for this purpose

amounting to several hundreds of tons per annum.
There also appears to be a field for aluminium for galvanis-

ing purposes, by introducing small quantities of the metal into

the bath, rendering it more Huid, and consequently enabling a

larger surface to be galvanised with a given quantity of zinc,

and at the same time producing a brighter finish than is

otherwise obtainable.

Electrical Indifslri/.—As a conductor of electric current

aluminium has a large and increasing field of usefulness, the
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difficulties at first met with in regard to jointing, &c., having

now been overcome. The saving that can be effected by

using aluminium in place of copper for overhead conductors

is so large that in countries where long overhead transmission

lines are in vogue the lighter metal practically reigns supreme.

In this country there has not been up to the present the same

opportunities for long distance bare overhead transmission

lines, but during the past few years there have been erected

many short distance aluminium lines for lighting and power

requirements in connection with works, collieries, &c. With
the increasing use of electricity for motive power purposes,

aluminium conductors are being adopted much more exten-

sively in such directions, engineers and consumers alike

appreciating the immense saving in capital outlay secured

thereby. Further, at the present low price of aluminium, the

saving in cost of the bare conductor is so large that there is

an extensive field for the metal for insulated underground

cables, even taking into account the increased amount of

insulation necessary for the somewhat larger cables.

Aluminium as used for electrical purposes has a conduc-

tivity equal to about 61 per cent, of that of pure electrolytic

copper, so that to obtain the same conductivity it is neces-

sary to increase the sectional area by 64 per cent, above

that of copper, corresponding to an increase in diameter

of 28 per cent, for a round conductor. Copper being 3 '3

times heavier than aluminium, we see that the somewhat

larger aluminium conductor will still weigh less than half

of the equivalent copper conductor, the larger cooling sur-

face of the aluminium conductor being a further factor in

its favour.

For bus-bars and back connections in switchboards alu-

minium is also finding an increasing use, the saving in weight

allowing of lighter supports and framework, which means
additional economy over and above the saving in cost of the

conductor. For the fronts of switchboards aluminium is also

eminently suitable for such fittings as bolts, lamp-holders,

instrument cases, &c., the effect against a dark marble board

being very pleasmg.

There are several satisfactory methods of jointing aluminium
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conductors, according to the conditions under which it is called

upon to work.

For small diameter wires as used for making up into cable

the usual butt-welded joint is made either in the flame of a

blow-lamp or by means of the electric welders as used for

copper.

For bare stranded cables the usual method is to weld the

two ends together by pouring molten aluminium into a cigar-

shaped mould previously clamped around the joint, but where

liigh tensile strength is required a mechanical joint may be

used, so designed as to give a wedging action when pulling

tight in order to ensure good electrical contact.

For insulated underground cables it is not always practical

to use welded joints on account of the confined space when
working in close boxes, and in this case either a mechanical

or a soldered joint may be used, where the joint is afterwards

protected from atmospheric influences. The simplest method

is to slip a tube over the two ends of the cable with a slot

through which the solder can be run. The resistance of such

joints is somewhat higher than in the case of welded joints, but

they compare very favourably with copper joints made on the

same principle.

The tensile strength of hard-drawn aluminium wire is equal

to about half that of a copper wire of equal section, but

allowing for the increased size of an aluminium conductor

to obtain the same conductivity as for copper, this figure is

raised to about T"* per cent., the difference being more than

compensated for by the decreased weight of the aluminium

cable.

Two pieces of i^ inch diameter solid aluminium conductor are

exhibited which have been up for about seven years at Lame
Harbour, some of the spans on the quay being 234 feet, and

it has given absolutely no trouble by breakage or otherwise.

These wires have been taken down during alterations and

extensions, and it will be observed that, althoueh at Larne

Harbour the wires are exposed on both sides to sea air,

they are still in perfectly good condition, a hard, protective

skin having merely formed on the outside, as is usual with

bare aluminium conductors.
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Chemical Processes.—Mention has already been made of the

employment of aluminium in the foundry where use is made
of its great affinity for oxygen. A further application of this

principle is to be found in the new explosive " ammonal,"

which threatens to replace gunpowder and many other

explosives in the near future.

If finely powdered aluminium be intimately mixed with

ammonium nitrate in certain proportions, a powerful explosive

is formed, which, however, only a detonator will fire, this

explosive being known under the name of ammonal. By
varying the amount of ammonium nitrate, any desired strength

can be obtained, ranging from that of nitro-glycerine to that

of common black powder, all of them, however, possessing the

peculiarity of being perfectly harmless except when fired by a

detonator. These characteristics make it particularly suitable

for mining work where varying strengths are required accord-

ing to the class of material to be shifted, while the care and

safety in handling make it appeal to the men, who have learned

from the numberless accidents which have occurred from time

to time to distrust the usual blastmg powders. Another point

in favour of ammonal for mining work is that the resulting

gases are absolutely harmless, consisting as they do of nitrogen,

oxygen, and steam.

Aluminium is also used largely in the manufacture of fire-

works, supplanting magnesium to a large extent in this branch

of industry.

Alloys of Aluminium.—The subject of the alloys of alu-

minium covers far too wide a field to be more than briefly

referred to here, but a great number of papers on this subject

have appeared during the last few years, many of which will

repay careful study. Great strides have been made in the

study of this subject within recent years, and still further

developments may be looked for in the near future. Some of

the alloys recently prepared have quite remarkable properties,

which would certainly repay further investigation, the chief

objections against them so far being either the high cost of

preparing them or the difiiculties met with in casting or

working. Alloys of aluminium with copper and a third

metal would appear to have a wide field of application, and
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reference may here be made to the report recently presented to

the Institution of Mechanical Engineers by Professor Carpenter

and Mr. Edwards on the alloys of aluminium and copper.

The alloys of aluminium in common use are confined almost

exclusively to combinations of the metal with zinc, copper, and

nickel. In general, the proportions of these metals which can

with advantage be added to the light metal do not largely

exceed 20 per cent, in tiie case of zinc, G per cent, in the case

of copper, and 5 per cent, in the case of nickel. A very

interesting and valuable series of alloys, especially for marine

work, known under the name of aluminium bronzes, is also

produced by tlie addition of aluminium to electrolytic copper

in quantities up to 10 per cent.
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DISCUSSION

The President requested membei-s to express their thanks to the

avithor of that paper for the hirge amount of information which it

contained. That paper also would have to stand over for fvu'ther

discussion. He asked Mr. Bonner to indicate briefly the points which
he considered most important in the paper

;
perhaps Dr. Carpenter,

who had been working on the subject, would also say something.

Mr. J. D. BoNXER, Vice-President, said that he was sure they were
all very much indebted to Mr. Echevarri for the lucid way in which he
had brought before them the present knowledge of aluminium. He
thought it well that that paper had been read before the Institute

of Metals that day, because it brought to their notice the present

position of aluminium and its properties and alloys, which were
certain to engage the attention of the Institute pretty considei'ably

in coming years. He thought it was well, too, that the paper had
been read in Birmingham, because Birmingham had attained to such

pre-eminence in other directions in metallurgy that he was hoping

that it would be equally to the fore in the great development upon
the threshold of which they were in the aluminium industry. Most
of them, doiibtless, were aware that that industry had undergone a

complete transformation. The large producers came some years ago

to the decision that they would look in the future rather to a large

turnover than to selling the then comparatively small production at

very high prices and consequently at a very great profit, and they

had incurred enormous outlays in developing new water-powers which
were essential to the production of the metal, with a view to putting

it on the market continuously in normal times at a very much lower

price than had rvded up to that time. The result of those great

expansions w^as that to-day aluminium was selling at about half the

price at which it was sold during the seven years previously. He
thought it w'as important that it should be known that there was
not any real likelihood of any material increase in the price, or of

any approximation to the old price ever again recurring in normal
times. Therefore, every one who saw an opening in aluminium
could feel perfect confidence in going ahead and counting upon a

continued supply of the clieap raw material. There used to be, as

they all knew, a pool in aluminium : but it was intended that there

should be an end of that pool as soon as the big works which were
being erected were completed, and the producers could bring down
the price to the figure which now prevailed.

Dr. H. 0. H. Carpenter, Member of Council, speaking with reference

to the concluding paragraph of the paper and to the properties of alloys

of aluminium and copper, said that the author stated that one of the
objections against their possible vise was the difficulty of casting and
working them. So far as Mr. Edwards' and his experience had
gone, they had not come across the difficulties which they were led
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to think they might find, more particuhirly with an alloy rich in

copper—containing 95 per cent, of copper and 5 per cent, of aluminium.

TJiey had no difficulty in casting .such alloys, and, further, their ca.stings

were rolled and forged without difficulty. He might also say that

there were alloys of aluminium and copper which might properly

bo tried where alloys of copper and zinc and copper and tin were

not quite satisfactory. Alloys containing from 6 to 9-5 or 10 percent,

of aluminium would, he thought, repay further investigations on a

commercial .scale.

The President adjourned further discussion until the London
meeting, at which gathering he stated that as the author was not

present, and Mr. Bonner was absent on account of sudden illness, it

would be nece.ssary to proceed without any preliminary statement

from the author in regard to any new points that he wished to raise,

or any explanations he might wish to make. He, therefore, declared

the discussion open.

Mr. E. RiSToui, Member of Council, said that he thought the

members ought to be exceedingly grateful to the author, Mr. Bonner,

and the Directors of the British Aluminium Company, for the fact

that a paper on aluminium was one of the first papers presented to

the Institute. It was a very valuable paper, especially from the fact

tliat it marked time. In connection with an industry like aluminium,

which was a new one, it was very important to have now and then an
exact statement of how matters stood, and how much knowledge was

possessed with regard to the new metal. The history of aluminium
was more or less a romance. He remembered buying aluminium

about twenty-two years ago at 55s. per lb., and the whole output of

aluminium at that time was something like 3 tons a year, whereas

now it was nearly 30,000 tons. He believed the author and those

connecti'd with the industry felt that the uses made of ahnninium had

not been so numerous as they ought to have been, and that it h;id not

been introduced for the purposes for which it was particularly suited

as rapidly as could have V^een expected. Nevertheless he thought

the jump in the output of the metal in twenty years from 3 tons

to ."lOjOOO tons was a good one. It was impossible in such a short

time for all engineers to obtain a complete knowledge about aluminium,

its properties, and its uses. It was very important to have such

knowledge before good applications could be made of the properties of

aluminium, which wore certainly most remarkable, taking everything

into consideration. It had been his fortune to be connected with the

manufacture of aluminium from the beginning ; in fact he was one of

the pioneers of the metal. Independent of the business point of view,

ho tliought the progress which had been made was as rapid as could

possibly be expected. The uses of the metal were numerous. There

was practically nothing that could not be made with aluminium,

as well and as cheaply as with any other metal. He had been

pressing upon the President for many years past the fact that

K
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aluminium ought to come in very largely for shipbuilding purposes.

The advantage of using a lighter metal, which was only one-thu-d the

weight of other metals, especially for the superstructures of ships,

ought to be very great. He was not a naval constructor, but from his

general knowledge of the subject he thought that must be so. The
only question to be borne in mind was that engineers must know how
to use it, and have the appliances for producing the metal in the shape
and form in which it was wanted. It was no use thinking that ships

could be built of aluminium with sheets about 4 feet square and
about \ inch thickness. It was necessary to be able to produce
sheets on a large scale, and to produce them cheaply. A very

large expenditure must of course be incurred in the rolling-mills. In
the same way he thought aluminium could be used very largely for the

making of cartridge cases which, from a military point of view, would
be of enormous advantage in reducing the weight the soldiers had to

carry, and also the weight of all kinds of military equipments. Very
little had been done in that direction so far. It was only a qviestion

of knowing how to produce the metal, and use it in the form in which
it could be properly utilised ; and if that were done aluminium would
soon make its way in these markets. The Institute of Metals ought
to be very useful in that respect by bringing the question before the

notice of the public, so that study and knowledge were directed to

the sevei'al points which required elucidating. In that way it ought
to bring about a great development of the industry, which he thought
would be a very large one in the future. From a general point of

view he wished to say that a great many mistakes had been made in

using aluminium. He could mention hundreds of cases in which
aluminium had been used absolutely in the wrong place and in the

wrong way. He had known many cases in which people ought to

have known better than to pvit aluminium, riveted with copper,

in damp places, because naturally that developed galvanic action at

once and the aluminium was destroyed in a very short time. In the

same way, in the beginning people did not know how to use or cast

aluminium. He might end his remarks by telling a little story which
was rather amusing, and which the pioneers of the industry were
always fond of telling each other. At first nobody thought much of

aluminium as a pure metal ; it was simply talked about for the

purpose of making aluminium-bronze. The pioneer French company
stai-ted making aluminum-bronze, and their commercial agent went to

the French Minister of Marine and obtained an order for a propeller

made of that metal. He went to a firm near Paris, which made a

casting of the propeller about 14 feet in diameter. They made the

aluminium-bronze and cast the propeller, but they did not know the

proper process to adopt. When the casting came out it was some-

thing like a propeller, but it was nothing else but a mass of blow-

holes, so that when the inspector from the Minister of Mai'ine came to

inspect it he said it would never do, and as it could not be used

he refused to accept it. The propeller remained in the works for

some time, and after a while the commercial agent received a notice
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that the owners of the works would not keep the propeller there any
longer. lie wrote at once to the chairman of the company and
asked what he shoidd do with it, because the manufacturers would
not keep tlie propeller any longer. He received, in reply, a letter

from the chairman of the company saying that he had better take

the propeller in his office as a sample. It would interest the members
to know that the office was on the second iioor of a flat in Paris. He,
therefore, wrote back to the chairman of the company saying that he
would be glad to obey his orders if permission was given to take

a lease of the floor above him, because his rooms were not high

enough to take in the propeller, and that he would also have to

demolish the front of the house to admit it ! That astonished the

chairman very much, because he had no idea what the size of the

propeller was. That little story would give the members some idea

of what the beginnings of the industry were less than twenty years

ago. The facts brought out in the paper showed that a great advance
had been made in the aluminium industry in the past twenty years.

In conclusion, he tliought the paper was a very good one, and gave an
excellent idea of what aluminium was at the present day, and the uses

to which it might be put. The paper ought to be a means of

developing the industry to the advantage of everybody.

Mr. C. Weiss (London) said that as he had only ju.st arrive<l at the

meeting he had not had an opportunity of looking through the paper.

On looking I'ound the room, however, he saw there were gentlemen
present connected with the cable trade who, he hoped, would be able

to tell the members something about the uses of aluminium wire as a

rival to copper for conductors at the present prices of the two metals.

Mr. A. PniLip (Portsmouth) said he desired to ask the author several

questions, many of which he was afraid would not be answered because

they wore probably trade secrets. Nevertheless, there could be no
harm in asking them. He was greatly interested in the que.stion of

aluminium powdei". The author stated in his paper that a consider-

able amount of that material was used for paint purposes. He would
be extremely interesteil to know what method was used for preparing

the powder, sam{)les of which he had seen. It was an almost impal-

pable powder, which felt very much like French-chalk in its silkiness
;

lie had always a great curiosity to know how it was made. Perhaps
tlie author would be able to enlighten the members on that question.

The amount of mechanical work which one would imagine nuist be

useil per pound to reduce aluminium to that form, and yet enabled

such a paint preparation to be made at so low a cost seemed astonish-

ing. With regard to the use of aluminium in bronzes, and by alu-

minium-bronze he did not mean bronze which was a compound of

aluminium and copper alone, which he knew was sometimes called

aluminium-bronze, and which he had been accustomed to CJiU copper-

aluminium or aluminium-copper, but he meant a normal bronze of

copper-tin and zinc alloy, to which aluminium had been added to a
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greater or smaller extent. The aluminiun in such alloys, when present

in small amounts, was used as a deoxidant ; but in large amounts, say,

up to about 5 or 6 per cent., it was employed as a constituent in bronze

itself. Such bronzes had been largely used for under sea-water fittings.

It was well known that aluminium by itself, or aluminium-copper
alloys containing about 90 per cent, of aluminium and 10 per cent.

copper, corrode in a most extraordinary way under sea-water. Such
alloys become covered in time with a sort of white mud, quite a thick

slimy sediment of aluminium basic chloride and hydrate being formed.

The corrosion of aluminium-bronzes, as defined above, was one of quite

a different character and was of very great interest to shipbuilders

and marine engineers generally. For the purpose of stvidying the

corrosion of such bronzes, the custom had hitherto been to immerse
them in sea-water, in contact with a material such as steel, iron, or

even aluminium ; exerting a protective influence upon the aluminium-
bronze, or, on the other hand, in contact with a material such as

copper or gun-metal, tending to set up and accentuate the corrosion or

oxidation of the aluminivim present. Most of such experiments he

had seen had been carried out in either running water or still water

;

and in most cases he thought it was pretty well recognised that where
only a small percentage of aluminium was present—up to as much, say,

as 10 per cent.—the corrosion had been extremely slight. But he had
also seen cases in practice in which aluminium-bronze had been kept
under sea-water, or in contact with water which was not necessarily

sea-water, but water containing salt, in which the surface of the metal

was continually mechanically rubbed

—

ie. in a shaft or spindle running

in contact with water, and under these conditions the corrosion ap-

peared much more marked than when the same aluminium-bronze
was kept either in still water or running water. He suggested that

in the case of aluminium-bronze being kept without its surface

being rubbed either in stationary sea-water or running sea-water,

whether it was in contact with a particular metal for reducing any
corrosive action, or whether it was in contact with a metal which
would accelerate such action, the action was automatically brought to

an end by the aluminium hydrate or chloride or basic chloride forming
an insoluble protective film on the alloy. If, on the other hand, that

same alloy was used, say, as a spindle running in contact with any
other body, so that the surface was kept rubbed, he was inclined to

think that the corrosion would be found to be progressive and not by
any means unimportant. In fact, aluminium alloys which were to be
used under water under such conditions as to permit of the surfaces

being submitted to rubbing action should be tested as to corrosion

under similar conditions and not merely in still or even running
water, otherwise quite fallacious conclusions would be arrived at.

A suitable device for securing the rubbing of the surface of the bronze
could no doubt be readily devised. In these remarks he was not
speaking of aluminium-bronzes which contained amounts of aluminium
up to 0"4 to 0"6 per cent., and where the aluminium was practically

only used as a deoxidant, but he was referring to alloys containing
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larger amounts than tliat, up to 2, 3, or even as high as perhaps 10

per cent, of aluminium.

Dr. Carpenteii, Member of Council, said that Mr. Philip had
referred to a little conversation he had had with him (Dr. Carpenter)
with regard to the corrosion of the alloys of aluminium and copper.

He might perhaps say that the experiments which were made at the

National Physical Laboratory were not on a very large scale, and
that the cori'osions only extended over three months. The alloys

examined contained from 0*1 to 10 per cent, of aluminium. They
were in the form of plates 3 inches square and | inch thick, and
were pi-otected by bolting them to a similar plate of mild steel.

Tests were also made on the plates alone. These were done in sea-

water, of which a fresh supply was oy)tained every week ; and also

in fresh water. As Mr. Philip had said, there was very little corro-

sion indeed in any of the alloys, whether protected or unprotected,

so long as they were kept motioidess, whether they were exposed to

the action of sea-water or fresh water. Every week when the water
was changed the slight film, which he agreed with Mr. Philip was
probably hydrated oxide of aluminium, was rubbed off so as to expose

a fresh metallic surface, and that was quickly clouded over. So that

he was inclined to agree with Mr. Philip that it was a better test

—

it woidd certainly be a severer one—if such alloys were examined in

the condition he suggested, viz. by rotating them in the form of a

spindle or some such form. He thought that then the corrosion

would probably be very much greater, as the protective film would
nut be so likely to adhere.

The PuESiDENT thought it would be very useful information if

home one connected with the aluminium industry would .state what
sizes and thickness of plates could be obtained at present for ship-

building purposes.

Mr. EciiEVAKUi, in reply to the President's question, said that

aluminium plates could be supplied up to 6 feet wide, 15 or 20 feet

long, and up to
|j
inch thick.

The Pkksident suggested that some of the members present might
deal with the point mentioned by Mr. Weiss, viz. the use of aluminium
for telegraph-cable purposes.

Mr. W. MuuuAY Morrison (London) thought the paper was a most
valuable preliminary one on the subject of aluminium, and hoped
that at a future date papers dealing with more particular subjects

would be brought before tlie Institute. The use of aluminium cables

was a particular branch of the industry in which he had been very

much interested for a number of years, and he thought they were
now, more than ever before, on the verge of seeing a very largely

extended use of aluminium in that paiticular connection. The author
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had briefly refen-ed to the question in the course of his paper, but

personally he thought very much more might be said on the subject.

At present prices aluminivim was very much cheaper for electrical

wires than copper. His experience in the use of aluminium for

cables, which extended over twelve or fifteen years, pointed to the fact

that it was equally as good as copper. In the early days the solder

problem was always thought a bar to its use, but now quite a number
of methods could be adopted by which that trouble was overcome.

The trouble could be overcome in small wii'es by using an autogenous

welding. Another method was what was known as the "run " joint,

by which the aluminium itself was molten. The two ends of the

wire were introduced into a mould, and the molten aluminium run
round them. That was very suitable for underground, but not for

overhead conductors, because it detracted from the strength. There
were, however, many substitutes for overhead wires, such as the

well-known M'Intyre joint, which had been very largely adopted in

America. For bus-bars and switchboard work, and especially in

electro-chemical works, where very large sections of bus-bars had to

be adopted, aluminium was, in his opinion, preferable to copper. It

was very easily handled, and either a fused joint or a mechanical

joint could be used. There were a large number of mechanical

joints in existence ; therefore there was a great field for the u.se

of aluminium. He thought greater stress might be laid on the auto-

genous welding to which he had just referred. A large number of

solders had been on the market for years, many of which he had
examined. Some of them were very satisfactory, but only for very

short periods. They generally deteriorated very much when exposed

for any length of time. The autogenous welding, however, had the

advantage of being mechanically perfect, and it also stood indefinitely.

The process was a very simple one. The flux which was used simply

cleared the surfaces to be connected from the oxide film which sur-

rounded them. As the members were no doubt aware, in the use of

aluminium it was immediately found that, however bright the surface

was, there was always a film of oxide to be negotiated. The difficulty

was to get below that film of oxide. The flux that was used in one or

two patented processes was a mixture of chlorides and fluorides which
had the faculty of getting below, raising the oxide skin, and allowing

the metal to flow together underneath. He thought that would have
a very large application, and probably get over the diSiculties of solder-

ing which had hitherto been encountered. He hoped very much that

some future paper on aluminium would deal more technically and
scientifically with that subject. He thought, as a beginning, the paper
was a very excellent one, pointing to the various outstanding uses of

aluminium ; but if a large number of papers were eventually looked
forward to, he hoped they would be more or less specialised on one
of the many branches in which the metal was of such great service.

Mr. Philip said he desired to ask a question with regard to

aluminium conductors for overhead work. The previous speaker had
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referred to aluminiuin replacing copper for that kind of construction,

the wire being of equal strength and of less weight. He thought,

however, that in such conductors the diameter of the wire was about
20 or 30 per cent, greater than in the equivalent copper conductors.

Nothing was said in the paper on the point, but no doubt the
questions of wind stress and snowfalls on such larger wires of

aluminium must have an important bearing in considering the
question of merits of overhead conductors of aluminium as compared
with copper, and perhaps Mr. Morrison could give some information
on that point.

Mr. Morrison said that the strength of an aluminium conductor of

etjual electrical conductivity to a copper conductor was something like

75 per cent. Of course in small wires that tensile strength would
not be sufficient to stand the wind pressure, snow, rain, and so on

;

but in a large conductor the tensile strength possessed by copper offered

a much larger factor of safety than was necessary, and 75 per cent,

of the factor of safety in certain sizes of conductors was found to be
quite sufficient. In small sizes it was not. Therefore small sizes of

aluminium wire should never be used in overhead constructions. The
e.xact point at which it would be .safe to use aluminium wires was one
for calculation, and depended entirely on the area in which the wire
was to be put up, the maximum wind pressure, the maximum snow*
fall, and so on. Generally speaking, a single aluminium wire lower
than No. 6 or No. 8 should never be used under the best con<litions,

and it was generally found best, he understood, to use a stranded
conductor which would somewhat increase the strength.

A Memuku inquired whether he understood Mr. ^Morrison to say

that in the autogenous weld the two ends of the wire were placed

in one mould.

Mr. Morrison said that his remark in that connection did not
refer to the autogenous weld, but to the run joint.

The Member asked whether it was necessary in that case to pour in

an excess—an overflow—of aluminium in order that the two ends
of the wires might be melted ami form a perfect joint.

Mr. MoRRist)\ replied in the affirmative. As a matter of fact the
mould had a cavity below. First of all the mould was heated, and a

sufficient amount of metal run in to fill up the cavity at the bottom of

the mould, and it then gradually came up and surrounded the wire.

Afterwards, when the mould was knocked apart, the excess of

aluminium below was cut off. It was simply done in order to raise the

two ends of the wire to the welding-point. Practically it was a weld,

Mr. E. lliSToRi said tliat he desired to add a few remarks with
regard to the question of snowfall which had been raised by Mr.
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Philip. In the course of a paper which M. Desang^, engineer-in-

chief of a power-distribution company in the south of France (which

had a very large network of transmission lines made of aluminium),

contributed to the proceedings of the Congress held at the Marseilles

Exhibition last year, he expressed the opinion that the question of

snow had absolutely nothing to do with the matter. He stated that

aluminium wire was no more affected by snow than copper wire was,

Wind was another question altogether. That depended largely on

the section of the wire, but so far as snow was concerned it made
no difference. The gentleman he had referred to had communicated
a very important paper in which he gave different formulae, and
in which he went very fully into the question of snow.

Mr. J. T. Milton, Member of Council, said the question had been
raised as to whether aluminium, either itself or as an alloy, could be

usefully employed for shipbuilding purposes. It could only be used

for shipbuilding purposes in very extreme cases, either in shijis of

immense size where the question of weight was very important, or in

vei'y small high-powered vessels like torpedo-boats, where the question

of weight was also very important. He thought in that connection

those gentlemen who were interested in the manufacture of aluminium
could give engineers some further information. A table of the

naechanical properties was given on p. 125, indicating that rolled

bars had an ultimate tensile strength of 7 tons per square inch,

and rolled sheet of 9 tons per square inch. The rolled bars had
an elongation of 35 per cent., while the rolled sheet only had an
elongation of 6 per cent. Those figures appeared to him to point to

the fact that the rolled sheet, which gave 9 tons tensile strength,

must, as had been referred to earlier in the day, have been cold

i-olled, and obtained a part of its strength through being cold rolled,

and was, therefore, artificially strong. That 9 tons per square

inch ought to be reduced considerably if the material were worked in

any way and had to be submitted to the annealing necessary after it

had to be altered in shape. He would like to know some particulars

about that point. A question was raised as to the size of sheets

which could be made. From the paper it might be thought that

engineers would be able to get sheets of any size whatever, if a useful

purpose could be served in doing so. The statement was made in the

paper :
" Aluminium can be cast in either sand or chill moulds, the

latter method being generally employed where a good finish is

required on small plain castings. Aluminium cast in polished steel

moulds has a finish equal to the best machined surface. For rolling,

it is cast into large slabs or blocks which are afterwards broken down
hot, the intermediate and finishing stages being done cold, the amount
of annealing being governed by the temper and finish required."

From that remark he would suppose that, if there were a piu'pose for

which very large plates were required, they could be made. Alu-

minium could be cast into large ingots and these could be sent to one

of the steelworks, any number of rolling appliances being available in
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this country ; and he thought it was quite possil)le to make a plate of

any size that was required, unless there was something that did not

appear in the paper that made it impossible to make the plate. If

the metal could be rolled hot, it seemed to him it could be dealt with
in this way. There was another point on which the gentlemen
interested in aluminium could give engineers some information.

Apparently, at any rate, for structural purposes one would expect to

find more utility in the alloys of aluminium than in aluminium itself.

It was stated in the paper that the British Aluminium Company had
for many years past supplied standard alloys with three different

characteristics. The heaviest of them only had a specific gravity of

;M. Would that be a rollable alloy? It had a greater strength as a

casting, according tx> the paper, than pure aluminium. It had 50 per

cent, more strength than the ordinary aluminium, and it was very

little heavier. Some information on that point would, he thought, be

valuable.

Mr. W. Dkfuies (London) said there was one point of no particular

mechanical interest, but of some practical interest that the author

might take the present occasion to clear up. Mr. Echevariu referred

to the reluctance of one of the Public Departments to use aluminium
for cooking and drinking water utensils. The mention of that fact

reminded him that ten or twelve years ago, on an expedition being

improvised for, he thought, Ashanti, a certain number of aluminium
utensils were sent out ; and he had the opportunity of seeing the

people, after they came back, who used them, and hearing a little of

what happened, and their opinion on the subject. He observed that

although they had been used with nothing but water, a considerable

amount of corrosion was to be detected, and the people who used

them, especially articles such as flasks, stated that the flasks had
somehow a nauseous flavour of that particular vileness which was
oljtained with unbaked porcelain, such as the akarasas may acquire,

wliich they use in Spain—an unspeakable vileness in flavour which it

did not seem possible to remove from the utensil. That happened
ton or twelve years ago, but he had no doubt the recollection of it

stuck in the minds of those people who came across it at the time, as

it did in his. The point which the author with adv.mtage might
clear up was, how did it come about that tho.se utensils corroded to

that large extent with the use of nothing but drinking water, and
attracted to themselves that shocking flavour? It woidd also be
interesting to know whether the circumstances in which aluminium
was produced for that piupose ten or twelve years ago were the same
as they were now, or was there any hope that the same experience

would not be repeated. He thought the author's answer to those

questions would indicate why difficulty was felt in using aluminium,
and possibly show that at the present time it was unfounded.

rrofivs.sor A. K. IIuntington, Member of Council, said, with regard

to the question of sohler, which the previous speaker had leferred to,
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although he had never worked with uluininium much in that way,

it occurred to him that a good deal of the difEculty connected with

solder was due to the attempt to use something to remove the oxide

of aluminium. The moment a chloride, or something of that sort, was
nsed, if any were left on the article (and it had a nasty way of getting

into little crevices) it set up corrosion. There was, no doubt, a great

deal of difficulty in soldering aluminium. It appeared all right at

the time, but by-and-by action of some kind or other was set up,

which might or might not be due to the cause he had indicated, but

it was liable in any case to be set up by electrolytic action between
the solder and aluminium.

Mr. G. A. BoEDDiCKER, Member of Council, wished to know if the

tensile strength could be depended upon. He had some time ago

found at some works in Germany, where cooking pans for the army
were made, that 95 per cent, stood the Government test, while 5 per

cent, were rejected as being too soft, though they were all made from
the same material. He would also like to know at what temperature

aluminium softened. Some people thought that even boiling water

was sufficient to anneal it, but certainly the temperature to which the

upper uncovered part of a saucepan was subjected was sufficient to

soften the aluminium ; a serious drawback to its general use,

Mr. Boeddicker further inquired whether the figure for the ultimate

tensile strength given in the paper for rolled sheet was obtained with

any certainty. A few years ago he visited a manufacturer who was
making aluminium cooking utensils for the German ai"my. An oblong

section was used which was tested with a weight of 20 or 30 kilo-

grammes, put on the flat side to see whether it bent. The manu-
facturer told him that with the same aluminium, out of twenty
saucepans or cooking pans he made, nineteen were good ones and
the twentieth collapsed. There seemed to be some uncertainty about

aluminium giving the tensile strength up to which it was necessary to

work. Another point he should like to know was at what temperature
aluminium lost its tensile strength—at what temperature it softened.

Some people said that if aluminium was washed in hot soap and water

it became absolutely soft. That would be a very serious matter in

a saucepan, because the top of a saucepan was heated very much
beyond boiling-point. The question was whether the saucepan would
not soon get soft, and thus prevent its use for any length of time.

Professor T. Turner, Member of Council, desired to say a few words
about the soldering of aluminium, a very important question to which
reference had been made, both in the paper and by several speakers.

Those who were familiar with the literature of patents would know
that, he thought he was correct in saying, hundreds of patents had
been taken out in this country, in France, in Germany, and in

America, all with the object of soldering aluminium. Though the

great use of aluminium in the Midland district was for motor-car

construction and purposes of that kind, for which it was used cast.
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still a gi-eat deal of wrought aluminium was used, and one of the

greatest difficulties which presented itself to everyVjody was that of

soldering. An old gentleman who had been in the habit of coming
to him at intervals for over twenty years always wanted to know
hovv to solder aluminium, and always mentioned a new method that

he had read of somewhere, but which did not answer very well.

Practical men who used aluminium, often to a comparatively small

extent, would be glad to use it more, but they could not spend time
in trying experiments with all the solders that ha<l been recom-
mended. He thought that if those persons who were interested in

the manufacture and sale of aluminium would, after a careful trial,

recommend what they considered to be the best method of soldering,

it would go a long way towards popularising the material. It was
quite po.ssible that there really was no good solder, but if there was
one, the small manufacturers who wished to buy aluminium and use

it ought to be informed what those processes were which could be

safely recommended at the present time.

Mr. A. E. Seatox, Member of Council, said no allusion had been made
in the discussion to the physical features of aluminium-bronze, or, as

one speaker called it, copper-aluminium. Some yeai's ago he made a

series of experiments, taking every precaution he could think of, with
cop})er and aluminium, with a view to getting a very strong alloy

fit for boiler mountings. He obtained strong castings as a result,

but so porous were they as to be absolutely useless for the pur-

pose intended. The feed-check valve-boxes in the boilers were so

})orouH that it was a most difficult thing to pnt the Admiralty hydraulic

tests on them ; in fact he could not believe it was possiV^le that a

sound metallic casting could be so very porous. On breaking up the

casting he invarialily found that the crystals were of a long needle-

like form, fairly interlaced and interlocked so as to get the necessary

strength, but the structure was a good deal too like wickerwork
to expect water-tightness. He recently made experiments with

aluminium, both Jiritish and American, as to endurance in acid

solution, sea-water, and common washing .soda, and found that the

common washing soda was the most trying to the metal. He ob-

tained some sea-salt from (Jalway Bay so as to get the true Atlantic

mixture, and found, as had already been mentioned, that if the coating

was not disturbed the amount of loss was not very great ; but when
any one took out the plates, examined and cleaned them, and put
them back again, fresh oxidation took place ; the cleaned surface very

soon became covered with bubbles, and a fresh deposit was made
of alumina, liut the loss was after all not very serious with sea-

water, not so much as he supjposed it would be. With acid it was
nyt so great, l)ut he was perfectly astonished at the way in which it

was attacked by the soda. With regard to the use of aluminium
among engineers, so far it had been most disappointing. He thought
the dilHculty with regard to sojdering had been overcome by the use
of a certain flux which wiped away the oxygen. It was not easy to
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make sound castings. He believed aluminium would be very much
more largely used at the pi'esent time if engineers could be sure of

getting the castings sound. When the fact was taken into con.sidera-

tion that aluminium ingots could be purchased to-day at something

like =£65 per ton, and it was only about one-third the weight of cast

iron, engineers would naturally use the metal as a substitute for cast

iron where weight was of any consequence, not only in the case of

motor-cars, but of omnibuses, steamboats, and for various other pur-

poses, in which weight was of importance. He thought it was very

likely that success would be found in the use of one of the rarer metals.

He ventured to predict that, but he did so rather by faith than by
knowledge. Just as steel had been enormously improved by very

minute additions of some of the rarer metals, possibly the same thing

might occur with aluminium. When aluminium could be obtained,

either in sheet or in casting, with an ultimate strength even

approaching that of the old iron ship-plates of* twenty years ago

(18 tons per square inch), one might be sure it would be very largely

used. But until then engineers had to be a little bit shy, although it

was to be regretted. He ventured to think, however, that before the

Institution was many years old the 30,000 tons which had been referred

to as the annual output of aluminium per annum would be increased

many times over, and that there would be no suggestion of complaint

as to its neglect by marine engineers and naval architects.

Mr. W. H. Johnson, Member of Council, remarked that his firm

had had some experience for a great many years in making aluminium

miners' safety lamps, the lightness in the weight of the metal com-

mending its use. But considerable difiiculties were experienced.

In the first place the screw of the oil-vessel, which was liable to a

great deal of wear, being unscrewed every day, wore away too rapidly,

or had a tendency to seize. Then came the great difficulty of casting

the oil-vessels without holes. That difficulty was not experienced in

the case where a vegetable oil, such as colza oil, was used ; but where

a thin mineral oil was employed there was a great tendency for the

vessels to weep excessively, even though the aluminium was mixed

with 10 per cent, of zinc. He would be very glad if any member
would inform him how to overcome that difficulty. The casting of

a miner's lamp oil-cup was not an operation of the simplest form,

because it had to be cast in one piece, with a core.

The President announced that the discussion on the paper must

now be closed in order to allow the author to reply. Any written

contributions to the discussion would be welcomed and considered by

the Publications Committee.

He wished to add a few words with regard to attempts made to

use aluminium for shipbuilding purposes. As a matter of fact these

attempts had proved unsatisfactory because of serious corrosion.

Material had been made which was sufficiently strong, which gave

considerable saving of weight, but which did not prove durable when
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exposed to the action of sea-water. He was not speakinfj of in-

stallations and erections placed high above water such as ]Mr. Ristori

had in mind ; nor dealing with the use of aluminium for super-

structures and out-of-water portions of ships. For the moment he
was dealing with the use of material useil for the construction of the
hulls of ships, an<l he considered that all attempts made in that

diiection had })rok;en down on the side of durability and corrosion.

Similar experience had been gained in France, America, and in this

countiy. That unfavourable condition might not prove permanent,
but it was true up to date. For the .supei'structures of modern ships,

and especially tViose in passenger steamers—which superstructures

were not expected to contribute to structural strength, and were
deliberately cut through so that they should not be severely stressed

—there was possibly a large field for the use of lighter but stiff

material such as aluminium. In such positions, although the metal
was exposed to the occasional action of sea-water or spray, it was
not permanently immersed. For chart-houses, or similar erections

made of aluminium, he believed it had answered quite well, provided

it was continually kept protected l)y paint. Racing yachts built of

aluminium alloys, torpedo-boats made in and for France, had .suffered

greatly from corrosion, and it had become impossible to look upon
these alloys as suitable for shipbuilding. The American yachts were
racing machines pure and simple. So long as they won the race,

their owners did not care much as to their endurance ; but something
different from that was required for general use. Suitable aluminium
alloys might yet be obtained, but they had to be discovered. The
scientific or research side of tlie subject, for the alloys of aluminivmi
with copper, was set forth in gieat detail in a valuable Report of the

Alloys Research Committee of the Institution of Mechanical En-
gineers, and represented chiefly work conducted by Dr. Carpenter.

At the present time further research on ternary alloys of aluminium
were being conducted by Mr. Rosenhain at the National Physical

Laboratory for the Alloys Research Committee.
For structural purposes engineers requii-ed not only plates and

bars, but rivets, or the equivalents of rivets, of suitable quality ; and
initil these were produced it was improbable that the alloys of alu-

Tnirii(un would come into general use for shipbuilding purposes. These
alloys might be useful in many other directions. Nearly thirteen

years ago a consideraV)h' use of aluminium was made in (Jermany for

parts of machinery for torpedo-boats, such as pistons and framing,

'i'iu'se castings were not " closed " castings .such as Mr. Seaton had
mentioned, and the conditions were more favourable to .soundness.

Until it was proved that the difficulties of the past on the side of

corrosion and t>ndurance were overcome, and proof was obtained that

would justify fresh experiments, he did not think that aluminium
alloys were likely to find nnich favour for the particular purposes
mentioned. If Mr. Echevarri or his friends could produce matei*ials

which comVnned durability with other good qualities, they might be
sure that users would employ them, and would not be backward
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in making large purchases, because great savings might then be

possible in structural weight.

Mr. J. T. W. EcHEVARRi, in reply, said that Mr. Philip mentioned
the question of the corrosion of aluminium-bronze. During the past

eighteen years his firm had made a number of aluminium-bronze

propellers for Admiralty boats and also for the French Admiralty,

and he had never yet heard of one case of corrosion. With regard

to the size of aluminium sheets, they could be hot rolled in a

sbeel-mill quite easily up to any size the maker liked to cast his

billet. With regard to the question of rolling the alloys of alu-

minium, Mr. Milton mentioned the point as to rolling the casting

alloy, that a very similar alloy could be rolled giving a tensile in

plates of something like 16 to 18 tons per squre inch. So far as

ductility was concerned they could be bent to right angles. He
believed it was a similar alloy to that which was used for the

superstructure of the Celtic.

The President said the members had already thanked Mr. Eche-

varri for his paper, but he was sure he expressed their feelings in

saying they were much obliged to the author for the additional in-

formation he had given on that occasion.

COMMUNICATIONS

Mr. L. A. Legros (London) wrote that Mr. Echevarri gave certain

figures for standard alloys made by the British Aluminium Company,
which had been used by himself (Mr. Legros) in large quantities in

the construction of portions of motor-cars. The figures given by Mr.

Echevarri as to specific gravity and tensile strength were very in-

structive ; and it should be noted that where strength was a matter

of consideration either in direct tension, or in direct compression,

the lighter alloys did not give the maximum of strength for a

minimum weight.

The following table showed how these aluminium alloys compared

with steel and gun-metal, weight for weight :

—

Metal. Density.

Equivalent
Sections for

same Weight.
Square Inches.

Mean
Tensile
Strength.

Tons per
Square
Inch.

Mean Tensile

Strength of Equi-
valent Sections
of same Weight.
Tons per Square

Inch.

Per
Cent.

Aluminium alloy No. 4
Aluminium alloy No. 6
Aluminium alloy No. 6A
Gun-metal
Mild Steel

2-7

2-9

31
8-4

7-9

2-93

2-72
2 -55

0-94

1-00

8-0

10-0

12-0

13-5
30-0

23-4

27-2
30-6

12-7

30

78
91

102
42
100
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The writer had used many tons of the 6A alloy and had found
that, when proper precautions against burning the metal were taken
in the foundry, the material was quite as dependable as gun-metal.
There was, in fact, much the same difference between the purer
coninierciiil forms of the metal and this alloy as exi.sted between
copper and gun-metal. A mild steel ^-inch stud screwed to a depth
of \ inch into a casting of this alloy would stretch and break
by tightening down the nut without shearing the thread in the
casting. When, howev^er, there was a possibility of castings being
made fiom any pattern in a light alloy, it was generally preferable

to carry steel bolts right through in tlie design instead of using the

studs.

Aluminium in the form of wire had not the same strength, weight
for weight, as steel, and would not replace wire of the latter material

where reduction of weight was absolutely essential, as in the case of

aeroplane design. The same did not apply, however, to resistance to

com])ression, and although, weight for weight, aluminium presented
about the same resistance as good fir-wood, yet in the case of struts

aluminium tul)e could be made of considerable larger diameter than
a solid piece of timber of tlie same weight, and, since the strength of

such struts varied approximately as the 3'6th power of the diameter,

the use of aluminium might prove of advantage for certain portions

of aeroplanes ; the designers of these machines would, however, re-

quire to take into consideration the capacity for absorbing work,
which might be termed *' springiness," as well as strength.

In many constructional problems, again, the material was employed
in ri'sistance to bending, and under those conditions the extra thick-

ness which was obtainable for a given minimum weight had a very
snuch larger influence on the strength of the piece designed.

That may be seen by comparing the same niateiials as before in

rectangular bars (of equal weight, breadth, antl length) supported as

beams and loaded centrally. The figures obtained by this comparison
were given in Table II. :

—

Metal. Density.

2-7

31
8-4

7'J

Depth of

Beam in

Inches.

Tensile

Strength.
Tons per

Square Inch.

Comparative
Strength per

Cent.

Aluminiiini alloy No. 4 . .

Aliiiiiiniuin alloy No. (! .

.Muminiuiu alloy No. (J.\

(iun-metal

Steel

2-93

272
2 55
01)4

100

8
10(»

120
13-5

30

230
247
260
40
100

The author had alludtMl to the use of sheet aluminium for the

panels of car and carriage bodies, and to the increased application

which was taking place in this direction. With the increase in the
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demand for small cheap motor-cars it could be a matter of no doubt
that the bodywork, before long, would be produced almost entirely

from sheet metal by stamping. The writer noticed a distinct

tendency towards this in many of the cheaper cars exhibited at the

Paris Motor Show (December 1908).

Under the heading " Alloys of Aluminium," the author of the

paper had scarcely alluded to a subject of great importance ; and
it appeared to the writer that that bi-anch alone was one on
which a much longer paper could with advantage be written, no

man being better fitted for this task than the author of the present

paper.

One alloy referred to, which was produced by the addition of

electrolytic copper to aluminium, had been used in large quantities

by the writer for parts requiring great strength ; some of those

bronzes had tensile strengths up to 35 tons per square inch. They
were, however, somewhat difficult to cast on account of the large

number and size of the runners and risers required, any reduction in

which was apt to cause drawing of the casting and hollowness.

Another increasing use for aluminium was in the case of certain

alloys containing a large percentage of zinc, with some other metals

;

these being employed for making what were known as composition

castings. The alloy in question would run at a very low temperature
and enabled castings of high finish to be produced from chill moulds.

Large numbers of small parts for typewriters, automatic machines,

phonographs, toys, &c., were produced in this way. The process is

even used for much larger and more important articles ; the writer

had seen castings, with the screw-threads complete, for carburettors

for motor-cars, covers for gear-boxes, and other parts where great

strength was not required, which had been turned out, practically

finished, from the chill moulds.

It would be of much interest if the author of the paper would give

some other examples of this application and data of the composition
and melting-points of the alloys which gave the best results for

different classes of this chill-mould work.

Mr, George T. Holloway (London) wrote that it was interesting

to note that aluminium was first prepared from cryolite by Messrs.
Dick and Smith in the laboratory of Dr. Percy, and that the metal
thus made was exhibited at the Royal Institution in 1855. In the

same year and in the same laboratory, Mr. Dick, who is still living,

first prepared the 10 per cent, aluminium-bronze.
A useful paper by H^rault* stated that the "H^rault" process

was published as a patent specification in France eighteen months
prior to Hall's application for the American patent, and gave the
following statistics as to the variation in price of aluminium since it

had been made on what might be called a commercial scale :

—

Bull. Soc. dc rIndustrie Miritrale (1900), 3rd series, vol. xiv. pp. 1737 to 1748.
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1

Accoi'ding to Herault's paper, the world's production in 1886 was
only 1500 kilogrammes, but the output had risen to over 5000 tonnes in

1900. It was stated by Herault, though the statement appeared to

be open to doubt, that over 2500 tonnes of aluminium was used in

steelworks in 1900.

Many of the statements which had been made or puV)lished i-egard-

ing the corrosion of aluminium or its power of resisting corrosion

required considerable modification on account of the much greater

purity of the metal as now produced. What was entirely correct

ten years ago might be completely wrong now, and the reduction of

the impurities from the 1^ or 2 per cent, of ten years ago to the

J
per cent, or less of to-day, had increased the value of the metal

en(jrmously and rendered it fit for many purposes for which it was
formerly absolutely unsuitable, or at least unreliable.

Some pieces of the best obtainable aluminium sheet (about .}.,

inch thick) and wire (about j',. and ..V thick) were hinig up
on the wall of the author's laboratory about twelve years ago and
exposed to the oi-dinary fumes, etc. After less than twelve months,
all wore found to have been remarkably corroded, the corroded areas

being so numerous as to appear almost continuous except when
examined with a lens. Each corroded part had, however, evidently

formed round a nucleus of some impurity, and the whole was so

brittle as to break up like a piece of charred paper. The corrosion

was mainly ii\ the form of a white powder, and appeared to be
merely aluminium oxide, as might have been expected.

Some recently purchased commercial aluminium, not stilted to be
of exceptional purity, had been somewhat similarly under trial and
was found to be far more resistant, the corrosion being much less in

amount and less sporadic.

Althougii so distinctly uutallic, aluminium possessed many peculiar

characteristics which almost placed it in a class of its own aiul ren-

dered it necessary to consider it from a special point of view.

The action of liquids and .solids cm aluminium at ordinary tempera-
tures was entirely dilVerent from that obtaining at higher tempera-
tures. In the former case, it may be described as the ordinary
chemical action which occurred with any metal capable of being
dissolved or corroded ; but, at a reil heat, aluminium had cvu-ious

properties, and its powerful reducing action, so well shown by its

use in thermit and as a reducing agent for various metallic oxides,
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gave rise to an entirely new set of reactions unlike those produced

by most other metals. Thus, at a red heat, or in some cases only

at an almost white heat, alkaline carbonates, sulphates, nitrates,

borates, and many other salts as well as metallic oxides were acted

upon with almost explosive violence, the aluminium being oxidised

with production of aluminates, &c. Many metallic sulphides also

violently attacked aluminium at a red heat.

A curious effect, showing the manner in which aluminium differed

from ordinary metals, was its behaviour with mercury. If " wetted "

in any spot with a trace of metallic mercury, the alloy commenced
at once to oxidise and a peculiar cauliflower-like growth appeared

and gradually extended until the whole metal had been converted

into the oxide. The oxidation was so rapid that the growth might
almost be followed by the eye. It appeared to be due to the rapid

oxidation of the aluminium in the alloy and the re-alloying of the

mercury thus liberated with more aluminium, followed immediately

by the oxidation of that aluminium, and so on until the whole had
been converted into a biscuit of porous alumina. The same action

occurred, thovigh somewhat less rapidly, when a solution of a mercury
salt was brought into contact with aluminium, or even when alu-

minium was exposed to mercury vapour, and it was quite likely that

much of the peculiar corrosion set up in aluminium under certain

conditions, by fumes, liquids, etc., might be due to a somewhat similar

action which resulted in the exposure of the aluminium to atmos-

pheric oxidation in a state peculiarly susceptible to chemical change.

As already stated, many of the published results were based on the

properties of aluminium of a quality very different from that now
made, and the publication of a series of authoritative experiments on
commercial aluminium of good quality, as now prepared, would be of

the greatest value, both to the trade and to the scientist.

A difficulty which limited the use of aluminium for making closed

receptacles for liquids which had no action on aluminium itself—

a

use for the metal of enormous range if it were possible—was the
impossibility of soldeiing its joints. No solder had yet been made
which would withstand the test of time and the peculiar electrolytic

action which even pure, damp air sets up between aluminium and
all such alloys as appear likely to prove suitable as solders, this

action rendering the joints so fragile as to preclude the permanent
water-tight soldering of even the turned over joints of aluminium
receptacles of any size.

The futm'e of aluminium depended very largely on the main-
tenance of the high standard of purity on which its value for most
purposes depended. There were many purposes for which com-
paratively impvire aluminium might be used, such as for addition to

iron and steel, for the prepaiation of thermit, and for other purposes
in which it was employed as a heat-producing or reducing agent

—

but where it was used as "aluminium," or as an alloy, purity was of

such paramount importance that it would almost be advisable for

only the highest grade to be made for such purposes.
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There was little prospect of an increase of purity in the materials

used in the manufacture bciiifj witliin the range of commercial
possibility ; but although difficult, it was possiVjle that methods of

purifying crude aluminium might be worked out. Much time was
devoted to this question in the eai-ly days of the industry, but with
little regard to the peculiar " non-metallic " idiosyncrasies of the
metal, and the results were mainly negative. It was, however,
probable that some means could be ado{)ted for eliminating or over-

coming the injurious effect of the iron and silicon, and if a means of

removing small quantities of those objectionable constituents could

be devised, it would probably be no more difficult to remove a much
larger amount.

Another promising field for research lay in testing the influence

of small quantities of other metals in improving the quality of good
aluniinium, or in overcoming the injurious effect of such impurities

as cannot be eliminated. Very little work appeared to have been
done in that direction, although so much research work had been
carried out in connection with the manufacture of aluminium alloys.

Mr. EciiEVAKiu, in reply, wrote that he was obliged to Mr. Legros
for setting out so clearly the distinctive chaiacteristics of the three-

standard light aluminium alloys (mentioned in the paper), as com-
pared with gun-mt'tal ami steel. He was afraid that a large number
of users of aluminium-alloy castings had not sufficiently a})preciated

the strength of those alloys. Mr. Legros also mentioned the increasing

use of aluminium in connection with the alloys containing a large

percentage of zinc with other metals, for casting in chill moulds.

There was a very lai-ge field indeed for such castings, especially for

small articles of intricate shape, and a good alloy for this was
composed of about :

—

Per Cent.
Zinc 74
Aluminium 1-1

Copper 3
Tin I)

Mr. Holloway remarked ui)on the greater purity of commercial
aluminium as now proilnoed, and there was no doubt that a very

great improvement liad been made in that direction, with the result

that aluminium in its pure state was now being used much more
extensively in connection with various descriptions of chemical plant.
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NOTES ON PHOSPHOR-BRONZE
By a. PHILIP, B.Sc, Assoc. R.S.M. (Admiralty Chemist).

MuNTZ metal is a copper-zinc alloy of very definite chemical

composition, and possesses remarkable mechanical properties

which have been well known in practice for many years. The
precise relationship between definite heat and mechanical

treatment of this alloy and the changes which this treatment

produces in the ultimate tensile stress, percentage elongation,

resistance to shock, &c., have only been investigated compara-

tively recently by E. A. Lewis * and by 0. F. Hudson and G.

D. Bengough.f The researches made by these investigators

are, in fact, based upon a • preliminary knowledge of the

chemical and mechanical properties of a single binary copper

and zinc alloy of very definite composition, whose equilibrium

curve had been thoroughly investigated by Shepherd.^

Phosphor-bronze is a more complicated material than Muntz
metal, and on this account it is all the more important that

compositions of a suitable chemical character shall be selected

for carrying out an investigation of its mechanical and micro-

scopic character, as modified by heat and work.

With phosphor-bronze the range of compositions from which

a selection can be made is in practice somewhat great, and is

not, as is the case with Muntz metal, restricted within very

narrow limits. On this account it appears to the writer that

the first steps towards the selection of a suitable phosphor-

bronze composition upon which further investigation as to the

effects of heat and work treatment can be carried out, must
consist in the consideration of as large a number as possible

of mechanical tests made upon phosphor-bronze alloys of

different known chemical compositions.

Published results of the chemical and mechanical tests

* Journal of the Society of Chemical Industry, 1903, p. 12.

t Ibid., 1906, p. 503, and 1907, p. 43.

J Journal of Physical Chemistry, June 1904,
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carried out on the same samples of phosphor-bronze are

scarce, although many results of mechanical tests on material

whoso chemical composition is not stated are available, whilst

conversely results of chemical analysis have also been given

without the results of any mechanical tests.

The object of the present notes is, therefore, twofold : First,

to put on record connected results of the chemical and

mechanical tests of a considerable number of samples of

phosphor-bronze with the view of arriving at some general

provisional conclusion as to the most reasonable chemical

specification for this material ; and, second, to enable, by means
of these results, a selection to be made of one or more com-

positions upon which further exhaustive investigations ma}^ be

carried out as to the connection between mechanical properties

and heat and work treatment.

The results of the chemical analyses and mechanical tests

tabulated here have been obtained during the past two or

three years.

All the samples the results of whose tests are here given

are castings with the exception of eleven samples of rolled or

drawn alloys, Nos. 87 and 90 to 99 inclusive. Those samples

which are described merely as castings were so described when
received, and are understood generally to consist of castings of

smaller size.

The samples have been arranged on the table roughly in

order of an increasing percentage of copper present, commenc-
ing with 82-3 per cent, of copper and rising to 99"27 per cent.

The whole of the samples may be approximately divided

into five groups, namely :

—

{a) Drawn rolled or forged phosphor-bronze, such as rods,

rolled plates and sheets, rivets, wire, &c. These all contain at

least 94 parts per cent, of copper, with phosphorus varying

from O'll up to 04 parts per cent., the remainder being tin.

The ultimate tensile of these samples is never lower than

19"7, and sample No. 97, consisting of rod, is probably an

annealed sample, whilst in one sample of rod for springs. No.

95, it rises as high as 46'04 per square inch.

{h) Small Castings.—These are described as castings only.

In general the ultimate tensile stress at which these samples
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broke was low, varying from 13 to as high as nearly 18

tons per square inch, whilst the copper varied from 8 2 '3 to

90 per cent., and the phosphorus from 0*3 to 0*71 per cent.

Owing to the difficulty of making mechanical tests on small

samples and the usually unavoidable rapidity in cooling,

somewhat low results are to be expected in material of this

character.

(c) Bearings.—These contain from 84*5 to 91*0 per cent, of

copper and 0*37 to 0*8 5 per cent, of phosphorus. The ulti-

mate tensile stress varies from 7*7 6 up to 26*4 tons per square

inch, and eight out of the ten samples have an ultimate tensile

of over 18' 8 tons.

{d) Sheaves for Blocks.—The composition of the twenty-five

samples is: copper, 87*73 to 92-3
;
phosphorus, 0*15 to 0*73

;

and seventeen out of the twenty samples containing more
than 0"3 per cent, of phosphorus gave an ultimate tensile of

over 17 tons per square inch.

{e) Gear Wheels, Pinions, and Worm Wheel Rims.—These

nineteen samples contained from 88*5 to 95'5 parts per cent,

of copper, and from 007 to 1*5 6 per cent, of phosphorus. But

of the thirteen of these samples containing from 0*3 to 1*0 per

cent, of phosphorus all except No. 56 gave an ultimate tensile

of 20 tons or over, and No. 56 srave an ultimate tensile of 18*5

tons. These thirteen samples contain from 88*7 to 95*5 per

cent, of copper.

From a study of these results the writer proposes the follow-

ing as a provisional specification of the chemical composition

of phosphor-bronze casting to give in larger castings an ulti-

mate tensile of over 1 7 tons per square inch, and an elonga-

tion on 2 inches of not less than 20 per cent.

Per Cent.

Copper 90 to 92

Tin 7-4 to 9-7

Phosphorus 0-3 to 0-6

There are sixteen samples, the results of the chemical and
mechanical tests upon which are given in the tables, namely,

from No. 61 to No. 82 inclusive, whose chemical composition

agrees with the above proposed specification, and of these

sixteen samples one only, and that a small casting, failed to
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give 17"5 tons per square inch as an ultimate tensile stress

or a percentage elongation of less than 20 per cent, on 2

inches.

The above proposed specification is very close to the

specification adopted by the Admiralty, namely :

—

Per Cent.

Copper 90
Tin 9-7

Phosphorus 0'3

This composition was required to give an ultimate tensile

of 17 tons per square inch, and an elongation of 15 per cent,

on a 6 -inch length, and to withstand bending over a 2 -inch

bar until the two sides were parallel without any cracking

taking place. This Admiralty specification was not, however,

based upon the results given in this paper, and it is of interest

to see how closely two independent estimations of the bes>"

probable chemical composition have agreed.

Some specifications for phosphor-bronze compositions with

which tlic writer is acquainled specify the amount of plios-

})horus to be present in terms of the amount of copper-

phosphide or tin - phosphide emplo3-ed in the mixture for

melting. This method of specification is unsatisfactory on

account of its ambiguity. One specification of this character

specifies tlie amount of phosphorus and copper to be employed

in manufacturing the copper-phosphide used, but notwith-

standing this it is not possible by this means to secure that

the co|)per-phosphide, or still less the final phosphor-bronze

alloy, shall contain the definite amount of phosphorus required,

because indefinite amounts of phosphorus must be lost first

in the manufacture of the copper- or tin-phosphide; and

secondly, in the melting and casting of the phosphor-bronze

itself. The only satisfactory method of specifying the amount
of pliosphorus is to specify the percentage which is to be

present in the finished metal, thus allowing the manufacturer

himself to prt)portion his additions of phosphorus in .such a

manner as to secure the final necessary percentage. Such
additions must, of course, vary with the particular practice of

melting, &c., adopted.
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For phosphor - bronze rod, sheet, or wire the following

specification is indicated by the results given on the table :—

Copper 91-5 to 97 o.

Tin ....... Remainder tin.

Phosphorus 010 to 0-25.

Ultimate tensile stress when unannealed over 30 tons per sq. in.

Percentage elongation ,, ,, ,, 10 per cent, on 2 in.

Ultimate tensile stress when annealed over 20 tons per sq. in.

Percentage elongation ,, ,, ,, 40 per cent, on 2 in.

For phosphor-bronze bearings the amount of phosphorus

undoubtedly should be high, but what the particular best

limits should be the writer is not prepared to state definitely,

but it should probably be from 0'8 to 1*0 per cent., or possibly

higher.

From the results of the chemical and mechanical tests

recorded in this paper there appears to be some indication

that in a given phosphor-bronze alloy of definite composition

containing from 88 to 90 per cent, of copper, the raising of

the amount of phosphorus present tends to somewhat raise

the ultimate tensile stress, but at the same time lower the

percentage elongation of the material. Probably the per-

centage elongation of alloys used for bearings need not be

very high, but hardness, or at least a low co-efficient of friction,

is of chief importance. The secret of the value of phosphor-

bronze for bearings is, in fact, probably due chiefly not to its

high ultimate tensile, but to the fact that, as will be pointed

out more in detail later, the high phosphorus bronzes consist

of a network of a hard copper-phosphide supported and held

together in a matrix of a softer copper-tin alloy. The bear-

ing surface of the journal is actually this skeleton of phos-

phide, which possesses a low co-efficient of friction for most

other metals, and whilst sufficiently hard to resist abrasion,

has its somewhat brittle character rectified by the surrounding

and supporting matrix of copper-tin alloy.

The following table, which gives the results of chemical and
mechanical tests made upon all samples of phosphor-bronze

now under consideration containing over 0*7 per cent, of

phosphorus, is of interest, as calling attention to the general
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properties of bronzes of higher phosphorus content of difterent

compositions :

—

Results of Chemical ami Mechanical Tests on Phosphor-hronze Alloys

containing over 0*7 Parts per Cent, of Phosphorus.

Ultimate
Per-

flota-

tion

No.

Results of Chemical Tests. Tensile
Mark on
Sample.

Character of

Sample.
in Tons
per

Square
Inch.

centage
Elonga-
tion on
2 Inches.Copper. Tin. Zinc.

Phos-
phorus.

2 1277. T.08 Bearings .... 84-5 14.5 nil 0-86 776 10
4 2055. T. 0(5 Piston packing ring 85-6 10-84 2-74 0-82 8-5 3-0

7 54.T.05 Gear wheel . . . 8(J-8 12-2 trace 1-43 13-4 4-5

8 53.r.05 ,, ... 87-() 12 ,

,

1-50 13-94 7-0

15 1108. r. 05 Piston packing ring 87-7 10-7 nil 0-97 23.2 (JO

27 1424.T.08 Bearings .... 88-!) 10-15 0-82 18-8 100
2!) 1282. r.08 Bush ^ &S-!) 10-3 0-77 19-0 12-0

34 517. T.08 Castings .... 8'J •(> 10-2 0-71 16-4 110
41 114!t.T.()8 Bearings .... 8!) -7 9-4 0-78 20-2 12-0

42 1205.T.05 ,, .... 89-2 96 0-71 20-1 15
59 1423. T.08 ,, .... 89-1 101 0-72 18-1 110
68 8159.04 Sheaves .... 90-4 8-90

>
0-73 18-5

to 20-0
24

to 2f.-0

85 1171. T.07 Worm wheel rim . 94-2 4-9 0-96 25-0 28-0

8(i 117;?.T.07
>i

94-4 4-8 0-98 24-8 3f;-o

88 1172.r.07 95-5 4-95 0-95 24 •« 34-0

8y 17 10. T.07 .. 95-2 3-82 0-86 22-9 43-0

Effect of the Presence of very Minute Tr.\ces of

Phosphorus upon Gun-metal.

It is frequently claimed that in a phosphor-bronze casting

it is only necessary that the most minute traces of phosphorus

shall be present in order that the material shall possess all

the best qualities of a phosphor-bronze. Although it is not

considered that this claim is correct, yet it must be freely

admitted that very small traces of phosphorus in gun-metal

alloys are frequently accompanied by remarkably satisfactory

mechanical properties. This is particularly shown by the

following tabular statement of the chemical composition ami

results of mechunical tests on six snmples of so-calletl gun-

metals. These samples were originally tested as gun-metals,

the amounts of copper, tin, lead, and zinc alone being deter-

mined. All these samples exhibited exceptionally high and

uniform tensile and elongation tests, and it occurred to the
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writer that phosphorus might be present, and on being looked

for it was found in very minute traces (less than 0'005 per

cent.) in all the samples. The general effect of phosphorus

is apparently twofold ; firstly, it removes any oxygen present

in the alloy, thus improving its ultimate tensile and elongation

tests ; and, secondly, further additions still further increase its

tensile and elongation tests up to an amount as high as about

0*7 per cent, of phosphorus, and at the same time increases

its hardness, as measured by resistance to abrasion by a file.

It has been the writer's experience during recent years that it

is tending to become a general practice to add minute traces

of phosphorus to gun-metal alloys in Avhich its presence is not

required by specification, in order to secure more satisfactory

mechanical tests.

Mechanical and Chemical Tests on Gun-metals containing

Traces of Phosphorus.

Ultimate

Labora-
tory No.

Stamp
No.

Tensile in

Tons per
Square
Inch.

Elonga-
tion per

Cent, on
2 Inches.

Reduction
of Area
per Cent.

C pper. Tin. Zinc.

3177.T T.l 19-5 21 20 86-6 11-8 1-0

3178.T T.2 19-8 20 23 86-6 11-4 2-0

3180.T T.5 19 '7 32 30 86-7 11-7 10
3176.T G.l 19-0 24 23 86-8 11-4 1-8

3181.

T

G.3 20-5 25 25 86-5 11-8 1-7

3179.T G.5 19 27 29 87-0 11-5 1-5

A trace of phosphorus
(less than 0"005 per

cent.) was present in

all thtise samples.

Variation in the Mechanical Properties of Phosphor-

bronze WHEN SUBMITTED TO DIFFERENT MECHANICAL
AND Heat Treatment.

The writer is Avell aware that in the absence of very definite

statements as to the precise heat and mechanical treatment

of the samples of phosphor-bronze tabulated in this paper a

serious cause of variation of an unknown value is introduced,

and the deductions to be drawn from the results of this series
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of chemical and mechanical tests must, therefore, be received

with caution, and must not be pushed to extremes ; notwith-

standing this, it is considered that the publication of all these

results will be of value, and that the conclusion as to the

probable best chemical composition for phosphor-bronze for

casting purposes is valid. As some indication of the variations

in mechanical properties which different mechanical and

thermal treatment of an identical phosphor-bronze alloy can

produce, the following results of five tests made by Kirkaldy,

and published in a paper by C. M. Levi,* are given :

—

No.
Uhimate Tensile

Strength.
Tons per Square Inch.

Elastic Limit.

Tons per Square Inch.

Elongation per Cent.
(The length upon which

this is taken is not
stated.)

1

2
3
4

5

33-47
32 -8()

28-3f>

24-14
22-;{8

24-81
24-6.-)

18-0!)

11-75
9-69

2-53

3-20
9-40

31-30
39-10

Phosphor-bronze Wire of Special Composition.

The present Admiralty specification for phosphor-bronze

wire for braiding electric cables requires it to be made of a

mixture of pure tin—not less than 5 per cent.—and pure

copper, and to have a breaking stress of not less than 20 tons

per square inch of section, with an elongation of not less than

42 per cent, in a length of 5 inches.

As a matter of interest the analysis of a sample of phosphor-

bronze wire for braiding electric cables is here given, viz. :

—

En. I "A." End"H."

Copper ....
Tin ....
Phosphorus .

Lead and zinc

. 1 92H50
fi-500

0-314

absent

92-900
6-550

322
absent

, 99-664 99-772

Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute, 1873, p. 40.
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The analyses were made from samples cut from opposite

ends of a 3 -foot length. The composition exhibits remarkable

uniformity, and the chief interest which attaches to it is that

two or three makers have stated that such material cannot be

manufactured, as it contains too much tin and too much
phosphorus. The results of the mechanical tests on this

material are unknown, but, as may be noticed by examining

the sample exhibited, it possesses remarkable toughness and

resistance to bending fracture.

The Condition in which Phosphorus Exists in

Phosphor-bronze.

If sections of samples of phosphor-bronze containing from

0*1 to 2*0 parts per cent, of phosphorus are prepared and

polished and examined under the microscope, without etching

or colouring in any way, by means of vertical illumination, it

will be noticed that as the phosphorus contents rise a network

of pearly grey colour can be distinguished in increasing

amounts clearly outlined against the redder colour of a copper-

tin alloy. This effect, although readily apparent to the e3'e,

is not easily photographed, and it is considered that for a

uniformity of examination it is desirable to as far as possible

avoid the use of etching or colouring effects. The difference

m apparent colour between the greyer and the redder con-

stituents is very much like that seen when the disc of the full

moon is seen low on the horizon, the markings on the moon
contrasting with its reddish higher lights in very much the

same tints.

As a result of a series of investigations which are now being

carried out, but which are not sufficiently completed for publi-

cation, it is considered as being very probable that these greyer-

coloured networks consist of the copper-phosphide CUgP. This

compound should contain 14"09 parts per cent, of phosphorus,

and samples of artificially prepared copper-phosphide used in

the commercial preparation of phosphor-bronzes have been

obtained containing over 12 "2 parts per cent, of phosphorus.

This latter material is steel-grey in colour, and is harder than

ordinary Admiralty composition gun-metal (copper 88, tin 10,
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zinc 2). It possesses apparently an identical colour with that

of the grey reticulations observed in phosphor-bronze, as was

proved by inserting a plug of the copper-phosphide in a small

plate of phosphor-bronze, and then cutting and polishing a

section, by which means the colour of the plug could be com-
pared under the microscope in close contiguity to the grey

network. Conversely that the hardness of the grey network

is greater than that of the surrounding gun-metal can be

rciidily shown both by polishing on a soft material, when the

grey network stands out in relief, and also by scratching the

surface and viewing it by tangential light, when the scratches

are observed to be deeper on the gun-metal than on the grey

phosphide material.

It is considered that when phosphor-tin or phosphide of

copper is added to copper of a copper-tin alloy the phosphorus

coipbines with the copper, the tin being reduced to the metallic

state, and on cooling the copper-phosphide separates out in a

pure or nearly pure form and gives rise to the grey network

observed, whilst the redder matrix consists of the copper- or

copper-tin alloy containing very little, if any, phosphorus.

Special Characteristics of Phosphor-bronze.

The special characteristics of phosphor-bronze are :

—

( 1 ) Its freedom from corrosion by salt water, which is

apparently largely due to its freedom from zinc.

(2) Its high qualities as a mechanical constructive material

as compared with an ordinary zinc-fieo bronze.

(3) The small effect which rise of temperature has upon its

mechanical properties, wliich remain practically unimpaired at

teinpevatures at which zinc containing cop[)er alloys exhibits

serious drops in strength.

(4) A spark cannot be readily obtained from it by a blow.

(5) Phosphor-bronzes <>f high phosphorus content possess

low friction co-etticients for most metals, and are hard enough

to resist abrasion well.

On account of the above properties, phosphor-bronze is

particularly suited for boiler fittings and for fittings exposed to

sea-water, for the construct i<.)n ot" machinery for manufacturing

explosives, and for bearings for high-speed machinery.
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DISCUSSION

Mr. Philip, at the conclusion of his paper, made an interesting

historical reference. It was as to the origin of phosphor-bronze

alloys. He had tried to find out when the material first came into

use. He found that the Phosphor-Bronze Company was in existence

in 1875 or 1876, and he found also that there was a paper * with a letter

from Dr. Percy, which, as far as he was able to understand, although

on that he would like to have fui'ther information, showed that

phosphorus for treating copper and probably for copper-tin alloys was
first investigated and used practically by his predecessor, Mr. "Weston,

in 1873, and the evidence, especially Dr. Percy's letter, strongly pointed

to the fact that he was the first metallurgist who used phosphorus in

such alloys.

The President requested members to join with him in expressing

their thanks to Mr. Philip for his valuable paper, and for the light

which he had thrown upon the history and use of phosphor-bronze.

But besides the personal obligation they owed to him, Sir William
wished them to thank him as holding the office of Admiralty Chemist
and continuing the work of other eminent chemists who had previously

filled that office. Mr. Philip was a worthy successor of those dis-

tingviished men, and they were very pleased to see him amongst them.

He also wished that they should thank the Admiralty for their courtesy

in permitting the publication of results of their experience. It might
be desirable for him to add that before the work of Weston
mentioned by Mr. Philip was done, an amateur metallurgist, named
Farquharson—who was a subordinate officer in the Department of

Kaval Construction, and was much concerned with the practical tests

of copper—began an investigation into the properties of phosphor-

bronze. Mr. Weston, as the Admiralty Chemist, really became
charged with the investigation, but the preliminary work done by Mr.
Farquharson should also be remembered. But he could go further

back even than that. When he was a student in the Royal School of

Naval Architecture in the years 1864-67, Dr. Percy, who was their

Lecturer in Metallurgy, predicted that a great effect upon copper
alloys would be produced by the presence of small quantities of

phosphorus. Mr. Philip gave an outline specification for phosphor-

bronzes on p. 164, and invited members to express opinions

thereupon. The author also described in the clearest terms the

attitude of the Admiralty as large users of metals in regard to

processes of manufacture. He had pointed out the fact that the

Admiralty concerned itself with the metals as they were delivered,

and did not insist upon specified compositions except as the result of

experience. The President thought every maker of metals would
agree that the user had a perfect right to insure that the article

delivered should in its chemical composition and mode of manufacture

* Phil. Mag., Dec. 1875, Supplement, p. 1,
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be up to sample. But it was desirable in general that manufacturers

should be given as free a hand as possible in regard to the chemical

composition and processes of manufacture which should fulfil the

physical and mechanical conditions required by the user. For many
years it was his duty to advise the Atlmiralty in those matters, and
that was the principle upon which he always went. While there

should be absolute freedom to the maker in determining processes

and chemical composition of alloys fulfilling the conditions laid down
by the purchaser, when once these matters had been settled tlie

purchaser had the right to make sure that within reasonable and
proper limits the actual delivery was in accord with the specification.

He, for one, had always been oppo.sed to the user taking the place of

the manufacturer or the manufacturer attempting to dictate to the

user. The purchaser had a perfect right to .say what he wanted, and
what its qualities should be, but he had not the right to invade the

province of the manufacturer. Mr. Gaywood, who had a large and
special experience in bronze alloys, was present, and he would request

that gentleman to open the discussion.

Mr. Charles F. (Jaywood (Birmingham) said that he would like

to correct what, he thought, was a mistake in regard to the first

invention of ph()s[)hor-bronze. He believed the first inventor of

phosphor-bronze was Professor Kunzel, who was a Belgian chemist,

and read a paper on the subject before the leading chemists and
metallurgists of Europe. He believed it was somewhere in the

'si.xties—if he could get hold of the original paper he would give them
the reference—but it was somewhere in the 'sixties that it was read,

and also when the company with which he was connected originally

arose.

At the suggestion of the President, Mr. Gaywood sbited that he

would endeavour to give the reference at the London meeting. In

the meantime he thought that the paper read by Mr. Philip was of

great interest, and he hoped it would have the effect of standai'dising

the specifications and tests for jthosphor-bronze. The chief direction in

which the proiluction of those alloys had developed themselves lately

had been in the direction of imitations. These had been called into

being partly for the .sake of cheai)ne.ss in the first cost, but more on

account of a desire on the part of the majority of engineers for a

metal which would machine more easily and so keep down cost in

the workshops. The modern tendency being to keep down workshop
costs to as low a level as [)Ossible, theie was an enormous demand for

a metal which would have the general appearance of phosphor-lnonze

and yet machine easily. Phosphor-bronze was, in the first instance,

an expensive nuiterial, owing not only to the high cost of the ingred-

ients, but also to the increased cost of workiiig the material owing to

its hardness and toughness. The modern craze for reducing costs

was opposed to the use of everything which was likely to increase

them. Therefore, if something was not done to fix the standard of

phosphor-bronze, the name would continue to be used to represent all
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kinds of mixed metals. One reason why phosphor-bronze was so

expensive was that the effect of a small quantity of impurities was
so marked—especially oxides. If one remembered the great affinity

of phosphorus for oxygen, it would be seen at once that it was impo.ss-

ible to produce phosphor-bronze satisfactorily from any cheap scrap.

Theoretically, the production of phosphor-bronze rested upon the

deoxidation of copper and tin by the inti'oduction of phosphorus. The
action of the phosphoi'us resulted in imparting a crystalline nature to

the tin and thus assisted it to alloy with the copper ; and, further, by
forming a phosphide of copper and tin which had a lower freezing

point and formed a eutectic which ran around and filled up the

crevices formed between the crystals, thus making the structure much
more close and homogeneous. The amount of this eutectic mixture in

the tin alloy controlled the properties and character of the metal
produced. Phosphor-bronze should be produced from the very purest

ingredients. It would be readily understood that owing to the

affinity of phosphorus for oxygen the use of scrap copper—which
always contained a considerable amount of oxide—was prohibited, as

it would rob the mixture of phosphoius or cause it to be retained in

a form which instead of strengthening the mixtu)-e would weaken it.

"When it was realised what a small amount of phosphorus altered the

properties of the resulting alloy, it would be readily understood how
great a variation there was in the metals used in the manufacture of

pho.sphor-bronze. There was one other thing he wished to say, namely,
that he was very much in favour of the retention of physical tests by
the Admiralty. A person might produce a phosphor-bronze which
would analyse quite satisfactorily and yet might be absolutely rotten

because of its heat-treatment.

The President here interpolated that he meant, of course, physical

and mechanical tests by the purchaser.

Mr. Gaywood agreed, because they might get one phosphor-bronze

which will analyse absolutely correctly ; and, on the other hand, they
might get one which the chemist would analyse, and in which he
would not quite discover the amount of phosphorus which should be
there, but at the same time it was present and under the microscope

it could be discovered. He thought the examination of the structure

of phosphor-bronze under the microscope more dependable than
chemical analysis, though, he thought, also, that it was advisable to

work the two together. In fact, if they had the chemical analysis

backed up by the examination of the physical structure and by the

mechanical tests—taking the whole together, they could form a very
good opinion of the mixture. It was impossible to do that by analysis

alone, because the phosphorus was so elusive and there was such a

chance of getting the contents of tin and phosphorus mixed. Then
again, the mechanical test was necessary, because, although the

phosphorus content might be shown, it might be existing in a diffei'ent

form altogether. If oxides or other impurities were present, they might
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get (liflFerent phosphides whicli actually weakened the metal. He
tliouglit they might with advantage have had more time to read this

paper before discussing it. He had endeavoured to indicate what he
wanted to .say, but he had not had much time for putting it together,

and he would like to take this matter up later on in London. l>ut he
certainly did think, in the interests of the Admiralty, that it would be

very much to their advantage to retain the physical and mechanical
tests, because those made from a mechanical point of view were really

much more important than the chemical tests.

The President stated tliat the paper would be adjourned to London,
where they would have an opportunity of discussing it more fully,

and they would hope to hear Professor Huntington on the subject, as

his work had been referred to. Mr. Philip wouM do well to reserve

anything he had to say until then.

Mr. A. Philip, after the ailjournment of the discussion to London,
desired to make a few additional remarks on his paper. In the first

place, he wished to .>^ay that Messrs. Billington xk, Newton had very

kindly sent him, since the reading of the paper, a sample of phosphor-

copper, and liad called his attention to the fact that it contained an
unvisually high percentage of phosphorus. This piece of phosphor-

copper was in a massive crystalline form, and on analysis was found

to contain over 16 per cent, of phosphorus. He had not in his ex-

jierience had to do with a commercial sample of phosphor-copper with

so large a percentage of phosphorus as that before, cuprous phosphide,

(JugP, contained about 14 per cent. Messrs. Billington h Newton's
sample was, therefore, evidently a mixture of cuprous and cupric

phosphides. As it was in a massive form he proposed to get samples

cut and to make test on the material for so-called hardness by the

Brinell machine, wliich, he thought, might be of some interest in

ascertaining tlie mechanical properties of the material. The view

which he held as to the form in which phosphorus existed in

phosplu)r-bronzes containing up to as much as 2'0 per cent, of

Itliosphorus was, as stated in the paper, that a portion of the

pliosphorus, whetiier added in the form of copper or of tin phosphide,

first combined with any metallic oxides present and slagge<l out,

whilst the remaining i)hospliorus combined with copper, forming

cuprous phosphide. This existed as a eutectic solidified intersticially

between the larger masses of the deoxidised bronze. This view was
further supported by the fact that if the areas of the grey-coloured

patches observed in those alloys under the microscope when the

conditions specified in the paper were adhered to, were measured, and
if the jiercontage volumes of this substance was calculated out and
assumed to consist of pure cuprous phosphide, the percentage of

phosphorus present in the alloy deducetl from this assumption was
fountl to come extremely close to the amount found by direct chemical

analysis.

If this view that a phosphor-bronze practically consisted of a
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mixture of a deoxidised bronze, the interstices of whose structure

were filled with practically pure cuprous phosphide, the hard-wear

resisting properties of phosphor-bronze bearings might be considered

as being due to the mechanical properties of this separately existing

hard but brittle cuprous phosphide, supported and backed up by the

larger masses of the bronze material which acted as a supporting

matrix to the honeycomb structure of the haider cuprous phosphide.

For this reason he considered that mechanical tests on cuprous

phosphide by means of Brinell's hardness tester should prove of a

good deal of interest as tending to support, or, on the other hand,

to disprove the correctness of the supposition.

Professor A. K. Huntixgton, Member of Council, said that the paper

to which Mr. Philip had referred, written by Dr. Desch and himself, was
not on phosphor-bronze, but on phosphor-copper, and the work which
was done with regard to it was directed largely to finding a quick

method of determining the phosphorus in phosphor-copper. It was
a material that was used largely, the ordinary commercial phosphor-

copper generally averaging somewhere about 10 per cent. For works
purposes it was important to know that one was being supplied with

a material fairly approximate to the amount that was supposed to be

present. The analysis of such material involved a good deal of time,

which one looked upon lai-gely as waste time. It had to be done, but

one grudged the time for doing it, and it appeared quite possible that

a metallographic method of the kind described might be applied for

determining the amount of phosphorus with a sufficient approximation

for all practical purposes. Actual trials of that method against the

analytical method showed that for all commercial samples with which
one was likely to deal the metallographic method was not only a close

approximation looked at from a practical point of view, but was really

very close indeed ; it was practically quite as reliable as the analytical.

Since the paper was read, a good many determinations had been made
in his laboratory from time to time which had fully borne out the

results previously obtained and embodied in the paper. In order to

avoid any possibility of mistake, the analyses had been continued and
compared with the metallographic method from time to time, and he

could say distinctly that the method was for all practical purposes

thoroughly reliable. As to how far it was possible to determine in

that way the phosphide constituent of a phosphor-bronze, he was not

in a position to express any reliable opinion, for the simple reason

that he had not worked at it. He understood from the author that

he had made some determinations by a metallographic method.

Mr. Philip said they had compared them with one alloy.

Professor Huntixgtox thought it was not safe to assume anything
;

the only way was to try it systematically. With regard to the effect

of the phosphorus, he noticed the author said on p. 170: "And
consequently further additions still further increase its tensile and
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cloiif^fation tests up to an aiiioiint as lii^'li as about 0*7 per cent, of

phosphorus." That rather surprised him, and he could not quite

follow it. He sliould not for a moment have expected that any
addition of phosphorus, beyond tiiat rerpiired to deoxidise and con-

solidate the metal, would have any beneficial effect from the point of

view of elongation. As Mr. Pliilip had pointed out, the effect of the

phosphorus was to produce a hard constituent, and that in itself

pointed to the improbability of the addition of phosphorus increasing

the elongation. He tliought, subject to the author's further remarks
on the point, tliat must be a slip. The effect of the phosphorus
ajjpeared to l)e in tw(j directions. its most important effect in a

general way was undoubtedly the removal of the oxygen. It was the

oxides which might be present which caused the metal to cast badly

and unsoundly. They tended to form a mushiness in the metal, pre-

venting it running into a clean casting. That was where phosphorus
was so beneficial, because it formed a compound with oxygen which in

itself was fluid. If aluminium was added, alumina was obtiiined

which, as they all knew, required an enormous temperature to fuse it.

Under all ordinai'y conditions it was infusible, and tended to clog the

metal. Silicon and calcium behaved in the same sort of way, but
phosphorus readily passed out of the metal as oxide or phosphate, and
that was where he thought such a beneficial effect was obtained in

using it. But the moment one passed beyond the actual amount
required to effect that purpose, another condition of things altogether

was obtained. A hard constituent began at once to form and to

modify the characteristics of the metal, a fact which had been
referred to in the paper. Tiiat might or might not be beneficial. In

the case of a bearing it would be beneficial up to a certain point to

have that hanl constituent in order to take the wear, but there were
other cases where it would not be so beneficial, so that one had to

consider the exact applications of the alloy into which phosphorus was
introduced. Scmie of the alloys referred to by the author seemed to

him to be decidedly high in phosphoi-us, but he presumed the analyses

given in the p:iper were all baseil on material which had been supplied

to the Admiralty for certain definite purposes.

Mr. A. K. SiOATON, Member of Council, said that to hitn phosphor-

bronze liad been more or less a disappointing meUil. When it was first

introduced to engineers, probably twenty-five or more years ago, they

expected great things fx'oni it as a bearing meUil, but unfortunately

they very soon found it could not compete with white met^il for large

shafting, especially of mild steel ; in fact, his firm had a most
disastrous experience witli a large Atlantic steamer fitted with phos-

phor-bronze strips in the brasses. During the whole of the voyage

the main bearings ran more or less hot; on returning to Hull it was
found that both the shaft journals and the brasses themselves had

worn away considerably, in fact underneath each bearing was quite a

little deposit of phosj)hor-bronze sand. The journal itself was rough,

and almost as if it had had a fine tool-mark cut in it with a lathe. On
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cleaning the journal np, making it smooth once more, and replacing

tbe bronze sti'ips with Parsons' white metal strips, no further trouble

was experienced ; the fault, therefore, was not in the design or manu-
facture of the shaft, but in the beaiing strip metal itself. He was
inclined to agree with Professor Huntington that the proper function

of phosphorus in the manufacture of bronze was that of a doctor

rather than a component part of the alloy. He never did quite see why
an excess of phosphorus could be of any great use to the material,

certainly not in the direction of increasing its strength. Some years

ago, when his firm was making some very large ship-castings for tbe

Admiralty, they required the percentage of phosphorus to be higher

than anything of which they had had previous experience, and his

firm had to resort to Messrs. Billington & Newton's phosphor-

copper to get it. But notwithstanding their calculations, and the

guarantees of the makers, they could never get the Admiralty chemist

to approve the metal, and he alleged that they had not put into the

material the amount of phosphorus that as a matter of fact had been

put in ; in fact, calculate as they would, the amount shown by chemical

analysis seemed to show that either the material put in was wrong,

or that they had not put the quantity in they supposed ; the fact

was, a lot of it had gone vip the chimney. He concluded that the latter

in every case was really the ti-ue solution of the difficulty. One thing

had just come to his mind after lying dormant for many years, and
he mentioned it in connection with the subject because he thought

it was not altogether beyond the pui-view of the paper. Professor

Hoffmann, some thirty-eight years ago, showe'd him the results of a

very interesting experiment that he had carried out at the Royal
College of Chemistry. Into one end of a sealed glass tube about a yard

long he placed a piece of ordinary stick phosphorus. The tube was
then placed horizontally in the service tank of the school at Hanover
Square, where it remained for twelve months undisturbed. He saw
the tube when it was removed from the tank, and, much to his and
every one else's surprise, some magnificent crystals were discovered

deposited on the glass at the opposite end to that in which the phos-

phorus had been placed. They were like highly polished diamonds,

and possessing the magnificent white lustre such as a diamond has.

That was the first example of phosphorus having ever been seen in

the crystalline form. The curious point about it was how it came
about. At the time they could only account for it by the fact that

one end of the tube was nearer the inlet pipe to the tank than the

other, and that was the condensing end ; but the question was what
would have happened if a piece of copper had been placed in the tube

at the end opposite the phosphorus, and whether, as he stated on the

previous day, if time had been given it, the copper would have
absorbed any of the phosphorus and so reduced its own internal

oxidisation. He thought the Institute was to be congratulated and
the author to be thanked for the very interesting figures he had
given. He presumed the percentage of elongation was obtained in

every case on 2-inch samples.
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Mr. Philip stated that that was so, unless it was otherwise

stated.

Mr. Seaton said there were several that were not named, but he
presumed from the magnitude of the extensions that they were
2-inch sample.s.

Mr. Philip said they were given as 2-inch samples in one column.

Ml-. Skaton said that all ho could say was that the mechanical tests

which the author had given were, to his mind, very satisfactory. He
was not aware that such good results could be obtained from the

ordinary castings of phosphor-bronze. There was no doubt that

beautiful close-grained metal and very fine clean castings were
obtained by the use of phosphor-bronze. He notice<l, however,
that some of the very good results were obtained from a metiil

that only showed on analysis a " trace " of phosphorus. He thought
that bore out his theory that when the material had been doctored,

very much more could not be done with it. He thought the higher
tensiles which had been obtained were from otlier cases in which
phosphorus had not been used. There was one question he desired

to ask the author. It was the general impression that whereas the

ordinary everyday phosphor-bronze possessed an ultimate tensile

strength only slightly beyond that of good gun-metal, its elastic limit

was very much higher—in fact, like that of cast iron, it might be said

that its elastic limit was very nearly its ultimate. But he noticed that

in one table the author had given that was not so—that although the

elastic limit was very high indeed—in fact, beyond that of the zinc-

bi'onzes—the ultimate was very much higher still. They were not

the ratios that he should expect to find. He would be glad to know
if, in the long and extended experience the author had had with that

metal, he could state any rough percentage which expressed the

relation between the ultimate and the elastic limit. On p. 171 the

fust three \dtimate tensile sample* were shown to range fi-oin about

28 to 33 tons, and from 18 to about 25 tons as the elastic limit. But
those were the only examples given, and that was why he asked the

author if he would oblige the members with a little further informa-

ti(m on that point, because to engineers it was a highly important
question, inasmuch as .so many engineers nowadays went rather by
the elastic limit of a material than its ultimate tensile strength.

The Pkesident said that when the In.stitute met at Birmingham
one or two speakers raised a point with regard to the date and origin

of the commencement of the manufacture of phosphor-bronze, and he

invited members who had information on that subject to place it

before the meeting.

Mr. CiAVWooD, at the request of the President, tlien read the

following " Genesis " of phosphor-bronze :

—
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The fact that phosphorus could be combined with copper has been
known to chemists for many years.

Phosphide of copper appears to have been first discovered about
the middle of the eighteenth century by Macquer ; and was afterwards

studied by Bertrand Pelletier, who discovered a definite phosphide,

and Sage. In the Cliemiral Dictionary, 1807, Aiken states that it

may hereafter be found useful in manufacture.

In 1865 Mr. Abel published some results he had obtained at

Woolwich Arsenal on phosphorised copper,* which were of a more
definite and important iiatuie than any previously obtained, but his

compounds were confined to phosphorus and copper only. In the

report of Captain Majendie on the Belgian experiments on phosphor-

bronze,! it is mentioned, however, that he addressed a special com-
munication to the War Department, dated June 27, 1870, in which
he stated that he had, subsequently to these experiments, made some
with phosphorised bronze, and the properties of the resulting mixture

were of a promising nature.

As early as 1848-49, Mr. Parkes of Birmingham took out patents

12325 and 12537 for the employment of phosphorus in combination

with copper and brass, but he does not mention bronze.

In 1854-56, M. Roulz, of the Orleans Railway, had observed the

great increase of tenacity and resistance to abi-asion imparted to

bronze by the addition of phosphorus.

In June and July 1870 and March 1871, experiments were made
by Montifiore, Levi, and Kunzel at Liege, on account of the Belgian

Government, on a much larger scale. These gentlemen were, as early

as 1867, making experiments and researches for the Russian Govern-
ment in connection with the addition of various ingredients to

bronze.

The experiments of Montifiore, Levi, and Kunzel, and those of the

Belgian War Department, were printed and lithographed originall}'

for private circulation only at Brussels in 1870, in the form of a

quarto volume with plates. From this we learn that, as early as 1860,

Messrs. Montifiore, Levi, and Kunzel were engaged in experimenting on

gun-bronze, and the result attending the addition of various ingredients

thereto. In 1867-68 they carried out a long series of tests for the

Russian Government in conjunction with Colonel Lavroff. These
were not published, but a large number of proof tests were made in

connection with them by Mr. David Kirkaldy of Southwark, the

results of which clearly demonstrated the superiority of phosphor-

bronze.

The experiments were carried out with additions of nickel, man-
ganese, and various other metals, but the result of them all was
to prove that phosphorus exerted the most powerful and beneficial

effect.

The first definite phosphide of copper was made probably by
Pelletier.

* Chemical Neitjs, vol. xii. p. 172 ; and Report of the British Association, 1865.

t Ibid. , 1871, p. 23.
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The employment of it commercially and also of phosphorised brass

may be credited to Parkes of Birmingham.
The first definite experiments on the physical properties of phos-

phorised copper were published by Mr. Abel, and those on phosphorised
bronze by M. Roulz.

The merit and completeness of the experiments of Messrs. Monti-
fiore, Levi, an<l Kuuzel, however, and the definite manner in which the

rt'sidts obtained dining their years of labour in this field of research

surpassed so brilliantly anything which had before been achieved,

justly entitles them to be regarded as the true pioneers of phosphor-

bronze, a metal which has for nearly thirty-seven years probably sur-

passed the expectation of its inventors, for it is perhaps the only

metal which will do all that has ever been claimed foi- it, with a wide
margin to spare, and which, after this period, has a still inci-easing

reputation.

The first patent for phosphor-bronze was taken out in France by
Moiitifiore of Brussels in 1870, and had almost been allowed to lapse,

when Mr. G. A. Dick, a friend of Dr. Kunzel, and an exile from
Paris, called on Montitiore on his way to England, and asked him for

assistance. Montifiore was a banker, and appeared to think little of

the financial value of the British patent, for he told Mr. Dick to go
to London and pay the fees to save it from lapsing. He then, for

a consideration, assigned the British patent to the late Mr. G. A.
Dick, and the United States patent to that gentleman's brother.

The former, with the assistance of a number of influential English

gentlemen, purchased the patent and founded in 1873 the first or

pioneer Phosphor- Bronze Company, Ltd., with whose successor of

1874 I am connected, and his brother, the late Mr. U. J. A.

Dick, estixblished the Phosphor-Bi'onze Smelting (Jompany, of Phila-

delphia.

1 think I have now said sufiicient to demonstrnto the fact that to

Professor Kunzel belongs the chief honour of discovering and making
available the valuable range of alloys known as phosphor-bronze,

although it has naturally been the aim of my company to consfcintly

improve the mixtures and the mechanical properties of these alloys,

which, partly on account of the increased purity of metals now obtjiin-

able, but also largely on account of tiie expenditure of thousands
of pounds in equipment ami experiments, I venture to say we have
done.

lSj)enfications.—A good deal of confusion seems to exist even in

the minds of some engineers as to the e.xact physical and mechanical

})roperties of phosphor-bronze and the production throughout the

country of so-called phosphor-bronze by small brassfounders who
have no knowledge of the scientific treatment of metals has done
so much to still further shroud its identity and mislead consumers
as to its properties. A bad phosphor-bronze is no better than a kid

gun-metal.

In the hope that the information may assist not only Mr. Philips,

to whom we are all deeply indebted for his very able and valuable
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paper, but also others interested, I offer the following points for their

consideration when framing specifications :

—

True phosphor-bronze consists of pure copper, pure tin, and pure

phosphorus, any addition of other metals or impurities injuriously

affect its properties (except in some special cases of heavy bearings

where phosphor-lead bronzes are found of value).

From these three ingredients a most marvellous range of alloys can

be produced, varying greatly in their properties.

These may, for the sake of convenience, be roughly divided into

two classes :

—

1. Casting alloys, which include bearing metals with very little

tensile strength and elongation, but great hardness and resistance to

wear and abrasion to alloys giving strengths up to 17 to 20 tons with

20 per cent, elongation on 2 inches. Between the two extremes are

a series of combination giving various strengths, elongation, and

other properties which render them suitable to meet different require-

ments as regards strength, hardness, etc., and size of casting.

2. Rolling alloys, which embrace a fairly wide range of different

mixtures, the pioperties of which can be still further varied by the

amount of work put upon them.

This class covers a series from a soft, tough mixture which can be

drawn into tubes and into wire so fine as to be woven into gauze, to

a metal which is so hard and resilient as to be used for lock- springs.

When it is explained that even in springs the metal which gives

sufficient resilience and most excellent results in the form of straight

lock-springs is not suitable for bending against the grain as in switch-

springs, it will be at once apparent that the purpose for which the

metal is to be used should, where possible, be stated.

It would be well if those drawing up specifications for phosphor-

bronze should either acquaint themselves with the various alloys

and specify the mixture they considered most suitable, or else stated

upon the specification the particular purpose for which the metal

was to be used and the treatment to which it was likely to be sub-

jected, such as tension, shock, vibration, compression, friction, &c.,

for it is obvious that one mixture cannot equally suit each different

purpose.

Mr. 0. BiLLiNGTON (Longport) personally thanked Mr. Philips for his

most interesting paper, and quite appreciated the amount of work
entailed in placing so much valued information before the members
at their first meeting. He thought, however, that phosphor-bronze

was sometimes condemned because of the way in which it was used,

that is, the treatment it received in the foundries. The quality of

a bronze bearing did not depend so much upon the amount of phos-

phorus it contained as it did upon the alloy and the temperature at

which it was poured.

Referring to Mr. Seaton's experience, he thought that if the mixture

was a suitable one, and the bronze had been poured at a proper tem-

perature, the results obtained would have been far different. There
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was a critical temperature at whicli to pour phosphor bronze, and
there was also a practical way in preparing the mouM and runner.

His ex{)erienco, in visitinj,' inany foundries, was that too little atten-

tion was paid to tlie runner, as very often they were too large, and
the head was made funnel-shape, and the man pouring could not

keep it full of metal during casting. To ensure sound castings being

made, a rectangtdar head should be placed on tlie top of the mould,
say, about 3 inches to 4 inches wide, 5 inches long, and 3 inches deep,

with parallel sides, connected with a down nuinei- of about 1 inch

diameter ; such a head could be kept full of metal from the beginning
to the end of the cast, and clean metal would run from the bottom
into the mould. lie had often found in practice that bad castings

were produced l)y neglecting simple matters of this kind.

A rough method of testing whether the bronze had been poured
too hot was to break and examine a section. If such section was rough
or coarsely crystallised, then undoubtedly the bronze had Ijsen run
too hot ; whereas, if it had been poured colder, the section would be
of a fine grain, and such a casting woidd give satisfaction.

His firm had been making phosplior-bronze for over thirty years,

and their experience was that when phosphor - bronze for ten.sile

strength was desired, an alloy containing only copper, tin, and phos-

phorus should be used, and the percentage of phosphorus in the

casting should be from 0"4 per cent, to 0"() per cent. Where a bronze

was recjuired for bearings, a small percentage of lead in the alloy was
found to be of great advantage, and he could assure members that

such bearings would wear much longer than an alloy containing only

copper, tin, and phosphorus.

There seemed to be a diversion of opinion amongst members as to

whether only sulHcient phosphide shoidd bo added to deoxidise the

copper, or a larger quantity used so that a definite percent^ige of

phosphorus should remain in the finishe<l alloy. In his experience

ho found, in the first place, that castings made from such an alloy

had a tendency to draw, and sound castings were more difficult to

pioduce; and in the second case, where large percentages of pho.s-

))liorus were alloyed in the bronze, ranging from 0'8 per cent, to

If) percent., it was more brittle, as phosphorus imparted a brittleness

to tlie alloy ; and, in his opinion, more .s:itisfactory results were obtjiined

when the percentage of phosphorus did not exceed U"G per cent, in

the castings.

Mr. Yi. V . liWV (London) thought one of the advantages of having the

discussion on a j)aper some montlis after its reading was tli;it it

eniil)led the members to collect the opinion of the outside world on

tlie value of the paper ; and, so far as the pi'esent paper was con-

cerned, he wished to say he had heard nothing but praise from
engineers and others. He was particularly interested in the subject

of the paper, because some time ago, having fooli.shly undertaken to

write a book on the industrial alloys, it became his business to find

out all that was known about phosphor-bronze, and he was astonished
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to find how little was known, or, at least, how little had been pub-

lished. He had to go into the subject to a certain extent, and he

found the chief difficulty arose in not quite understanding the use of

phosphorus. People had got so into the custom of regarding phos-

phorus merely as a deoxidiser, that they failed to realise that it

could answer another purpose. He thought phosphor-bronzes must

be divided into three classes and separated very distinctly, because

they were totally different. It was only misleading to speak of them
generally as phosphor-bronzes. The three types he referred to were,

first of all, ordinary gun-metal bronzes, in which the phosphorus was

merely used as a deoxidiser, and, practically speaking, no excess of

phosphorus remained in them. They were just high-class gun-metal

bronzes. But in the other two types there were the phosphor-

bronzes containing small percentages of tin, and also small per-

centages of phosphorus. These were the malleable alloys used for

sheet, wire, and so on. There were also the other types contain-

ing more tin and more phosphorus, which answered the purpose

of bearing metals. No useful result would be arrived at if all the

metals were described as phosphor-bronze, and people loosely spoke

of malleable alloys and bearing metals under the same name. The
two were so totally different that they must be regarded separately

and classed separately. He was in entire agreement with Professor

Huntington's remarks. He thought the malleable alloys should con-

tain practically no phosphorus in the finished alloy ; it should be used

as a deoxidiser pure and simple. There was no advantage in having

any excess whatever of phosphorus. The alloys should consist of one

single constituent ; they should be simply solutions of tin in copper,

and not have any hard phosphide of copper in them.

Mr. Philip inquired whether Mr. Law was referring to rolled metal.

Mr. Law replied that he was referring to the malleable metals.

He thought, in the specification given on p. 168, the figure of O'lO to

0"25 given for phosphorus should be put as a maximum limit; he

thought it would be well to use less than that amount. The scientific

side of the question was extremely complicated. Metallurgists now
understood fairly well the constitution of the copper-tin alloys, and the

copper-phosphorus alloys were simple ; but, Avhen the three together

had to be considered, they were extremely complicated. Some time

ago he mentioned the subject to Mr. Hudson, and for some time now
he and Mr. Hudson had been engaged at Avork on those alloys, and

he hoped before very long would obtain results which would be of

interest. He desired just to mention the question of the estimation

of phosphorus by what had been described sometimes as the plani-

metric method, which the author and Professor Huntington had

referred to. It could be safely used with phosphor-coppers, because

they were a simple series of alloys ; but it was of no use for tin

alloys, it simply caused complications. For example, in the copper-

tin alloys it was well known that 8 per cent, of tin was soluble in
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copper, and a simple solution was obtained ; but if a little phosphorus
was added, it threw part of the tin out of solution. The copper-tin

compound, which had been described as the h constituent, was now
obtained, which separated out with the phosphide of copper, and that

made a very considerable difTerence. In conclusion, he desired to again

thank Mr. Phili[) for what he considered was a very valuable paper.

]\lr. J. Phillips Bedson (Manchester) thought the Institute of Metals
had aroused a .symjiuthetic and inquiring mind in regard to non-

ferrous metals and their use. He could quite understand that

phosphor-bronze would give varying results in its use. He had
found in his own experience that it gave a large variety of results,

particularly for bearing metal ; so much so that, by carefully watch-

ing its making, he had found that one sample of phosphor-bronze
would last only half the time of another sample that was carefully

made. He could only speak from the standpoint of the actual use of

the metal, and beyond that he had very little experience to put before

the meeting. He had found that with some phosphor-bronzes, if they

were carefully made, he could get twice the life out of them that he
could out of others.

The Pkesidext said the discussion must now end, Mr. Philip,

of course, having the right of reply. Two or three written com-
munications had been sent in, and the Institute would be very happy
to receive others. It would be remembered that at Birmingham he
spoke of the early work done for the Admiralty in connection with
phosphor-bronze. He could say from personal knowledge that, about
the year 1870, the Admiralty could not obtain from the metal trade

l)h()sphor-l)ronze of the quality reijuired ; and the first specimens of

phosphor-bronze used by the Admiralty were made in the metal mills

at Chatham under the direction of Mr. Farqidiarson, who was then
an olVicial of the Admiralty, particularly charged with the inspection

of copper used for sheathing ships and other purposes. At a still

earlier date than that, when he (the President) was a student at the

Royal School of Naval Architecture, and was a pupil of the late

Di-. Percy, that gentleman made repeated references to the beneficial

effect of phosjthorus in small quantities when allied with copper.

Whatever miglit have been the history of the earlier work done, and
the jiatents taken out by firms or individuals, to which Mr. Gaywood
had referred, the Admiralty found it necessary for a time to make
their own phosphor-Vn-onze. Since then a great deal of work had
been done, and the use of various forms of alloys had been extended.

Mr. Philip had set forth in the paper what was the latest Admiralty
piactice. The Institute was obliged to ^Ir. Philip for his kindness in

contributing the paper, and was indebted to the Admiralty for placing

at the disposal of the Institute, and, through it, at the disposal of

manufacturers, their views in regard to the phosphor-bronzes best

adopted for various purposes. The discussion had given additional

information on this important subject.
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Mr. A. Philip, in reply, said that Professor Huntington had made a

remark which appeared to him was a motto which should have been

attached to the paper, namely, that the proof of the pudding was iu

the eating. He thought that was true from two points of view so far

as his paper was concerned. First of all, he must accuse himself of

merely throwing before the Institute a series of results which were

to be judged simply as results upon which every technical man could

form his own opinion. He had ventured, also, to make some guesses

—

in fact, the paper consisted merely of some guesses and some remarks

on the results which were obtained ; but the results themselves were

given for the information and use of the technical man. Therefore,

whatever theory was proposed, the facts were there, and they could

be relied upon. In mechanical and chemical testing it was, of course,

well known that a certain small percentage of such tests were pro-

bably inaccurate, but allowing for such errors theory must finally come
to agree with practice. He thought that a second appropriateness of the

motto might be found in the fact that so large an amount of infor-

mation had been brought forward dui-ing the discussion. Up to the

present date, as Mr. Law had said, an extremely small amount of

information had been available. Many of the gentlemen who had

been good enough to make remarks on the paper could, he felt no

doubt, if they chose, publish many new facts bearing on this sub-

ject, and would, he believed, have done so if time had permitted.

He hoped that these gentlemen would be prevailed upon by the

Institute to make further contributions on the subject. Turning to

Professor Huntington's remarks with regard to the metallographic

determinations of phosphorus, personally he could not claim to have

made a large number of determinations. He came upon Professor

Huntington's and Dr. Desch's paper quite late, after his own paper

was written, when he had already made his metallogi-aphic deter-

minations. The question which had presented itself to his mind was,

Did the phosphorus exist in the phosphor-bronze alloy which was

used for bearings as cuprous phosphide ? He was dealing with tin-

copper and phosphorus alloys, and he had some sections cut, polished,

and photomicrographed, and he came to the conclusion that the

areas of the grey-coloured constituent were proportionate to the

phosphorus present. He was very interested with Mr. Law's remarks

with regard to the fact that when tin was present with the copper

the copper phosphide was no longer segregated in the approximately

pure form. The experiments he, the author of the paper, had carried

out were only made on a single alloy, and he found the amount of

phosphorus bore an extremely close approximation to the amount of

dove-coloured constituent in the phosphor-bronze alloy ; and, moreover,

assuming these areas to consist of pure cuprous phosphide, permitted

the calculation of the amount of phosphorus present being made with

great accuracy. The sections which he cut and used for these

graphical measurements of the phosphorus were not stained in any
way at all ; they were simply cut and polished. Much more strongly

marked photomicrographs might be obtained by colouring these sections
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witli dilute sulphuretted hydrogen or by lieat tinting ; Vnit hy simjily

cutting and polishing without any tinting at all, areas were obtiiine<l

which, as far as he was able to deterniini-, closely agreed with the

theoretical proportion of cuprous phosphide present in the alloy.

That confirmed the results tliat Professor Huntington and Dr. Desch

showed to exist in the lowest phosphor-copper alloy which they de-

scribed in their paper, and which contained about 'J per cent, of

phosphorus. Professor Huntington had said lie could not believe that

the elongation could inciease with phosphorus. He, the author, had

stated on p. 170 of his paper that there was apparently an increase

in the tensile and elongation up to 0*7 per cent, of phosj)horus.

After all, that was merely his own translation of the figures given in the

table of ninety-nine alloys. He might be wrong, but he had arrived at

the conclusion by jilotting out on squared paper the mechanical proper-

ties of the alloys wliich were included in the specification he had given

in the paper ; and altliough the result he had claimed did iiot come
out very markedly, he certainly considered that it could be observed.

Ho ha<l given on p. 166 a specification of a phosphor-bronze cast

metal, which was not material for rolled pur2)0ses or for bearing.s,

but which was intended for wheels, gearing, and other uses. The
lesult of plotting out the alloys in the table which agreed with

this specification to areas of mechanical properties and percentiiges of

phosphorus, tended to show that, as the phosphorus increased, .so the

nieclianical properties, and even the elongation itself tende<l on the

whole to increase somewhat. The number of samples given in the paper

was ninety-nine. If a thousand samples had ))een tested a considerably

moie definite conclusion on this point would no doubt have been

arrived at. One of the speakers, he thought Mr. Beaton, had stated

that he was suiprised at the good mechanical tests given by numy of

the samples. He wished to .say that the mechanical tests were not

carried out by himself, but by absolutely independent worker.s, who
themselves hail expressed astonishment at the excellent results obtained.

This had occurred within recent years, since the Admiralty had rather

insisted upon a larger proportion of the phosphorus being pre.sent.

He was spt'aking here not of rolling material or bearing mettil, but of

material used for casting larger objects, particularly gear-wheel.s, and

material which was referri'il to in dilTerent parts of the paper. He
could not explain it, and ilid not attempt to ex])lain it ; he meiely

said that, as far as he couM see, that was shown by results published

in the paper, and it was certainly the opinion of many people who had

mechanically tested the.se phosphor-bronze alloys. Mr. Seaton hatl

.said he considered traces of i)h()sph()rus were sutticient to produce

very marked improvements in the mechanical properties of bronzes

and gu!»-metals ; he quite agi-eed with that gentleman's view. He had

given a number of examples on p. 170 of tests on gun-metals con-

taining traces of phosphorus. Six sets of gun-metal were given in

the table which had given extraordinarily good mechanical tests,

and these merely contained traces of phosphorus. Of course they

always contained zinc. He had noticed within recent years that on

N
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several occasions an excellent homogeneous material had been obtained

with gun-metal containing zinc and a trace of phosphorus, probably

for the reason that Professor Huntington had pointed out, namely,

that the phosphorus acted as a deoxidant, and the resultant oxygen-con-

taining material, being a liquid which was easily got rid of by slagging

out from the metal. Mr. Seaton had also mentioned the elastic limit

results given on p. 171 of the paper. He was a little taken aback

by Mr. Seaton's remarks in that connection. As a matter of fact he
did not know anything at all about those results ; they were merely

quoted from Mr. Levi's paper given before the Iron and Steel In-

stitute. From his (Mr. Philip's) own point of view he strongly

agreed with Mr. Seaton that the elastic limits were of enormous
importance to the engineer ; and he regretted that the elastic limits

were not given in the samples which he had brought before the

Institute. He only wished that they could have been there. Mr.
Gaywood had given a very interesting contribution on the history of

phosphor-bronze. He felt that that contribution by itself was ex-

ceedingly useful, and was very glad indeed that it would be included as

a sort of appendix to the paper. He hoped it would form the nucleus

of a future paper, amplified from some of the funds of information on
phosphor-bronze that Mr. Gaywood must have at his command, at

least in so far as business interests would permit him to disclose such

secrets to the Institute. Mr. Gaywood had given a record of the

discoverers of phosphor-bronze. He would like to say that, in his

opinion, not only had there been many discoverers of phosphor-bronze,

but many obscurers of it. The material had existed for thirty-three

years, and he believed that throughout the whole of that time not

more than two papers had been read on the subject. He hoped Mr.
Gaywood was one of those who would not continue that obscuration

any longer. He felt convinced that most of the difficulties which
had been experienced with the use of the material, and its repu-

tation for peculiar behaviour, were simply due to the fact that

phosphor-bronze was not understood. If the material was under-

stood and studied, it would naturally improve its market. An
engineer would only use a material which he understood, and if

there was any mystery about a particular material, that must at

once handicap it in its use by practical men. If engineers knew
more about this material it would, he believed, tend to largely

increase its use. In the specification which Mr. Gaywood proposed,

he had suggested that the material should have this and that j^ro-

perty, but he did not give actual figures as to chemical compositions

and mechanical properties. He very much wished he had done so

;

but perhaps that was information which it was wished to keep
secret. Mr. Billington's remarks on the casting of phosphor-bronze
appeared to him to be of very great importance, and of the greatest

use. Quite recently he had an inquiry from a firm as to how
phosphor-bronze should be cast. It was rather a case of the blind

leading the blind ; he had, howevei-, suggested that the question of

t,emperature, which Mr. Billington had mentioned, was of enormous
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importance. From time to time firms contended tliat tliey put .so

much phosphorus in the material, and only so much was found on

analysis, and it was contended that the analysis must be incorrect. As
a matter of fact it was, of course, ilue to the phosphorus having mainly

gone up the chimney. The amount of phosphorus in the resultant

material depended upon the temperature at which and the time

during which the metal was kept before casting, whether it was
exposed to the air, and the amount of o.xides in the metal befoi-e

the phosphorus was added ; in fact, the restdtant material depended
on the question of the treatment of the metal all the way through.

Mr. Billington also referred to the use of lead in pho.sphor-bronze

bearings. Personally he had had no experience in the use of that

metal ; but it a[>peared to him to be a most interesting jmint. Mr.
Law had classified phosphor-bronze into three classes : that of bronzes

in which mere traces of phosphorus were present ; low tin-phosphorus

bronzes for rolling ; and high phosphorus alloys intemled for bearings.

He suggested to Mr. Law that he might include a fourth class ; in fact,

it was the mo.st im|)ortant class, from his point of view, at present

—

namely, a mateiial for under-water fittings, for boiler fittings, and
for anything that had to stand big strains. It was not intended for

frictional purposes at all, but must be a material in which the elon-

gation was moderately high, although not so high as was necessary

for material for tubes, sheets, wire, and .so on. That was the material

which he had merely suggested in the specification given on p. ItiG.

Tf JNlr. Law accepted his view, that would be a fourth class of material.

AV'^hen talking with Mr. Law after writing this paper, he had dis-

covered that that gentleman was fortunately going to publish a book

on the (piestion of phosphor-bi-onze. 31 r. l^aw possessed a very big

mine of information on the subject, both fi'om a micrographical and

pi'actical mechanical testing standpoint; and he trusted that gentle-

man woidd also read a i)aper before the I nstitute on the subject. He had

already dealt with Mr. Law's remarks on the planimetric determina-

tion of phosphorus in coi)per-tin-phosphorus alloys. Personally he
had really only made one investigation on the point, but in the

particular alloy that he was speaking of he came singularly near the

theoretical results as given by Professor Huntington. He did not

know whether ]\Ir. Law had heat-tinted or otherwise tinted his

samples, or whether he made his experinu-nts on untinted polished

.sam])los. Mr. Phillips Hed.son spoke of the variations lie had observed

in phosphor-bronze bearing alloys. lie thought that was everybody's

experience with phosplior-bronzes evei'ywiiere. All the speakers who
had joined in the discussion had referred to the curious variation in

phosphor-bronze alloys. It simj)ly pointed to the fact that the

practice of making phosphor-bronze alloys had never been adecpiately

discussed. Every manufacturer seemed to work on his own particular

lines, and those lines very often le<l to extremely varying results in

the material turned out. He begged to thank Sir William White for

the kind remarks he had made on his paper. Sir William had

also stilted that the Admiralty did a large amount of experimental
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woi'k on phosphor-bronze in 1878 and 1881. He believed that this

was a typical case with the Admii-alty. The Admiralty was a little

ahead in a good many matters ; but nobody must say anything about

such experimental work until after the lapse of yeai'S. Huch facts did

not get into the papers, or at any rate no true accounts of them. To
a certain extent it wa.^i true, as Sir William had said, that this paper

contained the facts with regard to the Admiralty practice at the

present time ; but his paper was, in effect, a big interrogation mark.
He was asking for information from the technical experts in the

matter outside, and at the same time giving the available information

he himself possessed.

COMMUNICATIONS

Mr. Geo. E. Buttenshaw (Chorlton-cum-Hardy) wi^ote that, in

reference to the section of the paper in which mention was made
as to the condition in which phosphorus existed in phosphor-bronze,

it had occurred to him that the following might be of interest as

furnishing some further evidence on that point.

Some little time ago the writer was present at the casting of a

heavy bearing bush in phosphor-bronze containing 1'5 per cent,

of phosphorus. This piece required about 600 lbs. of metal to cast

—

including runners and heads—and was of massive proportions. After
the casting was set and had cooled down to about 700° C, the moulder
dug out round the heads or risers and with a heavy bar, used as

a tup, knocked them off just above the casting (a practice often done
to minimise dressing the casting later).

As these heads lay on the sand, it was noticed that at the fracture

they commenced to sweat silvery beads quite copiously, the foreman
remarking that " the tin was bleeding out."

Being much interested in this phenomenon, the writer carefully

collected a number of these beads as they dripped off the broken head
and obtained an analysis of them in the works laboratory, it being

expected they might prove to be an eiitectic of copper and tin. The
analysis, however, showed that they consisted of phosphide of copper

approximating very closely to the formvila CugP, only traces of tin

being found present. At the same time the writer prepared two
photomici-ographs from sections cut from this same head which are

illustrated by Figs. 1 and 2. Fig. 1 being taken at 52 magnifica-

tions, and Fig. 2 at 240.

In Fig. 2 there will be noticed a double formation in the eutectic

zone, the darker portion being probably the CugP and the lighter

portion the copper-tin eutectic, traces of which may have been washed
out with the phosphide beads. Figs. 3 and 4 are added as being

of further interest. Fig. 3 being a jjhotomicrograph of copper with
0'35 per cent, phosphorus at 60 magnifications, and Fig. 4 that of

copper with 16 per cent, of tin magnified 240 diameters. The latter

was taken from a large casting cooling slowly in sand which, though
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quite clean wlien macliined, exhibitedjporousness'under heavy liydraulic

pressure.

It appeared evident, from a consideration of photomicrograph Fig. 4,

that wht'n li(juid eiitectics formed in considerable quantity round the
coppt^r-tin crystals, under the action of the slow cooling it was

Flc. 1.—Magnified 52 diameters. Fig. 2.—Magnified 240 diameters.

\'\r,. 3. —Magnified fiO diameters. Fkj. 4.— Maqiiified 240 diameters.

possible for u cerhiin .•iniount of li(piation to tiike place, jiroducing

cavities which, if linked together tin-ough tiie ca.sting wall, wouUl

produce porosity and a consequent rejection of the ca.sting.

C'on.sidcring the illustrations together, it seemed reasotiable to

suppose that that might also take place in large pho.sphor-bronze

castings slowly cooled if the content of phosphorus or tiu, or both,

were too his;h.
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Further, it also appeared likely that the formation of large areas

of either of the low solidifying point eutectics round the primary
structure would lower the tensile strength and elongation of the alloy,

which seemed to be borne out in some of the tests cited by Mr.
Philip, notably No. 1, Mark 1277, T08, as compared with No. 63,

Mark 1759,T05. To establish that, however, it would be necessary to

compare identical masses of the various alloys and cool them out

slowly and at the same rate.

The writer had observed the same effect in certain locomotive slide-

valve castings of phosphor-bronze which were submitted to him, and
which gave trouble due to fracture. The point seemed to be one

of considerable interest and importance to those producing castings of

large mass for which a definite specification as to phosphorus and tin

contents was laid down coupled with certain demands as to tensile

strength and elongation.

Mr. T. Vaughan Hughes (Birmingham) wi'ote that one fact

asserted itself to any one reading through the paper, and that was,

the absence of exact knowledge regarding the internal mechanism
of those alloys amongst makers and users. The professional metal-

lurgist was also in the same plight. Consequently, there was ample
scope for investigation into the relationship between composition and
the mechanical properties of the phosphor-bronzes.

To the provisional categories into which the author divided the

bronzes in the first part of the paper, no exception could be taken.

They formed a safe guide to practical workers.

The following remarks by the writer were given in no spirit of

criticism but rather as suggestions for future work, should such not

already have been undertaken by the author :

—

1. The Effect of Phosphorus upon Gun-metal.—It had generally been
thought that tlie action of phosphorus in that connection was
essentially that of a deoxidiser, and that an excess tended to the

production of a brittle alloy. To determine the real action of the

element, it would seem necessary to make as complete an analysis of

the samples, bearing the definite mechanical properties given, as

possible, in order to ascertain whether the excess of phosphorus,

recorded in some of the samples, was likely to be combined with other

elements present or neutralise their effects. In many of the stated

results of analysis "the rest" far exceeded the amount of the

phosphorus present. What elements constituted the "rest"? Those
may have an important bearing on the variable mechanical results.

Was there any arsenic or bismuth in the alloy ?

Particularly interesting would be the determination of the con-

stituents of the difference between 100 per cent, and the figures

of analysis given for the wire used for braiding electric cables on

p. 171.

2. Was the phosphorus ahcays present as phosphide or as a basic

phosphate 1 Probably a method of analysis by evolution of the

phosphorus as hydrogen phosphide, together with a determination of
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the total phosphorus, might ehicidate matters. Further, with which
of the components was the phosphorus alloyed in the final product ?

The micrographical investigations then being conducted by the

author might assist, if not solve, the problem. The writer, however,
was of opinion that it was not safe to assume that a presumed com-
pound existed on the polished surface of an alloy, because an intruded

piece of a separately produced combination of elements exhibited the

same colour with wliite light when microscopically examined. Mono-
chromatic illumination should be adopted in such cases.

Should the author be conducting experiments in that direction or

collecting results, a statement of the nature of atmosphere in the

heat-treating chamber and, of course, the time and temperature, with

the weight of the charge operated upon, would be useful data in

furtherance of the objective of the author's work.

Mr. Philip wrote, in reply, that Mr. Buttenshaw's experience of

the liquation of a tin-white eutectic of practically tin-free cuprous

})hosphide from a copper-tin-phosphorus alloy was of the highest

interest as constituting direct evidence upon the mode of existence

of the phosphorus in alloys of that character. The writer desired to

suggest the great importance, if ^Ir. Jiuttenshaw had the opportunity,

of carrying that liquation to the furthest limit in a reducing atmos-

phere of, say, hydrogen at a sulliciently high temperature and then
examining not only the liquated eutectic but also the residual copper-

tin alloy. The question which it was desiiable should be settled was

:

" Did the phosphorus form a phosphorus tin or a phosphorus-copper-

tin compound in phosphor-bronzes, as had been stated by some, or

was it only combined with the copper in the form of cuprous-

phosphide, as the writer considered was indicated by the balance

of the evidence so far lu-ought forward ?
"

With reference to ]\lr. Vaughan Hughes' remarks, the writer was
of the opinion that undue inq)ortance should not be attached to the

small amount of undetermined elements which might be assumed to

be present in tlie alloys dealt with in that paper in order to make the

analytical results total to exactly one hundred parts. There were
two reasons for that opinion. The first was particular to the results

there given, for the tabulated results showed that similar mechanical

results were, on the whole, obtained with similar chemical composi-

tions when those small differences were neglected. The second reason

was generally applicable to all analytical results, namely, that it was
very rare even when very elaborate processes of analysis were
employed that the totals of a series of results woulil add to within

0"1 parts of 100 unless by a (hike or unless the results had Vieen

submitted to a judicious "adjustment."
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METALLOGRAPHIC INVESTIGATIONS
OF ALLOYS

By WALTER ROSENHAIN, B.A., B.C.E. (of the National

Physical Laboratory).

The practical as well as the scientific importance of a thorough

knowledge of the constitution and structure of alloys is now
widely recognised, and as a consequence a large number of

workers have taken up metallographic investigation. It

folloAvs as a further consequence that a great variety of

experimental methods have been used. Unfortunately, the

results of various workers are not in such complete agree-

ment as could be wished, and in some cases it is to be feared

that those wishing to utilise the new knowledge on this sub-

ject for practical purposes would find some difficulty in

arriving at a satisfactory result from a perusal of the widely

scattered literature. The relative values of different papers,

some of which are the work of experienced investigators,

while others are the work of young research students, is not

readily apparent to the non-expert reader. There is con-

sequently some danger that efforts at practical application

may be based on misleading conclusions ; this would entail

practical failures which would do so much to injure the

prestige of this young branch of science that it becomes the

duty of those who have its further development at heart to

do what they can to prevent such occurrences. The only

step which is available in this sense consists in an effort to

prevent the acceptance of incomplete or inadequate investiga-

tions as the mature results of this branch of science.

The only really adequate manner of dealing with this

subject would consist in the preparation of a critical review

of the present state of our knowledge of alloys from this

point of view—a review which should not only gather

together the results at present widely scattered in journals

and proceedings, but should also serve as a guide to the
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relative trustworthiness of the results set forth in the various

papers summarised. To carry out such a task even for the

alloys of a single metal would entail the expenditure of a

very large amount of labour, while the criticisms of an

individual author could not claim adequate authority in

such a matter. Possibly this is a task which a representa-

tive committee appointed by the Institute of Metals might

undertake, and it would certainly form a very sound pre-

liminary to any research work on alloys which might be

undertaken at a later stage under the auspices of the

Institute. The present author is, however, so strongly con-

vinced of the necessity for discussion and criticism that he

has attempted to approach the subject from another direction.

Without in any way wishing to lay down either an "ideal"

or in any sense an " authoritative " schedule of methods to be

followed in such investigations, the author has thought that

it would form a useful basis for discussion to describe brieHy

those methods whose use he himself advocates, and which, in

fact, have been adopted at the National Physical Laboratory

in connection with the conduct of metallographic investiga-

tions. Further, since many of these methods have been

described in some detail in previous papers (many of them,

of course, being well known and in general use), it will not be

necessary to enter into detailed descriptions, thus allowing

of a fuller discussion of those ])oints in which the practice of

various other workers diverges from that here advocated.

Such a comparison will necessarily involve some adverse

criticism, but it is hoped that those authors whose work is

referred to in this way will realise that the criticism is offered

in no captious or didactic spirit, but for the sole purpose of

arriving at a definite understanding of what may, anil what

may not, bo regarded as sound practice in view of the present

state of our knowledge as bearing on those questions.

In general terms the metallograjihic investigation of a

system of alloys comprises three more or less distinct stages,

viz., the preparation of the alloys, the study of their thermal

behaviour by means of heating and cooling-curves and allied

means, and the study of the microstructure of the alloys

under various circumstances. These three stages overlap
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considerably, but will be considered separately for reasons

of convenience.

The Preparation of Alloys.—The first step in this process is

the choice of suitable raw ujaterials, and here the author

attaches very great importance to the use of adequately pure

metals. It is, of course, quite true that the metals used

industrially are not always very pure, and that the presence

or absence of even minute quantities of certain impurities

affects the properties and behaviour of alloys to a very marked

extent. It is indeed on the recognition of this fact that the

great importance attached to purity of metals in experimental

research is based ; the knowledge of a system of industrial

alloys, to be sound and valuable, must be based upon an

accurate knowledge of the alloys of the pure metals separated

from the influence of impurities to the highest degree attain-

able by experimental means. The first stage in the study

even of industrial alloys is the study of the systems of pure

metals forming their bases, followed at a later stage by the

equally important stud}^ of the influence of those impurities

which are not or cannot be avoided in practice, or which may
even be introduced intentionally. It is just the very powerful

influence and wide prevalence of impurities that make the

study of alloys of pure metals so important.

As an instance of the manner in which this question is

regarded by the author, it may be mentioned that for the

purpose of studying the alloys of aluminium and manganese,

the purest form of manganese that appears to be obtainable

commercially contains only 9 6 per cent, of manganese, and

much time has been spent upon preparing, in the laboratory,

samples of more nearly pure manganese. By the use of

alumino-thermic methods and carefully selected material,

Mr. Lantsberry, working jointly with the present author, has

succeeded in obtaining samples of manganese giving on

analysis 99*5 per cent, of that metal, the remaining im-

purities being principally iron and silicon. For the metallo-

graphic study of alloys rich in manganese, however, this is

not sufficiently pure, and it is hoped to obtain a metal con-

taining nmch smaller quantities of foreign substances. The
majority of those who have investigated alloys have shown
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their agreement with the view here indicated by using very

pure materials, in some cases prepared by their own methods

for the special purpose of the investigation ; on the other

hand, some of the numerous workers who have studied alloys

at the Metallographisches Institut der Universitiit Gbttingen

have not adopted this course, and have indeed contented

themselves with the use of materials less pure than the best

obtainable commercially. Thus Frankel, working on the

alloys of aluminium and silicon (^), used aluminium contain-

ing only 98*7 per cent, of aluminium and 0*42 per cent,

silicon, leaving 0'9 per cent, of foreign impurities. In view

of the fact that aluminium containing 99*5 per cent, of

aluminium is commercially obtainable, this course seems

liardly satisfactory. The silicon used by the same author also

contained 2*4 per cent, of foreign substances in addition to 1

per cent, of aluminium. Hindrichs, again (-), in a paper on

alloys of aluminium and manganese, describes the use of

similarl}' impure aluminium (9 8*7 per cent, aluminium), and

of manganese containing only 98 per cent. Another example

of this kind is found in a paper by Lewkonya (3), which deals

with the equilil)rium diagram of the alloys of cobalt with nine

other metals, based upon data obtained with cobalt containing

2 per cent, of impurities. It is, of course, quite possible that

the equilibria of the alloys in question may not be very

seriously affected by the presence of these impurities, and

since the authors in question are careful to state the compo-

sition of their metals, any misconception should be obviated :

at the same time the real value of the researches in question

is very much impaired by the use of comparatively impure

metals. The description of the diagrams thus arrived at, as

those of the binary system in question, is at all events in-

accurate, and may even be seriously misleading, since such

papers are frequently abstracted without any reference to the

point under discussion.

The actual preparation of the alloys with raw materials

next demands some consideration, but in most essentials,

such as the use of containin<j vessels of suitable chemical

composition and the protection of the metal from oxidation or

the action of other gases such as nitrogen, most workers
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appear to be well agreed, and there are very few researches

which can be criticised on this ground. In some cases, in

fact, such questions have led to special researches, of which

the one by Heyn and Bauer (*), on copper and oxygen, is a

brilliant example. A question which is often dealt with in a

much less satisfactory manner, however, is that of ascertaining

the exact composition of the alloys from which the various

cooling-curves and photomicrographs have been obtained.

The present author follows the practice set by his predecessor

at the National Physical Laboratory (Professor Carpenter)

of obtaining an analysis of every alloy, thus not relying on

knowledge of synthetic composition. While in a certain

number of cases the composition as thus found by analysis

does not differ materially from that aimed at synthetically, in

other cases there is a considerable difference, and constancy in

this respect cannot as a rule- be relied upon. This applies

particularly to alloys lying in regions of composition where

the freezing or transformation curves are steep, and an

accurate knowledge of the composition of each alloy is there-

fore vital to accuracy in the diagram.

While a great many papers on alloys contain a satisfactory

account of analyses of alloys, some authors give no informa-

tion on the point, while others rely upon compositions calcu-

lated from the weights of the component metals employed,

corrected for a loss during fusion, which is calculated from

that found by analysis in a few " typical " alloys of the series.

While it must be admitted that in favourable cases only slight

errors are introduced by such approximations, the author takes

the view that the process of approximation has in some
instances been extended to cases where its results are liable to

serious error.

Turning now to the next stage in the study of a system of

alloys, viz., the study of their behaviour on cooling and heating,

the first point of material difference between various workers

lies in the quantities of alloy to be employed for such experi-

ments. The practice in the author's laboratory depends upon
the method employed for obtaining the cooling observations.

When the differential method is employed, comparatively small

masses of metal are used, ranging from 20 to 100 grammes in
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weight. On the other hiind.when the method of time observa-

tions is employed, as for the determination of points on the
" liquidus " curves, much larger quantities are taken, ranging

from 120 to 300 grammes. In the author's opinion the use

of these comparatively large quantities of alloy for this purpose

is not only desirable, but almost essential to accuracy of results,

so much so that he would attach very little value to time

observations taken on quantities of alloy less than 100
grammes. The reason for this view is that the quantities of

heat evolved in many of the changes studied by cooling-curve

methods are so small that when the experiment is confined to

small masses of metal, minor evolutions of heat are apt to be

entirely overlooked, while larger ones will not be noticed until

some little time after their commencement if they happen to

begin gradually rather than suddenly. This loss of sensitive-

ness in the case of small masses of metal arises from the fact

that the thermo-couple and its protecting sheath, as well as

the walls of the vessel containing the alloy, all take part in the

temperature changes to be observed ; and in the case of small

quantities of metal, the heat capacity of the entire system is

much larger, relatively to the quantity of heat evolved, than is

the case with larger masses of metal. Further, the use of very

small quantities of metal nearly always implies very rapid rates

of cooling ; as a rule, in order to obtain a uniform rate of

cooling, the source of heat which had l)Ccn employed for

obtaining the desired high temperature is removed entirely

(luring the (tooling process, and the alloy is thus allowed to

cool naturally in the furnace in which it has l>een melted.

Consofjuently, small quantities of metal, naturally melted in

small furnar.es, will eool with correspondingly greater rapidity,

with the result that various serious sources of error may—and

in certain cases undoubtedly do—aHcct the results. A further

objection to the use of small quantities of metal lies in the

fact that the ratio of surface area to mass is nuich larger with

small than with large masses of alloy. Since impurities can

oidy enter the metal through the external surface where it is

either in contact with the atmosphere of the furnace or with

the walls of the containing vessel, it is quite obvious that a

reduction of these areas, relatively to the quantity of metal
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present, is desirable for the purpose of reducing the risks of

contamination.

In thus advocating the use of larger quantities of metal for

metallographic experiments, the author is quite aware of the

arguments that may be advanced in favour of smaller quantities.

Thus the cost of the metals used may be a serious considera-

tion in the case of rare or precious metals, but in that case a

saving can be effected by using the same metal for a large

number of alloys by preparing and thoroughly studying the

various members of a series in succession and using each alloy

for the production of the next member of the series by the

addition of a suitable quantity of the requisite component.

Such a course would no doubt necessitate the analysis of each

alloy as made, but this course is regarded as desirable in any

case. Apart from the question of cost, it may perhaps be

urged that the use of small quantities allows more readily of

the use of small electric furnaces for the fusion of the alloys

in special atmospheres, and that the small masses of alloy can

be kept at a uniform temperature throughout their mass more

readily than larger quantities. While there is no doubt some

weight in these considerations, they apply rather to facility

than to the possibility of carrying out the work with the

necessary precautions on the larger scale. While, therefore, it

may be admitted that the use of larger quantities of metal

involves somewhat greater experimental resources, it should

—

in the author's opinion—be regarded as essential to accuracy.

The methods of temperature measurement may next be

considered. The mercury thermometer is only available at

most for temperatures up to 550° C, and is not in any case a

very suitable instrument for the study of metals. Temperature

measurement in metallographic researches is therefore nearly

always carried out by means of some form of electric pyro-

meter, the platinum resistance thermometer and the thermo-

electric junction having both been used. On account of its

larger bulk and more delicate and expensive character, and

the much greater skill required in its manipulation, the

platinum resistance thermometer would seem to be less suit-

able for metallographic purposes than the thermo-j unction, and

indeed only one notable research of this kind has been carried
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out by its aid, viz., that of Heycock and Neville on the alloys

of copper and tin (^). Since this is one of the most perfect

examples of such an investigation, particularly as far as accuracy

and completeness are concerned, this fact alone suffices to give

the platinum resistance thermometer considerable claim on the

attention of the metallographic worker. On the other hand,

the accuracy and reliability of the thermo-couple have been

more and more firmly established in recent years, and it has

now come into universal use for this class of work.

In the author's laboratory the thermo-j unctions of platinum

with alloys of platinum with 1 per cent, of rhodium and with

10 per cent, of iridium are both used, and couples of both

kinds are found to behave in a similarly reliable manner if

properly treated, the platinum-iridium couple presenting the

advantage of somewhat greater sensitiveness. In addition to

these couples, which are found to be satisfactory for the higher

ranges of temperature, couples of copper-constantan are used

for temperatures below 400° C. down to the temperature of

liquid air. These couples are approxiniately live times as

sensitive as the platinum combinations, and they show a very

regular, almost rectilinear calibration curve down to the lowest

temperatures.

As regards the treatment of thermo-couples, the practice of

the National Physical Laboratory is based on the following

considerations :

—

(1) That the wires of the thermo-couples shall be protected

as completely as possible from contact with metallic vapours or

reducing gases, entire insulation from contact with liquid metals

and slags being, of course, assumed as an obvious necessity.

, (2) That in order to guard against the inevitable gradual

action of such gases or vapours, and also in view of the possi-

bility of accidental injury to the wires, the couples must be

carefully re-calilirated at frequent intervaLs.

(o) That when the wires of the junction show signs of

having undergone ehanges (which may be solely due to pro-

longed exposure to heat) the wires sliall be cut off for a

sufficient length to eliminate the changed portion, and the

junction should be re-made in sound wire.

As regards (1), protection from injurious vapours or gases.
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couples are always used within thin sheaths of refractory

material such as fireclay and, in some instances, fused silica.

Dr. Carpenter has shown (^) that the influence of such a

sheath on the indications of thermo-couples at various tem-

peratures is small, and consequently, with moderate rates of

cooling, the author regards them as negligible. A point of

some importance in this connection is the practice of always

removing the thermo-couple from any gas-heated furnace

before turning on the flame for the re-melting of an alloy

after a cooling-curve has been taken—this avoids the exposure

of any part of the wire to the direct action of the flame.

As regards (2), calibration, the fixed points adopted at the

National Physical Laboratory are :

—

Temperature.
Degrees C.

Steam (from distilled water) ...... 100

Solidification point of Tin ...... 232

Lead ' 328

,, „ Aluminium ..... 657

Silver 961

The constancy of indications which may be expected from

an individual thermo-couple may be gauged from the following

series of calibrations at the freezing-point of pure silver (under

charcoal) taken at the dates named, the couple being in fre-

quent use during the intervening time. The actual junction,

it should be noted, had been re-made a considerable number
of times in the period of the employment of the couple covered

by these calibrations.

Tests of Junction i/8 at the Solidifying Point of Silver.

Potentiometer
Date. Reading in

Microvolts.

Temperature.
Degrees C.

December 12, 1903 . 15,324
May 2, 1904 . . . 15.310
March 12, 1905 . . 15,370
Mav .31, 1906 . . 15,3S7

May 2, 1907 . . .
j

15.340

961
960-2

963
904
961-7

With regard to (3), it need only be mentioned that the

junctions are always made by fusing the ends of the wires

together in an oxygen-fed flame, the resulting bead at the
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junction being kept as small as possible. Such a ])rocceding,

carefully carried out, entails no risk of injury to the wires, and

avoids the risk of bad or variable contacts occurring at the

junction itself. These somewhat obvious points have been

specially mentioned because a recent text-book on the subject

(Goerens, " Introduction to Metallography ") expressly instructs

students not to fuse their thermo-j unctions.

We now pass to the consideration of the instruments used

for the measurement of the indications of thermo-j unctions.

The instrument which is principally employed for this purpose

at the National Physical Laboratory is a somewhat elaborate,

but very accurate and sensitive, potentiometer on the lines of

an instrument first used by Professor Stansfield. This instru-

ment has already been described in detail by Messrs. Carpenter

and Keeling ("), so that no further description need be given

here. It will be sufficient to state that with one of the usual

thermo-couples of the laboratory each plug in the potentio-

meter box represents ap})roximately 23° C, and a single degree

C. corresponds to <S millimetres on the galvanometer scale. It

may perhaps be suggested that such an instrument is unneces-

sarily sensitive for the purpose, but the actual arrangement is

perfectly easy and convenient in use, and its great sensitiveness

is very useful for the purpose of detecting the first beginnings

of thermal chanjres, and also for tracinjif the end of a series of

reactions where these die out gradually with changing com-

position of alloys. The very great sensitiveness of this

instrument, in Avhich the effective length of the temperature-

scale of 1000° 0. is 8 metres, renders it unsuitable for the

autogra])hic recording of cooling-curves. While there can be

no doubt as to the value and the great desirability of auto-

graphic cooling-curves, the want of adequate sensitiveness has

stood in the way of the extended use of any of the older types

of autographic recorders at the National Physical Laboratory.

It is, however, hoped to overcome this and certain other

defects of such apparatus by means of a modification of the

Saladin type of autographic instrument. In this instrument

the sensitive surface is stationary, and can therefore be made
of any desired .size without making the moving parts of the

instrument unduly bulky (**).

o
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As compared with the potentiometer method just described,

other methods of measuring the E.M.F. of thermo-couples,

based upon the deflection of some form of galvanometer, all

sutier from the risk of errors arising from a displacement of

the zero of the instrument. In small galvanometers, or

milli-volt meters, particularly those of the pivoted moving

coil type, working with an indicator over a scale, this source

of error is practically negligible, as these instruments are now
made with a very small zero displacement, and their accuracy

at best is very limited on account of their short scale. On
the other hand, where more delicate instruments are con-

cerned, as in some autographic apparatus, it is quite probable

that errors due to this cause have crept in. . The use

—

wherever possible—of bifilar galvanometers free from zero

creep is therefore indicated for those cases where the deflection

method is otherwise advantageous ; in all such instruments

very careful control of the zero is, however, requisite.

In the author's practice, the delicate potentiometer method
is used for all cooling-curve and similar observations of an

accurate character, a small milli-volt meter of good type being

employed for the indication of temperatures in such processes

as annealing, quenching, &c. In strong contrast with this

practice is that followed at the Metallographisches Institut

der Universitat Gottingen, already referred to, where tempera-

ture measurements appear to be made entirely by means of a

milli-volt meter reading by means of a pointer and scale (®).

At all events, this is the only type of instrument referred

to in the numerous papers emanating from that laboratory.

While such milli-volt meters no doubt are made of very con-

siderable accuracy, their sensitiveness is entirely limited by

the dimensions of their scale, and even with an extra large

instrument of this type the scale is necessarily too contracted

for the adequate thermal study of alloys. This criticism does

not apply so much to the actual temperature values found for

various freezing and critical points, as to the detailed data

upon which the exact shape of the equilibrium diagram must
depend. Thus the exact position of a maximum or minimum
point in the liquidus curve cannot be established with adequate

certainty when the means of temperature measurement do not
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allow of a deterininiition of distinctions between freczint^-points

among a group of alloys differing among themselves by some

've or ten degrees. Further, the investigators who employ

,hc instruments here under discussion rely very largely upon

the quantitative interpretation of the duration of the various

arrests which arc observed during the cooling process. The

correct interpretation of the indications of cooling-curves in

quantitative terms is at best a matter of difficulty, and one to

be approached with some caution, but when to the unavoid-

able errors arising from the nature of the case are added

considerable uncertainties due to the instruments with which

the observations have been taken, the resulting deductions

are sometimes most insecurely founded. Further, the use of

such instruments has in certain cases led observers to miss

entirely certain recalcscences in the cooling of alloys. When
this leads merely to the construction of an incomplete equili-

brium diagram, the omission will no doubt be remedied by

subsequent investigators using more reliable methods ; but in

one ca.se, at all events, the user of the less sensitive method

has endeavoured to throw doubt upon observations consider-

ably more reliable than his own—a procedure which, in the

interests of accuracy, must be strongly deprecated ('").

While for certain ])urposes, more particularly for the deter-

mination of the initial free:<ing- points of alloys, the method

of taking observations of the rate of cooling {i.e. by time

ob.servations) is practically the only one available, for the

study of thermal changes occurring after solidification the

differential method of Roberts-Austen has long been adopted

by the National Physical Laboratory. This method is so well

known that no description of its details is required here (^^).

The advantages which it offers over any form of time obser-

vations are :
—

(1) Much greater sensitiveness, allowing of the u.sc of much

smaller masses of metal.

(2) P>rors of zero are of much less importance than in the

case of time observations.

(3) The method allows of the ready observation of thermal

phenomena at widely different rates of cooling, includ-

ing very slow cooling.
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The relative merits of the differential and " derived diffe-

rential " cooling-curves, and their mode of interpretation have

already been fully discussed by the present author Q'^). No
detailed discussion of these methods need, therefore, be given

here, particularly as very few other laboratories—with the

important exception of Professor Heyn's department of the

Materielprlifungsamt in Berlin, and that of M. Saladin in

France—have as yet availed themselves of this method,

which may, however, be commended to the attention of all

metallographic workers.

Under the heading (3) above reference has already been

made to the rate of cooling adopted in the observation of

cooling-curves. The practice of the author is to work with

very slow rates of cooling, although observations with more

rapid rates are also taken in many cases; chief reliance is,

however, placed upon the results of slow-cooling experiments,

supplemented in many instances by experiments in which

specimens of alloys are maintained for prolonged periods at

certain temperatures for the purpose of attaining an approxi-

mately stable condition. The considerations upon which this

practice is based are that the changes which it is principally

desired to study and to record are those undergone by the

alloys in passing through the various conditions of equilibrium

which correspond to the temperatures and concentrations

covered by the diagram in which the results are to be em-
bodied. In general terms it may safely be said that the

slower the rate of cooling, the more nearly will the alloys

attain at each stage of the cooling process the state of

equilibrium corresponding to each temperature. The con-

verse fact is universally recognised by the practice of suddenly

cooling or " quenching " specimens of metal for the purpose

of retaining them as nearly as possible in the condition in

which they exist at high temperatures. Metals thus quickly

cooled are usually in a meta-stable condition, and this fact

may safely be generalised into the statement that rapid cool-

ing favours the formation and persistence of meta-stable

conditions. While alloys in such meta-stable conditions are

of very great industrial importance, and also present objects

of considerable scientific interest, we have here another case
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in which a knowledge of the simpler stable systems is an

essential preliminary to any true understanding of the more
complex systems often met with under practical conditions.

On these grounds it would therefore appear that the slowest

possible rate of cooling should be adopted in cooling-curve

experiments. The limit is set by the amount of time con-

sumed by such observations, and also by the increasing

difficulty of observing the evolutions of absorptions of heat

when the rate of cooling becomes excessively slow. As has

already been remarked, the use of the differential method
overcomes the latter difficulty to a greater extent than the

method of time observations. When, however, the observa-

tions indicate that the slowest available rate of cooling is

insufficient to allow of the establishment of final equilibrium,

the only further resource is to expose specimens of the alloys

to suitable temperatures for a sufficient length of time to

allow of stable equilibrium being attained : this fact is gene-

rally capable of determination by microscopic means, since

stable equilibrium will have been reached when further

exposure to the same conditions results in no further change.

In some instances the condition of stable equilibrium at a

relatively high temperature would be disturbed during the

subsequent cooling of the specimen of metal, and this cooling

is therefore accelerated by quenching the specimen from the

temperature at which it had been maintained. Examples of

this procedure are to be found in the work of Heycock and

Neville, already cited, and in other papers. In further illus-

tration of the consideration here discussed, some observations

recently taken in the author's laboratory may be cited. Thus,

in connection with the study of the alloys of aluminium and

manganese already referred to, Mr. Lantsberry and the author

have taken a number of cooling-curves of these alloys. In

one series the cooling was slow, and in another it was accele-

rated by exposing the crucible full of alloy to direct radiation.

The curves obtained in the two cases {a) and (7<) (Fig. 1) show
a striking dissimilarity, a double recalescencc which is a

marked feature of the curves taken on slow cooling being

mer<'ed into a sinijflc heat -evolution with more rapid coolinij.

A further series of examples is furnished by the cooling-curves
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of alloys of lead and tin recently prepared by the author with

the assistance of Mr. P. A. Tucker (^^). In these alloys it

was found that even with moderate rates of cooling, those

containing between 5 and 15 per cent, of tin showed a very

decided halt at the temperature of the freezing of the lead-tin

eutectic ; from this fact earlier observers had concluded that

the limit of solubility of solid tin in solid lead was very low,

probably below 4 per cent. It was found, however, that a

86d°C

624°C

765''C

70 b*C

6+6C

5&6°C

Fig. 1.—Cooling-curves (Inverse ratio) of Alloy containing Aluminium 85 per cent.,

Manganese 15 per cent. Top curve was taken during cooling at an average rate of

approximately 15° C. per minute ; while in the case of the bottom curve the rate of

cooling was about 30° C. per minute.

further reduction in the rate of cooling caused the eutectic

arrest to disappear from the curves of the alloys containing

up to about 6 per cent, of tin. Specimens of the alloys con-

taining from about 5 to 2 5 per cent, of tin were then exposed

for periods up to six weeks to a steady temperature of 175° C,

with the result that subsequent microscopic observation showed

the alloys up to 16 per cent, of tin to be entirely homogeneous.

This example illustrates the kind of error that is likely to

arise if rapid rates of cooling are used alone. In this con-
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nection it should perhaps be pointed out that the investiga-

tions of quite a number of recent workers on alloys appear to

rest entirely upon cooling-curves taken at very rapid rates of

cooling. Thus Hindrichs, in the paper already referred to,

allows his alloys to cool at a rate of 2° C. per second—and

many similar examples could readily be cited.

There is perhaps one objection which has been raised to

the employment of cooling-curves in general which may be

discussed here, since it applies particularly to curves taken

during very slow cooling. The objection in question has been

brought forward lately by Curry (^*), who in his study of the

alloys of copper and aluminium has gone so far as to reject

the data obtained from cooling-curves entirely, and to rely

upon the indications of heating-curves alone. The present

author does not wish to deny the value and importance of

heating-curves, as he takes the view that in any complete

study of a system of alloys both heating-curves and cooling-

curves should be observed. On the other hand, he regards

Gurry's objections as being of far too sweeping a nature.

Curry's view appears to be that the phenomena of surfusion

arc liable to introduce errors into coolinrr-curve observations,

while heating-curves are said to be free from such errors. As
regards cooling-curves, it is, of course, well known that sur-

fusion does occur at times, especially with certain metals, but

it does not at all follow that the occurrence of this phenomenon
will lead to error in the observations. In practice the occur-

rence of surfusion is readily detected by an experienced

observer, since the temperature of the metal in such cases

undergoes a sudden and marked rkc, which is quite charac-

teristic and entirely distinct from the mere arrest of cooling

which occurs in normal solidification. The only case in which

such a rise of temperature would not be readily observed is

that of a small mass of metal cooling very rapidly; in those

circumstances the very rapid loss of heat would not allow the

rise of temperature to become evident—but the use of small

quantities of metal and of rapid rates of cooling has already

been referred to as unsatisfactory for other reasons. In

reference to the risk of errors arising from the occurrence of

surfusion, it may further be remarked that surfusion would
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not, in any considerable number of cases, take place to the

same extent in successive experiments on the same alloy, nor

to a corresponding extent in successive members of a series of

alloys. Its occurrence would therefore inevitably lead to

irregularities in the observations, and points found for alloys

lying close together could not be fitted by any regular curve.

The suggestion, therefore, that any serious or systematic error

is liable to be introduced into cooling-curve observations by

the occurrence of surfusion is one which the present author

cannot regard as well founded.

In regard to heating-curves, on the other hand, the actual

experience of the author is much less favourable. Super-

heating, it is true, does not occur at the " melting-point

"

of metals or alloys, but, on the other hand, the phenomena to

be observed, and the conditions for their observation, are much
less favourable than in the case of cooling-curves. Thus,

while the freezing process always shows a very well-defined

beginning, even though the end of the solidification may not

be readily detected, the same cannot be said of the melting

process. The absorption of heat during the heating process

does not as a rule commence very sharply, and the end of this

absorption of heat, which should theoretically lie on the

" liquidus curve," is not at all readily detected—from the

nature of the observations involved in recalescence curves it

is much easier to determine the precise point where a pre-

viously regular curve shows the first departure from regularity

than the point where a disturbed curve returns to regularity.

On this ground alone the determination of the "liquidus" by the

use of heatmg-curves cannot be regarded as trustworthy,

although the same consideration obviously suggests the use

of heating-curves for ascertaining the exact position of the

" solidus " curve, at all events in the simpler cases. The
difficulty, however, soon makes itself felt that in the majority

of cases the temperature at Avhich the occurrence of a given

recalescence (or heat absorption, as the case may be) is

observed is not the same during the heating as it is during

the cooling process. It is not as yet possible to determine

which of the two definite temperatures thus observed is the

" true " transformation temperature, and in the case of steel
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this difference has been fully recognised by the adoption of

the terms Ac and Ar fur the arrest points on rising and falling

temperatures respectively. A similar recognition of these

divergences is equally necessary in the case of alloys, and the

present state of our knowledge docs not appear to justify us

in attaching a higher degree of validity to the indications of

either type of curve.

There is, however, a further reason for preferring the use of

cooling-curves to that of heating-curves, and this lies in the

great difficulty of securing a uniformity of heat-supply equal

to the uniformity of heat-abstraction which is readily obtained

by either natural or artificially aided cooling. An electric

furnace with a delicate automatic regulator might perhaps

be constructed to give such a heat-supply, but with simpler

appliances nothing of the kind is obtainable, the rate of

heating in ordinary laboratory furnaces being usually very

uncertain. While, therefore, the present author has utilised

heating-curves for securing data not readily obtainable by

cooling-curves, he regards the latter as the more widely

applicable for the study of metals.

Before leaving the subject of cooling-curves, some reference

may be made to a point already mentioned, viz., the quantita-

tive interpretation of the thermal data obtained from such

observations. In a recent paper the present author has dis-

cussed at some length the question of the quantitative inter-

pretation of cooling-curves Q'"), and it is, therefore, unnecessary

to repeat that discussion here. The conclusion arrived at in

the paper just cited is that the quantitative interpretation of

cooling-curves is even in the best circumstances little more
than a rough approximation. Now Professor Tammann has

suggested and put into practice in his laboratory Q'^) a method,

known by his name, which relies upon the quantitative use of

cooling-curve data. This well-known method consists in plot-

ting the duration of a recalescence observed at a given tem-

perature in a series of alloys as ordinate on a horizontal line

representing the composition of the alloys. In this way, when
the observed durations in each experiment are reduced to unit

mass of the alloy, a diagram of the type shown in Fig. 2 is

obtained, and the maximum point of the curve on such a
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diagram is regarded as representing the point at which the

greatest amount of the particular body undergoing the reaction

is contained in the alloys, while the curve is extended, by

extrapolation from the observed points until it cuts the hori-

zontal base line, and the points thus fixed are taken as indi-

cating the first and last appearance of the reacting body in the

series of alloys. With regard to the determination of the

maximum, no very serious objections can be taken to this

course as long as the indications are taken within the limita-

tions of the degree of accuracy of the observations of tempera-

ture upon which they depend ; as, however, the maxima in

question are in many instances well marked, the method in

this application has undoubtedly rendered good service in

spite of its approximate character. When, however, extra-

FiG. 2.—Ideal Case. Dotted lines represent observed duration of arrests.

polation is applied to observations of this kind very serious

errors are liable to occur. In order to show more clearly the

nature and extent of such errors, it is necessary to examine a

little more closely the degree of approximation involved in the

plotting of such a curve as that of Fig. 2.

The ordinates of the curve in Fig. 2 are intended to

represent the quantity of heat generated per gramme of

alloy. As has already been pointed out, the duration of an

arrest during cooling is not an entirely accurate measure of

the quantity of heat generated in the cooling mass of metal

—the very considerable difficulty of ascertaining the exact

point at which the arrest (or retardation) of cooling ceases

would alone be sufiicient to introduce errors which may
range from 5 to 20 per cent, according to the exact shape

of the cooling-curve in question, while variations in the rate

of coolinir introduce still more serious errors. In addition
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to these sources of error, Professor Tammann's method in-

volves the reduction of the duration of the arrest in a given

mass of alloy to unit quantity of alloy, and the proportionality

in the case of a range of alloys differing widely in mass or

volume is by no means strict—variations in the specific heats

of the alloys enter very largely into the question. Nor are

these considerations of a merely theoretical character. Re-

ference to some of the papers in which Professor Tammann's
method is extensively used will at once show that in many
cases the points found on such diagrams as that of Fig. 2 lie

decidedly wide of the curve which is relied upon for purposes

of extrapolation. In other cases, again (^') the curve, which

should theoretically be a straight line, is decidedly curved

;

where this curvature is of a regular kind, it may no doubt be

ascribed to variations in the specific heats Q^) of the alloys

over the range of composition in question, but even assuming

that the curved line is approximately correct, its extrapolation

is by no means a certain operation. In view of these facts the

present author is disposed to accept the results of this method,

as far as extrapolation is involved, at all events, with consider-

able caution, and although the ingenuity of the method makes
it very seductive, the author cannot regard it as yielding more
than very approximate data which may serve to confirm other

observations, but cannot be relied upon independently.

In the metallographic investigation of alloys, microscopic

study of the structures of the various members of a series

is carried out in correlation with their thermal study. A
large number of important researches testify beyond all

doubt to the extreme importance of the mutual correlation

of thermal and microscopic data, and the present author

therefore attaches much importance to carrying out the

microscopic examination of the alloys with the greatest

possible degree of completeness. The methods of micro-

scopic examination are so well known that they require no

further description except in regard to some special points

upon which the practice at the National Physical Labora-

tory appears to difler from that of certain other investigators.

(1) Preparation of the all(iys. The practice of the author is

to utilise for microscopic observation in the first instance the
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specimens of alloy prepared for the determinations of the

" liquidus." Since the quantity is always reasonably large,

and the rate of cooling slow, the ingots are very suitable

for microscopic examination, showing, as a rule, well-defined

structures readily interpreted under the microscope. While

it is quite true that for technical use it is eminently desir-

able to produce alloys possessing as fine and indistinct micro-

structure as possible, this does not apply to specimens for

metallographic study of equilibrium conditions. The fact

that the use of minute quantities of metal and rapid rates

of cooling tends to render the microstructure of the result-

ing alloys more minute and indistinct (even apart from the

risk of observing misleading meta-stable structures) adds

further weight to the contention in favour of the employ-

ment of more liberal quantities. The microscopic examina-

tion of either complete sections of the ingots used for

cooling-curve observations, or—if these are too large—of

several sections cut from different parts of the ingot also

avoids the possibility of any lack of homogeneity in such

an ingot being overlooked.

(2) Preparation of the specimens for microscopic exami-

nation. The methods of grinding and polishing used by the

author are of the usual kind, but importance is attached to

the avoidance of any degree of mechanical violence in the

manipulation of the specimens. This is avoided to a consider-

able extent by carrying out the processes of effacing scratches

by rubbing on emery-paper by hand. The final polishing

operation on a revolving disc fed with a suitable polishing

material is thus very short, and the power driving this disc is

under control in such a way that the speed of the disc can be

adjusted to the nature of the alloy in question, so as to avoid

any dragging or burnishing. Where more violent (although

more rapid) polishing processes are employed, the surface

obtained is apt to approach more nearly to a burnished than

to a truly polished condition. The phenomena of surface flow

which have been studied and described by Mr. Bielby, come
into play to a very serious extent in such circumstances, and

the subsequent etching in that case reveals not so much the

internal structure of the metal as the past history of mechani-
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cal surface deformation which it has undergone. Precautions

in this respect are especially necessary when alloys in a

sensitive meta-stable state are under investigation,

(3) Recording the observed structures. The methods of

photomicrography are, again, well known. It need only be

remarked here that for the purpose of illustrating the existence

of structures which constitute important evidence in an in-

vestigation of this kind, photomicrographs of the largest

possible areas should be given, since these give a much more
satisfactory idea of the true condition of the alloy than the

very minute areas with which many papers are illustrated.

Verbal description to some extent overcomes the difficulty,

but in endeavouring to repeat and verify observations that

may be of importance to other investigators it is much easier

and more satisfactory to deal with the reproduction of a

photomicrograph than with a verl)al description—the photo-

microgra])h is an actual object, while the verbal description

may be affected by the opinions of the writer, or his experience

and power of observation. These considerations also serve as

a plea for greater care and attention to the quality of the

photomicrographs ; some workers appear to regard the study

of the microstructure as of very secondary importance, and

apparently do not give the requisite care to the production of

the photographs. In other cases, the publications in which

the memoirs are printed are, perhaps, to blame for exercising

a crippling degree of economy in this respect. For this reason

the author may, perhaps, be permitted to urge the great

importance of ample and good illustration of micrographii'

researches, as adding most considerably to the value of the

researches to otlier investigators. In the same sense, the

importance of extending the limits of microscopic examination

to the furthest, possible extent may also be urged. Two classes

of limitation are frequently met with in the literature of the

subject. In one class the statement is made that a certain set

of thermal transformations " do not correspond to any change

in microstructures." While it is, of course, quite possible that

molecular rearrangements may occur which give rise to an

evolution or alisorption of heat without affecting the micro-

structure, the fact remains that in the great majority of cases
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evolutions of heat are accompanied by changes of structure

;

cases'where this is said not to be the case are, therefore, of the

nature of anomalies that, so far from being passed over Avith a

remark, require specially careful investigation. It is at all

events probable that such close study would reveal the fact

that minute changes of microstructure had occurred in these

cases. The author is led to this view by his own experience

in the case of the alloys of lead and tin. In these a thermal

transformation has been found by the author (working with

Mr. P. A. Tucker) (^^) in the solid alloys, and at first sight

there did not appear to be any change of microstructure

associated with this critical point. In pursuance of the ideas

just mentioned, however, a series of quenching experiments

were undertaken (with the aid of liquid air) and the structure

of a number of specimens was minutely compared, with the

result that small but systematic differences were found which

soon led to satisfactory explanation of the changes involved.

The author, therefore, feels justified in making the suggestion

that other cases in which no change of structure has been

observed in association with clearly established evolutions of

heat are worthy of further careful study. The second class of

cases in which microscopic study is not, in some cases, carried

so far as could be desired, includes those metals and alloys

which are not readily prepared and polished in the ordinary

way. There are, of course, certain metals which cannot be

polished by any means as yet devised, such, for instance, as

many of the alloys of mercury (amalgams), and the alloys of

such metals as sodium and potassium, which undergo im-

mediate decomposition on exposure to the atmosphere. But
cases are to be found in the recent literature of metallography

in which alloys are placed in this class Avhich do not really

belong to it. Thus lead and alloys very rich in lead have only

been quite recently polished by certain French investigators i^^),

of whose methods of polishing with the aid of oxide of chro-

mium prepared by levigation in the manner indicated by Le
Chatelier (^^) the present author has also availed himself.

Fig. 3 is a photomicrograph of an alloy rich in lead (82 per

cent, of lead and 18 per cent, tin) which has been taken from
a specimen polished in this way ("). In a paper already
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referred to, on the alloys of aluininiuiu and manganese, Hind-

richs states that it is not possible to obtain niicrosections of

KiG. 3.—Alltjy of Lead (X2 per cent.) :ind Tin (IS jier cent.) slowly cooled after

prolonged heating at 175° C Magnification, 100 diameters.

certain alloys of this .system on account of their extreme

brittleness. As Mr. Lantsberry and the author arc investi-

t^Mting these alloys at the present time, they have had occasion

Kic. 4. .Mloy of Manganese (75 per cent.) and Aluminium (25 per cent,

cast in C'hill Mould. Magnification, 800 diameters.

to examine them, and have sueceedod, by the use of gentle

pi)lishing processes, in })reparing good sections of these alloys,

whoso appearance is illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5. It is at all
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events possible that the omission of the microscopic study of

these alloys has led Hindrichs to adopt conclusions which

would not have been borne out by the microscopic evidence.

In the brief discussion of metallographic methods given

above, the author has endeavoured to deal with the relative

merits of different methods on general grounds, and on the

basis of actual experience in the use of most of those men-
tioned. As it happens, a number of instances of methods

which the author sees cause to regard with doubt occur in

Fig. 5.—Alloy of Manganese (80 per cent.) and Aluminium (20 per cent.

Magnification, 150 diameters.

papers emanating from the Metallographisches Institut der

Universitiit GiJttingen ; the reason for this fact lies not in any

deliberate choice on the part of the author, but simply in the

very large number of papers on alloys which have emanated

from that laboratory. In such a paper as the present, it is

necessarily divergencies of method and opinion which receive

attention, the whole substantial basis of common ground and

general agreement being naturally passed over in silence. To

avoid any misinterpretation, it is, therefore, desirable to add

—

what is quite obvious to those who are closely acquainted with

the subject—that the new science of metallography owes a

ofreat deal to the labours of Professor Tammann and his

associates, who have covered a very large amount of ground
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by a series of researches, for many of which—apart from the

points discussed above—the present author wishes to express

very sincere appreciation.
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INTER-METALLIC COMPOUNDS
Bv CECIL H. DESCH, D.Sc, Ph.D.

The fact that many metals combine with one another to form

definite compounds has now been placed beyond doubt, but

owing to the difficulty of isolating such compounds, our know-

ledge of them is still far less complete than in most other

branches of inorganic chemistry. The methods of detecting

the formation of inter-mctallic compounds, and of determin-

ing their formuliu, are mainly indirect, and depend upon the

occurrence of discontinuities in certain properties of the alloys

in which they occur. The sources of experimental error are

numerous, and considerable care is required in the interpreta-

tion of the results. The principle of valency, so often applied

to the control of analytical results when fixing the formula of

a new compound, here fails almost completely. It seems

impossible to reconcile the formulse of a large proportion of

the known inter-metallic compounds with the doctrine of

valency, and such regularities as have been found are of a

qualitative nature, and are subject to many exceptions.* The

state of knowledge on this subject was summarised by Mr.

F. H. Neville in 1900,t but the eight years which have

elapsed since the publication of his report have seen a great

activity in the investigation of alloys, and in the establishment

of criteria for determining the existence of inter-metallic com-

pounds. The author has had occasion to collect the results

of recent mctallograpliic research, and the present report is

submitted in the hope that the information may prove of use

to others engaged in the study of alloys, now assuming such

importance both from the industrial and from the scientific

point of view. Ciiemical and metallurgical literature unfor-

tunately abounds in descriptions of alloys to which definite

fornuda? have been assigned on very insufficient evidence, and

in the following pages an attempt is therefore made (1) to

• G. Tammann. Zeitsch. Anor^. Chem., li)06, vol. xlix. p. 113 ; 1907. vol. Iv. p. 289.

t Brit. Assoc. A'f/>., Bradford Meeting. 1900.
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give an account of criteria for the existence of compounds in

thermal, electrical, and other investigations
; (2) to give in

tabular form a list of those inter-metallic compounds the

formulae of which have been, in the author's opinion, satis-

factorily established, and to indicate the cases in which the

metals concerned do not, under the conditions of preparation

of the alloys, enter into combination.

Thermal Analysis.—So long as the study of the changes of

alloys with temperature was confined to the determination of

the freezing-point curve, the recognition of inter-metallic com-

pounds was subject to many uncertainties. It was usual to

assign a formula to any alloy occurring at a maximum or at a

" kink " in the curve, minima being ascribed to the formation

of eutectics. It is easy to show that such a method is theo-

retically wrong. A maximum or a minimum may sometimes

occur in a series of mixed crystals (solid solutions) when no

compound is present, and a break in the direction of a curve,

although it may indicate the formation of a compound, does

not give its formula without further investigation. The appli-

cation of Roozeboom's theoretical results to alloys by Heycock

and Neville marked a new era.* This method only became

systematically possible when completed by the principle intro-

duced by Tammann,t and called by him thermal analysis.

This consists in observing the time occupied by each arrest on

the cooling-curve of an alloy. Such arrests may be due to

the primary separation of crystals, to the solidification of a

eutectic, to a reaction between solid and melt, or to a trans-

formation in the solid state. By plotting the times against

the composition, the composition corresponding with the

maximum development of heat is found, and by extrapola-

tion the point at which the arrest vanishes is also found more
accurately than by direct observation.

The application of this method to the recognition of an

inter-metallic compound may be illustrated by means of a

diagram (Fig. 1), which represents an imaginary case. The
freezing-point curve A B C D E F G presents two eutectic

* See especially Phil. Trans., 1903, A, vol. ccii. p. 1.

t G. Tammann, Zeitsch. Anorg. Chem., 1903, vol. xxxvii. p. 303; 1905, vol. xlv.

p. 24 ; vol. xlvii. p. 289.
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minima at B and E, a well-marked maximum at D, and breaks

on ascending branches at C and F. The points representing

the end of solidification have been entered on the diagram,

and form the broken solidiis curve, M B N P Q R E S T U G.

The duration of each arrest on the cooling-curves has also

been recorded, and is plotted on the same diagram ; the time
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composition curves being dotted and inverted to avoid over-

lapping. For example, alloys containing from to 40 atomic

per cent, of the metal Z (0 to 40 gram-atoms in every 100
gram-atoms of the alloy), show an arrest at 400°. due to

solidification of the eutectic. The duration of this arrest

increases with the proportion of Z up to 22 per cent., and

then decreases. The arrest times form the curve MJN,
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becoming zero at N. The curves, CpQ, ReS, and F^U are

obtained in the same way.

The evidence for the existence of a compound at the point D
is as follows :

—

1. An alloy containing 50 atomic per cent, of the metal Z
freezes completely at 750°, the temperature remaining constant

until the w^hole is solid.

2. The development of heat at 500°, observed in alloys

containing 35 to 50 atomic per cent. Z, disappears at the

latter composition, as indicated by the curve CpQ.

3. The eutectic arrest at 600°, observed in alloys containing

50 to 75 atomic per cent., also becomes zero at the same
composition, as indicated by the line RcS.

4. The diagram also indicates an arrest at 300°, observed

in alloys containing 70 to 75 atomic per cent. Z. This is due

to a polymorphic change in the solid state, the a modification

stable at high temperatures passing into a /3 modification on

cooling past 300°. The maximum development of heat due

to this cause is found at 50 atomic per cent., as indicated by

the curve Vt^W.

All these facts point to the existence of a compound con-

taining 50 atomic per cent. Y and 5 atomic per cent. Z

—

that is, having the formula YZ.

The diagram indicates the presence ot two other com-

pounds, causing breaks in the freezing-point curve at C and

F, but not giving rise to maxima as at D. To take the point

C first :—
1. The arrest at 5 00° (line CQ) reaches a maximum at

40 atomic per cent. Z. The arrest is due to the reaction of

the crystals of the compound YZ, which have separated at

higher temperatures, with a part of the still liquid alloy.

2. The eutectic arrest at 400° (curve M6N), and the trans-

formation arrest at 300° (curve Vf^W), reach zero at the same
composition, on the line PNV.

These facts point to the existence of a compound containing

40 atomic per cent, of Z and 60 atomic per cent, of Y—that

is, of the formula YgZg.

It will be seen that the composition of the compound could

not have been obtained by an inspection of the freezing-point
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curve alone. The break at C does not coincide with its com-
position, but occurs earlier, at 35 atomic per cent. This

approaches more nearly to the formuke YgZ. The absence

of any determinations of the time of arrest prior to Tammann's
researches is the cause of many of the erroneous formuke for

inter-metallic compounds found in the literature.

Similarly, the point F represents the formation of a third

compound from crystals and fluid alloy. The maximum time

of reaction is found by the curve P^U to occur at 80 atomic

per cent. Z, corresponding with the formula YZ^. The time

curves RcS and V^/W, however, do not extend to 80 atomic

per cent. Z, but reach zero at a lower concentration, namely,

75 per cent. This indicates that the compound YZ is capable

of forming solid solutions (mixed crystals), with an additional

5 per cent, of Y. In the same way, the form of the curve

F^U points to the retention of as much as 5 atomic per cent,

of Y by the metal Z in a state of solid solution.

The imaginary diagram, constructed for the sake of round

numbers, thus demonstrates the existence of three compounds
of Y and Z, namely, Y.jZg, YZ, and YZ^, of which only the

second can be melted without decomposition, the flrst and

third decomposing below their melting-points into a liquid

alloy and crystals of YZ, and of a saturated solid solution of

Y and Z respectively. The compound YZ exists in an a and

a /3 modification, having a transition point at 300°. The
interpretation of any real diagram is based on exactly the

same principles.

Two isomorphous metals may form a continuous series of

mixed crystals with a maximum freezing-point : the form of

the solidus curve will then be diflerent from that of a series

containing a compound, but the aid of another method is

really necessary to decide. A compound may in some cases

form mixed crystals with an excess of either of the component

metals, and it is not justifiable to conclude the non-existence

of compounds in a series from the formation of mixed crystals,

as has been done, for instance, by Shepherd * in the case of the

copper-zinc alloys. Other methods indicate that copper and

zinc combine to form several definite compounds.

* E. S. Shepherd, Journal of Physical Chemistry, H»04, vol. viii. p. 421.
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Microscopic Examination.—This is chiefly to be applied as a

control of the thermal analysis. When an alloy of a certain

composition shows a perfectly homogeneous structure, and the

addition of a small quantity of either of the component metals

gives rise to the appearance of a eutectic, the evidence that

the crystals are those of a compound is definite. When
mixed crystals are formed ambiguity may arise, but the

microscopic method is exceedingly valuable for determining

whether the alloys examined are in a state of equilibrium, or

whether they undergo further changes on heating.

Electromotive Force.—The measurement of the difference of

potential between an alloy and one of its component metals is

a method of great interest. Here, again, the results obtained

before the exact conditions were determined are often mis-

leading. In the researches of Laurie'" and of Herschkowitz,t a

break in the potential curve was taken as indicating the com-
position of the compound. An investigation of the theoretical

conditions by Reinders, % however, has shown that the com-
position of the electrolyte must be taken into account, and

also that the breaks correspond with the appearance of a new
solid phase. Puschin § has shown that the most regular

results are obtained when a solution of a salt of the less

electropositive metal is used as the electrolyte, and the differ-

ence of potential between that metal and the alloy determined.

Thus, for copper-zinc alloys, the difference of potential between

pure zinc and the alloy would be measured in a solution of a

zinc salt. This is not theoretically quite correct, but the con-

centration of the second metal in the solution required for

equilibrium is extremely small. In practice, such an electro-

lyte presents difficulties, and an alkaline or acid solution is

generally used, the measurements are then subject to many
errors, largely due to the alteration of the surface of the alloy

by the formation of local couples.

A series of alloys in which neither mixed crystals nor com-
pounds are formed, such as the gold-thallium series, must

* Transactions of the Chemical Society, 1889, vol. Iv. p. 677 ; 1894, vol. Ixv. p. 1030.

t Zeitsch. Physikal. Chem., 1898, vol. xxvii. p. 123.

+ Ibid. , 1903, vol. xlii. p. 225.

§ Journ. Russ. Phys. Chem. Soc, 1907, vol. xxxix. pp. 13, 353, 528, 869 ; Zeitsch. Anorg-
CJiem., 1907, vol. Ivi. p. 1.
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exhibit the constant potential of thallium throughout. On
the other hand, a continuous series of mixed crystals must

give a smooth curve, the potential of the dissolved metal

steadily falling Avith the increase of concentration of the

second metal. This is the case with antimony and bismuth.

When a compound occurs which does not form mixed crystals

with either component, the potential shows a sudden drop, as

in the silver-tellurium series. (Fig. 2, curve A.) When both

compounds and mixed crystals are formed, the curve consists

of sloping portions within the limits of concentration of the

latter, separated by discontinuities. This is shown in Fig. 2,

A3 Aa.T<p.
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curve B, which represents a series of mixed crystals extending

from to 20, 20 to 50, and 50 to 100 atomic per cent, of the

second metal respectively. It is obvious that the discon-

tinuity marks only the disappearance of a phase, and does not

allow of the fixing of the fornuila of the compound or com-

])Ounds formed. Great care is therefore required in the inter-

pretation of the E.M.F. results, and they should always be

compared with the information given by thermal analysis and

Tuicroscopic examination.

Chemical Examination of Residues.—This is the method by
which a very large proportion of the inter-metallic compounds

enumerated in text-books have been prepared ami recognised.
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It consists in attacking alloys of varying composition with

reagents capable of extracting one or other of the components,

and analysing the residue. When several of the alloys of the

same series have been found to yield a residue of constant

composition, this has been described as a chemical individual.

It is, however, easy to draw false conclusions from the results.

A reagent which attacks the free metal also frequently attacks

its compounds, although more slowly, so that the composition

depends on the time during which the attack is continued.

Many silicides have been described as residues after attack by

sodium hydroxide. The alkali, however, attacks most silicides

slowly, the residue becoming coated with a layer of metal,

so that on analysis the percentage of metal comes out too

high.* The evidence is better when the residue is unchanged

in composition after repeated alternate treatment with two

different reagents. But it is necessary to determine, by

microscopic or physical methods, that the residue analysed

is entirely homogeneous. When the alloy is merely described

as a compound from its uniform crystalline appearance, this

fact is of no value without a study of the action of reagents,

since many solid solutions crystallise extremely well. The

crystallographic examination of a series of mixed crystals

would show, by the change of the axial ratios with the com-

position, the point at which a compound occurred, and this

method might conceivably be of great assistance, but I do

not know that it has been employed in the case of metallic

alloys.

Many mixed crystals have been found native as minerals,

and have been described as compounds when their composition

chanced to coincide with a simple formula.

Hardness.—The hardness of alloys may be determined

quantitatively by using a diamond scratching-point under a

fixed load (sclerometer) and measuring the width of the

scratch microscopically. It is found that a continuous series

of mixed crystals shows a curve rising to a maximum at

an intermediate point, as in the alloys of gold and silver

(Fig. 3).t The limit of any series of mixed crystals is

* W. Guertler, Metallurgie, 1908, vol. v. p. 184.

t N. S. Kurnakoff and S. F. Schemtschuschny, Zeitsch. Anorg. Chem. , 1908, vol. Ix. p. 1.
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marked by a break in the hardness curve. Inter-metallic

compounds arc frequently harder than their constituents,

but they may be softer (CUgSb is softer than antimony).*

Their position should, therefore, be marked by a sharp maxi-

mum or minimum. As very few cases have been studied

thoroughly from this point of view, the curve in Fig. 4 is

constructed for an ideal case, that of the series represented

by Fig. 1. The metal Y is assumed to be harder than

Z ; Y.jZo and YZ^ somewhat harder than Y, and YZ con-

siderably harder. So long as there is no cliJinge in the

nature of the solid phases present, but only in their relative

Fig 3.

proportion, the increase in hardness is almost linear. This

method is capable of further development.

Density.—The density of alloys has been used for the

purpose of detecting compounds. Maey f has shown that

specific volume should be used in plotting to give the best

results. The specific volume is very nearly a linear function

of the concentration when no compounds or mixed crystals

are formed, compounds being indicated by marked breaks in

the curve. The experimental errors of density determina-

tions are considerable, owing to the difficulty of obtaining

cast alloys quite free from porosity, and to the alterations

of density produced by mechanical treatment. The change

of volume which accompanies the formation of a compound
is also sometimes very small, so that breaks in the curve

* A. Baikoff, Rull. Soc. (C Encoura^., 1903, vol. civ. Part I. p. 620.

t Zeitsclt. Physikal. Chem., 1901, vol. xxxviii. p. 292; 1904, vol. 1. p. 200.
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can only be located when a large number of accurate deter-

minations have been made.

Electrical Conductivity.—In series containing no compounds

or mixed crj^stals either the specific conductivity or the specific

resistance is approximately a linear function of the concentra-

1 1 1 1 iz!

1 1 1 1

Fig. 4.

i 1 11 1II 'II
1 '

Fig. 5.

tion, according to the arrangement of the component crystals.

With a continuous series of mixed crystals, the conductivity

curve has a most characteristic form, with a deep minimum.
A sharp break in the direction indicates the limit of saturation

of mixed crystals, and is perhaps the most accurate way of

determining that limit. An inter- metallic compound behaves

like a pure metal, having, however, a lower conductivity than
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its components, and the coinpletc diaj^ram may be split up into

those of a number of binary systems, one more in number than

the compounds formed. Fig. 5 is a possible conductivity

diagram for the same scries as Figs. 1 and 4. It will be

seen that whilst the maxima are distinct, other breaks may
be due either to the occurrence of another compound, or to

reaching the limit of saturation of a series of mixed crystals.

The two may usually be distinguished by other methods,

especially by microscopic examination.

Heat of Formation.—Attempts have been made from time

to time * to compare the heat developed on dissolving a series

of alloys in a suitable reagent, and to determine the existence

of compounds from discontinuities in this heat development.

The chemical reactions occurring in the dissolution of an alloy

are not, however, in general, the same as in the dissolution of

the component metals, and the method has not proved trust-

worthy in practice.

A few inter-metallic compounds may be readily distinguished

as such by their striking colour, CujSb, for instance, being

violet, and AlgAu purple. A brittle character and conchoidal

fracture are very frequent in them, and are associated with

maxima in the hardness curve. From what has been said, it

will be seen that the combination of thermal and microscopical

examination otVers the most certain means of detecting com-
])ounds, electrical conductivity probably ranking next in im-

portance. The method of potential measurements may become
more valuable when means have been devised of overcoming:

ihe experimental difficulty of employing an electrolyte which

can reach equilibrium with the alloy. All the curves men-
tioned require to be interpreted in the light of the principles

of the doctrine of phases.t

Table I. contains a list of those inter-metallic compounds
the existence and formula of which appear, on a comparison

of the experimental results in accordance with the principles

stated above, to be sufficiently well established. Doubtful

cases have been as far as })ossible excluded, and the list may
l>e considerably lengthened when further experimental material

* r. Baker, Proceeding's ofIhe Koyal Society, IStOl, vol. Ixviii. p. 9 ; Herschkowitr, loc. cit,

t See VV. Bakhuis Roozebooni, Heterogene Glcichgewichtc, vol. ii. Brunswick, 1904.
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has been accumulated, but it is hoped that very few com-

pounds have been inchided which it will be necessary to

remove subsequently. Certain phosphides, silicides, &c., have

been included when they possess a metallic character. The

formulae are arranged in alphabetical order of the symbols.

In order to economise space, references to the literature and

the o-rounds on which each selection has been made haveo
been omitted. Full literature references down to 1903 will

be found in the Bibliogra'phie der Metallegierungen, by M. Sack

(Hamburg and Leipzig, 1903). The later references will be

found in the indexes of the Journal of the Chemical Society,

and the Zeitschrift filr Anorganische Ghemie.

Table I.

AgsAl, AgoAl.

AgsHgj, and others.

AgMg, AgMg3.
AgnPt.
AgsSb.
AgoSe.
AggSn.
AgaTe.
AggZiio, AgZn, AgoZn;,, AgoZn,,.

AlgAufAlAu, AlAuo, AljAus, AIAU4.
AlgCa.
AI5C00, AlCo, and another.

AlCrs.-

AUCu, AlCu, AlCu.,.

AlgFe.

Al3Mg4.
AlgNi, AljNi, AlNi.
AlSb.
AlgTi.

AsgCdg.
AS2CU5, AsCu.j.

AsaFc;), AsFeo, and others.

AsNi, AsaNig.
Au4Cd3, AuCdg.
Au.,Pb, AuPU.
AuSb,.
AuSn, AuSn.2, AuSn4.
AuZn, AugZnj, AuZn,,.

BigK, Bi.^Kj, BiK^, and another.

BioMg3.
"

BiNa, BiNag.
BigNi, BiNi.

CaCd, CaCd), and another.

CaPb3.
CaSn3.
CaTlj, and another.

Ca^Zng, CaZn4, CaZn, and another.

CdgCug, CdCu3.
CdMg.
CdgNa, Cd.Na.
CdgSba, CdSb.

CdSn4.
CoSb, CoShi.
CoaSi, CogSia, CoSi, CoSi.j, CoSig.

Co2Sn, CoSn.
CoZn4.
CrSb, CrSb.,.

CuoMg, CuMgo.
Cuj'P.

CugSb, CuoSb.
CugSi, and others.

Cu4Sn, CusSn, and perhaps others.

Cu2Se.
CuaTe, €04X63.
CuoZn, CuZn, Cur,Zn3.

Fe.5C.

FeNi,,.

Fe:,Sb2, FeSb.,.

Fe.2Si, FeSi.

FeZng, and another.

HggK, HggK.,. HgsK. Hg^K.
HgLi3.
HgjNa, Hg.iNa, HgNas, and four

others.

Hg.,Tl.

KPbg, KPb4, and another.
KSn.„ KSn4, and two others.

KaTi, KTl.

Mg.,Ni, MgNi.,.
MggPb.
MggSb,.
Mg,Si.
MgoSn.
Mg:sTl3, Mg.,Tl, Mg3Tl2.
MgZnj.
Mn^P^,, and another.
MnoSb, MngSU.
MnoSi, MnSi.
Mn4Sn, MngSn, MnSn.

Na4Pb, NagPh, NaPb, NaaPbj.
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Na,Sb. NaSb. PbTe.
Na'Se, Na^Stv,, NaScy, NaScj. PbTU.
Na4Sn, Na^Sn, Na4Sn3, NaSn, PtjSn, PlSn, PtjSnj, and another

NaSnj.
NagTI, NajTl, NaTl. .SbjSe,.

Ni.,P, Nijl'o, NioP. Sb.,Te.,.

NijSb, Ni^Sb.,, NiSb, and another. sb'ri;,.'

Ni;,.Si, Ni.>3i,'Ni;,Si2, NiSi, NUSi,^, SbZn, Sb.,Zn3.

Ni3Sn2, and others. SnTe.
NiZn.,.

Also two ternary compounds—
PboPd, PbPd, PbPdo. PbPds. CdHRK.
PbPt, and two others. MggKNa.

Table II.

The following pairs of metals do not give evidence of the formation of a compound
under the conditions of the investigations :

—

Ag—As.

Ag—Au,
Ag-Bi.
Ag-Co.
Ag-Cr.
Ag-Cu.
Ag—Fe.
Ag—Mn.
Ag—Ni.

Ag— Pb.
.\g-Pd.
Ag-Si.
Ag-Tl.
Al— Bi.

Al—Cd.
Al—Na.
Al—Pb.
Al— Si.

Al—Sn,
.\1—TI.
Al—Zn.

As—Pb.

Au—Bi. Cd—Zn.

Au—Cu. Co—Cr.

Au-Fe. Co—Cu.
Au—Ni. Co—Fe.

Au—Pd. Co—Ni.

Au— Pt. Co—Pb.
Au—Tl. Co-Tl.

Cr—Cu.
Bi-Cd. Cr-Ni.

Bi—Co. Cr-Pb.
Bi—Fe. Cr—Sn.
Bi-Hg. Cu-Fe.
Bi—Mn. Cu—Mn
Bi—Pb. Cu—Ni.
Bi—Sb. Cu-Pb.
Bi-Zn. Cu—Pd.

Cu—Pt.

Ca—Fe. Cu-Tl.
Cd—Fe.

Cd-Hg. Fe—Mn
Cd— Pb. Fe-Pb.
Cd— Tl. Fe-Pt.

Table III.

Fe—Tl.
Fe—V.

Hg-Pb.
Hg-Sn.
Hg-Zn.

Mg— Na.
Mn—Ni.
Mn—Pb.

Ni— Pb.
Ni— n.

Pb—Sb.
Pb-Sn.
Pb—Zn.

Si—Sn.
Sn—Tl.

Tl-Zn.

The following pairs of metals enter into combination, but the formulnc of the com-
pounds formed have not yet been satisfactorily determined :

—

Ag-Cd. Bi—Ca. Cr—Si. K—Na.
Al-Hg. Bi-Cu. Cu-Hg. K—Zn.
Al- Mn. Bi-Tl.
Al— Pt.

Al-Th.
Al—Ti.

Al—W.

Ca—So.
Cd—Co.
Cd-K.

Fe—Mo.
Fe-Sn.
Fc—W.

Na-Zn

Au—Tc. Cd-Ni. Sb—Sn.
Co—Cr. Hg-Rb. Se—Sn.

Ba-Hg. Cr- Fe. Hg-Sr. Se-TL
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JOINT DISCUSSION

The President said that he might aUude to the remarkable work
which Mr, Rosenhain had done in collaboration with Professor Ewing,
which work had maiked him out as the natural successor to Dr,
Carpenter at the National Physical Laboratory as head of the
Metallurgical Department. Mr. Rosenhain was now carrying out
a valuable series of experiments on the alloys of aluminium, with the
assistance of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers.

Mr. Rosenhain, who read his paper in abstract, said, on the subject

of Dr. Desch's paper, that the paper summarised very clearly the various

methods of detecting the existence of chemical compounds in systems
of alloys. Dr. Desch's ideal diagram, however, could very seldom be
approached in experimental work. The curves representing times of

arrest were often curved, and in many cases the observed points lay

at some distance from the lines, so that extrapolation became very
indefinite. With regard to the distinction between compounds and
solid solutions, a microscopic method was available. Pure metals
or compounds always formed aggregates of perfectly homogeneous
crystals even when rapidly cooled—but in the case of solid solutions

rapid cooling nearly always resulted in the formation of '
' cores

"

within the crystals. In some of the copper-zinc alloys this was well

marked, the "cores" in cast alloys often forming well-defined

dendrites, which only disappeared on prolonged heating.

The President asked them fii^st of all to give their thanks by
acclamation to the authors of the two papers for the labour that had
been bestowed upon their preparation, and for the information which
was brought within a very small compass and placed at the disposal

of other workers in the same field. He had been for many years

Chairman of the Alloys Research Committee of the Institution of

Mechanical Engineers, but there was much in those papers which he
did not understand, and he dared say there were many present in

similar circumstances. The papers represented careful, clear, and
weighty opinions on the difficulties to be faced in carrying on metal-

lurgical research, and the best methods of procedure. When two
such authorities as Dr. Desch and Mr. Rosenhain put together state-

ments indicating their past difficulties and their conclusions as to

the best methods to be observed in future, the results must tend
to assist very much other workers in the same field. He would
first ask Dr. Desch if he would like to make any remarks on Mr.
Rosenhain's paper since Mr. Rosenhain had, in vei-y proper and
kindly terms, alluded to certain points in Dr. Desch's paper.

Dr. Desch said there was very little that he need say on Mr.
Rosenhain's paper, because, although his remai'ks appeared to be a

criticism of what the speaker had, said, he was practically in perfect
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at^reement with everything Mr. Rosenhain had said. He certainly

held no brief for Professor TammaTin. He had only said that the

methods of Professor Tammann seemed to him to give one of the

most valuable means of investigation for general use if carried out

with proper precautions. Mr. Rosenhain had shown that it was not

very easy to carry out those precautions, and they had certiiinly not

been observed in some cases. He might say that in going through
all the literature lately, he had not trusted altogether to the diagrams
given in the papers, but had always re-plotted Professor Tammann's
results from the original data, and he must say that the time curves

Mr. Rosenhain spoke of had generally run on more regular lines

than might have been inferred from what was said. He had cer-

tainly found some cases in which the points lay very badly on the

curves, and he had always rejected them in those cases when they

had not lain uniformly. Mr. Rosenhain made no reference to Pro-
fessor Friedrich's work in the laboratory at Freiberg. Professor

Friedrich had followed Tammann's method with elaborate pre-

cautions, and the equilibrium diagrams turned out by him and
his students were extremely valuable. On the other points men-
tioned, he might say from practical experience that he was entirely

in agreement with Mr. Rosenhain as to the advantage of grinding

specimens by hand and not by machinery. It took much longer, but
the results were so much better that it would be well to follow that

method, except in the cases of hard steel, which could be easily

polished on the machine. The general tendency was to polish too

hard, Ijecause the suface looked i)retty. But when they came to

etch specimens and to try to photograph, then they found themselves

at a disadvantage if the polishing had been too heavy.

Professor A. K. Huntington, Member of Council, said that as to the

value of those papers, it might at first sight appear that they were rather

academic and theoretical to those who were engaged in the hard
everyday work of inetallurgy. He fully sympathised with that him-

self—to come and listen to those papers must be a trial, he thought,

to a good many. But they had to bear in mind this, that those

things tliat were apparently theoretical had in the future a vast prac-

tical iniportiince. Personally, he was employing photomicrographic

work every ilay of his life, but not for the fun of the thing, as they
might imiigine, nor for theoretical purposes either. But he was
employing them for the very important purposes of clearing up all

sorts of abstruse questions in connection with the behaviour of alloys

in working practice, and he was bound to say this, that since he
called in that aid, he had obtained an infinitely clearer idea of what
the metals and alloys really were than in all the time before which
he had devoted to the study of metals and alloys. It was only within

the last live or six years that he had really used photomicrognxphic

work as a serious aid in practice, but he had found it of very vast

importance, and it had helped him enormously. And, "the proof of

the pudding being in the eating," he continued day after day to

Q
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employ those methods for practical purposes. One could not say

more for a thing than that, they kept on using those methods year

in year out, no matter how busy they were ; whatever the pressure

of work might be, they resorted to those methods, so that he thought

those of them who had some doi;bt of the use of that kind of know-
ledge would perhaps feel some consolation from what he had said on

that point, because his work was entirely of a practical character,

and he looked upon the thing entirely from a practical, large-scale

point of view. He would discard instantly any work not of a prac-

tical character. He thought that the future advance of alloy work
lay in the application of those scientific methods. They could not

afford to throw them on one side, or even to wait, because if they

did not use them othei'S would. People were going forward with

enormous strides in America and France and Germany, in the metal-

lographic study of all alloys, and they could not afford to be behind,

so that it would be more and more necessary to employ in works
those who had been trained in those methods, and wei-e capable of

applying them judiciously and with insight. He felt it was due to

them to point out the advantage of those methods and of being

acquainted with them, and although it might have been trying to

their patience to listen to them, it was a thing which had very great

merits.

Mr. A. H. HiORNS (Birmingham) said that they had listened to

those two papers by Dr. Desch and Mr. Rosenhain with a consider-

able amount of interest, and those of them who were actively engaged
in investigations of that sort would no doubt, after carefully reading

the papers over, be able to derive from them a great deal of valuable

help and inspiration for further work. There were only one or two
questions he wanted to bring before the meeting. The first was, Of
what use was the study of inter-metallic compounds to practical men
in their daily business ? He would take one illustration, namely,
phosphorus in copper

;
phosphorus being the most powerful of all

elements in modifying copper. He thought there was no other

element that had such a quick effect, or, in other words, that with
such a small quantity would produce such a powerful influence on the

metal as that of phosphorus. He thought phosphorus the best

possible element to introduce for the purpose of producing soundness
in copper castings, for example. Why was that so ? It was because
the phosphorus foimed a chemical compound with the copper contain-

ing about 14 per cent., or just a shade over 14 per cent., of phosphorus.
When an element was introduced into any metal, and that element
was capable of uniting with the metal to produce a chemical com-
pound, that chemical compound, provided it was in a small quantity,

was very often beneficial. That was why arsenic and even antimony
and «ome other elements—take those of phosphorus, arsenic, and
antimony—produced such a powerful effect on copper in moderate
quantities, and provided the copper Avas pure to start with—they had
a highly beneficial influence. The same remark applies to other
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metals as well as copper. If one introduced, say, 0'05 per cent, of

phosphorus into copper, it immediately united with the copper to

form a chemical compound which had the formula C'u.jP, a very
common one, three atoms of one to one of the other. If they intro-

duced more than a very small quantity of those chemical compounds,
so that instead of existing within the boundaries of the crystals it

8egref,'ated and separated out, immediately that segregation took place
trouble began. It began to exert an adveise influence. That, of

course, was all included in the remarks which had been made with
regard to solid solutions and chemical compounds. It did not matter
whether it was a solid solution or a chemical compound, as Dr. Desch
said, or whether the element introduced into the metal occurred to a
great extent in a homogeneous mass, then it was generally for some
purposes a beneficial influence ; but whenever that element was in

sufficient quantity to separate out and so exist by itself, segregated in

patches, then immediately those patches had a bad influence, and it

was precisely the same with elements which did not form chemical
compounds. With regard to copper, those elements which did not
form a chemical compound always had a bad influence. Take lead or
bismuth ; the very smallest quantity in copper, when it had time
to gather itself together, to segregate in blobs or patches on the
boundaries, had a bad influence. He wanted to show the manu-
facturers and the pi-actical men present the advantage of that mode
of study, and how greatly, by studying and conducting those re-

searches, they were V^enetiting the tradesmen, the manufacturers.

He thought that little suggestion as to the immense value of

a chemical compound in a metal would be helpful, would perhaps
enable them to see the reason, and he thought it a good reason, for

cojitinuing that mode of study.

i'rofessor T. Turner, Member of Council, said that they were nnich

indebted to Dr. Desch for the paper he had presented, because it

woidd help them to clear up some difficulties which they had hatl in

connection with the question as to metals forming definite compounds
with each other. As the author had .said, it was not to be expected
that they would always agree with the conclusions at which he had
arrived, and these conclusions were open to further investigation.

One difficulty, and a natural one, was that of deciding exactly where
that union which was not a definite chemical compound ends, and
whore definite combination l)egins. It was something like the old

discu.ssion as to what was " allotropy." liefore they could say that
there were allotropic modifications of various metals, thev had to

define the word "allotropy." He was very much intere>ted in Mr.
Kosenhain's paper. It would be a paper to which they would refer,

particularly for senior students, for a long time to come. One
essential mattei- which an investigator should always remember, and
to which ISIr. Uosenhain had drawn attention, was that it was of little

use to try experiments unless you started with pure materials, and
the time taken in obtaining and verifying the riglit materials, before
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experimenting, was time very well expended. Then he would just

suggest one simple point not mentioned by Mr. Rosenhain, namely,

that it was very important, when the materials had been added to the

crucible, that they should be well stirred or mixed before any observa-

tion be taken. A number of cases had come under his notice where
he was perfectly certain, from observation of the photomicrographs

afterwards, that the material was not homogeneous, because it was not

properly mixed when the alloys were prepared. There were even

instances of that kind in published works, and it would be qviite

possible to show them. The quantity of material to be v;sed, and the

rate of cooling, was a very important matter, though from experience

one came to find out what was a suitable quantity. He would only

suggest for consideration two extreme cases. Imagine for a moment
that a single globule of metal was taken, and in that they inserted a

thermo-couple, and then cooled it very quickly. The result might
be that they had passed through half-a-dozen arrest points, but

their galvanometer had not had time to register any of them. Take
another extreme case. Let them imagine they had their globule of

metal placed in a very large furnace, which was allowed to cool down
during a period of several days. The result would be that they would
merely get the cooling curve of. the large furnace in which the little

globule was placed. But if they took a reasonable quantity of metal,

say, for many purposes half-pound to a pound of metal, or 250 to 500
grammes of metal, and cooled that at a reasonable rate, good results

would be obtained. The rate of cooling would to some extent depend
upon the temperature at which they started ; usually the higher they

started the more rapid would be their cooling ; but they must cool at

a reasonable rate or they would get no results of real importance
upon the curve they had obtained. He was glad that Mr. Rosenhain
had called attention to the differential method of taking cooling

curves. That was a matter which they, in Birmingham, at any rate,

might give more attention to in the future.

The President remarked that as all the speakers to that paper had
been of one class, he ventured to ask Mr. Norman Cookson to speak
from the manufacturer's point of view in regard to the value of

scientific methods.

Mr. N. CooKSOx said that he was not in a position to say anything
;

he knew nothing about copper alloys.

The President replied that Mr. Cookson could speak about the

value of scientific methods in manufacture, because he (Mr. Cookson)
had practised them.

Mr. N. Cookson, Member of Council, said that Sii' William had put
him in a particularly false position. He did not pretend to any
scientific investigations, because he was purely a manufacturer. But,
as the President had said, he had realised for very long the advantage of
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scientific methods, and he was happy to say, in his own business he had
carried out his theories. As a manager, they selected a man of the very
highest scientific education and skill, and they took him, although he
had not seen anything of two of their largest branches of manufacture,
red-lead and antimony refining and so on ; but he thought if he got a

metallurgist of high education and skill, the ordinary rule-of-thumb

work would be absolutely nothing to him. He had learnt it himself,

and he thought he would learn it much better, as he had done. As
their business increased, they wished to further increase the manage-
ment, and they again selected a man who had never even seen the
manufactures for which they engaged him as general manager, and
that proved an undoubted success. Unfortunately his health broke
down and he had to retire, but they put in his place a young fellow

whom they had engaged some years before as analyst and assayist

—

more for research work. So, as they then wanted a chemist, they went
to the college and were nominated three young fellows, and they
interviewed them and selected the bfest of them, and after four years

they put him in as manager of the largest red-lead works in the

world. To fill up his place, they went again to the college which
gave them three men, and they engaged out of the lot a young fellow

to succeed him, and he (Mr. Cookson) had not the slightest doubt he
would be equally satisfactory. For some years they had used the micro-

scope very largely, and with the very best results. It had revealed to

them faults in manufactures which before they had not been able to

trace. His was not a scientific address, but it showed the advantage
of co-operation between scientists, users, and manufacturers.

The PuESiDEXT adjourned further discussion until the London
meeting, at which gathering the President asked Mr. Rosenhain
to continue the discussion.

Mr. Rosenhain, in reply to the President's inquiry as to whether
he desired to make a short introductory stiitement before the discus-

sion commenced, said that two or three small points had arisen since

the paper was written, which he should like to place before the meet-
ing ere the discussion proceeded. He had referred in the course of the
paper to the methods of obtaining cooling curves, both by time obser-

vations and by Roberts-Austen's dilferontial method. In both those

methods slight experimental modifications had been made since the

paper was written, which were proving very useful in })ractice. The
inverse rate curves w-ere obtained by allowing a crucible of metal to

cool down in some way ; ordinarily that cooling had been allowed

to occur in air with a certain amount of sheltering by means of

screens. He had carried that method a step further by enclosing the
whole furnace in which the experimental melting was carried out in

a large steel water-jacket. As soon as the fusion was complete and
the meta,l was sufficiently hot, the water-jacket was closed completely,

and a circulation of water was kept up so that the cooling occurred

in an entirely closed space, surrounded by water at a definite tempera-
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ture, which only varied very slightly from time to time. Conse-
quently the temperature attained by the furnace, at the same rate of

cooling in different experiments, was always very nearly the same,
and it was very steady. There were no accidental variations due to

draughts. He would draw a rough sketch of the arrangement, which
was exceedingly simple. The water-space was shaded. The furnace

stood on a support inside. The crucible was inside the furnace, and
during the fusion process the section was as shown. When the fusion

was complete the burner B was removed, and a lai'ge screw cap was
screwed over the opening CD. Then a cover was placed over the

top, whose edge dipped into a water seal s, s ; it was provided with a

small opening in the centre, for the insertion of the thermo-couple

;

this opening, when the thermo-coviple had once been inserted, was
packed tightly with asbestos fibre, and there was no possibility of any

«^b^
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disturbance reaching the thermo-couple from outside. This arrange-

ment had resulted in much smoother curves than were obtained

formerly, so that the very great sensitiveness of the pyrometric

arrangements at the National Physical Laboratory could now be

used without the accidental irregularities which were apt to occur

formei-ly.

With regard to the differential method, one of the difficulties had
always been that variations in the rate of cooling altered the slope of

the differential curve. That was got over to some extent by the use

of what he described as a derived differential curve, but it was still

desirable to be able to regulate those matters, and particularly to

be able to obtain steady heating as well as steady cooling. Some
American workers particularly had recently attached vei-y much im-

portance to heating curves, and undoubtedly they were important,

but the difficulty was that hitherto it had not been easy to get steady

heating. He had attained steady heating in an electrically heated

tube furnace by the use of liquid resistances. He did not know that
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there was anything very novel in the arrangement, which consisted

of a ghiss jar with two sheets of lead dipping into it, and a solution

of carbonate or caiistic soda slowly running into the jar and filling it

up, thereby steadily reducing the resistance and thus increasing tlie

temperature of the furnace. If the furnace was made with a very
little lag in such a way that its temperature followed rapidly any
change of electric current, then the rate of heating could be made
proportional to the rate of change of heating current, and the rate of

change of heating current could be varied in any way desired by
simply altering the shape of the electrodes in the jar. If an electrode

of a squai-e section were used, then any increment of height gave a
corresponding decrease of resistance or increment of current. But if

an electrode of curved or tapered shape was used, then the increment
of current might be made proportional to the square of the increment
of height, and in that way an approximately uniform rate of cooling,

and conversely a uniform rate of heating, might be obtained with a
constant flow of liquid. Those were merely experimental details.

He had been fortunate enough, however, to make an interesting

observation quite recently. It had been stated very strongly, par-

ticularly by Mr. Curry, that heating curves were more reliable than
cooling curves, because in cooling curves one was apt to have sur-

fusion, i.e. the metal was apt to remain liquid below its true freezing

temperature, and then to freeze suddenly at a lower temperature

;

and also that the transformations in the solid were apt to be retarded

to temperatures lower than those at which they should normally take
place. Those were well-known phenomena. But it was claimed that

in heating such things never occurred. He had already pointed

out that it was well known that the transformation temperatures
of steel were higher on heating than on cooling, and it was not at

all fair to say that either one of those was the true temperature.

But he had now observed a case of the converse of surfusiou

on a heating curve, i.e. on heating a specimen of metal above its

melting-point he found that the temperature dropi>€il when the

reaction began—that was to say, if there were no surfusion the

temperature should remain stationary ; but the actual observation of

the galvanometer spot going back was proof that the reaction did not

commence until a tempei-aturo higher than the true melting-point

had been obtained, and then that temperature dropped again in an
exactly analogous numner to that which hail been observed on sur-

fusion. He did not know whether this had ever been observed before

—certainly he had never observed it, but in the particular incident

he mentioned the fact was absolutely incontrovertible, and stood

somewhat as a counterblast to Mr. Curry's assertions.

Dr. H. C. H. Cakpen'teu, Member of Council, thought the two papers

under discussion were of the greatest interest and value. They were
valuable, because they presented in a concise and lucid form the

methods which had gradually sprung up and come into general use

during the last ton years for the metal lographic examination of
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alloys. There were in addition several points of theoretical interest

in both papers.

On p. 229 of Dr. Desch's paper an equilibrium diagram was given.

Although Dr. Desch gave the methods of interpreting the diagram,

he (Dr. Carpenter) wished that the methods by which such a diagram
was obtained had been developed in rather fuller detail, because they

were not contained in any book. A^ he indicated previously, they

were more or less scattered in a large mass of literature. He would
like to indicate very shortly that an equilibrium diagram did not

represent in its entirety a perfectly reliable scheme, i.e. that certain

lines on the diagram could be more easily obtained than others, and
were more trustworthy.

Taking the left-hand part of Dr. Desch's diagram (see p. 229), it

might be divided into three types of lines. There was the horizontal

line which represented constant temperature ; there was the sloping line

which indicated varying temperature and varying concentration ; and
there was the vertical line which represented constant concentration.

It was comparatively easy to determine the horizontal lines and the

sloping lines by pyrometric methods. The methods of taking cooling

and heating curves now available could be regarded as on the whole
very satisfactory. But it was quite different with a vertical line,

because there was no really reliable method of fixing it. In the

diagrams, therefore, which were scattered through the literature, it

was the vertical lines which presented the greatest difficulty in regard

to their interpretation. Dr. Desch gave it as his opinion that the

two most reliable instruments for determining the particular form of

those diagrams were the pyrometer and the microscope. The pyro-

meter was clearly inapplicable for a vertical line which represented

varying temperature, and it was necessary to fall back on the micro-

scope, and even that was inapplicable in certain cases. He would like

to mention another method to which Dr. Desch had briefly referred,

although it was not very trustworthy, but still it was one that had
to be used at the present time. If the microscope failed, and
supposing the phases which existed on each side of the line could be
satisfactorily separated by heat-treatment, then a series of careful

chemical analyses on alloys of various concentrations, after equilibrium

had been reached, also threw light on the matter; but he was quite

prepared to admit that that method did not rank with the microscope

from the point of view of trustworthiness. But in any case he should

like to draw attention to the fact that it was the vertical lines in

equilibrium diagrams which were most difficult to determine, more
particularly as they were displaced either to the right or to the left

by comparatively small amounts of impurities. For practical purposes
the value of an equilibrium diagram was as follows : Taking the

diagram given by Dr. Desch, there were certain areas, and there

would be one or more phases which were stable in any particular

area, but which tended to change when they passed out of that area.

The first thing to be realised and taken particular note of was that

those diagi'ams only referred to alloys in a thermally stable condition,
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and that at once ou^'ht to make them cautious, Vjecause the great
majority of the industrial alloys were not in a condition correspond-

ing to thermal equilibrium. In those cases they frequently had what
was called a meta-stable phase, i.<: a phase which really did not

correspond to the particular area of the diagram in which it appeared
to exist. The value of the equililirium <liagram was that it showed
the range of temperature over which such a meta-stable phase could

exist. That was, broadly but perhaps not quite strictly speaking,

correct. The 10 per cent, copper-aluminium alloy had very valuable

mechanical properties, and as he mentioned on the previous evening,

under certain conditions it deteriorated on a rising temperature, and
at 400° C. became entirely brittle. The reason for that was that

below 400° C there was a meta-stable body, which with a rise of

temperature tended to become unstable and to pass into another
form. Provided that substance was present by itself only, it would
be stable to aV)out 550° C. ; but if one of the phases was present, into

which it would pass, it would break down at a lower temperature.
In the case of the 10 per cent, alloy that was because the a phase, into

which it partially passed, was present to the extent of about 50 per
cent., and therefore the inversion to the stable phases took place

below 500° C, namely, at about 400° C. But the diagram showed
that in any case one must not expect to find the 10 per cent, alloy in

the meta-.stable form above 550° C.

Another factor which probably had an important influence in

regard to the stability of the phases was the influence of impurities.

Of course the diagrams had to be prepared by e.xperimenting with
the purest pcssible materials. That undoubtedly must be done in

the first case, but commercial alloys were very seldom as pure as the

materials with which the diagrams were prepared, and therefore the
influence of impurities had at once to be considered. The effect of

impurities on the rate of change of met;i-stable phases was of extreme
importance, and its examination should undoubtedly follow a deter-

mination of the equilibrium diagram of the pure materials. Then he
thought the members were particularly indebted to Dr. Desch for the
list of chemical comi)Ounds given at the end of the paper. A very
large amount of work had been compressed into a very small space,

and he wished to draw special attention to the indebtedness of

nieml)ers of the Institute to Dr. Di'sch for that list.

Passing to JNlr. Rosenhain's paper, he wished to endorse it in the

fullest way. Th(^ pai)er was, to a large extent, the outcome of Mr.
Rosenhain's e.\[)erience at the National Physical Laboratory, with
instruments and methods with which he (Dr. Carpenter) was also

familiar, and for wliich the autlior gave him the fullest credit in the

paper. It represented in general the conclusions to which he himself

liad come. In the first place he thought they were indebted to Mr.
Ilosenhain for having drawn attention to the investigations which
had proceeded from Professor Tammann's laboi-atory, and which
extended over a inunber of years. They had been published in a

journal where no discussion was possible, and had got into the litera-
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ture to a vei^y great extent without the possibility of anybody dis-

cussing the ti'ustwoi'thiness of the methods upon which they were
based. Mr. Rosenhain had gone into the matter carefully and come
to the conclusion that the methods of detecting heat changes were,
comparatively speaking, insensitive. If that was the case, he did not
think it was too much to say that the great majority of the equilibrium
diagrams which had emanated from Professor Tammann's laboratory
would have to be re-done at some time or another. Only the grosser

evolutions of heat were detectable by those methods, and the smaller

evolutions would undoubtedly have to be examined by some more
sensitive method.
He wished to go into the question of the relative value and trust-

worthiness of cooling cvirves and heating curves. Mr. Rosenhain
referred particularly to Mr, Curry's condemnation of cooling curves,

and he would like in the first place to give the reasons for that con-

demnation which were perfectly intelligible.
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He asked the members to consider two phases which existed, one
on each side of the horizontal line at 700° C. The a phase was stable

above this linCj and the ^ phase was stable below. At 700° on a
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falling temperature there was an inversion from « to /?, and on a

rising temperature from fi to «.. That was the theoretical idea.

The physical meaning of the line was that at that temperature both
(i. and /i could co-exist indefinitely at 700°, but the moment there

was a departure from that temperature, one or other phase tended to

Ijecome unstable. If on a falling temperature a would tend to dis-

appear, and if on a rising temperature l^ would tend to disappear,

i.a. the instability of those phases would vary according as one passed

either above or below the line. Other things being equal, the

further they got from the horizontal line the more unstable would
the particular phase become which did not belong to it.

Supposing the lower case were considered, the further they

descended the more unstable would u become, and it would tend
to disappear, other things being equal. But other things were not

equal. They had at once to consider the effect of temperature.

With a fall of temperature molecular mobility decreased ; the mole-

cules became more inert, and that sluggishness acted against the

instability of the unstable phase, and that was why it was possible to

maintain at a low temperature certain phases which wei'e unstable at

that temperature. On a rising temperature both those forces acted

in the same direction ; the molecular mobility was more pronounced,
and that worked in the same direction as the natural instability of,

in that case, the /i phase, so that above the horizontal line there were
the two factors acting in the same direction ; below it, however, in

opposite directions. So that theoretically the heating curve was
better than the cooling curve. That was admitted. But turning to

a shoit consideration of the practical side, hitherto it had been
possible to regulate the rate of cooling very much more easily than

the rate of heating. With care it was pos.sible to reduce the rate of

cooling to almost any extent, so that the natural tendency of the a phase

is to pass into the /i phase could be helped by keeping the material

just below the inversion temperature for a considerable time. On the

other hand, he had not hitherto found it possible to heat a substance

with anything like the regularity with which it was possible to cool

it ; so that in practice it was really ejisier to cool a body slowly than

to heat it slowly. The result was that in taking heating curves a

tendency to overheat was found. In his last renuirks Mr. Rosenhain
said that he had observed an actual case of surfusion on a heating

curve, /.('. an actual fall of temperature. He (Dr. Carpenter) had

noticed the same occurrence. Mr. Rosenhain i'X})lained that by
saying that probably there was overheating. It occurred to him that

there was another possible explanation. Heat was being added to a

substance undergoing a change of state ; a certain amount was liquelied,

and the temperature rose above the melting-point. Supposing, then,

that a crystal dropped into the liquid from above, that would of itself

cause a fall of temperature, not only because of its latent heat of

fusion, but also of its actually being at a lower temperature. He
suggested that as a possible explanation of what Mr. Rosenhain and
he (Dr. Carpenter) had also found.
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The President inquired whether Professor Carpenter was quite

sure when he was heating or cooling at a fairly uniform temperature
that minute differences might not occur in the masses being dealt

with ? It seemed to him it was possible that in the mass itself there

might be a want of uniformity of temperature. When he was looking

at Mr. Rosenhain's apparatus for cooling, that thought occurred to

him. He did not know that it was a matter of any practical import-

ance, but it might be.

Dr. Carpenter quite agreed with the President's view. It was
really the explanation he was trying to give of what Mr. Rosenhain
had observed. Fortunately a direct comparison of the results yielded

by heating and cooling curves could be applied. In his investigation

of the copper-aluminium alloy's Mr. Curry entirely rejected cooling

curves, and carried out only heating curves. In the experiments
made by Mr. Edwards and himself they took both, and they could,

therefore, compare the results. He had with him three sets of figures

for alloys of varying composition, and he had chosen as the severest

case the temperatiu'e of inversion at a low temperature, which would
test the cooling curve in the severest way.

Percentage of Aluminum.
Curry.
Heating.

Carpenter and
Edwards.
Cooling.

«o{lird'u?^: : : : :

r-r. j Liquidus
'"(Solidus

u^ j Liquidus

^"t Solidus

565
543
552
544
590
542

562
541
559
542
600
642

Anybody who had taken cooling curves and heating curves would,
he thought, admit that those results were in satisfactory agreement.
In the first place, in duplicate determinations of the same alloy small
variations were liable to occur. Those in the table are certainly

within the limits of experimental error. In the two cases where
there was any considerable difference their temperatures were higher
than Mr. Curry's, which was exactly the opposite of what would be
expected if super-cooling was obtained to any extent with cooling

curves. He could give other figures from the two papers which pre-

sented equally close correspondence at higher temperatures. So that
he thought it must be admitted as a matter of fact that if cooling
curves were taken ivifh due precautions it was possible to reduce the
super-cooling practically entirely. That being the case, as it was
easier to carry out cooling than heating curves, he did not for himself
see that for the moment there was any reason to abandon them.
There .seemed a further consideration, also, that in any case Curry's

criticism would only hold if an inversion took place at the same
temperature on cooling as on heating. But if the irreversible nickel
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steels were considered—where the temperatures of inversion on heating
iin<l coolinf^ were nowhere in the same neighbourhooil, where there

miglit Vie liundreds of degrees difference; between them— it was in his

view absur<l to s;iy that a heating curve was reliable, and a cooling

curve was unreliable. lie fidly endorsed Mr. llosenhain's conclusion

that they must have both heating and cooling curves in order to get

the inversion temperatures.

There was one other point, in conclusion, to which he wished to

refer, namely, Professor Tannnann's method of thermal analyses.

His experience quite coincided with Mr. llosenhain's in regard to

the difficulty of interpreting cooling curves quantitatively. At Bir-

mingham they had a reconnaissance in force followed by an exchange
of compliments, so to speak, between Mr. Rosenhain and Dr. Desch
with regard to that point. He should pi-efer, himself, to see T)r.

Desch answer the criticisms which Mr. Roseidiain had put forward.

He thought it was important that the trustworthiness of Profe.ssor

Tammaim's method of thermal analyses should be really tested,

because by it a great deal of his work hung or fell. He was sorry,

therefore, that Dr. Desch was not present, laut he hoped that gentle-

man would, in his written reply, deal with the criticisms of Mr.
Rosenhain on this point.

Mr. E. F. Law (London) thought Dr. Desch's paper was an extremely
valuable one, but that it was hardly a paper that could be discussed

at a general meeting, because it was almost too specialised. It

would, howevei', be published in the Journal, and many of the

members besides himself would make frequent reference to it. He
desired to join with Dr. Carpenter in congratulating Dr. Desch on
the tables at the end of the paj)er. They were not linal tables

;

Dr. Desch would be the first to admit that they would have to be
modified. Rut in the meantime they were exceedingly valuable, and
represented an immense amount of work.

The first part of Mr. Rosenhain's paper consisted of a de.scription

of the methods used at the National Physical Laboratory by Dr.

Carpenter and himself, and the second part of the paper was a
criticism of the work of others. With the latter part he was not

qviite in agreement, lie thought criticism of that kind was a little

previous, that it was a vice which ought to be .suppressed. More-
over, he thought the Institute was too young to indulge in criticism

of that sort. Jfe hoped the membtMs of the institute would go ahead
and do more work l)efore they criticised that of others. Moreover,
if ho might be permitted to say so in a kindly spirit, he thought
that if any criticism of the kind was to be permitted it would have
come better fiom an older and nuire experienced worker than Mr.
Rosenhain. The methods described in the paper were those of the

National Physical Laboratory, but there were other methods of work.
Work could not always be carried out in that way. The work which
many had to do to meet the immediate needs of the manufacturer
and the user was eijually important, although the same amount of
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time could not be expended on it that was devoted to it by the

National Physical Laboratory. Nevertheless, as he had already said,

it was impoi'tant, and he did not think it ought to be lost sight of.

Professor Turxer, Member of Council, was sorry he could not

agree with the remarks Mr. Law had just made, as he thought the

criticism of Mr. Rosenhain was scarcely justified. He did not think
Mr. Rosenhain suffered very much from youth ; if he did, it was
certainly to his advantage. He was very pleased indeed to see in

Mr. Rosenhain's paper his criticism of Professor Tammann's work,
because he felt that it was work which required a certain amount
of revision as well as consideration. They fully acknowledged the

enormous indebtedness under which they laboured to Professor

Tammann and his numerous students for the large amount of work
they had done in determining the equilibrium diagrams for so many
of the alloys ; but to say that those results were in any sense final,

or should not be criticised, and that the work they had done with
such small quantities of material, and with such rapid rates of cool-

ing, should be finally accepted would, he thought, be wrong. He,
therefore, felt for himself that the members were very much in-

debted to Mr. Rosenhain for criticising some of the results. He
did not think, either, that the German investigators themselves
would object to being criticised, and he thought it very likely that

they would be quite ready to answer the criticism for themselves.

Professor Huntington, Member of Council, desired to express his

appreciation of both the papers which were being discussed. He
was, perhaps, best qvialified to express an opinion on Dr. Desch's
paper, inasmuch as the author worked as his chief reseai-ch assistant

for five years. The work described in the paper was done, or the
knowledge embodied in it was largely acquired during that time,

for the simple reason that most of the advance in that class of work
was made pretty much within that time. The papers were un-
doubtedly rather strong food for the Institute of Metals. He might
perhaps, therefore, be allowed to call attention to one little point
which had caught his eye, which showed the importance of those

things from a practical point of view. Dr. Desch referred, amongst
other things, to electromotive force. A very considerable number
of years ago, he (Professor Huntington) had occasion to work with
electromotive force as a means to an end in an eminently practical

question, namely, that of propellers, A foreign navy suddenly got
a very bad scare. Their propellers were wasting away in the hot
waters in the East, and he was obliged to suddenly deal with that
exceedingly difficult question. Amongst other things he resorted

to an electromotive-force method of trying to get at how the metals
were likely to behave in hot sea-waters. He did a very large amount
of work at the time on the question which afforded him very valu-

able information, and he worked on that information from a practical

point of view. He thought he might fairly say, therefore, that that
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was a case in point where work of that class was of eminent use from

a practical point of view. The work done at that time was subse-

quently taken up again when Dr. Desch was working with him, and
a great deal more work was <lone, the instruments and the methods
which were used being varied

; and although, when he was with him,

Dr. Desch did not think tlie method was altogether as satisfactory

as it might be. Nevertheless, he (Professor Huntington) was very

strongly of opinion that very valuable information of a scientific

character could be obtained by those methods. He did not say that

finality had been reached by those means—he did not think it had,

but the obstacles referred to by Dr. Desch were gradually being got

over. No doubt a great deal of work was still entailed, but that was
the case with most things. Reference had been made to the table

at the end of the papei", which he believed was Ijegun at his (Pro-

fessor Huntington's) suggestion some years ago ; in fact he began
it himself before that ; but it was carried on from time to time as

far as they were able, in the hope that sooner or later when sufficient

work had been done they might be able to classify things a little

more clearly than had been possible up to the present. He had no
doubt in the course of years that, as the metallic compounds were
worked out, they would begin to get insight into the mechanism of

the subject, which would have a very considerable influence on theo-

retical chemistry and chemico-physics. Mr. Rosenhain's paper was
a very admirable and useful one. He wished to emphasise the

question of impiu-ities, because it was frequently said, by people who
ought to know better, that one ought not to work with metals not

containing impurities, that in ordinary work one had to deal with
metals containing impurities, and therefore the subject ought to be
studied from the point of view of metals containing impurities.

That was .sheer nonsense and nothing else, because it was impossible

to appreciate what the real position was unless a pure metal was
obtained to start with, the impurities eliminated, and the effect of

varying quantities of the impurities was then ascertained. It was
no good starting with an miknown, or even known, quantity of

impurity ; it was necessary to start with a pure metal. That was
difficult in many cases, but it became easier every <lay ; and at the

present moment, with electrolytic copper, remarkably pure copper
could be obtained ; and the same remark applietl to a great many
other metals. It was a very fossilised way of looking at things, and
one which ought not to be admitted for a moment—that one ought
not to use the very purest metal as the basis for experiments. With
regard to what had b(^en said about Professor Tammann's woik, he
tiiought most of tho.se ju'esent would agree that admirable and vei*y

useful work had been done in that gentleman's laboratory ; but he
quite agreed with Mr. Rosenhain that the results were not by any
means absolutely reliable, because the instruments used were not
sufficiently sensitive. On the other hand, the work had been carried

out, and coidd only have been carried out, with the assistiince of

students, and perhaps the work would not have been as good a« it
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was if an attempt had been made to use more sensitive instruments.

At any rate he thought the work had been of very considerable

vahie, even if as indicating the nature of the curves. It gave infor-

mation which they did not possess before in a great number of cases,

and to that extent was very valuable, although it was not finality by

any means. He did not think Professor Tammann would really

object to the criticism which had been made by Mr. Rosenhain.

With regard to the question of the heating and cooling curves, he

thoiTght the view taken by Professor Carpenter was the right one

;

he thought both curves must be made.

Mr. 0. 0. Bannister (London) was sure all metallographists would

agree with a great deal of the information contained in Mr. Rosenhain's

paper, because many of the points were brought out some years ago.

The late Sir William Roberts-Austen dealt with the question of the

purity of materials that were necessary to carry out the work about

ten years or so ago, and he also dealt with the question of the

necessity of using a large quantity of material in order to carry out

successful cooling curves. With regard to the comparison between

the two pyrometers suitable for the work, the resistance pyrometer

and the thermo-couple pyrometer, he thought they were practically

all in agreement that the thermo-couple pyrometer was much more

suitable for obtaining cooling curves than the resistance pyrometer.

In the next place he desired to say a few words about the

diagrams produced from very slowly cooled alloys, and from more

rapidly cooled alloys. On p. 214 Mr. Rosenhain showed the

difference in the concentration point of tin in lead. The older

work showed that the lead was capable of dissolving about 6

per cent, of tin. Mr. Rosenhain's newer work showed that under

suitable conditions it was capable of dissolving and keeping in solution

16 per cent. That was very interesting from a scientific point of

view, but at the same time it was very important for manufacturers

to understand that at the rate they cooled their alloys that would not

hold, and that it was much more likely they would have to deal with

6 per cent, of tin in lead. He thought it w^as very necessary, when
giving concentration diagrams, to give the diagrams obtained when
they were cooled under more normal conditions at the same time,

and to give diagrams cooled, even quicker than by the normal cooling

method, e.(j. to pour a large quantity of alloy into an iron mould, or a

sand mould, and to take the cooling curves of that alloy during its

cooling down. He should like to know if Mr. Rosenhain had any

explanation to offer for the up-and-down movement at the eutectic

point in the inverse rate curves, given on p. 214. Theoretically, he

supposed if extremely sensitive instruments were used, not only one

up-and-down movement like that would be obtained, but thousands of

them, during the solidification of the eutectic.

Mr. Rosenhain said that Mr. Bannister was reading the curve the

wrong way up. It did not mean the same thing.
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Mr. l>ANNisTi:u stiid at any rate he asked for an explanation <jf that

point. With regard to Dr. Desch's pa{)er, as other speakers had said,

the tables of compounds and doubtful compounds, and so on, would
prove most useful. It would be very interesting to compare the

tables with similar ones published, say, ten years ago, and tables of

compounds that would be published, say, in ten years to come.

Mr. A. PuiLiP (Portsmouth), in dealing with the question of heat-

ing curves applied to metals, inquired whether any special form of

heating curve was desired. He assumed the desideratum was a

straight line of uniform slope, i.e. a constant rate of rise of tempera-

ture of the place close to the metid which was V)eing heated, and that

the I'ate should be capable of adjustment, either to make it greater

or smiiUer. Possibly near critical points it might be desired to make
the rate slower. They might stfirt with one rate, and then make it

slower ; as they got nearer some suspected critical point it was desired

to examine, and it might be desirable to repeat the heating curve

with the same changes of rate at different points again and again.

He should like to know if that were so. Mr. llosenhain, in his intro-

ductory remarks, said the method which he had used consisted in

plunging metal conductois in a bath of electrolyte at a uniform rate

of vertical displacement, but having the conductors of different

desired shapes, so that the current could be increased as the square

of the time, or at any predetermined rate. It occurred to him that

possibly any desired shape of heating cui-ve could by trial and error,

so to speak, be patched up. The conductor of a certain shape could

1)6 jdunged in an electrolyte, and if the curve of beating was found

unsatisfactory, and was required to be flatter or steeper at any points,

the shape of the metal electrode could be readjusted until a straight

or any other desired curve of temperature-rise, or rate of heating,

was oV)tained ; in fact, a rate of heating curve of any desireil form
could be patched up. It appeared to him that if he was right in his

surmise with regard to the patching up of such a heating curve, it

might afford a further flexibility in procedure if it were possible to

move over the body to be heated at certain rates a coil of heated wire,

.say, a uniform cylindrical or conical coil carrying a current, and this

might bo moved on at a greater or less rate. It appeared that the

possibility of moving the coil or coils might be of some assistance in

patching up such a desired curve.

The Pkesident desired, in his oflicial capacity, to make one remark
in regard to Mr. Law's criticism, which he hoped that gentleman
woidd take in the .same spirit in which it was made. The Institute

existed for various purposes, and amongst others for the encouiage-

uient of research into non-ferrous metals. The two papers which had
been discussed gave both descriptions of methods of research and
particulars of results obtained. He ([uite agreed with Mr. Law that

it was not wise to condemn or criticise without giving reasons; but

when methods were compared, examples given, and well-reasoned

R
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arguments put forward, all would agree that the proceeding was
well within the scope of the Institute. The sooner they began
to develop all branches of the work which the Institute was in-

tended to undertake, the better it would be. He trusted that Dr.

Desch, Professor Tammann, or some believers in the methods of

experimental inquiry which were favoured by those gentlemen
would take up the challenge made by Mr. Rosenhain and Dr.

Carpenter and would give reasons for preferring Professor Tam-
mann's methods to those which were recommended by Mr. Rosenhain
and Dr. Carpenter. Both sides of the case ought to be presented,

as every one desired to determine the best method of procedure.

That, he thought, was the fair statement of the case, and he trusted

that Mr. Rosenhain in his reply would not consider it necessai-y to

offer any justification of the criticisms of Dr. Tammann's results made
in his paper. The general feeling of the members was that Mr.
Rosenhain had done a right and proper thing in stating his reasons

for thinking a particular method of experimental inquiry to be at the

present moment the best available.

Mr. Rosenhain, in reply, said there was a good deal to reply to

in the discussion, but he shovdd not attempt to do so at all fully

at the present moment. Professor Carpenter had put forward very

clearly some points with regard to the heating curves and cooling

curves which were in his (Mr. Rosenhain's) mind when he wrote

the paper, but he thought there was one consideration to which
Professor Carpenter had not quite given that full weight which
it deserved, viz. that although some of the reactions which occurred

were of a gradual character, and necessitated the use of a term which
Professor Carpenter himself inti'oduced, the critical "range" rather

than the critical "point," yet in other cases that was not so. The
actions in other cases were very sudden, and the question whether
they would or would not happen at any given temperature was not

entirely a function of the distance of that temperature, up or down
from the stability limit. There was quite enough instability, when
one was five degrees away, for the reaction to complete itself rapidly

if it were once started, but it was quite possible for that reaction to

remain in abeyance for a considerable range of temperature, up as

well as down, in spite of the molecular mobility ! It was a question

of .some sudden external cause. Very possibly some nucleus formed,
or something of that sort, and started the reaction, and once it was
started it went on violently. The probability increased as one got

above the temperature, and that was why observations of super-

heating were comparatively rare as compared with surfusion, which
was of very frequent occurrence. There was another point in con-

nection with cooling curves and surfusion which he desired to

mention, namely, that when surfusion was obtained it was always
recognised. There was nearly always a rise in temperature, and it

could be seen that the result had to be modified owing to the sur-

fusion. The question Sir William White had raised as to tempera-
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ture differences in the mass of inetul was a point whicli had been dis-

cussed a great deal. In this matter the very slow cooling which he
advocated again came in, since in that case the temperature gradients

were small. When cooling rapidly the temperature gradients were
relatively large, and considerable differences were obtained in the
mass of the metal itself. But if a mefcil was being used which was
a good conductor of heat, surrounded by material such as porcelain,

fireclay, silica, and so on, which were relatively poor conductors of

heat, and one had a low average temperature gradient, the actual

temperature gradient in that part of the system which was a good
conductor would be very low indeed, and the differences of tempera-
ture would be very slight. That particularly applied to electrically

heatetl furnaces in which the uniformity of the temperature was very
consideral)le. The particular observation which he described at the

beginning of the discussion, which ]Jr. Carpenter suggested might be
accounted V)y temperature differences, was on an experiment in an
electrical furnace where he thought anything like the amount of

difference of temperature demonstrated by the galvanometer could

hardly have existed. He was not prepared to say that it did not, but
it was at any rate improbable.

Mr. Law's remarks had been so aptly dealt with by other speakers

that he was cpiite willing to take Sir William White's suggestion and
say nothing further al)out them, except on one point, and that was
that he thought Mr. Law ha<l not read the introductory remarks of the

paper in the way they were intended to be read. Nothing was
further from his mind than to set up any captious criticism, and it

was obviously incorrect for Mr. Law to suggest that he (Mr. llosen-

hain) contended that the metliods which he followed, or which were
followed at the National Physical Laboratory, should necessarily be

used by everybody, or were necessarily essential to good work. He
had merely put them forward as a basis for discussion, and he had
hoped that suggestions would l)e brought forward at the discussion

which would have furtiier enabled him to improve those methods.

He was perfectly widl aware tiiat tliey were not suited to the works'

laV)oratories. With regard to Mr. Bannister's qui'stion as to normal
conditions of cooling, the point was : What were the normal comlitions

of cooling^ He thought that if the rate of cooling of a small casting

cast in a chilled nu)ulil was compared with a large casting cast in

s.and, an enormous range was obtained, and he was not prepared to

regard any one rate as more normal than another. The eipiilibrium

diagram was intended to be an equilibrium diagram, and must be read

and obtained as such. H people wished to translate an eijuilibrium

iliagram into practice they must take the rate of cooling into con-

sider.! tion. Peisonally he thought it very desirable that the rate of

cooling should be carefully stated in every case. With regard to

the question of the duplication of a critical point, he thought
Mr. Bannister had rather misreatl the curve. It was not a
question of a reaction whicli was ret;irded, which went on .spasmodi-

cally or periodically, but simply that in the particular curve given in
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the paper two separate reactions became mergetl into one by the
relatively rapid cooling of the one curve, and that they were separated
in consequence of the slower cooling in the second. He quite

believed, as Mr. Bannister suggested, that there was a sort of

oscillatory action in the freezing of the eutectic ; in fact, he hoped
shortly to have some actual evidence of things of that kind to shoAv to

the members, but he was not able to show them at present. Finally,

with regard to Mr. Philip's question, what they desired in any kind
of cooling curve was a straight line blank, i.e. when they used the

heating or cooling of a body which did not undergo any changes, then
the curve representing the rate of cooling or heating should be a

straight line, as nearly as possible vei-tical. Any patching up beyond
that might lead to misleading inferences, unless the patching up were
carried so far that the electrodes were made a sort of model of the
cooling curve. That could be done theoretically. He thought, how-
ever, a much easier way was to work on the basis of a uniform and, if

possible, vertical straight line as the blank curve, and from that the

actual observations could be plotted. If they had actually secured a
uniform rate of cooling right through, it became possible to get some
sort of quantitative interpretation of the cooling curves, but if that

was not done all the quantitative inteipretatiou was worth very little

indeed, at any rate that was the View he took of it. Certainly he had
hoped that Professor Tammann, to whom copies of the paper w^ere

sent on two occasions, or some other workers, would see their way to

controvert some of the suggestions made in the paper. They had not
done so as yet, but on the other hand several eminent metallographers
from other countries had expressed, like the gentlemen present, their

accordance with the views which he had advanced in his paper. He
thanked those present for the very kind reception they had given his

paper.

COMMUNICATIONS

Dr. Desch, in reply, wrote that of the many interesting points

raised in the discussion, he proposed to refer only to one, about which
considerable controversy had arisen, nameh', the value of Professor
Tammann's method of thermal analysis. Two distinct questions

were involved, which had not been kept as distinct in the discussion

as might have been desired. The one referred to the principle on
which the method was based, the other, and quite a different question,

to the way in which the method had been applied in the laboratory of

its originator.

In his own paper, which was a short summary of those methods which
he considered to be of value in the search for inter-metallic compounds,
he spoke of the aid in the construction of an equilibrium diagram
afforded by Professor Tammann's device of measuiing the duration of

each arrest in the cooling curves and studying the change of duration
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vvitli the composition of the alloy. This plan, it seemed to him, did

actually piovide a valuable means of fixing the limits of the regions

of phase-equilibrium. Professor Carpenter, in his interesting remarks,
referred to the difiiculty of establishing the po.sition of the vertical

lines in the diagram. The plotting of arrest time-concentration
curves, extrapolating if nece.ssary to find the concentration at which
the arrest vanished, was the most direct means, in combination with

microscopic observation, of fixing siich lines. That presupposed that

the curves obtained in that way were trustworthy, which led to the

second question in dispute.

It was evident that the arrest curves must be constructed from data
obtained with very careful precautions, the quantity of alloy being so

large and the rate of cooling so slow that the heat-development was
pr()})erly recorded. Under-cooling must be eliminated, an<l the con-

ditions under which the different alloys of a series cooled must be
strictly comparable, lie had no personal knowledge of the methods of

working prevailing in the Gottingen laboratory, but he considered that

Mr. Kosenhain had fully proved his contention, that in a certain pro-

portion at least of the investigations those precautions had not been
sudiciently observed, the principal sources of error being, the use of

impure metals, an insufficient quantity of alloy, and a too rapid rate

of cooling. The pyrometric method used was also insensitive. 8uch
facts lendered it necessary to reganl the diagiams which had appeared
in the Zp/dxrh. Auonf. (Jhem. as mainly provisional, probaVjly correct as

regarded the liquidus, but subject to revision as regarde<l the solidus

and transformation curves. In several cases (Mg-Sn, Mg-Pb, i^'c.)

the same series of alloys had been independently investigated by
Professor Kurnakoff and his fellow-workers, and the good general

agreement of their li(juidus curves indicated that considerable reliance

could be placed on that portion of the diagram. Professor Friedrich,

of Freiberg, had examined a number of alloys and matters, using

Professor Tammaiui's method, and the investigations, published in

M''fti//nri/ie, indicated that valuable results were olitainable when
proper precautions were taken. He (Dr. l)esch) felt that they were
iijdel)ted to Professor Tamniann for an admirable method of research,

and that the practical difficulties of its application, although great,

were not insuperable. For the necessary improvements in manipula-
tion they must look chietly to such well-equipped laboratories as that

under the charge of Mr. Kosenhain.

He desired to call attention to the practical device for a quantitative

interpretation of cooling curves due to Dr. Plato,* which consisted

in reducing the temperature of the furnace by means of a progres-

sively changing electrical resistance, so that the cooling curve of a

substance which did not present a critical point became practically a

straight line. That method had only been applied to salts, but he
believed that its application to alloys would go far to provide a trust-

worthy means of utilising Professor Tammann's scheme of thermal
analysis.

* Idtsch. Phvsikal C/u-m.. l!)Ot;, vol. Iv. p. 721 ; 1908. vol. Ixiii. p. 447.
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Dr. E. S. Shepherd (Washington, D.C., U.S.A.) wrote regarding

Mr. Rosenhain's paper that he had read the paper with much
interest. It was particularly desirable that a man of Mr. Rosenhain's

authoritative position and freedom from bias should emphatically

call attention to the slovenly nature of much current alloy work.

The day had long since passed when "preliminary investigations"

could be accepted. There was no excuse for impure metals. There

was less excuse for improper methods. The matter of thermo-

electric pyrometry had reached a stage of perfection which allowed

the measurement of the temperature of the junction to one-tenth

of one degree at 1600° C. But that did not mean that the phe-

nomena were being observed with any such exactness. In fact his

(Dr. Shepherd's) observation seemed to prove that the jjhenomena

themselves were seldom observable to less than one degree at 1000° C.

And, depending on conditions, they might lag behind or be spread

out over several degrees. In other words, while the phase rule was
the guide, it must be remembered that it was deduced for ideal con-

ditions, and took no account of the time factor, or of the rate of

diffusion or viscosity. In experiments, therefore, it was necessary

to keep clearly in mind the effect of those factors on the " practical

"

phenomena observed.

As to the quantity of alloy to be used, Mr. Rosenhain was nearer

the truth than many. This statement could be made as a result of

very careful observation of the melting-points of various metals for

calibration of thermo-elements. There was a fairly definite relation

between the size and form of the furnace and the mass and shape of

the charge. Not that the actual phenomenon of the melting-point

of copper depended on those conditions, but that the result obtained

with a thermo-element did. It was necessary, therefox'e, that the

elements be calibrated under conditions very similar to those obtain-

ing in the furnace where used. For example, it was well if, in making
the melting-point and' freezing-point determinations on copper, the

two points be made to agree at least to within two microvolts. Such
a condition could be obtained by proper arrangement of furnace and
charge, but would seldom occur where a haphazard adjustment were
used. The fault of most alloy work was that such matters as that

were entirely overlooked. In how many papers will one find any
statement of the accuracy with which a given point can be repro-

duced, or any evidence of a study of the effect of varying the con-

ditions of the experiment upon the relative values obtained ?

He (Dr. Shepherd) had not seen all of the direct-reading pyro-

meters, but all of those which he had te.sted shoAved a distinct

tendency to stick. The result was that when trying to do cooling

curves with them, a break could be obtained at any desired place.

There was also a psychological factor in the use of such a coarse scale

for such fine work. Usually one millimetre represented at least ten

degrees, and the needle was coarse enough to cover at least two. The
strain of trying to read to lialf derirees usually resulted in a belief

that one was reading much closer, and if one expected a lag of several
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seconds one always found it. He couM imagine no condition which
could excuse the use of such a method if the investigator intended to

make any claim to accuracy.

As to the relative value of heating curves and cooling curves, his

own experience was more nearly in accord with Curry's. It was
ti'uo that sharper knicks were obtained with the cooling curve, but
the sharpness itself was due largely to surfusion. Furthermore, he
had not alwaijs found the rise even where he had been certain that

surfusion had occurred. In fact, one obtained all degrees between
the extremes of the antimony curve and the indefinite wobble from
a smooth curve.* At the same time he confessed that where stirring

and "sowing with nuclei" were possible, that difficulty was not so

serious. In the case of transformations in the solid phase, he had
found no satisfactory results with cooling curves, whereas the heating

curves came consistently at the same point. Also where two evolu-

tions of heat occurred close together, cooling curves had given him
one break, or two indefinite ones, while the heating curves were
usually very sharp.

That led to one much neglected point. If those transformations

in the solid had not had time to complete themselves, then the

observed breaks were uncertain. It was like trying to determine the

break at the solidus, while there were still patches of liquid scattered

through the charge. The two heat changes masked each other

more in cooling than in heating. In fact the time factor necessary

for the attainment of equilibrium was generally neglected. In one
instance where it was desired to determine an inversion in the solid

phase the ingots were annealed for a long time below the inversion

temperature. Then heating curves were made. The first curve

was sharp, the second less so, and as the experiment was repeated

the break was, so to speak, ironed out of the curve, and this where
an hour was allowed just below the inversion temperature, between
each run. When the annealing had been repeated and the ingots

given several days to regain equilibrium the heating curve agaiia

gave a sharp break at the same place. In other words, instead of

the practically instantaneous reactions assumed by the phase rule,

there was a time factor making all the difference between the right

and wrong interpretation of the phenomenon. The Siime tinn' /(trfor

alTected ingots intended for microscopic investigation.

Tlu^ moral seemed to be, that no one was absolutely right, but that

the experimenter must study his jiroblem from all sides.

In regard to the preparation of the samples for microscopic examina-

tion, it was well known to every student who had actually prepared

such sections that he could get almost any result he desires by
" faking," and it requires discretion on the part of the enthusiastic

student to keep from placing too much confidence upon those pre-

parations which came out the way he desired.

Summing up, he arrived at the most obvious principles of investiga-

* Of course, "heating-curve" work called for a large stor.ige battery equipment and
Com|ieleiit eleetric furnace,
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tion ; namely, that the student should not only study the phenomena,

but also the accuracy and reliability of the methods employed and

the effect of variations in conditions. They knew all that before,

but, like all interesting studies, the desire for results was apt to blind

one to the necessity of those tedious details. Then, too, the phase

rule was so simple, and temperature measurement likewise, that many
seemed to regard the accuracy with which they could read the scale as

a measure of the accuracy with which they were observing the

phenomena.
Certainly a great debt was owing to Mr. Rosenhain for having

laid emphasis on the necessity for more precision in that badly

bungled branch of science.

Mr. F. Osmond wrote that he was in agreement with Mr. Rosenhain

in regretting that among the publications which had appeared on the

subject ("the metallographic investigation of alloys") there was to

be found so much unreliable data and so much information which

would have subsequently to be revised.

It did not appear practical to make uniform those methods and

instruments which were not able to be rendered perfectly exact, and

which varied according to circumstance. There would be always

those undertaking research who would be in a hurry to obtain the

rewards of their work, and who would look at the quantity and out-

ward appearance of the work rather than to its quality and funda-

mental solidity. What then was to be done? He did not see

anything better than what had been done by Mr. Rosenhain, which

was to give simultaneously precept and example, more particularly

example. The example which Mr. Rosenhain had given was excel-

lent, and the young investigators who would read his work, provided

that they were possessed of a keen scientific instinct, would certainly

hold it to be an honour to imitate his work. It would, of course, be

to their own interest to do so, if they were desirous of producing

lasting work, work which would not be in danger of falling in ruins at

the first shock of investigation and criticism.

[The actual words used by Mr. Osmond in [his contribution to the

discussion, a translation of which ajDpears above, were as follows :

—

" Je suis d'accord avec vous pour regretter que, parmi les publica-

tions qui ont 6te faites sur ce sujet, il s'en trouve de trop hatives et

qui devront etre revisees.

" II ne parait pas pratique d'uniformiser des methodes et des

instruments qui sont ind^finiment perfectibles et varient avec les

circonstances. Et, surtout, il y aura toujours des chercheurs qui

seront presses d'obtenir le prix de leur travail et viseront a la

quantite et a I'apparence plutot qu' a la qualite et a la solidite.

" Que faire alors ? Je ne vols rien de mieux que ce que vous faites,

c'est a dire de donner a la fois le precepte et exemple. L'exemple

surtout. Ceux que vous donnez sont excellents et les jeunes gens qui

vous liront, pourvu qu'ils aient une conscience scientifique delicate,
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tiendront certainement a honneur de vovis iraiter. Ce sera egalement
leur interet bien entendu, s'ils veulent pioduirc des oeuvres durables

et qui ne risquent pas de tomber en ruines au premier choc."]

Mr. Alfued n. C. GwYER (Bristol) wrote that he took exception to

tlie way in which Mr. Iloseuhain referred to his work upon the alloys

of aluminium with copper, iron, nickel, cobalt, lead, and cadmium.*
llef«'rring to the methods employed by Professor Tammann and his

co-workers, Mr. Rosenliain said, " These investigators rely very largely

upon the quantitative interpretation of the duration of the various

arrests which are observed during the cooling process. The correct

interpretation of the indications of cooling curves in quantitative

terms is at best a matter of difficulty, and one to be approached with

some caution, but when to the unavoidable errors arising from the

nature of the case are added considerable uncertainties due to the

instruments with which the observations have been taken, the result-

ing deductions are sometimes most insecurely founded. Further, the

use of such instruments has in certain cases led observers to miss
entirely certain recalescences in the cooling of alloys. When this

leads merely to the construction of an incomplete equilibrium

diagram, the omission will, no doubt, be remedied by subsequent

investigators using moie reliaV)le methods; but in one case, at all

events, the user of the less sensitive method has endeavoured to

throw doubt upon o])servations considerably more reliable than his

own, a procedure which, in the interests of accuracy, must be strongly

deprecated." f

In the last sentence 31r. Ilosenhain was referring to that portion

of his (Mr. (Iwyer's) paper dealing with the alloys of copper with

aluminium, in which the work of Mr. Rosenhain's predecessors,

Professor H. C. H. Carpenter and Mr. C. A. Edwards, was shortly

discussed. Mr. Rosenhain's contention was that, without the advan-

tages of such refined instruments as were employed in the National

Physical J^aboratory, he (Mr. (Iwyer) attempted to discredit the

value of results emanating from that institution. In his opinion a

substantiiiUy incorrect conclusion had lieen drawn from his stiitements

in the article in question. For, in the first place, there was pointed

out most deaily the remarkably good agreement in the crpirimental

results of the above-mentioned author with his own. He diilered

from them in some of the conc/iisiojn^ drawn from the results of the

experiments, and, further, endeavoured t^) .show that their experi-

mental work was not only iiaf at variance in the main with his, but,

on the contrary, confirmed it. In support of the above statements,

he presented the following close literal translation of his article :

—

" After the completion of my reseai-ch, a voluminous investigation

of the alloys of copper with ;iluminium was j)ublisheil by Messrs.

* /.fitu /n i/tfur .Inotxariis, lit- Clicmif. vol. Ivii. (I'.IOS). pp. 113-1.^^.

t "Uber Jie Legierungen des Aluminiums niit Kuplor, Kiscn, Nickel, Kobalt, Blei,

uiul Cadmium": .\llred G. C. CJwyer. /»•//>,//<•. .Itni/x. Cheinie, vol. Ivii., No. 2,

pp. 125-12(i.
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Carpenter and Edwards.* Their results, witli respect to the thermal
data, differ from mine in two chief points. They claim to have found
thermal effects between 780° to 880° between 84 and 81 per cent,

copper, and between 880° to 600° between 81 and 73 per cent,

copper, and yet offered no explanation whatever to account for them.
And the same is also true for the thermal effect which they thought
to have found between 580° to 600° between 73 and 54 per cent,

copper. The course of their liquidus curve agrees with mine satis-

factorily.

" With respect to the compounds of aluminium with copper, they
have first of all not mentioned the compound CuAl which is formed
at 625°, and the heat evolution corresponding to which they also

found. They think, on the other hand, that they have proved the

discovery of a new compound, Cu^Al with 91*4 per cent, copper, and
that, too, on the evidence of a (so-called) residue analysis, in that

they used an alloy containing 90 per cent, copper as anode in a

hydrochloric acid solution of ferric chloride, and analysed the residue.

The composition of this residue corresponds very neaidy to that of the

saturated mixed crystal a (Fig. 1, a). Further, the other reasons

brought forward to confirm the existence of this compound cannot be
allowed. They state naively that large crystals are formed from
smaller ones by prolonged annealing of an alloy with 90 '1 per cent,

copper (see Table XIII., Fig. 130 of their article). Now, such a

phenomenon is most commonly met with, and has nothing to do with

the formation of a compound.
" With respect to the (microscopic) structm^e of the alloys, we differ

from one another principally as follows : The authors state that the

alloys from 87 to 73 per cent, copper are not homogeneous, whilst I find

a series of mixed crystals from 87 to 71 per cent, copper. These alloys

all became, after annealing at 600°, homogeneous. Their photographs
of the alloys with 84' 6 per cent, copper and 79"3 per cent, copper

(Table XIV., Figs. 132 and 133) do not even contradict my conclusions.

In the case of the first-named alloy, we have simply a conglomerate
of polyhedra, whose polished surfaces have been etched to varying

degrees, according to the direction ; whilst the second alloy, as also

the alloy with 72 "9 per cent, copper could very well have been
rendered homogeneous by annealing at 600°.

" [Owing to a printer's error, the photographs of the alloys with
84'6 i)er cent, copper and 79"3 per cent, copper were numbered
Fig. 132 and Fig. 133 respectively, instead of vice versa. This correc-

tion, however, influences in no way my contention that their photo-

grai:)hs confirm the existence of a series of mixed crystals from 87 to

71 per cent, copper.]
" I consider, consequently, notwithstanding Messrs. Carpenter and

Edwards, that I have reason to maintain that the results of my inves-

tigations are well founded, and see for the present no cogent reason
to abandon my simpler explanation, since that of Messrs. Carpenter

* H. C. H. Carpenter and C A. Edwards: " Eighth Report to the Alloys Research
Committee." P/vceedhrgs of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, 1907.
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and Edwards, accoiding to their own admission, is neither complete
nor thoroughly worked out."

lie thought that it was quite clear from the above extract that

Mr. Rosenhain's remark that " the user of the less sensitive method
has endeavoured to throw doubt w\)0\\ observations considerably more
reliable than his own, tfec." was utterly lacking in foundation. He
might also add, in conclusion, that the slight modifications that were
made in the particular diagi-am by the authors themselves, at a later

date, were of such a nature as to further confirm his conclusions.

Mr. RosENHAiN wrote, in reply, that he wished to thank Monsieur
Osmond and Dr. Shepherd for their appreciative remarks—it was
very gratifying to find such experienced investigators confirming the

views set forth in the paper. With regard to ])r. Hhepherd's pre-

ference for heating-curves, however, he would like to state that he
had also frequently found two absorptions of heat in a heating-curve

represented by only one evolution of heat in a cooling-curve, but he
did not think it was safe to assume that this was due to a mere masking
of one recalescence by another in the cooling-curve. In view of the

fi-equent occurrence of meta-stable .systems it might be that the differ-

ence betw'een the two kinds of curves represented a real difference in

the behaviour of the alloy. In a complete investigation there could

be no doubt that both kinds of curves should be studied.

Mr. Rosenhain felt some reluctance in making any full reply to

Mr. (Jwyer's remarks because this would involve a lengthy comparison
between the woi'ks of two authors, but he thought that the attitude

which he had taken up towards Mr. Gwyer's original paper had been
quite justified—in fact the very pa.ssages quoted by Mr. (.Jwyer con-

tained such expressions as " they daiui to have found," and " which
they tlunujlit to have found," and these can only be read to indicate

that in the writer's (Mr. Gwyer's) mind there was considerable doubt
as to the reality of the phenomena in question, and that he wished
his readers to share this doubt. This, in his (Mr. Rosenhain's) opinion,

amounted to an attempt on Mr. Gwyer's part to discredit the obser-

vations of investigators working with methods much better than his

own.
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PLANT USED IN THE MANUFACTURE
OF TUBES

By W. H. a. ROBERTSON.

riitrodudory.—In the preparation of this paper, which has

been hurriedly constructed, by reason of the short time at my
disposal, I have endeavoured to bring to your notice some of

the machines used in the manufacture of solid drawn tubes.

The field, however, covers a very considerable area, even when
narrowed down to the confines of those metals in which the

members of this Institute are more closely interested, and it

has therefore been impossible for me to bring before you the

comprehensive paper I had jn my mind. Nevertheless, I

trust that the various machines described will arouse sufficient

interest to warrant its appearance during our first meeting in

one of the greatest centres of tube manufacture.

I have not touched at all upon the metallurgical side of the

matter, but should like to bring to your notice the extreme

importance of the relationship of metallurgy and engineering

which should exist in this, as in all other manufacturing'

processes. It was, I think, Galileo who first brought out this

point very clearly by stating the result of his experiment that

all cylinders of drawn copper break Avith their own weight

when 8565 feet long. This fact, so easily demonstrated in

these days, was the commencement of the enormous help

which scientists have given to engineers, and it serves to

illustrate my point, which is that engineers cannot produce

efficient machines without first having the scientific data upon
which to design and proportion the machines intended for the

rapid and economical production of the work for which they

are intended, and it follows that scientists cannot obtain this

result without putting before engineers the results of their ex-

periments and experience. In putting forward these remarks,

I have in mind the great benefit which our newly formed

Institute can render to the industries it represents by the closer
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intimacy of scientists, l)oth academic ami practical, with the

engineers working in the same direction and for the same
advancement of knowledge, and the more rapid and economi-

cal production of the manufacture they control.

As you arc all well aware, the working of copper is one of

the earliest known industries ; shaped pieces of wire formed

a part of the sacerdotal robes of Aaron, and we are told of the

extraordinary powers the ancients had in hardening and using

copper. It is a question if the hardness of those days was

equivalent to hardness as it is now vmderstood, but it would

certainly seem that there are still many directions in which

copper, brass, and bronze can be improved or modified to

bring them into more prominent use than is now the case.

Our President is one who has seen, I am afraid, the distinct

change in marine practice, from copper and brass steam pipes

to the now more universal steel. At one time copper steam

pipes were considered to be more reliable than steel, but steel

manufacturers have made huge efforts to bring this material

in line with modern requirements, and with success. I

suggest that it is now the time for copper manufacturers to

give their opponents still more to do, and to show that copper

and its many forms of alloys still have many advantages.

Thirteen years ago this matter was discussed at a meeting of

the Institute of Naval Architects, after the reading of a paper

by J. T. Milton, entitled " Remarks on Steam Pipes," when it

was suggested by Mr. A. E. Seaton that the formation of a

Copper Institute would lead to many of the slurs cast on the

character of copper being removed.

The manufacture of solid drawn tubes can be divided under

two heads—(1) the production of the shell, (2) drawing the

shell to finished size.

The latter operation is universally carried out by cold

drawing through dies on chain-operated draw-benches.

For the question of manufacture it is the main eftbrt to

deliver the shell to the draw-benches, as nearly as possible to

the size of the finished tube, consistent with the amount of

work which has to be done on the material, in order to obtain

the requisite tests and smoothness of surface. This is, there-

fore, the reason that great attention has been paid to the first
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operation, the second having been neglected somewhat. The
difficulties to be overcome are many and serious : the shell

must be perfectly concentric, any eccentricity becomes ex-

aggerated in the cold drawing ; the surface must be quite

smooth, as defects will not draw out ; the inside of the shell

must be quite free from flaws, the same remarks applying;

each shell should be exactly similar in bore and outside

diameter, or trouble is caused in drawing.

It will readily be understood that these difficulties are

formidable when it is required to produce in bulk and with

the minimum amount of scrap and waster shells. The more

general methods of producing shells which have been adopted

are briefly as follows:

—

Drilling and Rolling.—The old method was very crude, and

consisted of casting heavy solid cylinders, the size and weight

depending upon the tubes required. The casting is made in

an ordinary cast-iron mould, and after a preliminary rolling to

reduce to suitable outside diameter, the cylinder is bored out

in a boring machine, this operation being of the highest im-

portance, as if the bore is not entirely concentric with the

outside diameter, eccentric tubes will result. The difficulty

attending this operation is due to the material not being

entirely homogeneous, blowholes and hard pieces tending to

throw the drill (which is of necessity overhung) out of truth.

Ordinary spoon or diamond-pointed drills are used. After

this operation the shell is rolled down by passing over

mandrils, between grooves cut in the rolls, the grooves and

mandrils being proportioned to give a gradual reduction in

diameter and Avail, until a size is obtained that can be dealt

with efficiently on the tube draw-benches.

Casting.—Some metals can be cast on a core, and in some
cases will only allow of this method. In such instances, the

metal is poured into a cast-iron chill, having the bore machined
out and arranged to take split or solid dies to hold a core in

position. The size of the bore of the chill, or mould, and of

the core, are varied in accordance with requirements, but the

limit of the thickness of the wall of casting is decided by the

ability to produce sound castings, and for this reason manu-
facturers dift'er in their opinions as to the most efficient
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dimensions. The process, although a{)parently simple, is not

an ideal one, as the many minor details, which together are

of the greatest importance, cause endless trouble.

Mannesman I^roccss.—This process, which was first intro-

duced about twenty-five years ago, consists in passing a heated

cylindrical billet through conoidal rolls arranged with axes

parallel to each other, but inclined in opposite directions.

The rolls are arranged so that a reduction is given to the

billet of about 40 per cent., this reduction being such that

an internal rupture is set up along the centre of the billet.

The original drawings of Messrs. Mannesman show the result

obtained. It is, however, necessary to produce the shell

having a clean and smooth bore ; this result is obtained by

allowing the billet to be forced over the mandril, which acts

upon the internal metal in such a way as to produce the

required surface. This process is very remarkable, and is one

which has an exceedingly interesting explanation :

—

It is known that if a round bar is hammered all round its

circumference, by successive blows, the centre is ruptured.

It can easily be imagined that with successive blows all round

the periphery the consequent rupture is more or less regular.

This, then, is the basis of the Mannesman process, which has

two rolls which give rapidly recurring blows to the bar or

billet, while at the same time, by reason of the rolls being

set at an angle to each other, the billet is fed forward, thus

causing the internal rupture through its whole length, and

producing the shell required. The rupture is controlled by

the angularity of the rolls, or, in other words, by the speed

of the billet through the rolls and by the reduction made
on the billet. It will be clear that if the reduction and the

consequent rupture is too great, the billet will be squeezed

into an oval, or such a shape that the rolls will not be able

to revolve the billet. In conclusion, it may be stated that it

is possible to ])roduce a shell of larger or smaller diameter

than the billet from which it is made, as required.

runchiiuj J'roccss.—This method consists in forcing a mandril

through a heated billet contained in a suitable die or casing.

There are many adaptations of this process in use, but the

two processes from which they have their initiation are those
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propounded by Robertson and Ehrhardt. The flow of metals

has been discussed very thoroughly at various times, but no

universal opinion has yet been formed as to the advantage of

radial or longitudinal How, and for this reason both methods

are in use. In the longitudinal flow method a mandril is

forced through a heated cylindrical billet contained in a die

which does not allow of radial flow or expansion, consequently

the displaced metal flows longitudinally along the die.

In the radial flow method a heated rectangular or polygonal

billet is placed in a round die, and a mandril is forced through

as in the method just described, but the displaced metal flows

radially to the bore of the die, which is proportioned so that

no longitudinal flow takes place.

Elmore's Process.—In this method, which has excited con-

siderable interest among users and manufacturers, a mandril

is surrounded by unrefined Chili bars arranged upon strong

supports in a depositing tank of copper sulphate ; the copper

is decomposed and deposited in the form of pure copper upon

the revolving mandril, leaving the copper in the form of a

tube of any required thickness. When the required thickness

is obtained the tube and mandril are subjected to the action

of hot air and steam, and the greater expansion of the copper

allows the mandril to be withdrawn. It is necessary in this

process to employ a burnisher in order to increase the density

of the deposited copper, and this is done by pressing a square

piece of agate upon the deposited surface, the burnisher being

traversed from one end of the tube to the other by means of

a traversing screw. Thfe speeds of the revolving mandril and

traversing burnisher are arranged so as to ensure the whole

of the deposited surface being acted on.

Centrifugal Process.—No doubt the members have seen in

detail this process, as described by Mr. Cowper-Coles in his

recent paper before the Institution of Mechanical Engineers,

but it may be of interest to state here that Mr. Cowper-Coles

gives the following results as tests made on the deposited tube,

before drawing :

—

Diameter outside ....... 1'123 inch.

Thickness of metal (mean) ..... '063 inch.

Length 4-94.

Weight per foot 0-814.

Subjected to pressure 3000 lbs. per square inch.

Ma.ximum stress ....... 17 tons.
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This process, which is described as the centrifugal process,

ditt'ers from other electric depositing by reason of the great

speed and the current density. As much as 200 amperes per

square foot can be emplo3'ed, and it is stated that 500 amperes

per square foot, with higher speeds, can be used.

For further details of this process I would refer you to the

above-mentioned paper.

Having described in the preceding pages the most generally

employed methods of producing the shell, a brief attempt will

be madij to give an idea of the existing practice in dealing with

the shell in the drawing mill. It may be as well to state that

the operations described are cold drawing, and not hot.

The object aimed at in cold drawing is to reduce the shell

to the required size, surface, and strength m the least number
of draws or reductions.

Extrusion Procrss-—This process is, I believe, not yet satis-

factorily adapted for tubing, but it may be of interest to give

an outline of its principle. The metal is, after being cast,

heated to the required temperature, and placed in the chamber
of the extrusion machine ; a hydraulic ram is put in opera-

tion and forces the metal, which is plastic, out of an orifice in

the die head, which is of the required shape. In producing

tubes a similar arrangement of dies is shown to that in use

in the ordinary lead tube process. This process is used very

successfully in producing rods and sections; it, however, has

tho disadvantage that only certain mixtures of metals can be

extruded. The general brass mixture has the proportion Cu
.~>5 per cent., Zn 45 per cent.

An interesting description of this process is given in the

Jaiuiary issue of the Jhuisn Worhl.

Chain-driven Draw-benches.—The application of draw-benches

tor the production of tubes is of such universal practice that

il. is hardly n(!cossary to describe very fully the operation, and

\\. will perhaps suffice to say that tho shell is placed upon

a steel mandril, turned to siz(! and provided with flats and

shoulders at each end, the shell being shouldered or collared

at one end, in order to give entrance to the die and also to

form the collar by whicdi the shell is prevented from slipping

along the mandril. The mandril is placed between the jaws

s
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of a dog or waggon, which is provided with teeth at one end

;

the teeth are inserted in the divisions of a built-up travelling

link chain, thus pulling or drawing the shell through the die.

When the whole length of shell is drawn the mandril and

waggon are run back and the mandril reversed and the opera-

tion repeated, only the die is replaced with a slip die, so that

when the teeth of the dog are inserted the mandril is drawn

through only and the shell left behind, the mandril being

slightly tapered to facilitate the withdrawal. In cases where

heavy tubes are drawn on parallel mandrils, and the tube

is not taken off in this manner, the mandril with tube upon

it is put through a reeling machine, which expands the tube

and allows of easy removal.

In the above mention is only made of mandril-drawn tubes,

but for parallel tubes it is more universal to employ plug

or bulb benches. In this method no mandril is used, but an

extension piece is fitted to the draw-bench, and a rod is fixed

at the extreme end by suitable nuts ; the other end is pro-

vided with a bulb or plug, and the tube, which has been

suitably pointed or tagged, is slid over the plug and the

required die fixed in position, when the same drawing operation

as before described is performed, only there is no necessity

for withdrawing the tube, as of course the tube, when drawn,

leaves the bulb which corresponds to the mandril behind.

In the design of chain-driven draw-benches many points

have to be borne in mind, the greatest of which, if I may say

so, is the rough treatment to which they are subjected in the

drawing-mill. If it were possible, in designing a bench, to

know the exact reduction which will be given and not ex-

ceeded, and the nature of the material, all would be well, but,

as pointed out previously, the shells received are not of a

similar size ; one may differ from another by \ or even | of

an inch. The material may also differ in toughness. These

points must then be borne in mind, and a very large factor of

safety employed upon all the materials used in construction.

Considerable importance is attached to the foundations,

which should be of very ample proportions; the ground-

bearing surface of the bases should also be ample.

The chain, which is now universally made of high carbon
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steel, having,' a tensile stress of not less than GO tons per square

inch, slioiild be accuralely machined and fitted, and is run in

a carefully machined groove on the top of the bench and

engages in a sprocket-wheel, made generally of cast iron, but

preferably made of steel, in which arc fitted and keyed steel

teeth, machined to fit the links of the chain into which it

enjifaues. At the other end of the bench, ix. the front or die

end, a turned Hanged pulley is fixed in phosphor-bronze bear-

ings. These bearings should have ample means provided for

lubrication, so that the pulley can revolve with the chain. In

many cases this is neglected, causing more resistance to the

movement of the chain. The loose part of the chain under

the bench should be carried on similar but smaller pulleys,

and not allowed to drag on the ground. A good practice is

to provide oil-trays, through which the chain moves. This

ensures thorough lul»rication and a minimum of resistance.

The die-plate, against which the die rests, is, in this country,

a simple steel plate, having a slotted hole of sufficient size to

allow the tube to pass through. This, of course, has the

advantage of being chea}), but in the long run I am inclined

to think it is productive of many troubles in the mill. In

America this practice is not much in use, and probably the

reason for the non-adoption of the plain die-plate is as follows

:

in drawing, the ideal condition is to have the pull directly in

a straight line with the centre of the mandril. This should

then give a perfectly straight tube. Now, to produce this

result, it is necessary always to have the die in the same

place, but when drawing tubes of the same size with the plain

die-plate this is not possible, as the die can slip into any

position, and will not adjust itself when the pressure is created.

With regard to the dog or waggon, there are many types in

use. There is not suthcient attention paid to the design of

waggons at the present time; it is certainly one of the chief

parts of a draw-bench.

The general practice is to employ a boy to follow the waggon

as it travels along the bench, and to bring it back to the die-

plate when the tube is drawn. There have been attempts,

and there are, I believe, in use arrangements by which the

waggon is automatically returned. Below the bench is fitted
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a pulley upon which a rope or chain is wound and attached by

its free end to the waggon. When the tube is drawn, the

counterweights revolve the drum in the opposite direction, and

thus bring back the waggon to its required position.

I understand that in Germany the same result is accom-

plished by having the benches erected on an incline, so that

when the tube is drawn the dogs run back down the incline,

a spring or buffer preventing any shock to the front plate. In

noticing this it may not be amiss to mention that all draw-

benches should be erected with a slight incline, as it facilitates

the return of the dog.

The mandrils employed in tube-drawing are generally of

special crucible cast steel, turned accurately to size ; the dies

are of special die steel, and should in all cases be round and

not square, for the reason that in hardening the hole tends to

keep its shape better when having a circular periphery.

Hydraidic Draio-henches.—A special type of hydraulic bench

is in use for drawing large short tubes. In this the die head

is of cast iron of massive design, supported and connected to

the cylinder by steel rods j)assing through castings which

serve as struts.

The cylinder is made in two pieces, and is carried on cast-

iron supports. The piston is of cast iron, and is provided with

recesses for square flax packing. The end of the piston-rod is

provided with a cast steel punch-holder, fitted with slippers

which Avork in rigid guides attached to the bed-plate of the

machine.

The operations of the machine are as follows : The shells to

be drawn are placed on the Avooden table and pushed, one by

one, into the feed-slide just at the back of the die head. Upon
entering the feed-slide each case is gripped by wooden jaAvs

operated by turning a handle, the feed-slide then being moved
over central with the die. The punch, held in the end of the

piston-rod, comes up and pushes the case through the die.

The valves reverse the ram, and the case is stripped from the

punch by the die. While one case is being drawn, the next

is placed in the feed-slide. The action of the automatic valves

is as follows : On the upper rail are mounted dogs, Avhich are

connected by shafts to a small pivot valve. When a pin, carried
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by the cross head, moves one of the dogs, the acciiniulator

pressure is admitted to one end of a cylinder carried on

top of the main cyhnder. The ])iston of this small cylinder

is attached directly to the reversing valves, one of which is

located on each end of the main cylinder, and its motion

operates both valves, resulting in the reversal of the main
piston. The operator has within reach a handle whereby he

can reverse the bench at will. The dogs can be set so that

the stroke can be varied in length or relative position as

desired. There is a throttle valve, which acts also as an

alleviator, and serves to regulate the speed of the bench.

There should be a stop valve placed in the piping leading

from the pipe line, and this should be used to stop the press.

The benches described are arranged to work from a three-

throw hydraulic pump giving a water pressure of 3000 lbs

per square inch, or from an accunmlator system. The
operations in the working of this bench are as follows :

—

The mandril is swung out to clear the die head and the

shell put on ; it is then pushed back and locked in position

central with die.

The valve being turned on, the tube and bar are pushed
through the die. The stripper is now interposed between tube

and (lie head, and the tube is stripped from the mandril by

reversing the machine.

The arrangement of valves is a very important teatiire in

the installation of hydraulic draw-benches, and requires a

large amount of consideration.

Shouldering Machines.- For shouldering tubes preparatory to

drawing there are several types of machine in use. In the

more general the machine is driven by a belt, and the recipro-

catory motion of the dies is obtained by a cam on the main
shaft, the dies slide in ufuidos, and are of cast steel havin}; the

necessary taper. Tiie taper on the tube can be altered by
varying the distance it is fed into the die. The tul)e is

rotated while being hammered.

Another type is an adaptation of the Ryder principle, and

is similar in action, but is provided with several dies instead

of only one.

Saios.—For sawing shells and billets a heavy saw is neces-
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sary, the peripheral speed of the saw can be 10,000 feet per

minute with toothed saws. A saw should always be of very

ample proportions, as owing to the high speed at which it

runs and the heavy work it has to perform, it very soon gets

out of good repair, which is dangerous as well as wasteful.

For ordinary sawing of finished tubes, a light saw bench is

usually employed, but in nearly every case that has come

under my notice the bearings have been very light, and

trouble is always experienced in repairs. Ball bearings are

eminently suited for application to saw spindles.

Tuhe Boring Machines.—During recent years, when specifica-

tions have become so stringent, the boring of cast shells has

become necessary, and to do this in an economical and efficient

manner necessitates a powerful and well-designed machine.

The machine has not yet received much attention from makers,

but there is no doubt that an efficient machine is wanted. My
firm are now building a machine, and after trials I hope to

give the results to the Institute.

For turning the outsides, the tubes after boring are put

upon a mandril and turned in a high-speed lathe ; it is

necessary, however, to put a smooth finish upon the turned

billet, otherwise the tool marks will not draw out.

Powe7" Required to Drive Draw-benches.—It is difficult to lay

down definite rules for the power required to drive benches,

but approximately the power required is :

—

Tx AxSx(t>.
HP.=

33,000

Where T= Breaking stress in pounds per square inch.

A= Area in square inches.

• S= Speed of chain in feet per minute.

=A variable co-efficient depending upon the size of the bench and gearing.

The efficiency of a double-geared bench may be approxi-

mately 65 per cent., and for a single-geared bench 75 per

cent.

The above rule is approximate only, and gives a result in

excess of the actual. It is, of course, understood that in

drawing the reduction made should be as much as possible

;

that is, the pull exerted should be nearly equal to the breaking

strain.
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With 'regard to the speed of drawing, this, of course, will

vary considerably with the material, but the following speeds

represent up-to-date practice :

—

Feet Per
Minute.

Tubes up to g inch and 16 120

\ inch to 1 inch and 14 100

1 inch to li inch and 12 G 70

1^ inch to 2 inches and 10 G (JO

For breaking down and intermediate reductions it is not

advisable to run at more than 50 feet per minute, and this

is not often done, as with heavy work the shock upon the

machine, w^hcn the load is suddenly taken up, is very excessive.

For large shells above 4 inches diameter by \ inch thick, 20

feet per minute is a fair speed.

The reduction in the cross sectional area of the tube at

each operation varies with the metal and the thickness of

wall.
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DISCUSSION

The President said that, as Mr. Robertson had remarked, Birming-

ham was the home of tube manufacture, and requested Sir Gerard

Muntz to speak.

Sir Gerard Muntz, Bart., Vice-President, said that there were

a good many points Mr. Robertson had made which were open to

discussion, but he really had not had time to go into the paper in

detail, and therefore he did not feel altogether able to tackle Mr.

Robertson on the subject. It was rather "bringing coals to New-
castle " to read a paper on tubes in Birmingham, and he dared say

that many of them could give ideas on tube-making ; but they

required that confidence which the President referred to, in his

opening remarks on the previous day, and he was afraid, speaking for

himself, that he had not yet obtained that degree of confidence in

his fellow-members to give all the information he possessed. With
regard to the general constitution of the society, they had had two
theoretical scientific papei'S that morning, very valuable papers

indeed, and he thought many of them who were in practice could

gather valuable information from papers of that nature ; but it

appeared to him that one of the objects of a society of that nature

should be to bring the scientist and the practical man into closer

connection. Let the scientist learn to adapt his theories to practice,

and tell the practical man what he had to do to overcome troubles

from which he suffered. There were many troubles, many diseases,

in their metals with the causes of which, they, as manufacturers,

were all partly acquainted, but admitting that they, as manufacturers,

knew the causes, still if the scientist out of his researches in these

alloys could help them to elucidate them, they would be glad of his

help. At present, it seemed to him there was too large a gap between
the scientific and the practical side. He wanted to see that narrowed
so that the scientist might tell them, as practical men, where they

were wrong scientifically, and the practical man could tell the

scientist where he was wrong—if a scientist ever was wrong ; he was
something of a scientist himself.

Mr. T. Vaughan Hughes (Birmingham) said he would like to ask

Mr. Robertson why he had not, under the heading of the Mannesman
process, referred to the Steifel. Then, passing to his description of

the centrifugal process of Mr. Cowper-Coles \ the latter could scarcely

be described as such, because, to his mind, it was really a method
of molecular burnishing. The mandril was kept revolving at a very

high speed, while the deposition of copper took place. It was a

substitution of liquid molecides for the agate or metallic burnishing of

the Elmore process. With respect to the extrusion process, he would
like to know whether Mr. Robertson could furnish a full analysis of

the "general brass mixture" containing from 55 per cent, to 45 per
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cent, of zinc referred to. Miglit he take the opportunity of making
one or two observations on general matters '< Yesterday he asked the

President what procedure was likely to be followed in future in

regard to the discussion of jtapers pi-esented to the meetings. The
President kindly informed the meeting that each speaker would be
allowed ten minutes if necessary. He begged leave to ask another
question, in regard to wi-itten contributions to the <liscus.sions as

distinct from verbal statements, Were they allowable in the conduct of

the business of the meetings?

The PuKSiDEN'T said, Certainly, tlie idea of the Council on that

matter being tliat whatever latitude they might allow they would
inevitably fail to find time for every one to speak. He was not sure

that that was altogether a misfortune, but some of the most valuable

contributions they were likely to get, of course, would be written

communications. Those, of course, would have to come under two
tests. One would be the right of the author of the paper to reply

thereto in writing, and the other the final supervision by the Publica-

tions Committee of the Council which would have to be set up.

Mr. Vaughan Hughes said another observation he wished to make
was this, the society being in a state of inception (as it were), he
suggested that before formal discussion began, that a few minutes,

say, ten minutes at the outside, should be allowed members to put
direi'.t questions to the authors of papers to which immediate replies

might be given by authors. For example, in the case of Mr. Philip's

paper, he wished to ask the author to elucidate points of ambiguity
(possibly due to printers' errors), or insufficiency of statement.

The Phesident replied that, subject to the discretion of the Chair-

man of the meeting, that must always be allowed.

Mr. Vaugiian Hughes asked, in the next place, would it bo possible

to arrive at an agreement by which photomicrographs should be

printed in the official publication to definite scales in order that the

work of all contributors to the Juurnal may be easily compared.

The Pkesident said, with regard to that matter, he thought they

would take counsi'l with gentlemen wlio were most competent advisors.

No doubt, the Publications Committee would see to that.

Mr. Norman Cookson said that he thought it was Sir Cerard

Muntz who suggested that it would be of great assistance if those

highly competent scientists would tell them how to remedy those

things that fail in the manufactory. He, for one, extremely regretted

that a research man shoidd go beyond his job. As he lonked upon it,

he considered that when he gave them information, which was so

extremely valuable, then it became the duty of the scientific stufT of

the manufacturers to turn that to valuable account. He thought
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that the research man should " stick to his hist," and that he
would be doing very much more good in that way than in attempt-
ing to solve manufacturing difficulties in the application of his
ideas.

The President said that he hoped Sir Gerard, at their next meeting
in London, would give them a short note of his views of the relations
between manufacturers and scientific advisers ; then they would be
able to secure free and full discussion.

COMMUNICATIONS

Mr. Arthur Titley (Birmingham) wrote that they were indebted
to the author for the first paper to be read before the Institute

dealing with the mechanical manipulation of metals, a subject of the

greatest importance, and one which it was to be hoped would receive its

full share of attention in their future proceedings.

Even when restricted to tube-making only, the subject was a very
large one, and one difficult to discuss on broad lines, as practice varied

so much through the wide range of materials used and class of tube

made. The following remarks were intended to be as general in their

application as the subject allowed.

The author of the paper stated that eccentricity increased during

cold drawing upon the draw-bench. His (Mr. Titley's) own experi-

ence was that, on the contrary, the eccentricity tended to decrease

with the number of passes, as the thickest side of the tube was the

most compressible ; and such a tube would leave the bench curved,

showing that a greater amount of metal had been displaced on the

thicker side. If eccentricity tended to increase it would be almost
impossible to make a concentric tube ; for the most microscopic error

in the concentricity of the shell would be increased considerably in

the finished tube.

As regarded the boring of the shell, his own experience was that an
overhung drill was rarely used except for drilling solid billets, which
were afterwards opened and rolled hot.

Concentricity was much more controllable in hot rolling. A skilled

roller would produce concentric tubes from eccentric shells by skilled

manipulation. Excellent steel-boring lathes were made in which a

travelling boring bar was steadied by a back head-stock, and the shell

was held in an adjustable self-centring chuck carried on a saddle.

The length between the head -stock was adjustable to accommodate
various lengths of shell, and when the boring was finished the boring

bar was thrown out of gear with the feed motion and drawn back
through the gear head-stock to allow the shell to be replaced. That,

of course, applied to cored shells having a hole large enough to take

the boi-ing bar.
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He quite agreed with the author as to the rough treatment a draw-

bench usually received in a tube-mill, an<l the want of attention it

received as regaided lubrication, but concerning the employment of

automatic appliances to return the waggon, it should be remembered
that the draw-bench was a good example of the survival of the. fittest,

and that the devices mentioned by the author, together with many
others, had been tried years ago, and were rejected as unnecessary
complications. For instance, when drawing tubes of large or even
medium diameter, the tube-drawer, stiinding near the die, could not
handle the tube Jind mandril alone. He had to have an assistant,

who might just as well bring the waggon back as .stanil still and wait

till his services were required. Again, when drawing the lightest

tubes the operator had to handle tube and mandril somewhere near
the centre, and ran the risk of having his fingers hurt if the waggon
returned by gravity.

As regarded the strength of draw-benches, this was pretty well

arrived at forty to fifty years ago by the simj)le process of pulling as

big a tube as possible and observing the repair bill. It was found to

be more convenient for the manufacturer to make a range of gradu-
ated sizes of bench which, together, would cover all sizes of tubes from
the heaviest downwards, and the practice had been largely followed by
later makers.
The practice mentioned by the author of using a simple slotted

plate to support the die was general. It was simple and cheap, and
the operator could adjust any die by means of packing pieces when
.starting on a batch of tubes, to ensure the pull being central, and he
thought that practical tube-makei-s would bear him out when he sjiid

that very little trouble arose with this arrangement.
The u.se of shouldering machines was no doubt very advisable for

lieavy or thick tubes ; but for light and medium sizes the ordinary

taper .shouldering die used by hand was quick and quite as efficient,

and cost very little.

As regarded the power taken by draw-benches ; with steam-driven

plants this could only ])C approximated from indicator diagrams, and
that was a very rough-and-ready method, on account of the uncer-

tainty of arriving at the friction lo.sses. A series of experiments
upon an electrically driven bench with a dynamometer between the

dog and the waggon would be of great value, and could be Civrried out
at comparatively small expense.

The speeds given seemed to him to be high, except for sinking
tinly

; while for breaking down about half those speeds would be

nearer to average practice.

Mr. Charles Weiss (Lomlon) wrote that he had found the paper

of great interest. In coiniection with the dilVeront methods of making
shells, he missed the so-called '' squirting " process. Copper loco-

motive tubes had been made from such squirted tubes, but were not

as satisfactory as those made from pierced shells. Perhaps what the

author called the " extrusion " process was the same thing.
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The hydraulic benches described were used not only for drawing

large tubes, but for breaking down all sizes of shells. And if, as the

author suggested, solid-drawn copper steam-pipes of large diameter

should replace steel pipes, hydraulic benches would be used for open-

ing out shells. In connection with large steam-pipes, he did not

believe that either the Elmore or Cowper-Coles methods would give

the same satisfactory results as were obtained from shells where the

copper was subjected to a lot of mechanical work in the piercing,

breaking down, and drawing processes.

With regard to aluminium tubes, only a few firms had as yet made
these. In a paper by Mr. Echevarri, some tests of tubes up to .Sc-

inches outside diameter were given. But tubes as large as 7 inches

inside diameter had easily been made with existing plant, practically

by the Mannesman process. And on account of the difficulty of the

metal, it was unnecessary to anneal the tubes between the different

drafts.

It was to be hoped that later on papers would be given to the

Institute on both copper and brass tube manufacture.

Mr. Robertson, in reply, wrote that the number of criticisms on a

paper lending itself essentially to criticism from manufacturers was
disappointing, but perhaps not unexpected, by reason of the fact that

those interested wished first to gather the standing of a new institu-

tion. No doubt, in subsequent papers on practical subjects, the

discussions would be augmented in numbers and interest.

Mr. Charles Weiss, in his written remarks, called attention to the

shop term of " squirting " given to what was termed in the paper

extrusion. No practical sviccess had been made in the production of

tubes by that process, although solid sections and bars of extruded

metal were well known and widely used for various purposes.

For large and heavy work, he entirely agreed with Mr. Weiss, in

that hydraulic-operated draw- and push-benches formed the best

practice.

With regard to the Elmore and Cowper-Coles methods, the latter

had, as far as he was aware, not been operated on any considerable

scale, but the Elmore depositing process was worked for some years

by the Leeds Copper Works. The process had since, he believed,

been entirely superseded for the production of tubes by the piercing

process, and excellent results obtained. It was, he thought, generally

recognised that the best results wel-e obtained when the material was

subjected to heavy work in the making.

It was interesting to hear that aluminium tubes had been produced

on a piercer ; that metal lent itself, by reason of its extreme ductility,

to easy production. Annealing provided one of the greatest difficulties

in the economical production of tubes.

With regard to Mr. Arthur Titley's remarks, which were of much
interest, coming as they did from a large experience on the subject,

he would say that his experience had always been that, if a shell were

not concentric, it was impossible to produce a concentric tube, and
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this he had always understood was a recognised fact in tube-mills.

It of course followed, as Mr. Titley had observed, that an eccentric

tube would always leave the di-aw-bench curved, hs reason that a

greater displacement was not in proportion to the gauge, by which he
meant that if a tube of, .«ay, 4G on one aide and 6G the other before

drawing (representing a difference in thickness of 0'040 inch) were
drawn down to a finer gauge, it would be found to be more than
2 gauges out, although of course the difference in thickness would not

be 0*040 inch ; if the finished gauge had 16 one side, the diiference

might be 3 gauges, i.p. (0-092 inch - 00G4 inch) = 0028 inch.

In hot rolling it had been his experience to find that rollers would
not Vje responsible for producing concentric shells, more especially if

paid a certain price per ton.

With regard to boring lathes for shell-boring, there were, as Mr.
Titley pointed out, a number of excellent machines on the market.

In draw-bench work, he agreed with Mr. Titley in .so far as large

tubes were concerned, or weighty tubes which required two men for

handling, but for small and light tubes he thought that some auto-

matic device was more efficient. He was a believer in the moral

aspect of a mill, in the output and workmanship of the men ; and the

presence of a " dogger up " (although at that time looked upon as

essential) gave the mill a ragged appeai-ance. For the efficient

working of a mill, each workman and boy should be employed in

pioduction work the whole of the time, the "doggers up" working
only half the time, and if that could be improved, the output and
workmansliip would be better, and the cost decreased.

As reganleil the power taken by draw-benches, he would say that

his firm had recently carried out a number of experiments on the

lines in<licated by Mr. Titley, but it was not possible to standardise,

as the materials varied so much, either in composition or in hardness.

With regard to the speeds, there was, in his opinion, no reason

why the speeds given in his paper should not be increa.sed with proper

apparatus. The speeds were high for average practice in this country,

V)ut they were controlled greatly by the capacity of the workmen, as

the human element was so prominent in draw-bench work.
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THE RELATION BETWEEN SCIENCE
AND PRAC'ITCE

AND ITS BEARING ON THE UTILITY OF THE
INSTITUTE OF METALS

By Sir GERARD A. MUNTZ, Bart.

I HAVE been asked by our president, Sir William White, to

make a few remarks on the matter indicated in the heading

of this note. Exactly why Sir William selected myself for

this somewhat difficult task, I am not sure ; unless it was

that in several of the papers read at the first meeting of

the Institute Muntz's metal was referred to in some degree,

and hence the name associated itself in Sir William's mind
with the proceedings of the Institute. I do not propose,

however, to make Muntz's metal the theme of this note.

The point which I desire to make is the immense possi-

bilities of usefulness of such an Institute as that which we
have recently established, and the benefits it is capable of

conferring upon its members of all classes, and upon the

world at large, if it is conducted upon sound and wise lines.

Hitherto there has been no home, if I may so describe it,

of the non-ferrous metals ; there has been no central autho-

rity, so to speak, to whom matters of difficulty and mystery

could be referred for investigation and elucidation. There

are many similar institutions in other directions, each and all

doing useful work amongst their associates, and performing

yeoman service for science and the world at large. In the

non-ferrous manufactures, however, hitherto all have been

Ishmaelites, the hand of each man against his neighbour.

Every man has fought a lone hand, and that sharing of

knowledge and discussion of cause and effect which has taken

place in other directions with most advantageous results has

been notably absent.

In the Institute of Metals we at last have the medium
necessary for the attainment of that most desirable end, and
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if the facilities thereby offered are widely used, there cannot

fail to be most interesting developments.

Amongst our members we number at least three distinct

grades—the manufacturer, the scientist, the engineer. In

some cases the three grades may be enrolled in one individual.

Such cases are rare, perhaps, l»ut in many at least two of the

above-named attributes are the qualiHcations of the same
associate.

It is from the harmonious correlation of these three grades

that the benefits of this Institute should occur. The daily

occupation of the manufacturer is to handle various metals,

and convert them from their raw material condition to some

form of manufactured article. In the process of so doing he

employs that knowledge which has been handed down to him
by his forebears, or which he may himself have gained by a

lifetime of study and experience of the peculiarities of such

metals and alloys as his work may bring him in contact with.

Each day he accumulates fresh practical experience and know-

ledge, and yet from time to time he meets with some new
phase which puzzles him ; or happens upon some discovery

of value ; the latter often some very small matter which would

at first sight have been passed over as of no importance, but

which by accident has attracted attention. As often as not

the cause and effect are noticed and taken advantage of in

practice, but the reason why is never discovered, and so it

happens that the road thus shown is not explored.

It is here that the scientist pure and simple comes in, or

.should come in
;
given results, cause, and effect, the scientist,

if he persistently devotes him.self to the task which is offered

him, will probably eventually arrive at the why and the

wherefore of the matter. He has the necessary time ; his

vocation, as a rule, is, if I may so describe it, embowered in

that cloistered seclusion which allows of consecutive thought

and r(;asoning out of obscure and difficult subjects ; whilst to

any man innnersed in the stress and toil of the twentieth

century commerce, such things are almost impossible.

Again, we have the engineer. In the pursuit of his pro-

fessional work, the enjjfineer has to select such materials as

are best calculated to meet his requirements.
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In so doing lie is largely guided by the experience of those

who have gone before him ; or, if he be a pioneer in any

special direction, by such data as are available of the nature

and properties of various materials Avhich may or may not be

suited to meet his needs. Having selected his materials, he

proceeds to construct his machine or whatever he desires

to produce. If he has chosen well and wisely, he may be

satisfied, but this is by no means always the case ; he may
find that his choice has not resulted as he expected, troubles

arise and failures occur Avhich were not anticipated. He is

most likely at a loss to account for these, and after investigat-

ing as far as the information at his disposal will allow him,

he most likely arrives at the conclusion that there is some-

thing Avrong with the manufacture of his materials, quarrels

with the maker and adopts some one else's manufacture,

possibly experiencing a like result, and eventually abandoning

that class of material altogether, and using something quite

different—to everybody's detriment.

Most likely, if that engineer and manufacturer had placed

a little confidence in each other, and carefully discussed the

question hefore, embarking upon the use of the material, it

would never have been employed, and much trouble and

expense would have been saved. Or if, after the trouble

occurred they had called into consultation a competent and

qualified scientist, he would most likely have been able to

locate the cause of trouble.

The questions to be decided were, first, Was the material

suited for the purpose for which it was used ? Second, Was
it properly treated in use ? Third, Was the failure the result

of faulty manufacture or of improper usage ?

It is on these grounds that benefits may be hoped to be

derived from the establishment of this Institute of Metals.

Hitherto the engineer has made unto himself what may
fairly be described as his own law, and has made arbitrary

specifications of what tests the material he wishes to employ

shall stand, and then having obtained these desiderata, pro-

ceeded to use the material ; if subsequently failure occurred,

he has at once placed the blame on the maker, who most

likely has in his turn attributed the failure to improper usage,
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or the selection of a material not properly applicable, to the

requirements of the situation. Neither side heing prepared

to acknowledge the possibility of error on their own part,

matters arrive at a deadlock, and are never satisfactorily

cleared up.

If an umpire in the guise of an independent scientist, fully

qualified to undertake an investigation, had been called in, and

the question thoroughly sifted to the bottom with the aid of

knowledge and information in the possession of all parties,

probably valuable light would have been thrown on the

subject; and information gained that would have been of

use not only in this specific instance, but also to engineers

and manufacturers in general and the world at large.

Considering the multiplicity of uses to which non-ferrous

metals are put, and the immense lapse of time since copper,

bronzes, and brasses began to be worked and used by man, it is

somewhat remarkable how very little is known about copper

and its alloys. Until very recent years the production of

copper itself Avas conducted on almost rule of thumb lines.

The copper refiner learnt from his predecessor that the per-

formance of certain operations was necessary to obtain the

desired result, and also by practice and observation he learnt

that the metal must have a certain appearance before he could

be satisfied as to its quality. Beyond this his knowledge was

of the crudest description. Things have progressed a little

latterly, but there is an immense range for improvement yet

in most foundries and shops.

A great deal of useful scientific work has already been done

in research work on the question of non-ferrous metals and

their alloys, but I think that most of that which has been

])nl)lish('d is too academic for usefulness in practice.

In the papers read at the first meeting of the Institute of

Metals there was much of interest and value, but, with one

exception, such information was too intricately involved and

scientific for practical service in manufacture.

Laboratory work is of immense value, and without it nothing

can be done, but it is not sutiicient for the scientist to demon-

strate in the laboratory and lecture-room. Science must be

reduced to practical form for everyday use, before it can be

T
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made serviceable in manufacture. Many large establishments

have their own laboratories and scientific staffs, and in such

cases it is a comparatively simple matter to develop a practical

application from information gained by laboratory experiment.

In many instances, however, this is not the case, and the

practical worker has to depend on the outside scientist, and

needs guidance in not too elaborate a form.

It would be practically impossible to run a mill or foundry

with heating and cooling curves, photomicrography, slip of

crystal, &c., as the only guide. These are all necessary points

of knowledge upon which to base a practical works practice,

but to get full value from these it is necessary to bring science

into touch with practice, and for the man from the laboratory

to assimilate a personal practical knowledge of the processes

of manufacture ; then he can teach. One cannot make the

average workman into a scientific expert, but one can instruct

him that he must do certain things to obtain certain results

;

and one can see, more or less, that, having been told, he does

them.

Another point of importance in the relations of science to

practice is in ascertaining the causes of failure. Amongst the

papers read at your first meeting you had, if I may be per-

mitted to express such an opinion, two distinct classes. The
papers read by Dr. Desch and Mr. Rosenhain were of the

highest scientific interest, and to such of those present as were

able to follow their reasoning, of great value ; but they were

far too highly scientific for practical use by the average pro-

ducer of non-ferrous manufactures. On the other hand, you

heard papers read by Mr. Milton and Messrs. Bengough and

Hudson which have brought the science contained in them
down to a practical useful level for information to the non-

scientific member of this Institute—be he manufacturer or

engineer. Engineers may object to being termed non-scientific,

but even highly trained engineers are not omniscient, and the

metallurgical scientific expert can teach them many things.

There is an immense amount of knowledge already assembled

on the subject of non-ferrous metals, their peculiarities, and

proper treatment. All three of the above-specified grades

of members possess valuable information. What is needed
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is that all should work together to codify and classify this

mass of useful knowledge, so that it may be readily availaMe

when wanted. Let us search out carefully the causes of those

phenomena which are so constantly met with in practice l>ut

which have hitherto not been properly explained. Knowledge
is power, but power often runs to waste, and the knowledge of

non-ferrous metals has hitherto run umch to waste : chiefly

through jealous fear of teaching a trade opponent something,

whereas he has probably long since discovered it for himself.

Each individual has some cherished bit of knowledge, some

trade secret which he hoards carefully. Perhaps by sharing

it with others, he miglit impart useful information ; but by an

open discussion and interchange he would, almost for certain,

learn a dozen things in exchange for the one given away.

General increase of knowledge would give general improved

practice, most likely a larger use of the materials in which a

manufacturer is interested. Each would give a little, and

receive a hundredfold in exchange. No nuin knows every-

thing : even the cleverest has lots to learn yet ; and after all,

with equal opportunities of knowledge, it will still be the best

man who will best apply that knowledge ; if members have

courage and confidence in themselves, they need not hesitate

to exchange their knowledjje with that of their colleagues orno ~

even their adversaries. There are enormous potentialities for

usefulness in this Institute, and if only it can break down
those barriers of narrow-minded selfishness, and gather all the

scattered items of science and practice together, there can be

no doubt as to the usefulness and successful future of the

Institute of Metals.
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DISCUSSION

The President, before the discussion opened, moved that the

special thanks of the Institute be accorded to Sir Gerard Muntz for

his kindness in preparing the paper under very difficult circumstances.

The vote of thanks was carried with acclamation.

Mr. George Matthey (London), on being called upon by the

President, said that he was afraid that the Px-esident had placed upon
him rather a difficult task in asking him to open the discussion on the

paper, as he had not prepared himself in any way for discussing it.

For a considerable length of time, however, he had thought that

research work was not encouraged as it should be in all those branches

of science relating to metallurgical work. There was no doubt that

the advantages arising from the many facts enumerated in the paper

were lost owing to insufficient attention being paid to the application

of research to practical matters. In almost every branch of manufac-

turing woik it would be of immense importance if more attention

than had hitherto been paid were given to the application of scientific

research to the practical work of the metal manufacturer. Under
the circumstances he desired to be excused from saying any more, as

he had not had an opportunity of fully and carefully considering the

paper.

Mr. N. OooKSON, Member of Council, said that, like Mr. Matthey,
he had not had the advantage of reading the paper before he came to

the meeting, and so was haixlly really in a position to discuss it as he
should like, but there were two or three points to which he wished to

call attention. He cordially agreed with a great deal of what the

author had written, but in one respect he was very much of the con-

trary opinion. On p. 289 the author said, " Laboratory work is of

immense value, and without it nothing can be done, but it is not

sufficient for the scientist to demonstrate in the laboratory and
lecture-room. Science must be reduced to practical form for every-

day use before it can be made serviceable in manufacture." Of
course it was self-evident that science must be reduced to practical

form for everyday use to be made serviceable to the manufacturer,

but he felt very strongly that the research man was best confined,

like the cobbler, to his last. If he was good enough to devote his life

for very little reward to giving forth the scientific information and
truths of his science, having pvit that information before manufac-
turers, it was for those manvifacturers who were competent, and who
had competent staffs, to make use of it. The manufacturer, then,

with his scientific laboratory staff was the proper person to appl}' the

truths of the science to practice. If a research man once became a

practical man, how far would research go? In that respect he was
not at one with Sir Gerard Muntz, but with the paper generally he
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cordially agi'ewl. Personally, in his fiwn business he hail received

very great advantage from research in many ways, although that

research had not been, perhaps, devoted so much to lead and
antimony as to iron, copper, steel, and their compoumls. The
late Sir William Roberts-Austen made a number of very valuable

research experiments on the action of bismuth, one of the great

enemies of the manufacturer, the one thing they hated more than

anything else. The effect of these researches was to draw attention

to the various phenomena caused by bismuth, and manufacturers
were encouraged to set their scientific staffs at work with results

very much to their advantage. Although it was not exactly

germane to the subject under discussion, he might mention that

his firm had a great deal of trouble from tlie white- lead being,

what people called, gritty. They set their chemists to work, and
in a very short time they discovered what was the trouble ; they

found that it was caused by carbonate crystals, and eventually dis-

covered a method of isolating the carbonate crystals from the good
amorphous white-lead to such an extent that by taking a great

number of records and keeping them for future use they were able

to deal with the subject quite effectively. He did not sjvy that the

defect would never have been discovered, but the very fact that

scientific men, in certain papers not directly connected with the

particular article, had drawn attention to certain matters, led to the

dirticulty with the material being overcome. He was very grateful to

those who had been the means of bringing about that desirable state

of affairs, and he only wished they could find out the causes of many
other difficulties with whicli manufacturers had to contend.

Mr. W. KosENiiAiN (National Physical Laboratory) said that Sir

< ierard iMuntz had been good enough to refer, in the course of his

paper, to the paper which he (Mr. ilosenhain) had read before the

Kirmingliam meeting of the Institute. lie did not know whether
Sir (Gerard intended it to be .so, but he certainly regai-ded the reference

as in very flattering terms. On the strength of that reference he

desired to say a few words. Sir Gerard Muntz insisted on the im-
portance of bringing science down to the manufacturer's level, to use

his own words, and no doubt that was a very nece.ssary operation
;

but it was an operation which was distinct from that of the making
of science, and the two classes of paper to which Sir Cierard Muntz
referred represented, he thought, the two stages of the process.

First of all, the scientific facts and truths had to be ascertained, and
then somebody had to take those facts ami truths and discover their

application and the proper method of applying them. Such might
be done by the same man at different times, or, as Mr. Cookson
suggested, it might be done by different men, and, perhaps, more
profitably done by different men. But there was a difficulty, and
a difficulty which had led to a great deal of misconception, and
in his view had retarded the progress of both industry and science

not a little in the fact that people had tried to apply what might be
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called raw science to their works practice far too directly and far too

indiscriminately, and had looked to obtain practical results long before

they were really rationally to be anticipated. The danger of premature
application, or, rather, the attempt at premature application, was a

very serious one, and the reason for that was that for the purpose of

scientific investigation it was necessary to confine one's attention to

the simpler questions, at any rate to isolate the simple, definite, direct

questions that could be answered by experimental I'esearch from the

very complex qviestions which constantly occurred in all industrial

practice; and when the answer found to a comparatively simple

question was applied, or attempted to be applied, to the solution of a

practical problem, then the whole question was whether the other

circumstances allowed of that application or did not. It required a

very great deal of care and very often much further research and
investigation before that application became possible. It was with

the miscarriage of those attempts at application that so much mistrust,

or lack of confidence, in the reliability of scientific results had come
about on the part of certain practical people. Of course, needless to

say, it was particularly the younger men who came from the scientific

training colleges and universities, and attempted to apply what they

had learnt there to works practice, who were apt to make mistakes

of that kind. He had made them himself, so that he could speak

sympathetically upon the subject. Therefore, that aspect of the

question, the aspect that first of all the making of the knowledge was
one thing and then finding out the exact scope of its application was
another, was equally important.

From a purely personal point of view he only wished to add one

other remark, that the paper to which Sir Gerard Muntz referred was
not addressed to the manufacturer direct, but was rather addressed

to others, who, like himself, were engaged upon scientific investigations

that were intended to lay the foundations of good and accurate know-
ledge on those subjects, and, as such, it had a claim to consideration

apart from the immediate applicability to the works question.

The other point which Sir Gei^ard Muntz had raised, to which he

should like to refer, was the question of the application of scientific

methods to the settlement of disputes. That was an aspect of the

question which had come under his own notice very markedly during

the last two years. He wished to emphasise what Sir Gerard had
said by one additional remark, namely, that the scientist was able to

do a very great deal, but he would be able to do a great deal more
still if the information given to him was as full and complete as it

ought to be. Very frequently in such cases the manufacturer and
the engineer alike were apt to state a case as if they were stating it

to a judge. The problems which the scientist had to solve in that

case were not merely physical, but sometimes human ones, and that

introduced a complicating factor, a thing to be deplored in the interests

of accuracy. In other respects he could only express very cordial

agreement with the general tenor of Sir Gerard Muntz's paper.
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The President hoped tliat some manufacturer would have some-
thing to say about that portion of the paper to which Sir (Jerard

Muntz evidently attached great importsince, namely, what might be
termed the " trade secret " side. A great deal was heard about the
matter at the time when the formation of the Institute was proposed.

Viv. G. A. BoRDDiCKER (]'>irmingliam) remarked that in his opinion
-Mr. Rosenhain was a little hai^d on Sir Gerard Muntz, who, he felt

sure, did not want to discourage scientific research. What Sir Gerard
Muntz meant—and he was quite at one with him—was that research

might be directed to investigate some difficulty met with in practice
;

it would lose nothing in scientific interest, but might be of more
immediate value. The collection of faulty metals shown by him at

iiirmiugham indicated many points which required clearing up.

He himself felt exactly like Sir Gerard Muntz to some extent ; he
thought the research man was an absolute necessity, and it was
certainly not for him, as a German, to discourage absolutely pure
research. In his view, however, a great many of the very best

research men went too much into absolute theory. They based
their research upon a physical point and not on a practical point,

whereas the research in the end would be exactly the same ; it

would be as scientific either way. A great deal of the research

work was done without giving the results that had been looked for.

During the last century a tremendous amount of research woik
had been done, and when that research was finished practical

results had followed ; but now the case was .somewhat different,

and he thought the research man should really apply to the manu-
facturer fir.st in order to see where his difficulties lay, and so direct

liis research work in that direction. The last paragraph in Sir

Gerard Muntz's paper expressed the exact point of view which coin-

cided entirely with the address of Sir William White at the meeting
in liirmingham, and it would be remembered that he himself had
shown a collection of " diseased metals " at the meeting. Unfortu-

nately there were still many exceptions amongst manufacturers,

although most of tliom were ready to show everything and tell

everybody everything, under the condition, of course, of reciprocity.

Ite was quite certain that Sir Gerard Muntz was right, that if a

mainifacturer gave one secret away he received twelve back.

Mr. W, 11. Johnson, Member of Council, said that the brass

department of his firm was a small one, and his remarks would
be more particularly made on behalf of those who were unable

to have the advantage of a laboi'atory of their own, or of careful,

fxperienced chemists. At the same time he did not for a moment
doubt the imnuMise advantiige of a laboratory and careful workers,

but his own foundry was too small to pay for them. Perhaps
Ills difficulties might be better explained l)y an illustration. In

the last two or three years aluminium had come to the fore-

front in a very marvellous way, whereas not long ago it might
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almost have been called a precious metal. It was cheaper now than

tin, and, volume for volume, was considerably cheaper than copper.

Brassfoundeis desired to know how they could apply that low-priced

metal, as it might be termed, and make use of it to replace tin or

copper, or both of them ; they desired to know the most advantageous

way of using it. On svich a matter they might be at once referred

to the admirable researches which his friend and neighbour, Dr.

Carpenter, had made, but if those two volumes were pui-chased it was
at once seen that the pages numbered something like a thousand, and
as manufacturers were very busy men, not having two years at their

disposal to sit down and study the question, they would like to have the

salient points drawn to their attention and made clear to them. It

was impossible for them to go into all the refinements and distinctions

which Dr. Carpenter had so well brought out, but manufacturers

joined the Institute with the object of increasing their knowledge, and
if they could go away from any one of the meetings with just a few
simple facts which might be written, as it were, on the blackboard of

their memorj^—for instance : Beware of this, or. Remember that—the

Institute would have already accomplished a very great deal, and
more than justified manufacturers in joining the society and spending

their two guineas, even though their resources financially were low.

It was very important to bring that point out. Some members of the

Institute were very rich, but he hoped that the Institute would be

joined by the smallest brassfounder, the man whose income was
reckoned, perhaps, more by shillings a week than by pounds, who
would join the Institute simply for the information it .supplied, and
for the solutions which the Institute would be able to give to the

problems laid before it. He thought that Sir Gerard Muntz was
justified, on p. 289, in saying, " I think that most of that which has

been published in scientific work is too academic for usefulness in

practice." What he took him to mean by that was that the aver-

age Birmingham brassfounder, or brassfounders anywhere in the

country, would not quite understand what was recorded. If the

gentlemen who wrote the papers would remember the audience that

they had to address, and would, in addition to giving all the refine-

ments of their research, point out in a few clear words those facts

which they thought were most likely to interest the smaller men, the

practical men, then they would be doing a very great service. He
had ventured to dwell on that matter in order that scientific men
might be led to remember that papers which were read before the

Institute were meant for—and he would classify himself among them
—comparatively ignorant men. Even though he had made some little

study of science, yet the vast knowledge that had been accumulated
by those who had made metallurgy their study for many years was so

complicated that he was quite unable to master it. As a matter of

fact, the smaller manufacturers required to be led up to it, to have
gradually, as it were, pointed out where the information could be
found. He had heard it said by an eminent lawyer that a lawyer did

not know much more law than the ordinary man on business subjects.
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hut the one tiling that he did know was exactly where to look for the

information that he required—a thing the businessman did not know.
If scientific and practical men would point out to those who were not

so learned, and not so experienced, how to find the information

required, they would be doing an immense service ; and he hojied that

that side of the question would ever be borne in mind by all who read

papers or addressed the Institute. He was afraid he hud dwelt

rather too long on that point, but seeing the importance of the matter
he venturetl to think his excuse for doing so would be accepted.

Mr. C F. Gaywoou (IJirmingliam) thought in connection with the

matter there was a slight misunderstanding between the manufacturer
and the research chemist. The research chemist had spoken plainly,

and the manufacturer spoke just as plainly, but the one could not

understand the other. The Institute, he took it, covered a very wide
range, from the research chemist down to the manufacturer who
applied the information the research chemist obtained ; and manu-
facturers really could not, at the present time, fully appreciate the

value of the work that research chemists were doing. If a man were
in a small way of business, as a general rule it would l)e found that

his infoi-mation and his capacity were limited. If a manufacturer
could not understand what the research chemist meant he should

employ men of a grade somewhere between the manufacturer and the

i-esearch chemist to interpret what the research chemist meant, and
that was a point which showed the advantage of manufacturers
employing chemists in their works. The research chemist must not

be blamed because people did not understand what he told them. To
him a cooling curve, or anything of that sort, was absolutely a plain

thing, though it was not plain to the ordinary man. It was the

complex thing which the chemist understood. Therefore, if manu-
facturers could not quite grasp what the chemist meant they should

take means to find out. He did not think there would be any wisdom
in making a research chemist leave his important research work and
take on, for example, a foreman's job in a rolling-mill, because in that

way very valuable services wouhl be lost. He thought that if every

member .settled down into his proper place in the Institute, and the

Institute was engaged in gathering together information from the men
working in various lines of trade, much benefit would accrue. It was
the place of the manufacturer to di.scover all that was written and
said, bring it all together and collate it, and, for the purpose of his

own profit, make the best use of it he possibly could. That was all he

couM say to express his oj)inion on the subject. He certainly thought

every meml)er had his own little place to fill, and if he was left alone

to fill it to the best of his ability it must be left to others to interpret

the work as neai-ly as they possibly could.

]Mr. A. K. Seatox, Member of Council, thought one important
point had been missed by all the speakers, even by the writer of the

paper, inteiesting and full as it was. naniely. that very f(>w people had
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the abilities for the double capacities of life, if he might so term it.

The late Mrs. Glass, when prescribing the proper way of cooking a

hare, said that if it was to be eaten with enjoyment it was first

necessary to catch it ; and he took it that the scientific research man
was the fowler who went out, having been guided, perhaps, to the

scent, and caught the hare, and brought it home. If one attempted
to make a meal off that hare, he would suffer probably from indiges-

tion, and then blame the hare and the research man, as was done
sometimes to-day. He thought what was often wanted was some one
Avho would take the facts of the research man and cook them, so

to speak ; in other words, would make them palatable, acceptable, and
digestible, not only for the manufacturer, but even for some of

those who professed to have a little knowledge of science. That was,

undoubtedly, the kind of thing that was required. Many a time after

reading a valuable paper by a research man he was reminded of

Captain Bunsby to whom Captain Cuttle used to go himself, and take

others, for advice. When Captain Bunsby had finished giving that

advice he always concluded by saying, "The bearing of this 'ere

observation lies in the application of it ;
" and the concluding re-

mark generally made things as clear as had the original advice.

Manufacturers did not get the thing, as it were, cooked, and presented

to them in such a way that they could swallow it with advantage
to their digestion. He was quite sure that that was a point not only

for the Institute, but for all other institutions that attempted to deal

with science and commerce as concurrent and interdependent things.

The manufacturer was not to be blamed if he were disappointed on

reading a research paper to find that he did not understand it, and
that he was not getting from it what the writer evidently intended he
should get. If a means could be provided by " cook," or whatever
he was called, to get over that difficulty, a very great point would be

gained. It was very possible that, in the discussions in the Institute,

every member might be more or less a cook, although he hoped the

pi'overb would not be then proved that " too many cooks spoil the broth."

In any case, however, it should be within the scope of members of the

Institute to act as cooks, and help make things of the research man
palatable and of general use to the manufacturer and engineer.

Dr. J. T. Dunn (Newcastle-on-Tyne) said it seemed to him there was
another side of the question which had not yet been presented. It

had been made abundantly clear from the discussion that there was
need of an interpreter, or intermediary, between the pure man of

science and the manufacturer, whether that interpreter was the

scientific staff permanently engaged by a large manufacturer, or

whether it was a consultant who was appealed to by small manu-
facturers one at a time. While manufacturers who had spoken in

the discussion had all expressed a great desire that the research man,
the scientific man, should place the results of his work in such a form
that they would be of use to them for the particular problems pre-

senting themselves, it might be pointed out upon the other side that
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the scientific man was not by instinct familiar with the particular

problems that did present themselves to manufacturers ; and there-

fore the founding of the Institute would be likely to be of extreme
use if the proceedings of the society consisted not only of statements
by men of science of the work they had done and the new facts they
had learnt, but also of papers by manufacturers who stated, possibly,

not any new facts, but problems and difficulties which they had met
with in the course of their work. Those members like Mr. Rosenh.iin

and Professoi- (Jarpenter who were engageil in scientific work would
have the proV)lems and difficulties, or some of the problems and
difficulties, which beset manufacturers pointed out to them, and then
they might, at the meetings of the society and elsewhere, be able to

put their knowledge in such a form that it would be useful to the
manufacturers for the particular purposes which they had in view.

But he did not think it was fair on the part of manufacturers to

expect scientific men to know by instinct what were the problems
to which they were requested to apply their talents.

Professor T. Turnrr, Member of Council, said it appeared to him
that the discussion Iwul illustrated the importance of one point, at all

events, namely, the necessity of the teacher. It seemed to him that

the teacher came in as the connecting link between the manufacturer
who did not understand science, and the research man who was too

scientific to be readily understood. He did not suggest, of course,

that the teacher was necessarily a university teacher ; he might be a

teacher in a technical school, or in other institutions where men could

attend and obtain interpretation of the language in which the

scientific man spoke, so that the manufacturers would be able, either

themselves or through tlieir staff, to understand that which the

scientific man had discovered. Teaching, of course, should not end on
leaving school, whatever the school might be ; and he took it that one

of the objects of the formation of the Institute was that the members
should all teach each other ; that the scientific man should assist in

bringing information before the practical man, and the practical man
should show to the scientific man some of his difficulties and some
of his experiences. He wished to suggest to young students, and
particularly to those who were desirous of beginning research work,

that when they had the opportunity of choosing between two
(piestions, one of which had a practical bearing and the other had no

direct practical bearing, they sliouM, whenever possible, take up one

of those subjects which had a direct practical bearing. They woidd

obtain just as mucii theoretical information themselves, they would

have just as high a standard to which to work, and they would have
the advantage that they might benefit an industry, and might in-

lireotly benelit themselves. There was too much research work
undt>rtaken liy young students in directions where there was little

possil)ility of a useful result. He thought they shouhl be encouraged,

whenever possible, to research in directions where information was

urgently needed.
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In reference to one remark that Sir Gei-ard Muntz had made in the

paper, he felt like a man who, having had his photograph taken,
received a proof and did not recognise for whom the photograph was
intended. A description was given of the research man where Sir

Gerard Muntz said, " He has the necessary time ; his vocation as

a rule, if I may so describe it, is embowered in that cloistered

seclusion which allows of consecutive thought and reasoning out of

obscure and difficult subjects." He was aware that the worries of

a manufacturer, especially in these days, were very numerous ; but he
thought if Sir Gerard Muntz were to take the place of one of the
scientific men, who Avere supposed to have leisure to do a great deal

of research work, he would find he was no longer in the " cloistered

seclusion " he might have enjoyed in centuries past. The scientific

man was usually responsible for regular covu-ses of lectures ; for

providing work and maintaining discipline amongst a large number of

students ; he had also to correspond with the parents of students ; he
had to conduct an office ; he had to answer questions from all parts of

the counti-y, or even all parts of the world—-(and those who asked
questions generally thanked him " in anticipation," but did not even
enclose a stamped envelope for the purpose of reply) ; he had to attend
a hundred meetings of committees of various kinds throughout the
year ; and he was expected to lecture from time to time at all the

scientific societies in the neighbourhood in which he resided. It was
only the intervals between these various avocations that he spent in

the " cloistered seclusion " which enabled him to conduct research !

Mr. H. W. Greenwood (Liverpool) said that he had been very
much interested in hearing the .discussion on the paper on "The
Relation between Science and Practice, and its bearing on the Utility

of the Institute of Metals "
; and he had been listening very carefully,

hoping to hear an allusion to what, he thought, was a very important
phase of the utility of the Institute of Metals to the metal industry,

but he had heard nothing of it. He took it that each member, as one
of the former speakers had said, must fill his allotted place, and there-

fore, perhaps, he might be forgiven for speaking from his own allotted

place. He was not a manufacturer, but belonged, perhaps, more
nearly to the purely scientific side. One work, he thought, the
Institute could do, a work for which it was eminently fitted, a work,
in fact, for which one might almost say it was expressly designed,
and that was the standardisation of methods of assay and analysis

of metals other than iron and steel. As far as iron and steel were
concerned, and the allied metals and alloys, that work had been done,
and well done, by the Iron and Steel Institute, but all manufacturers
—and indeed others—would know what difficulties there were in

getting consonant assays of such things as tin, lead, antimony alloys,

itc, from different chemists. If two chemists were employed, one
did not always feel inclined to say which man of the two was wrong
when results did not agree, because there was no common basis for

judgment. One man might use one method of assaying, and another
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man another, and it had to Vje a vei'y clever man indeed who would
say which of the two was coirect. There were very many methods in

existence for the estimation of such metals as tin, lead, antimony,
zinc, bismuth, &c., some good and some bad, possibly mostly in-

different. One work, he thought, which the Institute of iSletals

might do, and could do, better than any other institution, would be
to take up the question of those methods, and to standardise methods
of analysis or estimation, and publish them, and sooner or later the
Institute would, in that way alone, undoubtedly confer a great boon
upon the metal industry of this country. Those standard methods
would be a referendum, and would, moreover, be generally adopted
by the analysts and as.sayers throughout the country as affording .some

method by w-hich constant results could be obtained, and the result

would be satisfaction, not only to the manufacturer, but also to the

chemist. He thought that was a point which members of the Insti-

tute would do well to keep in mind, and, certainly, if the subject

was followed up there was a good deal of work before the Institute.

Many of the questions of metallographic reseai'ch were of very great

interest, but, as yet, knowledge had not progressed far enough for

them to be of very much practical application. As far as the iron

and steel industry was conceined, metallographic research had helped
marvellously, but with regard to the other metal industries, those

l)articularly with which the Institute was connected and intereste<l in,

metallographic research hitherto had not done a vast amount, probably

because it was only in its infancy. That w^as one reason why the

manufacturer found it dillicult to read the results of the scientific

researcli man, because the scientific man was not in a position to

dogmatise as to what application his results would have when put
into practical use.

The PuEsiDKNT said that if other members sent written communi-
i ations, they would be referred to the author for comments, anil would
be embodied in the JouruaL Before concluding, he wislie<l to sjiy a

word or two on the general trend of the discussion. Popularisation

of science was a phr.ise about which much was heard, and he ha<l

.some experience in work of that kind. Many attempts at popularisa-

tion were undertaken by persons who were eminently unfitted for it,

because they never got below the surface of subjects. No one who
was not a master of science could really jtopularise .science ; that fact

was often forgotten. M.any text-books which had been widely used

had been undertaken by the wrong people. Some of the noblest

examples of true popularisation of science were to be found in

TyndalTs bt)oks on heat, light, and sound. Tyndall had bent his

great min«l, in what might have I)een his leisure, tt) making broad

results of origin.il scientific investigations understanded of the people;

that was the true way to popularise science. In that true sense

he hoped tlu" Institute would also a.ssist to popularise .science. Mr.
Johnson possibly meant the same thing although he did not express

it in the same way. The Institute obviously did not exist primaiily.
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or chiefly, to meet the needs of coppersmiths earning a few shillings

a week, or of artisans. Although it might help such men, the Insti-

tute had not been created for work of that kind even as its secondary

object. It had been created to deal with the metallurgy of non-

ferrous metals in both scientific and practical aspects ; and indiiectly,

it should benefit all classes of workers, including the humblest. The
Institute did not, however, stand before the woild as existing primarily

for the purpose of helping small concerns, and probably Mr. Johnson
did not mean to say it did, although his words seemed to convey that

meaning. By mutual help of scientific men, manufacturers, and users

of metals, advance must be made, and it could be made only in that

way. Research workers must be given absolute freedom. When
reading the history of science, one noted that many a discovery,

which at first seemed to have little or no practical value, came often

in an unexpected fashion, and sometimes after a long interval to

be of immense practical importance. It was not for others to limit

or criticise research workers. Mr. Cookson had clearly indicated

a preferable method, in stating that he and his staff had taken

up the work of research investigators and applied it to manu-
facturing processes. One great example of this general truth

occurred some years ago in the great factory at Essen. Making use

of principles discovered by English investigators vinder the direction

of the late Sir William Roberts-Austen, Krupp devised and applied

particular methods of heat-treatment to the manufacture of armour,

and produced a quality superior in resisting power to that which had
been produced before. In that particular case the original investi-

gator had no direct intention to influence the manufacture of armour.

He was engaged on an investigation of the critical temperatures of

iron and its alloys and the results of heat-treatment. Another set of

investigators, employed in laboratories attached to the steelworks

produced wonderful results in actual manufacture. There was a

reward for all classes of workers in the task which the Institute aimed
at performing. They welcomed, and hoped they would always

welcome, pure research work done by men who had no idea of apply-

ing their discoveries to practice. Faraday was such a man. Who
could say that his work, done, as it was, in utter scorn of financial

gain to himself, was not productive % although it became productive

through the work of others. There must be collaboration between
the scientist, the manufacturer, and the user, and in his address at

Birmingham he had endeavoured to show that the Institute aimed at

uniting all these classes in promoting their common interests. The
discussion that afternoon, following upon Sir Gerard Muntz's sug-

gestive paper, would be of great value in recalling attention to possi-

bilities of usefulness for the Institute, and it had illustrated the

fundamental fact that by common help and intei'course, by frank

interchange of views and experiences, members of the Institute could

hope to benefit the great industries of the country and the advance-
ment of the science of metallurgy.
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Norman Chaules Cookson, a Vice-President of the Institute of

Aletals, died at his residence, Oakwood, Wylam, Northumberland,
on May 15, 1909. Born in 1841, lie was the eldest son of the late

Mr. William Isaac Cookson, of Worksop Manor, Nottinjrhamshire.

Mr. Cookson received his school education at Harrow. Throughout
his career he showed a keen interest in scientific matters. He was
head of the firm of Cookson &, Co., lead and antimony smelters, of

Newcastle-on-Tyne, and was closely connected with coal and lead

mining interests in the North of England and elsewhere. In addi-

tion, he was interested in silver mines in South America, and was
connected with the development of many of the processes employed
in the refining of lead and antimony and the extraction of silver and
gold. In commercial life he was most energetic and capable ; his

knowledge of science was viiried and extensive ; his practical interest

in and care for the workmen in his employ resulted in many
provisions for their protection and old age. His principal recrea-

tion was orchid-growing, and his house at Wylam was well known
to orchid-growers in all parts of the country. He joined the Insti-

tute of Metals on its foundation in 1908, was chosen a member
of the first Council, and elected a Vice-President in January 1909.

His interest in the movement which led to the formation of the

Institute was unllagging, and his death involves a great loss.

Francis Elgar, LL.D , F.R.S., a member of the first Council of

the Institute of Metals, died at Monte Carlo on January 17, 1909.

He W!is born at Portsmouth in 1845, his family having long been

connected with the Iloyal Dockyard, in which establishment he began
his professional training in 18r)8. In 1864 ho was selected as one
iif eight shipbuilding students by the Admiralty for a course at the

Itoyal School of Naval Aix-hitectuie and Marine Engineering, which
was then being staited. After a distinguished three years' course

at, that institution, he was appointed an Inspector of Contrjict Ship-

l)uilding, and later joined the constructive stalY of Portsmouth hock-

yard. In 1871 he left the Admiralty service, and for the next eight

years was chief professional assistant to Sir Edward Keed. Sub-

cquently he went to Japan as Adviser on Naval Construction to

ihe Japanese (lovernment, a post which he held until 1881, when
he returned to England and began practice as a consulting naval
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architect in London. In 1883 he was appointed the fii'st Pro-

fessor of Naval Architecture in the University of Glasgow, a post he
resigned in 1886 to take up the position of Director of Dockyards at

the Admiralty, where he continued until 1892, when he joined the

Board of the Fairfield Shipbuilding and Engineering Company, Glas-

gow, and became their consulting naval architect at a time when the

Campania and Lucania were building for the Cunard Company. He
retired from the Fairfield Company in 1906 with the intention of

ceasing active work, but was soon recalled to service, and asked to

assume the Chairmanship of both the Fairfield Company and Cam-
mell. Laird & Co. The last year of his life was devoted to carrying

out a complete reorganisation of Cammell, Laird & Co. Dr. Elgar
was the recipient of the honorary degree of LL.D. of the University

of Glasgow ; he was a Fellow of the Royal Societies of London and
Edinburgh, an honorary Vice-President and Treasurer of the Insti-

tution of Naval Architects, and a member of the Council of the

Institution of Civil Engineers. He was a foundation member of the

Institute of Metals, and took great interest in its development,
although his onerous business engagements prevented him from
playing so active a part as he desired.
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